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This annotated translation of Chabanon's Musique considere with

accompanying analysis seeks to establish the aesthetic principles expressed

in his book as a significant and independent departure from the musical

doctrines which prevailed in eighteenth-century France. Hopefully, the

translation will make more accessible to the English-speaking student this

important statement of musical aesthetic concepts. A biography of Chabanon

precedes the analysis of his book and an appendix provides a chronological

bibliography of Chabanon's principal writings.

Musigue consideree had appeared in an earlier, shorter edition in 1779

under the title Observations sur la musique, in which his comments are

limited to the characteristics of music alone. In the second, expanded edition

of 1785, Chabanon included in his discussion music's relationships to all the

literary arts. A second appendix in the dissertation compares the two known

editions of this work.

Michel Paul Gui de Chabanon (1730-1792) was a poet, composer, violinist,

dramatic author, aesthetician, member of the Academie Franpaise, and friend

of the major literary figures of the eighteenth century. His creative literary

efforts and translations from Greek and Roman treatises never won the acclaim

he so greatly desired, but his writings also included scholarly works which

illustrate a strong philosophical individuality in the field of music aesthetics.

As a practicing musician Chabanon was able to bring to discussions of music

a perspective which was notably deficient in the aesthetics of his more



illustrious contemporaries, and today certain aspects of his writings can

be seen to contain significant insights which dispute the rigidity of the

rationalistic system of eighteenth-century French aesthetic thought.

Chabanon's writings stress the growing importance of non-representational

instrumental music and contradict the most widely-held concepts of music's

relation to the doctrine of imitation. This doctrine had significantly in-

fluenced the theory of all the arts, though its precepts were vaguely defined,

almost indiscriminately applied, and suffered the most general of interpre-

tations. Imitation, or the imitation of Nature, had come to mean the creation

of natural, realistic relations between music and non-musical addenda. Though

the imitation of actual sounds in Nature had historically been part of this

artistic concept, the goal of imitation was not the re-creation of such

sounds. The "affections," as they were known, portrayed the inner states of

man and were strengthened when related to a text or when descriptive titles

heightened the vividness of the music. The limitations of numerous program-

matic conventions had served effectively to retard the development in France

of an independent instrumental music whose techniques and idioms were

essentially non-imitative.

The most important aspect of Chabanon's aesthetic is his thesis that

musical expression is subjective rather than rationalistically imitative.

Thus, Chabanon's theories present many of the leading precepts of nineteenth-

century Romanticism; his theories of musical expression find later development

in the writings of such leading aestheticians as 2chopenhauer and Eduard

Hanslick. Music's self-sufficiency, its ability to exist as a complete art

unencumbered by extra-musical images, gains full recognition in Chabanon's

statement that, "music is not the representation of an object; it is the

object itself."



In its embodiment of tenets which are realistic and philosophically

sound, Chabanon's Musigue considsr6e en elle-mieme is one of the most

original and independent musical aesthetics achieved in one of man's most

fecund centuries.
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CHAPTER I

Michel Paul Gui de Chabanon

Michel Paul Gui de Chabanon, poet, composer, performer, author, and

aesthetician, died to an unmolested obscurity, unsuccessful in his

aspirations to the literary fame which had eluded his relentless pursuit

for all of his sixty-two years. Chabanon left an autobiographical sketch

which, in spite of its slight literary value, was edited and published

posthumously by a close friend, F. Fariau de Saint-Ange.1 It has been

observed that this sketch "would be of more use to a psychologist than a

historian";2 its narrow choice of subject matter, limited almost exclusively

to Chabanon's naive affairs of the heart, provides few facts, with most

proper names represented only by initials. Its 200 pages mainly provide

moralizing anecdotes of Chabanon's gentlemanly protestations of chastity

and virtue while he was successfully overcoming the feminine wiles of

those who would seduce him. For factual information, one must consult the

many short biographical sketches, which range from the insignificant to

the informative and from the totally inaccurate or harshly critical to

some equally flattering or judicious.

Chabanon was born in 1730 in Santo Domingo, the present-day Dominican

Republic, for which reason he was often referred to as an "American." The

oldest of five children (two brothers and two sisters), he long maintained

1Tableau de quelques circonstances de ma vie et Prcis de ma liaison
avec mon frere Maugris, (Paris: A.C. Forget, 1795).

2Maurice Tourneaux, "Chabanon," La Grande Encyclopedie, 31 vols.
Paris: H. Lamirault, 1886-1902, vol. III, 181.

1

d?
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close relations with the different members of his family, even after he

had moved to Paris to take up residence with his grandparents. From 1737

to 1743 he attended the public ballet school administered by the Jesuit

College Louis-le-Grand, and at age fifteen became a regular student at

the college.

Upon graduation after four years of study, Chabanon returned to his

grandparents' home where he led the life of a "fervent novice," considering

it his religious duty to spend the day meditating, praying, visiting the

sick, and playing tennis, which he loved with a passion. Off the courts,

he divided his time between confession and the chapel of l'Eglise de la

Sepulchre in the Rue Saint-Denis, where he regularly "bathed in torrents

of tears" the statue of Christ while piously addressing the "terrible and

all-powerful God" as "mon cher petit."3 Yet, six months after his graduation

and despite the protestations of his grandparents, Chabanon's devotions

ended because of his belief that the Jesuits were "scheming" to attach him

to them.4 From his aggravated piety, Chabanon was later to reverse his

opinions and become an atheist.

It is difficult to determine the specific facts or dates of Chabanon's

musical training. In the course of the unblushing revelations of his youth,

Chabanon mentions only that he had studied music for eight years and that he

"had had from a very early age a distinguished talent on the violin. My

extreme piety caused me to neglect its usage."5 Its revival had been precipi-

tated by attending a performance of LeClerc6 at the Concerts spirituel:

3
Tableau de quelques circonstances de ma vie, p. 11.

4lbid., p. 14. 5Ibid.
6Charles Nicolas LeClerc (fl. 1730), whose concertos were extremely
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On All Saint's Day of I don't know what year . . . I received the
direct order from my parents to go listen to the Concerts spirituel;
I believed I was being made to commit a crime. Me! set foot in a
theater!

Once he had overcome his misgivings, Chabanon attended and left this

account of the concert:

My first impression upon entering was that of a whirlwind of delicious
odors which invaded all my senses at once. It seemed that I gas
breathing another air, that I was living in another element.

Totally seduced by the music, Chabanon sought to defend his integrity by

tearing up his program and stuffing the bits of paper in his ears to close

out the music. They proved insufficient against the sound of the entire

orchestra, but he endured the concert in this fashion only to find that,

when he wished to remove the plugs he had fashioned, they had been pushed

in too far to be extricated. The next morning he awakened totally deaf. He

hastened to a doctor to have them removed,but the operation was so painful

that he fainted after the removal of only one piece. Rather than undergo

the pain of another operation,Chabanon chose to take medicine and dissolve

the other piece of paper to facilitate its removal. This procedure was not

entirely successful:

I neglected this aid and I have lived for more than twenty-five years
with one ear more deaf than the other; and it was no more than four or
five years ago that I extracted without effort the last fragments of
the paper, hardened and almost ossified in the organ where they had
remained so long.

The eight years devoted to the study of music were probably the years

from Chabanon's renewed interest at the All Saint's concert (ca. 1749) until

his withdrawal from society in 1757 to undertake the study of language and

letters. His performing abilities on the violin must have been somewhat

popular, published his own works and was of importance in introducing many
of the German instrumental works of Handel and Telemann into France. See
Lionel de La Laurencie et Georges de Sainte-Foix, "Contributions a l'Histoire
de la Symphonie Franraise vers 1750," L'Annie Musicale, 1911, p. 28.

7 Tableau de guelgue circonstances de ma vie, p. 13.
8lbicd. 9Ibid., p. 14.
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considerable, as most references to Chabanon acknowledge the excellence of

his playing, a contention supported by his participation in the Concerts

des Amateurs for about ten years in the 1770's.10 The only further eluci-

dation provided by Chabanon himself is that in Musique consideree, where

his musical study is presented as qualification to write on the subject of

music:

If I am not mistaken, I lacked nothing to be able to speak of music
with some degree of appropriateness. The instinct which from in-
fancy has inclined me toward this art has since been aided by the
study of performance and composition that I have made, a study at
once theoretical and practical. That which, more than anything,
would have rectified my sensations is the frequenting of the greatest
masters of all countries nd the habit of performing beside the most
distinguished virtuosos.i

In addition, Chabanon claimed a personal though formal friendship with

Rameau and is the original source of several of Rameau's bon mots, of

which the most famous is the one in which he remarked to Chabanon at a

performance of Castor the year before he died, "My friend, I have more

taste than before, but I no longer have any genius."12

Following his eight years of musical study, Chabanon decided that in

order to gain a more reliable means of support he would need to acquire

distinction as a man of letters. To this end, in 1757 he completely re-

tired from society for three years to learn Greek and to read the classics,

having only occasional contact with two friends and very infrequently play-

ing his violin at informal musical gatherings. He emerged from his self-

imposed solitude late in 1759 with an excellent knowledge of Greek and was

elected to the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres almost exclusive-

ly on the strength of his amiable personality, musical ability, and

10See note 7, Chapter I, Part I.

11Musique consider-e, p. 9. 12Eloge de Rameau, p. 54.
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well-placed friends, for he had no published works at this time. Before

his election to the Academie he had begun to compose, on the suggestion

of a close friend and member, a Discours sur Homer to be read to the

Academie and which was subsequently published in their Mmoiresl3

However, Chabanon regarded the Acad6mie des Inscriptions as but a stepping-

stone to the Acad6mie Francaise, and in furtherance of his goal he began

composing tragedies.14

His first major enterprise after being elected to the Academie was

the completion of his first tragedy, Eponine, in late 1761. Its initial

reception by the famous actor Le Kain was that it was a "miracle," and it

was almost as highly praised by the actress Mlle. Clairon. Before its per-

formance, Chabanon had first wished to avail himself of Clairon's

advice over some niceties of characterization. Against her polite protesta-

tions of ill-health, lack of time, and general indisposition to meet with

him, Chabanon persevered and was rewarded by moving her to tears with the

rendering of selected passages of his play. However, the Acadmie undertook

a performance of the play with reluctance. More critical minds were less

receptive, Bachaumont saying that "his tragedy, which is endlessly praised,

as is customary, and which we have read, is nothing extraordinary."15 This

disparity of opinion was to continue for the duration of Chabanon's career;

but even the praise and support of France's leading actors could not over-

come the deficiencies of the work, which still failed.

The death of Chabanon's father in 1762 left him and his brothers,

also living in Paris, on a modest and undependable income, a turn of events

13
See Appendix B for the installments in which these writings appeared.

14Bachaumont, M6moires secrets pour server a l'histoire de la republique
des lettres (London, 1777-1789), Vol. 1, 24.

15 Ibid. , p. 25.
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necessitating the brothers' return to Santo Domingo to resolve family

affairs and provide for the needs of their mother and two sisters. Chabanon

remained in Paris and maintained an active membership in the Academie, even

provoking a controversy by reading his translation of Pindar's first Ode

at their public meeting on November 12, 1762, over the objections of

certain members:

This license has been tolerated. It had been decided that verse
would not be read to this Academie because of the abuse which was
introduced into it and which would have caused the Acadmie to grad-
ually lose its institution.16

Due to an increasing lack of success in securing support from his

estate, Chabanon was granted a pension of 2,000 livres by the Mercure de

France. Chabanon repaid this pension on March 25, 1772, stipulating that

it should be awarded to another author in financial need and requesting

that it be given to Chamfort, a fellow member of the Academie.

In addition to revising his unsuccessful play, Chabanon announced the

completion of another, Virginie. Eponine was again performed and following

the failure of the second performance, which had been undertaken only at

the insistence of Mlle. Clairon, Chabanon withdrew both plays and confided

his self-doubts to a friend amid growing speculation that he understood

nothing about the "marche de nOtre theatre."17  As late as six months afterward,

Bachaumont was still referring to Chabanon's despair over his "literary

disgrace."18 The following year brought nothing of value from Chabanon's

pen, though.a small stir was created by the suspicion that an unsigned play

being highly praised by Le Kain and certain members of the Academie, The

Triumvirs, was his work. The premiere took place on the fourth of July,

16Ibid, p. 145. 17Ibid., Vol. XVI, 167.
18Ibid., Vol. I, 222.
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1764, and was such a notable failure that it strengthened the suspicion

that the play was by M. de Chabanon."

Chabanon's relationship with Voltaire was of inestimable value to his

literary career. These unsuccessful works which have been mentioned, while

never establishing Chabanon as a literary artist, did, at least, bring him

to the attention of France's most influential author. Specifically, it was

the play Virginie and a small philosophical treatise, Sur le Sort de

Poesie en ce Siecle Philosophe, that attracted the attention of Voltaire.20

Through his many contacts in Paris, Voltaire received regular news of

dramas performed or books published in the capital; from d'Alembert he

received a copy of Chabanon's short treatise on poetry and philosophy. Accord-

ing to Chabanon's autobiography, his own relation with d'Alembert was not

one of intimacy, rather that of an acquaintance than a good friend, although

d'Alembert's initial recommendations and introductions were of great benefit

to the advancement of Chabanon's literary aspirations. In his letter to

Voltaire, d'Alembert's support is unreserved:

Sur le Sort de Pogsie is by one of my friends named Chabanon of
of the Acadeie des Belles-Lettres, who is worthy by his talents andby his character to interest you. I believe that you will be satisfied,
both by the work and the letter that is joined to it, and I count onyour friendship fp' me enough to hope that you will be willing to
extend it to him.Z'

Within eight days Voltaire had completed reading the book and addressed a

lengthy and flattering response to many of the points raised in Chabanon's

19Ibid., Vol. II, 71.

20Chabanon's book, which includes a dissertation on Homer consideredas a tragic poet and a one-act tragedy entitled Priam au camp d'Achille, hadon August 24, 1764, won an "accessit," or consolation prize from the AcadmieFrancaise and was published on August 29.
21 11 r i--Al l of Voltaire's correspondence is taken from Voltaire's Corres-pondence, ed. by Theodore Besterman (Geneve: Institut et Mus6e Voltaire 1953)
s chronologically cross-indexed by both number and date. #11228, 29 August1764.
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essay, even touching on musical topics of interest, not included as part of

the discussion but which may have been part of the accompanying letter:

I would like to believe that Orpheus was a great musician, but if he
reappeared among us to w te an opera, I would advise him to go to
the school of M. Rameau.

It was Rameau's death on August 24, only fifteen days before this letter,

which had stirred Chabanon to the composition of his first work of lasting

historical significance. The Eloge de Rameau was released during the last

week of November, and, in spite of its poor reception by members of the

Academie des Inscriptions,23 Chabanon received on December 9 another

laudatory letter from Voltaire which opens with these high-sounding lines:

If one could be certain, Monsieur, of having panegyrists such as you
after his death, there would be great pleasure in dying.... After the
eulogy that you have written for Rameau, I will always be yours. You
inspire in me an esteem which almost approaches affection.

This was the beginning of a long friendship ending only with Voltaire's

death in 1778.

Chabanon's literary activities continued, and over the next few months

he presented papers at the regularly scheduled meetings of the Acadmie.

Of more importance, his frequent correspondence with Voltaire became in-

creasingly familiar. By December 4, 1765, Voltaire suggested to Chabanon

that he send his latest play, Virginie, to see the effect it created when

given in live theater by the actors at Ferney, and that he consider buying

a house in the region. Voltaire concluded his letter with a startling resolution:

The pleasure of conversing with you will augment, if it were possible, the
esteem that your letters have inspired in me. But you must hurry, for my
poor health warns me that I will not be the oldest member of the Acadmie
Frangaise. I am going to give you my vote to be my successor unless you
would prefer to be chosen by order of the jury.25

22Besterman #11233, 6 September 1764.
23See Bachaumont's statements, commentary, p. 30.
24 B9

Besterman #11389, 9 December 1764.
25g

Besterman #12158, 4 December 1,65.
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However, after receiving Chabanon's play, Voltaire's troupe read through it

and no one was willing to accept a role, finding it "cold, poorly constructed,

without any interest, without probability, and without any beauty."26

Voltaire's then rather awkward situation was confided to a mutual friend,

Charles Augustin Feriol, with the confession that due to his affection for

Chabanon he could not tell him the truth. On the same day, Voltaire wrote

Chabanon a letter which is the epitome of tact and gentle criticism, and

later that month wrote to extend Chabanon an invitation to visit Ferney.

Chabanon made two visits to Voltaire's estate; the first in February

of 1766, on which occasion he stayed for six weeks, and a second visit the

following year, when he arrived at the end of April and stayed for six

months. Some particulars of these visits have been preserved in Chabanon's

autobiography,27 and while they are extremely interesting and invaluable for

their inclusion of personal anecdotes concerning Voltaire and his theory of

tragedy, we must forego their examination here as being only marginally

related to our subject.

After spending the better part of his stay at Ferney in constant re-

vision of Virginie, Chabanon began a new tragedy, Eudoxie, under the guidance

of Voltaire. When he had settled on the plan of a drama, Chabanon returned to

Paris where he spent most of the next year completing the work. Upon his re-

turn to Ferney in April of the next year (1767), Chabanon wrote to d'Alembert

and expressed Voltaire's displeasure with the play. D'Alembert's subsequent

letter to Voltaire reveals an interest in Chabanon that seems to exceed the

mere formal acquaintance attested by Chabanon's autobiographical sketch:

Chabanon has surprised and distressed me by informing me that you are
are not happy with his play. I swear to you that it gave me great

26Letter to Charles Augustin Feriol; Besterman #12238, 13 January 1766.
27These experiences have also been published separately as "Chabanon i

Ferney," Voltaire, Oeuvres completes (Paris: Garniers, 1881), XLIII, 357-364.
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pleasure, ... but you know better than I. The only thing I ask of
you my dear Master, and that my friendship for Chabanon requires of
you for me, is to be willing to give his work as much attention as
possible ... Chabanon merits 8it, in truth, for himself and for the
affection he holds for you.

Over the years, d'Alembert's admiration and affection was to change to an

indifferent tolerance for Chabanon's literary weakness.

Voltaire's response to this request for assistance was affirmative,

with a touch of aesthetic criticism thrown in:

Monsieur de Chabanon has a beautiful plan for a tragedy and has written
a first act which foretells the success of the four others. But for
whom is he working? What actors? What spectators? The time of the
fine arts has passed and the philosophy which was procuring the honor
of this century is persecuted.29

Voltaire's growing lack of faith in the French theater had begun much

earlier than 1767, and only two months before, he had expressed similar

disillusionment to d'Alembert while fostering his support for Chabanon's

entry into the Academie Frangaise:

Toward the end of this autumn you will probably see M. de Chabanon
and M. de LaHarpe. Some day they should be our colleagues; but [now]
it is necessary that M. de LaHarpe might have some bread, and we no
longer have a Col rt who encourages genius.... The theater of Paris
no longer exists.

Chabanon returned to Paris in November of that year but kept up an

active correspondence with Voltaire, who reciprocated with letters full of

news items ranging from criticisms of the latest Paris productions to the

use of oysters as an aphrodisiac. Voltaire even accused Chabanon of treat-

ing him as Rameau had treated l'Abbe Pellegrin by never writing.

Chabanon's third tragedy, Eudoxie, was completed during March of 1767

and was mailed to Voltaire for his criticism. Voltaire's initial response

28d'Alembert to Voltaire; Besterman #13273, 12 May 1767.
29Besterman #13609, 4 November 1767.
30Besterman #13546, 22 September 1767.
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on April 7th was apologetic in tone, assuring Chabanon that the severity

of his criticism stemmed only from affection. A second letter of April

16th is even more conciliatory, expressing Voltaire's fear that he had

been perhaps too severe and even a little harsh in his remarks on the

play. Most of the numerous exchanges between the two men during this year

dealt with details of the play written with their collaborative thinking.

According to Bachaumont, Chabanon volunteered his companionship to Voltaire

who was alone at Ferney during the winter of 1768 only to be politely

refused, "which proves the comment attributed to him [Voltaire] that he

wants nothing more to do with these insignificant authors."31 That Voltaire

was disillusioned with his young protege is hardly as evident as Bachaumont

would suggest. It is certainly not indicated by the volume of their cor-

respondence, which even contains Voltaire's ironical comment in his letter

of July 4, 1768, that he was a "poor correspondent"; yet, he had written to

Chabanon seven times in the past three months, and extended several invita-

tions over the next few years to return to Ferney.

Eudoxie was published in January of 1769 and dedicated to Voltaire with

the generous language, "l'homme de la plus tendre reconnoissance. "32 It was

Voltaire's intention to have Eudoxie included in the Th6~tre Frangaise being

published in Geneva, and he even submitted his own copy to the editor, Rieu;

but publication of the anthology was completed in April, 1769 before Chabanon's

play could be included.33 During this period, Chabanon had begun composition

31Bachaumont, M6moires secrets, IV, 5.

32Preface to Eudoxie (Paris, 1769), pp. vii-viii.

33See Samuel Taylor, "La Collaboration de Voltaire au Theatre Frangaise
(1767-1769)," Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century (Geneva, 1961),
p. xviii and pp. 57-75.
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of a divertissement for the benefit concert of Des ecoles gratuites de

dessin which took place on Saint Cecilia's Day, November 22, 1769. An

illustrious cast of virtuosos was assembled for the concert, which was

given in the Galerie de la Reine in the Tuileries. Chabanon's divertissement

(untitled) took the form of a not particularly subtle musical allegory

between a character, France, and a crowd of needy children. However, it

was well-received, "and brought much honor to the talents of Chabanon as

well as to his noble and sensitive soul," relates Bachaumont,34 who

chastised the other virtuosos for not demonstrating a zeal equal to

Chabanon's act of patriotism. Voltaire found it all "very boring."35

The publication of Eudoxie had stimulated Chabanon to seek another

subject for dramatic treatment. He wrote to Voltaire suggesting a new

setting of Alceste and was immediately discouraged because of the general

popularity and wide recognition of the excellence of Quinault's treatment

of the same subject. The virtual impossibility of successfully competing

with one of Quinault's most popular works had prompted Voltaire's swift

and certain rejection:

We would not be telling this so bluntly to anyone but you. . . because
you merit that someone tell you. W could be mistaken, but we cer-
tainly do not wish to deceive you.

The lack of literary triumphs turned Chabanon's interests more toward

music over the next fifteen years. The success of his divertissement had

injected a new dimension into his efforts to gain recognition as a creative

author; technical specifics about music were not known by most members of

the Academie, d'Alembert providing a notable exception, and in this area

34Memoires secrets, V, 16.

35Letter to Pierre Michel Hennin; Besterman #15014, 21 November 1769.
36

Besterman #15142, 6 February 1770.
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Chabanon was better able to compete with his fellow academicians. The

success of the 1769 divertissement became an introduction to his greater

participation in the hotly-debated arena of musical aesthetics. A few more

incidental compositions were written during these years, though most re-

mained unpublished until included in collections published later in the

decade.

Chabanon's most important writings from this period are the two

articles on music, "Lettre de M. Chabanon sur les proprietes musicales de

la langue frangaise,"37 and "Sur la musique a l'occasion de Castor,"38 both

derived in part from the earlier Eloge de Rameau (1764) and both contributing

heavily to the Observations sur la musigue (1779). Chabanon's attempts to

realize many of his own theories for the opera libretto revealed no partic-

ular distinction in that genre, though his first effort enjoyed short-lived

success, due mainly to the vitality of the music.

Chabanon's first libretto was the opera Sabinus, an arrangement of his

unsuccessful play, Eponine (1761), with music by Gossec. The opera was

completed in June, 1772,and immediately scheduled for a performance at the

theater of the Palais-Royal for the first week in July. Four acts (of five)

were repeated on July 19, and another full performance was given on the

31st. The surprising popularity of the work did result in plans for a 1773

tour of Europe to begin in Brussels. The director of the Grand Thatre de

Bruxelles, Ignace Vitzthumb, had sent his assistant, Compain, to Paris to

secure the services of some professional singers for a production at his

theater. When Compain arrived in Paris, Sabinus was at its height and he

37Mercure de France, Janvier, 1773, pp. 171-191.

38Mercure de France, Avril, 1772, pp. 159-179.
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arranged for some performances in Brussels. Even his enthusiasm for the

music could not obscure the weakness of the text: "Quant au poeme, il le

trouve un peu faible, mais ii est persuade qu'un pourrait l'ameliorer en y

apportant quelque changements."39 Compain suggested that the weak libretto

be modified by Delaplace, literary editor of the Brussels theater, but the

performance and tour were ultimately cancelled because of Gossec's unwill-

ingness to have the manuscript score either printed or released for use.

Another performance was planned for the court festivities at Versailles

and was given December 4, 1773. In spite of the moderate reception it

received at court, a Paris production was planned for early in 1774, and

for these performances Chabanon modified his tragedy by compressing it from

five acts into four. Its truncated version enjoyed no more success;

"Everyone, even the poet's friends, feels that the words are detestable and

are very poorly done," and even modern critics have found the versifi-

cation to be "clumsy, jerky, and improbably infantile."41

Chabanon's attempt to correct some of the weaknesses was met with equal

cynicism; the singer Sophie Arnould's bon mot summed up the feelings of

most who had been witness to Eponine's various transformations: "The public

would be an ingrate to persist in being bored since it was reduced from five

acts to four in order to please it;" 42 to which Grimm added that, "it seems

that the poet and composer might be united to prove to you that you may have

pleasure. Now, this [Sabinus] is one of those things which proves it the

least.

39Louis Dufrane, Gossec (Paris, 1927), p. 65.
40Memoires secrets, XXVII, 127. 41Dufrane, op_. cit., p. 64.

42Grimm, Correspondence litteraire, X, 394. 43Ibid., p. 395.
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Among the limited contributions which Sabinus made to history might

be mentioned orchestrational expansions such as the use of trombones in

the orchestra, only the third instance of the clarinet's appearance,

and the expansion of the string section, which increases the number

of violins from 20 to 24 and the number of double-basses from 3 to 5,44

making it the most "modern" seen in France to that date.

Chabanon's social life continued unabated during these months and

his relations with Voltaire remained as cordial as ever. In September

of 1775 it was rumored that he was to purchase one of the eighteen houses

that Voltaire was having built near Ferney, though this venture never

materialized. His literary interests were now primarily poetic, and in the

years from 1775 to 1779 Chabanon produced his translations of Theocritus and

Pindar, the verses dedicated to Voltaire, and independent collections ap-

pearing in 1775 and 1779. Of far greater value was his Observations sur

la musigue, published in 1779. Some chroniclers suggest that it was due

to this book that Chabanon was elected to the Acad6mie Franaise; however,

its reception was actually very mild and generated little support among the

society's members, though it may have boosted his long-standing application,

for within a month of its publication he was the leading contender for the

vacant seat of Foncemange.

Chabanon's insatiable desire to be elected to the Acad6mie Frangaise

dated from his first attempts to enter the Academie des Inscriptions et

Belles-Lettres in 1760. As his number of publications increased, this

44Dufrane, Gossec, p. 129 and Frederic Hellouin, Gossec et la musigue
frangai se (Paris, 1903), p. 130.
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desire, for which he became increasingly insistent on Voltaire's support,

grew increasingly stronger until his election in 1780. Their corres-

pondence over the ten years prior to his success is mainly devoted to

this effort and to the assurances of Voltaire's unwavering support for

his candidacy, support which he had pledged as early as 1765. Voltaire's

enormous influence with the Academie Franpaise had begun to diminish in

the period from 1770 until his death in 1778, however, and by 1777 he was

unable to claim more than three close friends among the forty elected

members.45 Another disadvantage to Chabanon's campaign for election was

his gradual loss of d'Alembert's respect, and in his position as perma-

nent secretary of the Academie, d'Alembert was its most influential mem-

ber in the selection of candidates.

With each new vacancy Chabanon quickened his political pressures on

the members of the Academie, but was repeatedly rejected. The election of

1777 was perhaps the most emotional of Chabanon's many candidacies and his

open bitterness over his failure only served to antagonize those to whom

he was appealing: "Chabanon spends his time speaking of the abuses of the

Academie and yet desiring to be one of it. He would be more successful

with less abuse and more good works." 46

Voltaire had been sincere in his pledge of support, but his letters to

Chabanon were not always completely candid, often claiming to know nothing of

the Academie's proceedings or its private determinations on the different

candidates. To Chabanon's persistent inquiries, Voltaire replied in frus-

tration; "You will be in the Academie, either this year or in the first vacant

place, and when you are you will be disgusted with it." 47 Chabanon's entreaties

45Besterman #19682, 8 October 1777.
46Besterman #18884, 25 March 1776.
47
,Besterman #18940, 21 April 1776.
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had become a source of true irritation to d'Alembert, who vented his cynicism

to Voltaire on the occasion of the vacancy which opened in November, 1777:

We will not get Pascal this time; I have knocked at Rufin's door
and he said that he would prefer to wait a while; but at least I
hope that we will not get "Cotin" Chabanon, who begs the Acad6mie
just as one begs alms and begs your purse, and who desires accumulat-
ing titles on his head instead of talents.48

In comparing Chabanon with Lemierre and l'Abbe Maury, the two other candi-

dates for the seat, the most Bachaumont would say in his behalf was that

"he counts among his friends a great many of the Academie Frangaise. . . and

has many liaisons with men of high social station."49

The comments of d'Alembert cited above would indicate that the selec-

tion of members was often accompanied by severe and emotional differences of

opinion. Chabanon had doubtless become aware of an evident lack of support

among his "friends," and particularly suspected Voltaire of betraying his

interests. As early as 1772, Chabanon indignantly confronted Voltaire over

an incident in which LaHarpe alleged that the philosopher had referred to

Chabanon as a "pedant," which forced Voltaire to deny ever having made such a
50

statement. There was a similar occurrence during the Acad6mie's November,

1777 election, with LaHarpe writing to Voltaire that Chabanon was again

accusing him of clandestine deception, which prompted Voltaire's pained

response:

I had been informed earlier of the petty lies that have been told
Chabanon about me. Someone wishes to render him my enemy in rendering

48Besterman #19751, 18 November 1777. 49M6moires secrets, X, 234.
50Besterman #16683, 11 May 1772. Jean-Francoise de LeHarpe (1739-1803);

his relationship with Chabanon dates from his two-year stay at Ferney while
Chabanon was also a visitor there. LaHarpe was called the French Quintilian
and is chiefly remembered for his Lycee, ou cours de littrature ancienne et
moderne (Paris, 1818), which contains the critical observation about Chabanon's
E onine that "Chabanon, being the most honest of men, decided not to publish
it" Cours de literature, VII, 214).
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him my colleague, him whom I have always received at my house with
the most tender affection; this is very unjust; but can one expect
from men anything other than injustices?51

Three days later Voltaire was still disturbed by the matter and confided

in their mutual friend, Charles Augustin Feriol:

It seems to me that our friend M. de Chabanon places a terrible
importance on this place in the Academie. His passion is so great
that he has listened to the totally unjust lies about him that have
been attributed to me. Does he not know how fond I am of him?52

By Voltaire's death the following year there had been no actual reconcili-

ation, though Chabanon continued publicly to laud the philosopher, publish-

ing his Vers sur Voltaire et son apothese au Parnasse during this year.

The greatest obstacle to Chabanon's election appeared to be d'Alembert.

The very slight competition to his candidacy offered by the two candidates,

Lemierre and Maury, seemed to assure his success; even his fellow aspirant

Lemierre conceded the leading position to Chabanon, saying: "Ah' M. Chabanon

will prevail; he plays the violin, and me, I only play the lyre."53 Only

a few days before the election date, d'Alembert, "not seeing in either

M. Chabanon or in M. Lemierre a subject of his choice,"54 was able ef-

fectively to block Chabanon's election by introducing the argument that since

the Academie des Inscriptions, of which Chabanon was a member, was so often

disposed toward its own members in supporting them for election to the

Academie Frangaise, the election of yet another member would give the outward

appearance that the Academie des Inscriptions actually controlled the elections

of the Academie Frangaise. "Such a blatantly political view stunned

everyone," according to Grimm,55 but even Chabanon was forced to

51Besterman #19753, 19 November 1777.
52Besterman #19761, 22 November 1777.
53Grimm, Correspondence litteraire, XII, 39.
5 4 Ibid. 55Ibid., p. 41.
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support this viewpoint, which meant his being forced to wait for the

death of yet another member. D'Alembert's hostility was less reserved

in relating the decision to Voltaire:

Not being able to have Pascal Condorcet, we have preferred Eutrope
Millot to Chapelain Lemierre and to Cotin Chabanon; at least he has
the merit of having written a philosophical history and f not con-
stantly reminding you that he was a Jesuit and a priest. 6

These are doubtless the intrigues Chabanon attributed to d'Alembert in

his autobiography:

d'Alembert, this good, excellent man; simple and obliging. . . . If
it is true that intrigue had altered his virtues, what an example,
what a lesson for the men of letters who claim virtue and literary
distinction.57

Foncemange's death created another opening in the Academie at the

end of the next year. This time there was virtually no serious opposition

to Chabanon's entry and he was awarded the seat almost by default. In recog-

nition of Chabanon's long pursuit of the seat and the emotional intrigues which

had effectively denied his acquiring it for twenty years, Grimm summarized the

Academie's feelings: "Can one refuse a thing which brings so much pleasure

when it costs so little?"58 The nominating committee quickly arrived at a

consensus in favor of Chabanon, and even before the election this epigram

was circulating in the salons:

It is said that one wishes
To make Chabanon succeed
Foncemange to the soporific chair:
But his academic merit?
None. He is a great violinist.
Into the bosom of the company
Lacking accord and unison
He will re-establish harmony.59

56Besterman #19806, 27 December 1777.
57Tableau de quelques circonstances de ma vie, p. 33.
58Correspondence litteraire, XII, 37.
59Memoires secrets, XIV, 268.
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In December his election was complete and the reception ceremony was

held on January 20, 1780. His reception speech60 was a tribute to Foncemange,

whom he had replaced; the first part lauded his literary merit and the second

his social qualities. Most present found the speech boring with the ex-

ception of a passage dedicated to praising the dying generation of authors

who had experienced the century of Louis XIV. Bachaumont observed that

Chabanon "relieved the mediocrity of his paper by the manner of presenta-

tion."6 1 This, though, was kinder than his evaluation of the director's

response delivered by le marechal duc de Duras, which was read very poorly,

"rendering it even worse; perhaps it will gain something in being read."62

Of particular interest is d'Alembert's refusal to take part in the

ceremony. In an unusual change of procedure, the secretary had prepared

no acceptance speech to welcome his new colleague into the Academie, forcing

Duras into his purportedly inept performance with its restrained balance

between faint praise and nebulous ambivalence:

A sound taste, an intellect clarified by the fine principles and the
great models of antiquity, an elegant and correct style, gentle dis-
position, and a noble, wise conduct; such are, Monsieur [Chabanon],
the titles which have merited to you the public's esteem and the
suffrage of the Academie, for it should not separate from talents
those qualities that give to the man of letters a pg sonal consider-
ation which is reflected in the letters themselves.

Also, the appearance at the reception of the Duchess of Bourbon, one of

Chabanon's noble friends, offered some further embarrassment to d'Alembert

and enhanced Chabanon's reputation as the friend of those in high social station.

60Discours prononce dans 1'Academie Fran aise le jeudi 20 janvier 1780,
a la reception de M. de Chabanori (Paris, 1780).

61Memoires secrets, XV, 29. 62Ibid.

63Correspondence litteraire, XII, 374.
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The meeting was closed by LaHarpe's reading of his own Eloge de

Voltaire, also not well-received but for a passage comparing the dramatic

techniques of Voltaire with those of Racine. LaHarpe was, however, un-

abashedly critical of Chabanon's speech, accusing it of being, "like

everything he has written, extremely mediocre, vague in its direction and

full of commonplaces said with pretension and rather indifferent digres-

sions,"64 thus making the circle of bitter recriminations complete.

During the five years between Chabanon's election to the Acadmie

Francaise and the appearance of Musique consideree en elle-mgme, he pub-

lished only the "Memoires sur les Problems d'Aristote concernant la

musique."65 In addition to expanding the Observations into Musigue

consideree, his time was devoted to the composition of an opera libretto,

La Toison d'or, which in July of 1785 received one of the three prizes of

600 livres newly instituted by the king for the encouragement of the French

lyric theater, several smaller comic theater works, and the moral epistles,

all published together in 1788 as Oeuvres de theatre et autres poesies.

His remaining works are minor, functional writings unrelated to the fine

arts.

Chabanon's death on July 10, 1792 went largely unnoticed by the literary

public, an oversight which Feriau de Saint-Ange, his friend of six years and

posthumous editor, attributed more to the difficult days of the French

Revolution than to intentional neglect. A brief inscription etched on

Chabanon's funeral urn following cremation and the editor's preface to

Quelguescirconstances de ma vie are among the only tributes paid to Chabanon

64Oeuvres de La Harpe (Geneve: Slatkine Reprints, 1968), XI, 236.

65Memoires de 1'Academie des Inscriptions, XLVI (1780-1783), 285-
355.
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at his death. Fontanes, the editor of the Journal de Paris, published

a eulogistic Notice sur Chabanon in 1799, again stressing the positive

attributes of his character and personality and the soundness of his

academic techniques:

Chabanon had more intellect than talent, an erudition equal to his
intelligence and a character even preferable to all of his literary
titles. He cultivated the arts for themselves; he devoted himseUto them entirely without receiving the prize of this dedication.

Though Fontanes dismissed Chabanon's efforts at poetry as "more the result

of work than of enthusiam," and his taste as "more cultivated than natural;

one of reflection rather than instinct," he also maintained that Chabanon's

book on music is his work "most often read and widely enjoyed,"67 repeat-

ing the opinions of editors from France, Germany, and England.

Chabanon never produced the great tragedies or volumes of poetry

which would have realized his powerful desire to be recognized as one of

the foremost French dramatic authors, but in his authorship of Musique

consideree en elle-meme, he has left one of the most original and indepen-

dent musical aesthetics achieved in one of man's most fecund centuries.

666
Quoted in Michaud, Biographie universelle, ancienne et moderne

(Paris, 1870), VII, 378.

67 Ibid., p. 379.



CHAPTER II

CHABANON'S AESTHETIC IN RELATION TO THE

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Introduction

The appearance in 1779 of Chabanon's Observations sur la musigue and

its expanded version in 1785 as Musigue consid6rse en elle-mme, et dans

ses rapports avec la parole, les langues, la posie, et le theatre, set

forth"what is probably the most advanced musical aesthetic written any-

where in the eighteenth century."1 This book, a summation of ideas expressed

in four earlier writings on music,2 identified Chabanon as one of the fore-

most defenders of the "modernist" trends in French music and, apparently, as

one of the few writers in France capable of a truly "musical" aesthetic:

With all their deep-reaching interest in art, and an analysis that was
often acute and penetrating, the men of- the eighteenth century for the
most part missed the true center of artistic creation - its pure syn-
thesis of imagination. The remarks of every writer on the subject
of music - Algarotti, Gluck, Rousseau, Diderot, DuBos, Harris, Beattie,
as well as the lesser journalists - indicate a complete inability to
construct a musical cosmos on the lines of music per se. In part, of
course, we may attribute this to the comparatively low stage3of evolu-
tion to which music as an independent art had then attained.

Though Chabanon's book does not lack arguments for or against the tradi-

tional controversies surrounding the relations of music and language, it is

his understanding of music apart from external relationships, his emphasis

1
D.C. Cabeen, Critical Bibliography of French Literature (Syracuse

University Press, 1951), IV, 31.
2
See Appendix B: Chronological Bibliography of the Principal Works

of Chabanon, p. 378.

3Ernest Newman, Gluck and the Opera (London, 1895), pp. 247-248.
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on the newly-developing "absolute" music which makes Chabanon's aesthetic

of particular significance to the history of the field and establishes him

as an important link between an exhausted Rationalism and the Romanticism

which rose from this decay. At the time of Chabanon's entry into the

polemical battles with his Eloge de Rameau (1764), there was little or no

recognition of the self-sufficiency of instrumental music beyond its per-

functory role in overtures or divertissements of the opera, functions

given over to the imitation of some dramatic aspect or an obligatory

capacity in the ballet. The strength of this historical precedent was not

to be easily displaced:

. . .the French public of 1700 easily loses countenance when it no
longer finds itself in the presence of given formulae and its imag-
ination ceases to be guided by the aid of verbal language. . .
Everything which does not paint an object to the eyes and to the mind,
everything which cannot be translated by4a plastic image becomes, in
some fashion, foreign to this mentality.

This aesthetic blindness, aggravated by the influence of the philosophes

and a national taste unsympathetic to absolute instrumental music that was

German or Italian in origin, served only to prolong the lack of recognition

for instrumental music and to heighten resistance to it. What seemed to

Chabanon to be acknowledgement of the obvious was in reality viewed as

entertaining fabulous notions about the most controversial issue of the

century, the ability of music to realize the doctrine of imitation.

The controversy surrounding this important aesthetic concept was by

no means limited to absolute music, but extended to music of any sort and

originated not so much in the philosophy of the eighteenth century as in

the rationalism of the seventeenth. The musical and philospphical substance

p. 2.

4Echarcheville, De Lulli a Rameau: L'esthetique musicale (Paris, 1906),
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of the transition period from the death of Lully (1632-1687) to the death

of Rameau (1683-1764) was inclined to the accommodation of the two pre-

vailing concepts in art criticism, reason and imitation. The mutations

of these two concepts and the attendant philosophical problems encountered

when they are applied to the fine arts were not without their drawbacks:

It is as if logic and aesthetics, as if pure knowledge and artistic
intuition, had to be solved in terms of one another before either of
them could find its own standard and understand itself in the light
of its own relational complex.5

The capabilities of an art adequately to realize this doctrine, that

is, its propriety to imitate, was never particularly questioned; it was also

understood to be the artist's responsibility to discover the means by which

it does so. Thus, the doctrine of imitation reigned virtually unchallenged

in art criticism until well into the eighteenth century; "L'Objet de tous

les arts est de peindre la nature: la posie a l'esprit, la peinture aux

yeux, et la musique a l'oreille."6

The sincere belief that reason could be applied to an essentially non-

analytical art such as music and manifest itself in a recognizable language

capable of reproducing sentiments and fixed sensations is the concept under-

lying virtually all musical creation from the baroque through the eighteenth

century. The imitation of Nature to which this artistic language was to

aspire was no less vague in definition; the obvious was not so much sought

as the intentionally abstract:

5Cassierer, The Philosophy of the Enlightenment (Princeton University
Press, 1951), p. 277.

6Baton, Examen de la Lettre de M. Rousseau (Paris, 1754), p. 28
(quoted in Masson, L'Opera de Rameau, p. 424).

7Chabanon established his belief in the non-objective analysis of music,
saying of Rameau, that "his works are not subject to either discussion or
analysis" (Eloge de Rameau, p. 5).
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While such things sometimes occupied composers, literal imitations
[of natural sounds] form a very small part of the musical aesthetic
of the baroque, the musical thought of which was first and foremost
concerned with rendering and translating into music the temper, dis-
position, or frame of mind, passions, and mental relations character-
istic of man.

The belief that music's true function was to "imitate," "characterize,"

or "paint" human sentiments, events, and Nature was, then, the single-most

influential principle in the musical arts, leading more than one aesthetician

to conclude, as had d'Alembert, that "All music that portrays nothing is

only noise." 9 Any attempt to penetrate the rather dense aura with which

philosophy surrounded the arts will to a large extent be concerned with

reconciling widely divergent opinions, each with supporting "facts" about

the origins, properties, evolution, and perfection of the arts and languages

and accompanied by a renewed appeal to the authority of the Ancients, to

reason, to nationalism, and often, simply to good taste. The belief that

there exists a historical link between the arts and sciences with the

consequence that changes in the latter engendered changes in taste and

criticism of the arts had created a mythical unity of thought which had

elevated art to the level of an exact science, with equal susceptibility to

rationalization. To be accorded recognition as a science meant to achieve

a higher intellectual rank, but inevitably led to the application of ration-

alistic codifications to the arts, whose application to music produced a

corresponding rise in "scientific formulation[s] in musical literature,"10

8Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization (New York, 1941), p. 436.

9d'Alembert, Discours preliminaire a 1'Encyclopdie, tr. by Richard
Schwab (Indianapolis, 1963), p. 39.

10Lang, op_. cit., p. 442.
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8

expressing the actualization of the doctrine of imitation in catalogs of

"expressions" or "affects."

The highly touted rules of French classicism, those invariable guides

to successful creativity legitimized by no less an authority than Aristotle,

provided the impetus for endless series of discourses and analyses devoted

to the principles governing unity, variety, order, symmetry, or contrast in

art. Thus, within the limits of an indefinable but tolerable variance in

individual taste, rules were to serve as a necessary and sufficient criteria

for determining aesthetic values. Yet, the origins of the rules themselves

could serve to undermine the system they determined, as Fontenelle's rare

candor so clearly shows:

I wrote and then I thought - though it is to the shame of reason, this
is what generally happens. And so I should not be surprised if someone
finds that I have not followed my own rules, for I did not know them
well when I wrote; moreover, it is much easier to make rules than to
follow them.11

Chabanon's "modernist" position, attesting to the primacy in the arts

of sentiment over reason and genius over inflexible sets of rules, is what

distinguishes him from his less progressive contemporaries. Most aesthetics

of the period incorporate a mixture and confusion of tastes and opinions

about music; consistency is rarely to be encountered in the polemics gen-

erated by the different discussions of national musics, the musical propri-

eties of the different languages, the superiority of the different operas,

or of the innate superiority of vocal over instrumental music. It was

possible, even probable, that a person defending the superiority of Italian

music on a given feature might choose to defend French music with respect

11Fontenelle, "Discours sur la nature de 1'eclogue," Oeuvres
diverses (Paris, 1740), VI, 148.
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to another. The only unanimity of opinion seems to have been in the total

lack of respect for German music, considered to be as "rough" as their

language, which was, according to Frederick the Great, "fit only for ad-

dressing horses." Thus, the concepts espoused by these aestheticians

approach a formalized aesthetic, to the extent that one can be discerned,

rather than form a consistent, homogeneous system of musical thought; "a

conscious orientation to a definitely conceived fundamental problem is

nowhere to be observed."12

However, Chabanon's consistent and realistic appraisal of the inherently

musical components of the musical art is tempered by his own aptitude and

experience in performance and his recognition and appreciation of the sig-

nificance of the developing German symphonic idiom. This appreciation

combined with a total renunciation of a formalized doctrine of imitation

places his aesthetic in its unique place in eighteenth-century musical

thought.

The Influence of Rameau

In French aesthetics preference was readily accorded to music con-

nected to words and to actions; more specifically, to opera. From its

beginnings, the literary element had unquestionably been the dominant force

in opera, not infrequently hampering the musical structure in favor of the

poetic one. Only in the hands of powerful musical genius were purely musical

considerations safeguarded from total subordination by the societies of

musical and literary amateurs who insisted on recognizing opera as just

another form of tragedy, and not necessarily the most desirable one. In

France the antagonism was only heightened by Lully and Quinault's

12Cassirer, op. cit., p. 277.
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designation of their works as lyrical tragedies or "tragedies lyriques

mises en musique." Thus, Lully's greatest problem was not so much the

creation of an operatic form as it was "to introduce vocal and instrumental

music Into the classical tragedy in such a manner as to please the amateurs

of the ballet without alienating the literati who came to enjoy the poetry."13

The enormous popularity of opera was directly responsible for the decay

of the classical tragedy, the true flower of seventeenth-century French art.

The imposition of music onto this regularly-structured dramatic form cre-

ated the necessity for internal changes which brought about its collapse.

Increased stage movements allowing a greater number of opportunities for

singers to indulge in "exit" arias was conceptually opposed to the "measured,

sedate beauty" of the tragedy. It has even been suggested that French

thought is fundamentally opposed to opera:

French opera failed because it consented to abusive predominance of
the decorative element and neglected the essential condition of art,
sincere emotion. Nothing can be substituted for it, least of all
reason the universal refuge of French opera composers and libret-
tists. 14

The difficulties were obvious: an art-form which in theory and practice

could be compared to the immortal standard of Corneille and Racine presented

few enigmas to the quantitative and rationalistic French mind, but the ad-

dition of music necessitated such compromises with the conventions of

declamation and stylized acting as to antagonize all but the most generous

and open-minded of critics, a species as yet unheard of in France.

These traditional animosities had only been enflamed by the ascension

of Rameau as the leading and most innovative opera composer in France, an

13La Laurencie, Le Gout Musical en France (Paris, 1905), p. 135.

14Lang, Music in Western Civilization, p. 384-385.
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ascension obtained at the expense of Lully's "tragedie mise en musique."

Rameau's revolutionary innovations were particularly unsettling to critics

desperately determined to retain the measured simplicity of the earlier

opera, and Chabanon was aware of the strength of their convictions:

Lully, inventor of our opera, still retains the first place on our
stage. It is the fate of those who invent to preserve for a long
time a right of superiority over those who follow. The faults that
the infirmity of their century has necessarily placed in their works
are erased by the respect that an old tradition attaches to them.15

The figure of Rameau looms behind the aesthetic of Chabanon; even his

entrance into the field of musical aesthetics was effected by the composer's

death in 1764. In October of that year, Chabanon saw fit to commemorate

their past friendship with an Eloge, to be read as a non-commissioned part

of the large memorial service planned under the direction of M. Browk,

whose tributes even included the commission of a marble bust from the

sculptor Pigale. Chabanon's Eloge de Rameau, no more than a few days in

the writing,16 was not well-received; Bachaumont refers to it in the most

derisive of terms, calling it "une veritable amplification de collage, et

tout le monde s'accorde a regarder cette production comme l'ouvrage d'un

ecolier," 17 and the modern reader may find its highly ornate style a bit

cumbersome. However, it is of significance not only as the first in a

series of eulogies to the composer's memory, but in that it allowed

Chabanon to publicize for the first time certain opinions on music which

form a significant departure from traditional French aesthetics and form

15Chabanon, Eloge de Rameau (Paris, 1764), p. 8.

16 Bachaumont's Memoires secrets announce the intention to hold a
memorial service on October 26, 1764, and the printer's receipt for Chabanon's
Eloge is October 28, though it may well have been prepared earlier.

17Memoires secrets, 1 Decembre, 1764.
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the basis of his own thoughts on the art of music. Thus, the Eloge became

a platform for Chabanon's introduction a l'occasion of Rameau's death.

Born partly of friendship, partly of frustration, the Eloge de Rameau

struck back in Rameau's behalf at the injustices he had suffered at the

hands (and pens) of his detractors:

Here is the judgment to which Rameau found himself submitted. .
'Lully was certainly admirable; the innovator [Rameau] did not re-
semble him, therefore he was worthy of scorn.' This logic, familiar
to the public and by which it almost always judges, seems to authorize
its distastes and to found them in reason.18

Even bolder were the stinging lines which immediately followed, hardly

calculated to endear Chabanon to the literary circles who had so frequently

expressed their opposition to Rameau's compositions, theories, or to French

opera in general:

Among these ardent fanatics, running wild against the taste which was
introduced, a few minds, more mature and wiser, were only astonished
and did not express themselves. They listened to the new language
that Rameau was speaking to them and attempted to explain it among
themselves. What a moment for an artist, when revealing himself to
his compatriots, to his contemporaries, he is a stranger in the
midst of them, as if he had been born a thousand centuries later and
in a different climate.19

But these evils are being corrected:

Already Rameau is triumphing over this same theater where he was mis-
understood and outraged. . .and in this moment, France, looking upon
him in compliance, recognizes in him the certain hope of its glory
and its pleasures.20

Rameau became, as it were, almost the excuse for Chabanon's exercises

in musical polemics; in addition to the Eloge, the 1773 revival of Castor

et Pollux prompted another article stating that by taking Rameau's opera as

a point of departure, "this reasoned analysis will become a treatise on the

18Chabanon, Eloge de Rameau, p. 12.

19Ibid., p. 13. 20Ibid., p. 14.
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[operatic] genre itself."21 Rameau emerges as the authority on which

rests the proof of Chabanon's many assertions which stress the importance

of instrumental music, the idiom in which Rameau reigned uncontestedly

supreme in France; also, Chabanon's disdain for the unceasing attacks on

the French language was a contempt Rameau had shared to the point of utter-

ly ignoring its most unrelenting critics.

At the heart of Chabanon's aesthetic is found a unique sense of his-

torical perspective notably lacking in the more facile philosophes and

lesser aestheticians, a quality unquestionably derived from his ability to

understand the purely abstract, the purely musical elements of the art,

unrelated to extramusical considerations. Chabanon's keen sense of artistic

evolution is evidenced not only in his evaluation of the importance of

Rameau's accomplishments, but also in his evaluation of the musical bar-

renness which marked the period between the figures of Lully and Rameau:

The progress of the arts that has been portrayed as ow and in-
sensitive, like the march of the needle on the dial, is accomplished
by leaps and shocks when it is determined by extraordinary genius.
From Lully to Rameau one would have difficulty in saying what music
had acquired. The art was, so to speak in inertia; the instant that
it pulled out of it caused it to leap over an immense interval. The
revolution was prompt; the opera Hippolite [1733] began it; that of
Les Indes Galantes [1735] continued it and completed it entirely, so
to speak.

This remarkable passage need only be compared with one of Paul Henry Lang,

writing in 1941, to show Chabanon's penetrating aesthetic evaluation:24

21Chabanon, "Sur la musique a l'occasion de Castor," Mercure de France,
Avril, 1772, p. 160.

22Rameau uses this comparison in the preface to his Code de Musique
Pratigque (1760).

23Eloge de Rameau, p. 14-15.

24See also Mathis Lussy's article, "Chabanon, Precurseur de Hanslick,"
Gazette Musicale de la Suisse Romande, IIIe Annee (7 Mai 1896), pp. 95-98,
for a study of the extent to which Chabanon anticipated many nineteenth-
century tenets.
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The period after Lully's death, up to the appearance of Rameau,
presents all the aspects of a period of transition. On the one
hand, it was dominated by the heritage of Lully, oppressing the
imagination of every musician; on the other, Italian influence
began asserting itself, taking up a position opposite to that of
the established French opera. 5

Chabanon was by no means unaware of the encroaching Italianism mentioned

by Lang, nor of the impassioned reactions certain to be provoked by any

discussion of Italian music; but in the unabated arrogance of his youth,

he was less willing to compromise than he was later to become in Musique

consid-ree:

It is wrong to reproach our opera-comiques as having only insignificant
music. ... I know that I am going to excite a general cry against me,
but this consideration cannot deter me from rendering publicly an
honor to my country that I render to it inwardly. To me our excel-
lent opera-comiques appear better than La Serva Padrona. This opinion
will shock at first; the test of twenty years will make known whether
or not it is reckless.26

It was, and obviously Chabanon was not adverse to the persuasive advantages

of nationalism to support an argument.

The underlying argument in all discussions of French opera, whether

tragic or comic, is the principle of imitation and the degree to which it

governs the internal and external mechanism of the music drama. Collected

under the banner of "Imitation of Nature" were all the elements of French

opera; overture, recitative, air, and "symphonie." The sole exclusion from

its demands was the merveilleux, which often required not only the willful

suspension of belief but of one's intelligence as well. As earlier sug-

gested by Lang, literal imitation of natural sounds did constitute at least

a small part of the musical vocabulary; however, it should be conceded that

reason gravitates toward the literal and obvious expression of any abstrac-

tion, and music is no exception. It is only after the conventions of

25Lang, Music in Western Civilization, p. 384.
2
5E1oe de Rameau, pp. 38-40.
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expression had become standardized and applied with any degree of regular-

ity and uniformity that the resulting sterility made abandoning them such

an obvious necessity. Chabanon urged a more rapid departure from the con-

fines of literal imitation in music, and the cornerstone of his "new"

aesthetic is given frequent explication throughout the course of his

writings. His cautioning the listener against just such a literal inter-

pretation in the chorus, "Brilliant Soleil," from Rameau's Les Indes Galantes

and a study of the use of programmatic elements in the opera overture would

seem to indicate a more frequent occurrence of literalism than Lang would

intimate. That the public was prone to interpret along the lines of the

obvious is substantiated by Chabanon's admonition exhorting them to seek

more abstract symbolism:

Only less musical persons will attempt to find in this chorus a re-
lationship between the diatonic descent of the melody and the fall of
winter. There, it is only an accidental circumstance of this piece
of music, and which, as painting, would be useless, even strange. The
composer should not paint the frost while one blesses the sun for
dispelling it. If there is in this case something to paint, it would
be serenity rather than frost. Moreover, a diatonic order of notes
which descends does not paint the fall of winter more than the fall
of anything else. If it is necessary to seek those relationships
called paintings, this one will suffice: this chorus inspires a feel-
ing of elevation, a sort of enthusiam which is congrTus to those who
worship the sun; music need not paint anything more.

The importance of imitation is indicated by the fact that the first nine

chapters of Musigue consideree are devoted to an examination of its relation

to music. This fundamental though utterly misunderstood doctrine was shared

equally by virtually all writers and composers of the eighteenth century,

with Rameau no exception, causing certain difficulties in Chabanon's attempt

to reconcile inconsistencies between the composer's music and his writing:

27Ibid., p. 16-17.
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Rameau's aesthetics are nowhere formulated systematically but are

implicit throughout his writings and are expressed piecemeal on many

of his pages. The absence of any systematic exposition is no drawback

since his philosophy of art is not different from that of his time,

and to know the views on music held b8 LaMotte, LeCerf, DuBos, Pluche,

Pere Andre and others is to know his.

It is precisely the nebulousness of their views which had created the dif-

ficulty in establishing a realistic aesthetic during the eighteenth century.

That Chabanon was equally familiar with these writers is evident in the

fact that he addresses or quotes from all except Andr
29 in the course of

Musique consideree, in all instances opposing their application of the

doctrine of imitation. In their aesthetics, "the imitation of Nature is

the object of all art, whatever its medium: language, color, sound."30

One might anticipate a certain amount of difficulty to be encountered

by the application of this principle to music, particularly by non-composers,31

and even more so by non-musicians. In reality, it was more a theory of

scientists than of artists, and the theory was complicated by the removal

of words and with them the obvious meaning of the composers' statements.

As the French were not generally given to musical abstractions, the

doctrine of imitation encountered its greatest difficulty in being recon-

ciled to instrumental music. Even as progressive a modern as d'Alembert

failed in the barest understanding of music's means apart from language:

All this purely instrumental music, without intention or object, speaks

neither to the mind nor to the soul and deserves that one ask of it

with Fontenelle, 'Sonate, que me veux-tu?' [Sonata, what are you saying

to me?] Composers of instrumental music will produce nothing as long

28Girdlestone, Rameau; His Life and Work (London, 1957), p. 527.

29Yves Marie Andre, Essai sur le Beau (Paris, 1741).

30Girdlestone, op. cit., p. 528.

31According to Bukofzer, even Rameau's theories have an element of the

"irrational" (Music in the Baroque Era [New York, 1947], p. 440).
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as they do not have in their heads, as, for example, it is sa of
the celebrated Tartini, an action or an expression to depict.

Apart from the opera overture and the ballet, there was little occasion for

the development of an instrumental literature in any way comparable to that

developing outside of France. Until the appearance of Rameau, the opera

overture had languished in the hands of lesser composers, inducing d'Alembert's

observation that "for the last sixty years there has been only one overture
~33

at the opera"; this was seconded by Lacombe's criticism:

Listen to the overtures of Lully, Colasse, Campra, Mouret, Destouches,
etc.; you will notice the same turns of phrase, the same technique,
the same arrangement of p rts, so that whoever has heard one of these
overtures knows them all. 4

These sentiments give an indication of the infertility of French in-

strumental composition from Lully to Rameau. As a result, Rameau's resolution

to develop the potential of the "symphonie de 1'opra" carried with it more

the impact of striking innovation than had he, like Lully, chosen to attempt

resolving all the problems of setting the French language. His weakness in

handling text has been acknowledged by critics both contemporary and modern,35

but Rameau was proclaimed the unequaled master in composing instrumental

music for the theater.

When the German symphonies of the Mannheim school were introduced into

France around 1755,36 there was hardly any instrumental music, with the

32De la liberty de la musique (1758), Oeuvres completes de d'Alembert
(Slatkine Reprints, 1965), I, 544.

33Ibid., p. 545.

Le Spectacle des Beaux-Arts (Paris, 1761), p. 334-335.
ib6re de la constrainte des paroles, c'est la que son genie musical

se donne pleinement carriere" (Masson, L'Opara de Rameau, Paris, 1930, p. 314).
36Two excellect studies are La Laurencie et Sainte-Foix, "Contribution

a 1'Histoire de la Symphonie Frangaise vers 1750," 1'Annee Musicale (1911),
pp. 1-123, and Eugene Borrel, "L'Orchestre de 1751 a 1800," Melanges Musicologie,
La Laurencie (Paris, 1933), pp. 3-14.
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exception of Rameau's "symphonies de l'opra," that could be compared with

them. Chabanon was among the first to realize this and acknowledge it

publicly; presumably his vantage point as a member of the Concert des

Amateurs orchestra offered an immediacy of comparison which he did not fail

to utilize and confirmed his regard for Rameau as undisputed master of

French music:

Rameau, as symphonist for the opera, has never had either model or
rival and we do not fear to loudly proclaim that after all of the
revolutions that the art of music can undergo, when it is carried to
its highest perfection by whatever people that it might be, even then
it will be difficult to A ual our artist in this respect and merit
being placed beside him.

Actually, until his dramatic decline in popularity shortly before his death,

there was never any serious thought that another French composer might rival

Rameau in instrumental composition, a reality accepted by even the most

ardent supporters of Italian music. Also, as Gluck did not arrive in Paris

until 1773, he did not contribute to Rameau's decline as has sometimes been

implied. By the 1773 revival of Castor et Pollux from which ensued Chabanon's

treatise, Rameau had become an institution, a rallying point for the ex-

pression of French nationalism, and a continuing bane to the Italophiles.

This occasion was no exception and Castor was performed more than fifty

times. However, Chabanon was aware of Rameau's growing obsolescence and also

fully realized that Rameau was but a step in the direction music was taking

under German influences.

The greater expressive capability in the music of the blossoming German

school had rapidly eclipsed the leading European instrumental composers and

in France particularly assailed the supremacy of Rameau:

37Eloge de Rameau, p. 20.
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We would not have the injustice to compare the overture to Castor
with the symphonies that the Germans have given us over the last
twelve or fifteen years, with the works of Stamitz, Holzbaur, Toeschi,
[D.C.] Bach, or with those of M. Gossec, who has become the composer
in our nation in this genre. The pieces that I am citing often produce
as much melody as noise. The composers have assembled a multitude of
different instruments, some of which were not even in use when Castor
was written. ... Besides, the nuances of loud and soft, continually
and gradually intermingled, are finesses of the art of which Rameau
made little use.38

Of course, a major obstacle to the appreciation of this novel music was the

French inability to understand the essential differences between the vocal

and instrumental idioms, insisting that instrumental music be as clearly

delineative as that accompanied by text:

When they hear a symphony, they ask what it says, what it portrays,
what was the composer's meaning?...A beautiful melody, like a beauti-
ful face, carries its own effect and pleasure, independently of
imitation, and determined by the intimate relationship that they each
have with our senses.39

The critical point in Chabanon's aesthetic is, then, the establishment of a

self-sufficient concept of beauty independent of imitation; in Musique

consideree this self-sufficiency achieves totality: "A melody is not an

imitation of an object, it is the object itself."40

The obvious difficulties experienced by the French in appreciating

instrumental music have been explained by La Laurencie:

It is easy to account for the slowness of the adoption of taste to
instrumental music. Notions of proportion, notions of development,
and of arrangement related almost exclusively to the intellect and
to their acquisition are accomplished more slowly than the almost
completely perceptible distinction of expression. However, the
vocabulary of the gazettes, words such as 'picturesque,' coloration,'
and 'freshness,' which are so frequently employed in the descriptions
of symphonic 4 orks, are the proof of the existence of analogous
impressions.

38Chabanon, "Sur la musique a l'occasion de Castor," p. 161.

39Ibid., p. 162. 40Musique considree en elle-meme, p. 143.

41La Laurencie, Le Gout Musical en France, p. 197.
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The constant reliance on text to provide the generative motive for the

musical idea was a handicap which only the instrumental composer had over-

come, whose ideas are born solely from the abstract realm of musical

thought; "no subject inspires and guides his ideas; one does not know where

they come from; he makes something from nothing; it is a true creation."42

The sheer inventiveness of Rameau' s music was one of its most attractive

features, the more so as his ability to conceive a purely musical thought

was uncharacteristic of most French composers. The constant variety of

ideas amazed the less sophisticated, as illustrated by an awe-struck critic

for the Mercure de France: "Voila la sixieme qu'il donne [overture], et

toutes sont aussi differentes entre elles que la premiere parut different

de toutes celles qui avaient precede." 43 Chabanon's greatest lack of

sympathy was with the philosophy's attempt to force instrumental music to

perform a function for which it is ill-suited, insisting that the process

of contrived imitation lacks sufficient artistic strength,

and serves only to shackle the imagination of the composer, to affix
it to a few dubious, insignificant relationships to which he sacrifices
all and is diverted froW4the quest for beautiful melody, which alone
constitutes true music.

Nor is Rameau exempt from criticism in those instances where he succumbed

to the temptation to depict programmatic events, as in his overture to Nais:

In wishing to paint more, he might have been less melodic, and as a
result would have painted less, for t9paint in music is to be melodic,
and without melody there is no music.

The censure applied to musical imitation arises from the non-transferability

of art media, creating the impossibility of drawing on the resources of

42Eloge de Rameau, p. 22.

43
Quoted in Norman Demuth, French Opera (Sussex, 1963), p. 192.

44Eloge de Rameau, p. 26. 45Ibid., p. 27.
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"pictorialism" to create convincing musical expressions;

What would we say of a painter who, with the aid of his brush, would
claim to be able to render, to express the harmony of a beautiful
concert? Well, why judge any differently a composer who wants to
paint with sounds those things which are perceived only with sight.
Let one be aware that when he has conceived such a project, wi hout
knowing it, he is working more for the eyes than for the ears.46

This attitude represents a subtle but certain departure from that of

Rousseau's Lettre sur la musigue fran aise, conceding it to be the poet

or composer's task to create in their respective disciplines, but authoriz-

ing only the philosopher to "adequately discuss either of them."47

An acquaintance with the theories of Rameau can be assumed from the

instances in Chabanon's writings devoted to brief explications of the

theory of harmony or the theory of sonorous bodies. Of significance is his

rejection of Rameau's attempt to reduce musical theory to its "first cause"

in Nature, something he frequently claimed to have done, much to the chagrin

of d'Alembert. Even as ardent a supporter as Chabanon held misgivings over

Rameau's interpretations of parts of the theory of fundamental bass; ac-

knowledging that "it would be a demonstrated truth and a thoroughly examined

secret of Nature if, in practice, the rule was not often at fault and the

exception almost as frequent as the rule." 48 Chabanon's willingness to

dispense with further analysis of the theories as "a subject too arid and

full of'calculations," might be what provoked Choron's reaction, that the

writings of Chabanon appeared to be those of a man who had not studied the

art too much in depth.49 More realistically, they are the writings of a

46 Ibid., p. 28.

47J. J. Rousseau, Oeuvres completes (Paris, 1907), VI, 242.
48Eloge de Rameau, p. 49.

49A. E. Choron et F. J. Fayoile, Dictionnaire des Musiciens (Paris,

1810), I., 128.
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practical musician who rejected, along with others capable of comprehending,

Rameau's extreme notion that his theories were more rooted in science than

art and that music was not altogether incapable of teaching geometry and

other mathematical abstractions.

It is very doubtful that Chabanon ever formally studied composition

or any other musical discipline with Rameau, though some sources have

interpreted his passing comments on his musical training to imply as much,

and the Eloge does establish a personal bond notably lacking in Rameau's

relations with other people. Thus, it would be difficult to believe in

Chabanon's total objectivity in musical disputes, though as late as 1772

he did attest to the superiority of Italian secco recitative over the

French recitative oblig. 50

His personal support of Rameau was unequivocal; Rameau is the "Orpheus

of France," the "Reformer," the "sole musician in France for whom a eulogy

might be written."51 That the memory of Rameau exerted an immediate in-

fluence even as late as 1772 is indicated by Chabanon's failure to comment

on the ariette, "Eclatez fires trompettes," in his analysis of Castor et

Pollux, "because we have observed that it might have partisans, and because

it does not merit having them."52 Rameau, too, was aware of certain short-
comings in his works, of which this piece is an example:

Those who lived with Rameau the last ten years of his life could haveheard him judge and condemn himself over what we call ariettes and duos.At the last revival of [Lully's] Fetes de l'Hymen et de l'Amour, he wasasked to re-write a duo. 'You are joking,' he responded;'I have neverwritten anything as good.' 53

50"Sur la musique a l'occasion de Castor," p. 163.
51Eloge de Rameau, pp. 18-20.

52"Sur la musique a l'occasion de Castor," p. 163.

53Ibid.



CHAPTER III

MUSIQUE CONSIDEREE EN ELLE MEME

Chabanon's belated entry into musical criticism followed by eleven

years Rousseau's Lettre sur la musique franaise (November, 1753), the

foremost document generated by the literary battles over eighteenth-century

French and Italian music. The Eloge de Rameau (1764), with its important

observations on instrumental music, and the two important articles on opera

and the musical propriety of the French language do not constitute an

integral part of the literature and criticism of the guerre des bouffons,

but are more general in scope, addressing questions debated since Lully's

entrance into France.

The publication of Musique consider6e en elle-mme in January, 1785,

was not unnoticed by the literary public; at least two sizeable reviews of

the book appeared during the first year, one in the October installment of

Grimm's Correspondence littiraire,I and the other in the English journal, The

Monthly Review or Literary Journal.2 The first edition, Observations sur la

musique, had also been reviewed the year of its publication in LaBorde's Essai,3

and was translated into German the following year by Adolphe Hiller as Uber

die Musik und deren Wirkungen (1780). Chabanon's musical theories were

1
Grimm, Correspondence litteraire, philosophique et critique, (Paris,

1813), XIV, 229-232.

2The Monthly Review or Literary Journal, LXIII (1785), 490-496.

3LaBorde, Essai sur la musigue ancienne et moderne (Paris, 1780),
Vol. I, 606-609.

42
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becoming known: "His writings spread to England and Germany; in Paris he

was quoted on every occasion."4

As a musical treatise, Musigue consideree is unusual only in that

Chabanon defines it as "a work of philosophy written on the occasion of

music."5 His initial statement to the reader was that "in order to read

our book it is not necessary to know either theory or practice; it is not

even necessary to appreciate a great many of its effects;"6 a shortcoming

which Chabanon deemed possible to overcome by the use of definitions which

would "reduce the art to the simplest idea that can be conceived of it."7

This attempt to simplify is extreme and is generally unsuccessful, serving

only to precipitate severe retorts by subsequent musicologists, who have

dismissed Chabanon's book as "unable to teach music to those who do not

know it and offering nothing new to those who do,"8 an acknowledgement which

he himself had made but for which he was still criticized by Fetis and

others. It was the end of the nineteenth century before Chabanon came to

be recognized, not for what he offered that was new, but for the different

emphasis expressed in his works.

Contemporary opinions of the book ranged widely, as indicated by a

comparison of the major reviews. Grimm's review is unfavorable, though it

acknowledges that the book "is, in general, full of excellent views." His

comparison of Chabanon's book with an earlier writing asserts that Chabanon's

premise about the influence of vowels on the musical propriety of language

4Alice Sorel-Nitzburg, "Chabanon," Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart,
ed. by Friederich Blume (B'renreiter, 1949ff), III, cols. 997-998.

5Musique consider6e, p. 7. observations sur la musique, i.

7Musigue considsre, p. 2.

8F6tis Biographie universelle des musicians (Paris, 1867), II, 244.
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"had already been maintained with more subtlety by the Swiss writer, Garcin,"9

even attributing to Garcin's Trait6 du Melodrame the origin of Chabanon's

argument that the most destructive artistic technique is to subjugate the pro-

cesses of melody to those of speech. Chabanon never mentions Garcin's book,

though it could be presumed that he had some knowledge of it due to the wide

recognition it received upon publication. The contents and styles of the

two books are similar, even in the choice of compositions mentioned or chosen

for examples. Chabanon claims greater expertise in the field of music, offering

his experience as a performer and composer added to thirty years of thought

as his basis from which to philosophize about music. Garcin, on the other

hand, was the Seigneur de Cottance in the Swiss canton of Vaud, and says

only that "my reflections are the fruit of a profound sentiment and a super-

ficial study."10 Garcin reveals surprising insights for a person claiming

no expertise in the field, but Chabanon's book would not suffer in comparison

with the Trait' du Melodrame.

Grimm's unfavorable regard of Chabanon, reflected in virtually all dis-

cussions of his works reviewed in the Correspondence littraire, is actually in

defense of the traditional French theory of the relationship between words and

music, making his lack of strong support for Chabanon's heresies less sur-

prising. Chabanon's unwillingness to bind the expressive powers of music to

those of a text is a fundamental departure from the attitude Grimm expresses:

Music actually expresses nothing; it reinforces expression. It is neces-
sary for speech to present it with an expression to render. It [music] is
a sonorous, sensitive language, but without exact or specified expression.
Finally, it is a language that can be regarded as composed completely of
consonants which can produce no thing if the words to which it is attached
do not provide it with vowels.

9Laurent Garcin, Traits du Melodrame, ou Rflexions sur la musiquedraratjue Pars, 771, 38 pp Aditinaldisussin o ths bok anu e
dramtique (Paris, 1771), 380 pp. Additional discussion of this book can be
found in Grimm, Correspondence litteraire, IX, 398.

10Traite du Mlodrame, v. Correspondence litteraire, X, 231.
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Of course, Chabanon recognized the vulnerability of such a restricted

aesthetic and taunted his opposition with a stinging invective aimed at

all inclined to such empty abstractions:

Outside the theater perhaps the sole advantage of music which has
words over that which has none is that the first helps the weak
comprehension of the dilettantes and the ignorant by establishing
the character of each section and by indicating its meaning to them,
as they cannot comprehend it without this help, while purely instru-
mental music leaves their minds in suspense and disquietude over
the meaning that is intended.12

Grimm was equally critical in his sarcastic renunciation of Chabanon's

use of Piccini as an authority:

What is noticeable among the numerous changes which M. Chabanon has
made in the first part of his work is that he often cites M. Piccini,
whose name he had hardly uttered when he published the first part of
this work.13

The unsigned English review was considerably kinder, good-naturedly

differing with Chabanon on some points, but taking an unfortunately national-

istic stand on issues where Chabanon is in disagreement with such eminent

English authorities as Burney and Harris. The proper interpretation of the

ancient drama and its relation to music is one example; music's capabilities

to provide a counterpart to the modern comic opera was another. The primary

difference stemmed from Chabanon's opinion that tragedy is weakened in

"descending" from sung form to spoken form, creating uncontrollable anxiety

in a critic whose nation boasts Shakespeare, Garrick, and Mrs. Siddons, who

12Musigue considgree, p. 65.

13Grimm, _p. cit., p. 232. Chabanon's citations of Piccini are more
symbolic than factuaT. He seldom states that he had conferred with the com-
poser, and in most instances qualifies his references by saying that he was
not quoting Piccini, but offering a conjecture of how he might respond.
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when recalled to mind, "recovered our persuasion that tragedy said, may

produce as great, nay greater effects, than tragedy sung."14

The Preliminary Reflections and opening chapter of Musigue considered

offer little controversy. This had not been entirely the case in the "simple"

definitions to which the Observations had aspired, revealing the difficulties

which even the slightest unfounded speculation could encounter. For example,

here is Chabanon's original definition of music:

What is music? The art of making sounds succeed one another according
to regulated movements and in accordance with the degrees of perceptible
intonation which render the connecting of these sounds agreeable to the
ear.15

The validity of this definition was questioned because the inclusion of the

term perceptible intonation fails to consider the possibility of a portamento

containing perceptible but non-distinct tones. Thus, a portamento created

by sliding one's finger the length of a violin string,

. . . would certainly create several perceptible tones, but those
belonging to the melody would be only those which were found to be in
a suitable proportion with the sound of the entire string [ie. the
beginning note and the last note of the portamento]; . . . the suc-
cession of sounds which should form a melody is a succession of musical
sounds and not a succession of all sorts of sounds, however perceptible
they might be.16

Doubtless, to follow such confusing and picayune reasoning would have para-

lyzed with boredom anyone who had absolutely no knowledge of the art of music,

and in the face of such subtlety, it is not surprising that Chabanon "correct-

ed" his definition to read, "Music is the art of sounds."17

Chabanon's emphasis on the importance of melody is a significant revision

of Rameau's priorities which had determined that the essence of music is found

14 The Monthly Review or Literary Journal, LXXIII (1785), 494.

15Observations sur la musigue, p. 3.

LaBorde, Essai sur la_ musique ancienne et moderne, I, 608.17s-Musi ue consideree, p. 65
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in harmony, melody being nothing more than "the canto of a single part,"
18

which emphasized its primary obligation as a part of the harmonic structure.

With a simple experiment Chabanon would show that exactly the opposite is

true. By playing the chords of a musical passage and then playing the melody

separately, "one will sense that chords stripped of melody are not enough

for the ear, but that melody, even without chords, can still satisfy it.

Melody is properly the total essence of the art; harmony is only its comple-

ment "i9

A general lack of appreciation for the essence of either theory was

plainly evident in the writings of the philosophes, who in addition to their

total disregard for instrumental music, preferred a melodic line whose self-

evident imitative characteristics subordinated its musical manipulations to

the declamation of the text. The frustration of contending with this attitude

is certainly what prompted Chabanon's outburst:

As a result of the error that we are attacking, a beautiful overture,
a magnificent symphony, rapid and impassioned orchestral movements,
choruses of great effect, sonatas, concertos, even the very dance tunes
that everyone sings are not praised as masterpieces of melody. Symphonic
composers: this judgment by the public outrages you, but that of your
peers avenges you; in the long run they alone are the true interpreters
of merit.20

Only Rousseau's sensualist conception of music, incorporating the translation

of extramusical elements as necessary to complete artistic expression,. strove

for the achievement of melodic dominance:

If music paints only by means of melody and derives all of its power
from it, it follows that all music that is not melodious, however
harmonious it might be, is not imitative music, and, not being able to

18G6neration Harmonique (Paris, 1737), p. 61.

19Msjqu consider
Musqueconidree, p. 13. Also, see note 2, Chapter I, Part I.

20 Ibid., p. 14.
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either move emotions or paint with its beautiful chords, soon leaves
the ears and always leaves the heart cold.21

In drawing on the eighteenth-century cliche of primitive man, Chabanon

consummates his proof of melody's superiority over harmony, observing that

"even the most primitive peoples have melody, while harmony is a secret of

the initiated,"22 supporting Batteaux's concept of two melodic species,

chant simple, or melodic, and chant harmonique - "the second demands exten-

sive musical knowledge; it is almost a discourse written for the educated."23

Chabanon's design to place the constitutive essence of music in melody rather

than harmony is difficult to refute when bolstered by such authorities.

Imitation

Musique consideree's extensive examination of the doctrine of imitation

as it is applied to the art of music disputes the single most influential

concept in French aesthetic thought. Though this concept formed the basis of

virtually all aesthetic theories of music, poetry, painting, and architecture,

particulars of the theory invariably suffered from an unavoidable vagueness

in conception, definition, and application. To the aesthetician of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, art successfully imitated Nature "when

it followed reason and had certain evident relations to life,"24 though the

relations themselves may vary from the specific to the more abstract:

Nature could be imitated by direct copy [of natural objects or sounds]
or indirectly by interpretation - whereby the imitation called up an
image of the object imitated or a representation of the emotions
involved.25

21The article "Melodie" from Rousseau's Dictionnaire de Musique (1767),
p. 440.

22Musique considered, p. 37.

23Charles Batteaux, Les Beaux-Arts reduits a une mme principe (Paris,
1747); quoted in La Laurencie, Le Gout Musical en France, p. 158.

24 Oliver, The Encyclopedists as Critics of Music (New York, 1947), p. 14.

25Ibid., p. 62.
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Chabanon's departure from this doctrine is gradual and only partial.

Significantly, he does not attack the doctrine itself but rather its equal

application to all the arts, maintaining that instead, "it acquires or loses

some precision according to whether it is applied to one art or another," 26

The difficulties resulting from application of the doctrine to music were

only confused by the repeated assertions of the Encyclopedists and eminent

composers such as Rameau and Gluck that the imitation of Nature was music's

goal.27 Even fruitless philosophical experiences dealing with this cumber-

some doctrine could not daunt the Encyclopedists' enthusiasm in haphazardly

applying it to every conceivable artistic expression. In his study of Gluck,

however, Romain Rolland suggests that by Nature, the Encyclopedists meant

"natural," and were only directing their attacks against the excessive

artificiality of the style and poor technical performance into which French

opera had sunk.28

The application of a theory of imitation to painting is more obvious,

its goal, according to Chabanon, being "to retrace for our eyes everything

Nature has submitted to them."29 However, architecture and music present

certain unavoidable difficulties. If they are indeed to imitate by taking

their models from Nature, where are these models to be found? Batteaux's

earlier "meme principe" to which all the fine arts were to be reduced he

defines as the imitation of "belle nature," though never specifying what the

beautiful in Nature is that music is to imitate, and provoking Diderot's

26Musigue consideree, p. 39.

27In his 1727 letter to LaMotte, Rameau falls back upon the security of
accepted dogma in offering his musical services to the writer: "It is there-
fore desirable that there should be found for the stage a musician who has
studied Nature before painting her." Quoted in Girdlestone, Rameau, p. 10.

28Musiciens d'autrefois (Paris, 1908), p. 214.
29

Mussque conside.ree, p. 39.
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comment that this failure to define its dominant principle made it a

"headless work" [ouvrage acephale].30 Yet, in spite of recognized difficul -

ties in clearly defining the characteristics of this doctrine, most eighteenth-

century aestheticians persisted in its unqualified application to the fine

arts , provoking Chabanon's skeptical denial: "Nothing is as doubtful as

this need to imitate which has been made one of the essential properties of

music,,,31

Other manifestations of the doctrine of imitation held that music had

originated in imitation of man's cries of passion, as a form of heightened

expression achieved by adding the emotional force of tone to the power of

declamatory utterance. Historians, epistomologists, and social philosophers,

particularly Rousseau, contributed to the furtherance of this theory with

published accounts, both real and imaginary, of savages and primitive

societies with exotic customs interpreted in a manner to substantiate any

argument. Against attempts to trace the origins of music to its "first

cause" in Nature, Chabanon chose instead to interpret this theory as actual-

ly an abstract application of the imagination not found in reality. In

conformity with standard practice, he, too, draws on the analogy of the

savage, the human whose sensibilities are unsullied by the artifice of

civilization, providing an intellectual back-drop against which highly

civilized Parisians could theorize about the evolution of man and the arts.

In discerning the relationships that exist between art and human

activity at this hypothetically simplified level, Chabanon concluded that

any relation of song to the imitation of speech is illusory; the essential

3 Diderot, "Plan d'une universe ," Oeuvres completes (Paris, 1877),
III, 486.

31Musique consideree, p. 40.
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difference between the two processes is that the force which motivates man

to speak, "a disposition of the intellect which leads naturally to describing

what we want to say, is not at all the same as that which makes one sing." 32

Thus, any similarities existing between natural cries of passion and music,

"are no more than an accident of the art and the air; this is not at all

their foundation, basis, and essence." 33

Chabanon particularly faults the linguistical theory that words originate

in imitation of the objects they represent, on the premise that such an origin

would impart non-existent similarities and a character of uniformity between

words in all languages representing the same objects and effects. The musical

issue in question centers in the respective origins of vocal and instrumental

music, whose origins suffer from the same kind of uncertainty as that posed

in Rousseau's famous maxim about the origin of language: "without the aid of

an established language, one cannot conceive how it was possible to establish

one."34 Chabanon neatly avoids this metaphysical entanglement with his con-

clusion that "instrumental music necessarily preceded vocal music, for when

the voice sings without words, it is nothing more than an instrument."35

The theoretical problems raised by the characteristics of language only

exacerbated the attempt to reconcile difficulties spawned by the recitative,

which had been created to bridge the gap between the French classical tragedy

and the opera. Opera viewed essentially as tragedy creates the necessity for

a musical declamation capable of explicating the drama within the demands of

"naturalness" and the subservience of melody to speech. By the middle of

the eighteenth century, Lully's syllabically organized recitative had fallen

32Ibid., p. 45 33Ibid., p. 102.

34See note 1, Chapter VII, Part I. 3 Uusique consideree, p. 73
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from fashion, as had Rameau's uninspired creations in this genre. This

"defect" in French opera had gone unnoticed by no one, and even Chabanon's

staunch support of French music contains severe reservations about its

success:

The vice of French vocal music, and of our opera in general, is the
recitative such as we have it; a species of amphibious monster, half
song, half declamation, but which being neither, represents both, and36prevents it from being what it might be because of what it has to be.

His evaluation is re-affirmed in Musique consideree:

The least musical part of music is the recitative simple ie. accom-
panied only by continuo], which tends to approach speech.

However, Chabanon disagreed with Rousseau that the use of theatrical imitation

in music was to be avoided, objecting more on principles of style than on

the belief that theatrical declamation was "natural," maintaining that the

mode of presentation should be determined by the nature of the text itself.

Perfect declamation is, therefore, "the truest accent that can be given to

the discourse that is being spoken. . . . If, then, music of opera was to

imitate speech, it would be to the declamation of these operas that the

music should conform." 38 A perfect union of music and text would then allow

but one setting of any dramatic text, and that dictated by the declamation

of the text itself.

To language was also attributed the difference in national styles in

music. Rousseau particularly ascribed to this principle, and its value as

an appeal to nationalism was not disregarded by Gluck, whose letter to the

editor of the Mercure de France invited Rousseau to join him in "eliminating

the ridiculous distinctions of national music."39 While not disavowing

36Eloge de Rameau, p. 32 37Musique consideree, p. 76.

38Ibid., p. 78. 39Quoted in Newman, Gluck and the Opera, p. 120.
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the existence of national differences, Chabanon concluded that nationalism

is manifest more in the dances of the respective countries than in their

operatic styles, with each dance offering a sample of the musical taste of

each region or province. And even their musical characteristics are, at

best, generalized and subject to numerous exceptions, otherwise "Nature

would have given to men a language which betrayed the secrets of their

character. . . . Perhaps no more significance should be attributed to it

than to the indices of the physiognomy, often true, often false." 40

Though he does not accept the theory that music represents national char-

acter traits, he sees their expression as more evident in literary forms:

'Eloquence, poetry, and the theater have an immediate and necessary relation-

ship with the mores, character, customs, and political regime of each nation."41

Musical Expression

The heart of Chabanon's musical aesthetic is his belief in the subjec-

tivism of musical expression. The idea that a musical statement must

necessarily be capable of precisely and distinctly expressing the sentiment

in which it originates was fundamental to the French aesthetic consciousness,

and it is here that Chabanon differs significantly from his colleagues. The

concept of expression, similar to and originating in imitation, is not

totally interchangeable with it.

It is surprising to find experienced composers such as Rameau and Gluck

subscribing to the imitation of Nature thesis; the few instances where they

have expressed sentiments to this effect are little more than vague and

useless generalities. The composer guided by purely musical considerations

40Musigue consideree, p. 98. 41Ibid.
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would seek imitation in only the most abstract sense, and these two are no

exceptions. Their operas are full of "natural events": sunrises, nightfall,

rivers, storms, etc., and in many respects their compositions differed from

conventional representations of these objects only in their greater skills

at musical expression, not by any greater degree of accuracy in their musical

objectifying. However, the impossibility of true representation cannot be

ignored:

If we speak to the composer of depicting light, taken abstractly, he
will confess the incapacity of his art. Speak to him of portraying
the breaking of day and he will feel that the contrast of clear, high
sounds placed in opposition to dull, veiled sounds can resemble the
contrast of light to darkness. . . . but, in actuality, what does it
portray? Not night and day, but a single contrast and any contrast
whatever; the first that comes to mind will be as well expressed by
the same music as that of light and dark.42

This inability of music to specifically delineate an object through

imitation is a component of Chabanon's aesthetic seen as early as the Eloge

de Rameau (1764) in his disallowing an analogous relationship between a

descending diatonic scale and the fall of winter which is the subject of

Rameau's chorus (Brilliant Soleil). The principle is re-affirmed by empha-

sizing that the analysis of programmatic effects must of necessity be gen-

eralized due to an innate lack of ability to portray detailed musical images:

Here an ascending or descending volley of notes will express a flash oflightning, the force of the wind, or a clap of thunder, for he [the
composer] has his choice among all of these effects; the same picturesque
trait belongs to all of them and is equally suitable to them. Eh!
Abolish all of hese detailed tableaus which portray nothing; portray
broad effects.

Chabanon is not absolute in affirming the inabilities of music to imitate,

allowing it only to a limited degree and insisting that "to paint is only the

second of his [the composer's] obligations; writing music is the first."44

42Ibid., p. 61. 43Ibid., p. 59 44Ibid., p. 62.
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No such duality existed in the minds of the philosophes, the act of por-

traying and composing being synonymous to them. Nor should Chabanon's

concession be interpreted as an acceptance of the validity of imitation as

much as an acknowledgement of events taking place around him and in opposition

to his recurring insistence that to depict details in music is an impossibil-

ity: "Music can portray everything because it depicts all in an imperfect

manner. 1145

To Rameau, and even more particularly to Gluck, portraying Nature

meant essentially finding the appropriate musical expression for the texts

and dramatic situations with which they worked. Both composers specified

that the goal of music was to portray Nature, yet both were attacked for

departing from the recognized conventions of dramatic expression. The ar-

rival of Gluck, whose "dramatic system" made a substantial impression on

Chabanon, precipitated the revival of most long-standing arguments, which,

in this instance, were considerably complicated by Gluck's own assertions.

Though Gluck was widely admired for his strengths as a composer, he was

given to confounding musicians with his observations that "Music's true

function is that of seconding poetry"; "the imitation of Nature is the end

which both poet and composer should set before themselves"; "I have tried

to be a poet and painter rather than composer"; or "the melody in my operas

is merely a substitute for declamation."

However sincere Gluck may have been in his theories of operatic reform

or his belief that he was successfully protraying Nature, his music is known

today only because of his artistry of his musical ideas; or, as Chabanon

expressed it, "If the works of M. Gluck were not full of novel, moving,

Ibid., p. 63.
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and varied melody, they would never have produced the effect that we see

produced by them.'46

Chabanon conceived what is probably the most obvious, yet striking,

realization of the nature of musical imitation in his maxim: "le chant ne

peut imiter que ce qui chante."47 By limiting imitation in music to strictly

musical models, Chabanon abandoned the attempt to isolate that common de-

nominator among the arts which had long been sought or assumed by aestheti-

cians, originating with Aristotle and ratified in Batteaux's treatise of

1746. Chabanon's maxim is further refined with the added qualification that

musical imitation "is only perceptibly true when it has melodies as its

object;" and giving the character of one melody to another does no violence

to the principles of the art. In seeking the model which music is to imitate,

one is led to question why music is exempt from the obligation to provide

the same true, accurate resemblances to natural objects demanded of poetry,

painting, and sculpture. "Is it not because this art is less an art of

imitation than the others?"48

The only obvious weakness among Chabanon's principles of imitation is

his belief that the success of a musical imitation is in proportion to the

amount of difficulty it must overcome, claiming that "conquered difficulty

. . . counts for a great deal in the pleasure that the arts procure."49

Potential difficulties with this tenet are obvious in that it reduces music

to a more hedonistic entertainment in which virtuosity has value apart from

the total realization of the musical idea, a tendency which has always

proven to be particularly destructive in opera.

46Ibid., p. 70.
R7i

Melody can imitate only that which sings. Ibid., p. 47.
48Mu 49

usique considere, p. 49. Ibid., p. 50.
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Subjectivism in.music is a non-rationally derived emotional experience

which is generally associative in nature. This is precisely the type of

expression indicated by Chabanon's distinction between music as "sensation"

and music as a "distinct sentiment." As sensation, music is capable of

expressing the aggregate of feelings associated with any pleasurable

experience:

If, in questioning you after hearing an air without words which pleased

you, I ask you what distinct feeling it awakens in you, you would not

be able to tell me. I suppose I am asking if by "tender air" what is

meant is the tenderness of a happy or unfortunate lover for his mis-

tress, or of a son for his father, etc., etc., etc. If all of these

different feelings are equally suited to the air in question, am I

wrong in calling 5he effect a slightly vague sensation rather than a

fixed sensation?5

To recognize the futility of attempting such fine distinctions is an obviously

important step in the course of music aesthetics, reflecting a position far

removed from the rationalism of the preceding century.

In attempting to isolate the means by which music conveys a given

character, Chabanon seeks to avoid a simple acceptance of the expression as

an inherent quality of the art. However, his attempt must be acknowledged

as an admirable failure. His unwillingness or inability to enter into the

psychological aspects of musical expression is the point at which his attempt

begins to falter. By failing to do so, he is forced to rationalize certain

musical conventions without seriously considering other interpretations:

For example:

The minor mode produces a more gentle, mellow, and sensitive impression
than the major mode. Do not ask the reason; no one is in a position to
tell you, but the passage from one of these modes to the ot r makes
this different impression perceptible to every musical ear.

50Ibid., p. 106 51Ibid., p. 107.
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or:

It is the nature of sustained sounds to convey a character of sadness.
Do not believe that this is a matter of convention.52

One might ask, then, what it is. Yet, when distilled from the examples with

which he supports this hypothesis, the basic reason that it is true is

because nonsustained sounds convey a happier sensation; proof by default.

Even though the vitality of Chabanon's concepts of musical expression lie

in their pure subjectivity, indeterminateness should not be presumed an

opportunity to substitute new conventions for older, more rational ones.

The willingness to accept less than slavish adherence to the meaning

and expression of text is another important facet of Chabanon's principles

of imitation: "In the most expressive air there are almost always, I will

even say, there are necessarily some features or some passages which are

contradictory to the character of expression which should dominate."53

Gluck's dramatic prowess was enhanced by his ability to achieve the necessary

balance between expression, "which he correctly regards as the foundation

of all theatrical illusion,"54 and dramatic continuity. In attempting to

free music from the legendary constraints of the text, Chabanon proposes a

"unity of art" concentrated in the self-sufficiency of purely musical

processes:

The music is only the melody; the melody differs from the text. It
has its processes apart from those of the text which do not depend
on the pronunciation of the words. Consequently, instrumental music
"sings" like vocal music, concert music like that of dance music, that
of the theater like that of the dance, and that gf Europe like that of
Asia. The art becomes one in all of its parts.5

The subjectivism of Chabanon's new aesthetic is extended to the art of

dance, ostensibly born from man's instinctive response to the rhythmical

52Ibid. 53Ibid., p. 110. 54Ibid., p. 112. 55Ibid., p. 114.
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element of music. The relation is intimate; since the sounds of music do

not have precise and distinct meaning in themselves, the movements which

result from them do not either, making dance little more than music made

visible: "They say the same thing, one to the ears and the other to the

eyes, but neither says anything definite to the intellect." 56 Chabanon

fails to consider that almost all dance originated in ritual and is thus

representational and hardly to be considered as presenting the same kind

of abstract expression as music.

The recognition of musical "characters" is yet another eighteenth-

century manifestation of an element of baroque sensibility, the doctrine

of affections.57  According to this credenda, a piece established a single

mood or style and adhered only to the development of this one "affection."

In addition, the medium itself contributed to the expression of the af-

fection as programmatic characteristics came to be assigned to many of the

instruments;

Thus, one spoke of the "modest" flute, the "pompous" horn, and the
"proud" bassoon. . . . A sonata exploited one affection, which had
to be its basic mood, and did not admit of contrasting themes as did
the later sonata.58

Almost all aestheticians incorporated the concept of an extra-musical

quality into their theories to some degree, nor did the attitude toward

such relationships diminish in the nineteenth century. Instead, the same

thesis is amended and extended to encompass instrumental as well as vocal

music. The necessity to attach some delineating capabilities to music as

a means of explicating the sentiments aroused by what is essentially pure

5 6 Ibid. , p. 128-129.

57For a more complete discussion of the doctrine of temperaments and
affections, see Lang, Music in Western Civilization, pp. 434-440.

58Oliver, The Encydopedists as Critics of Music, p. 61.
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abstraction seems fundamental to virtually all periods of musical theoriz-

ing; the movement toward "programmatic" music might be interpreted as the

end of a cycle culminating in a frustrated attempt to use music as a more

precisely descriptive art.

Chabanon's four characters of music, "of which all others are nuances,

approximations, or appurtenances,"59 are tender, graceful, gay, and a

composite character, lively, powerful, and noisy, by which is essentially

meant dramatic. Distinctive within his aesthetic is his appended qualifi-

cation that "each of these characters admits of a certain latitude which

embraces analogous and intermediate characters."60 This latitude con-

spicuously sets Chabanon's conception apart from the rigidity of a fixed

doctrine of affections.

Chabanon's "analogous relationships" are even capable of including

opposing emotional states: "The happy lover and the unhappy one are able

to sing in the same style if the style is that of tenderness,"61 as musical

expression does not have nuances subtle enough to distinguish a mother's

tenderness from that of a mistress or friend; melodies which agree with one

agree equally well with the others. This facet of the aesthetic is, of

course, strongly related to his general theory of imitation, built on

music's inability to portray detailed effects. Its weakness, obvious in

any attempt to define music in terms of another object, is the unavoidable

confusion between the character of the music and the emotional state which

it is to represent, that which Chabanon designates as music's "natural

employment." Thus, the distinctions between the different characters is

59Musique consideree, p. 145. 60Ibid., p. 146. 61Ibid., p. 147.
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more one of degree than of substance; "graceful music is quite similar to

tender music but differs from it by having a slightly more animated move-

ment."62 Little more can be said of the proffered distinction between gay

and happy music, the latter hardly surprisingly defined as "principally

related to cheerful situations."63 But this cheerfulness is of such obvious-

ness that gay music is "the most fixed character, the least equivocal that

we find in music and it is the one least likely to be mistaken. It has no

nearly. "64

This kind of precision is absent from the final musical character,

which conveys the least fixed expression of all, a musical sensation so

vague that it is capable of being applied to widely varying circumstances;

that is, it is music expressing nothing specific and thus capable of ex-

pressing everything.

Chabanon's "characters" of music add little to his aesthetic, though

a commendable feature is his recognition that the expression of distinct

human emotions cannot be specifically realized by an exclusive or particular

musical idiom, which is instead capable of encompassing several related

emotional states.

Music, Language, and Theater

In defining the relationships between music and the elements of drama,

Chabanon examined many of the controversial issues which had surrounded

French opera from its very beginnings; to discuss them was to broach the most

flammable issues in French art criticism. Criticism of the opera had been

a favorite recreation of French literary circles since the middle of the

62Ibid., p. 149. 63Ibid., p. 152. 64Ibid., p. 152.
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seventeenth century, and the influence of Italian opera in France and

Rameau's rise to a position as the leading, if not only, composer of French

opera provoked further reaction against this controversial form.

Toward the middle of the eighteenth century the operas of Lully fell

from favor, undoubtedly because of their age and obsolete conventions, but

an immediate cause was also the presence and growing popularity of Italian

comic opera. The ascension of Rameau with his structural alterations,

specifically in his reversing the proportions of music and drama in the

opera by giving only forty-five minutes of recitative to two hours and

forty-five minutes of divertissements, brought inevitable comparisons with

Lully's tragedie mise en musique. Against this internal conflict attention

should be accorded the advances in the popularity of Italian opera, which

tended to sacrifice the literary integrity and dramatic structure of the

libretto to a combination of entertainment and to the caprices of the

singers. The two national styles thus developed along differing lines;

in Italy the aria came to be the mainstay of the opera, while in France

preserving the integrity of the libretto was a foremost concern. Rameau's

personal innovations were to emphasize the orchestra and the harmony as the

principal features of operatic composition. Stylistic differences formed

the heart of the controversy:

That the French opera was stunted because of the unwillingness to
abandon any of the virtues of the drama for an improvement of the
music and that the Italians adequately solved both problems by pre-
senting a melodic east with drama as a handmaid are matters of
historical record.

There was genuine uncertainty in the expectations of the philosophes

with regard to Rameau's exceptionally difficult operas, and the extent of

65Oliver, op. cit., p. 47.
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their importance in the formulation of operatic criticism in the eighteenth

century has been aptly described by Romain Rolland:

The revolution of Gluck - and it is this which gives him his strength
- was not the work of Gluck's genius alone, but of an entire century
of thought. It was prepared, announced, and anticipated twenty years
earlier by the Encyclopedists.66

The desire for someone to retain the time-honored traditions of the tragedy

and declamation notee, yet keep pace with the lighter, faster, and more

purely musical Italian opera was an unrealistic supposition indicative of

their fundamentally literary orientation. This Encyclopedist operatic ideal

might be described as "a good play set to French music,"67 and it was the

lack of this ideal artistic balance which led Rousseau to the conclusion

that the French had no opera, while contributing to the proof of this

hypothesis with his own musical efforts.

In the decades of intense and incessant comparisons of French and

Italian music, beginning with Lully and extending to the revolution, the

most commonly reproached difficulty with the French opera was the French

language itself. Most problems were related to the recitative, Lully's

invention which had so characterized the early opera, though by the eigh-

teenth century Quinault was popularly regarded as the inventor of French

opera. The recitative, this "amphibious monster - half song, half declam-

ation" as Chabanon described it, attempted a compromise between the literary

and declamatory integrity of the classical tragedy and the popular style of

Italian sung dialogue.

In January of 1773 Chabanon published his article, "Lettre de M.

Chabanon sur les proprietes musicales de la langue fran ise,"68i

66Rolland, Musiciens d'autrefois, p. 207.
67Oliver, op. cit., p. 142.
68Mercure de France, Janvier, 1773, pp. 171-191.
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reaction to the earlier appearance in the same journal of DuRollet's letter

expressing Gluck's interest in composing to a French text.69 According to

DuRollet, whose letter to Dauvergne was actually part of some political

man euvering to negotiate the support of the Acadsmie Royale de Musique for a

Paris production of Iphigenie en Aulide, "Gluck was roused against the bold

assertions of those of our famous writers who have dared to calumniate the

French tongue, saying that it could not lend itself to great musical creation."70

Dauvergne did not immediately answer, but instead published the letter in the

Mercure. Some months later, Gluck addressed his own letter to the editor71

in which, among the numerous ineluctable platitudes about music's necessity

to imitate Nature, he asserts that, DuRollet's letter notwithstanding, he

would like to collaborate with the foremost calumniator of all, Rousseau.72

Rousseau had been the most persistent and penetrating critic of the

musical failings of the French language and it is to him that Chabanon

directed his article on musical proprieties. From the many improprieties

alluded to by Rousseau can be distilled these principal difficulties:73

1. The French language is musical but Lully had created the only
musical setting to which it was susceptible.

2. The language lends itself to the shapes of modern melody, but
these melodic figures do not preserve the dignity of the opera.

3. Good music is unsuitable to the French, who are condemned to
never sing.

69Mercure de France, October, 1772.

70Quoted in Newman, Gluck, p. 114-115.

71Mercure de France, Fevrier, 1773.

72See note 15, Chapter VIII, Part I.

73 "Sur les proprietes musicales de la langue franaise," Mercure
de France, Janvier, 1773, p. 174.
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Close examination shows, that the three renunciations listed above are

concerned with non-technical aspects of the language more properly within

the sphere of taste. Among these many issues on which Chabanon is in

fundamental disagreement with Rousseau, perhaps the most significant is

Rousseau's belief that the character of a nation's music is derived from

the character of its language:

If the music of each people is a natural dependence, a necessary
consequence of the language that it speaks, why does music change
when the language remains the same? The Italians have sung in a French
manner [ie. Lully wrote French music], yet we who speak the language
of Quinault are far removed from the music of Lully.74

Rousseau's failure to recognize the validity of independent instrumental

music necessarily limited the scope of his views on music. Chabanon, on

the other hand, persisted in his counterattack, extending the question of

the relation of music to language to include instrumental music as well:

Music is independent of languages since it exists without them. I
cannot conceive, I admit, the essential differences that one wishes
to establish between vocal and instrumental melody. . . . Vocal
melody differs from instrumental melody only to the degree that one
instrument differs from another.75

Most of the points from Chabanon's article recur in the similar dis-

cussion which opens the second half of Musique consideree. Rousseau's

Lettre is again his target, to which has been joined the criticisms of the

"literary phenomenon" Martin Sherlock, English minister and author of books

in English, French, and Italian. Sherlock's travels and poetic theories

were documented in his three widely read collections of letters, originally

published in French and later in English.76 His attacks on the French

language were almost exclusively confined to a comparison of the euphonious

74Ibid., p. 184. 75Ibid., pp. 185-186.

76See note 17, Chapter I, Part II.
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quality of Italian vowels with their aspirate and mute French counterparts.

Chabanon easily rebuts Sherlock's specific accusations against the lack of

harmony in the vowel sounds of the French language with critical comparisons

drawn from the works of classical Greek authors and modern Italian works by

Piccini.

In response to Rousseau's insistence that the use of inversions con-

stitutes an unmusical feature of the French language, Chabanon defends its

grammatical characteristics by comparing this technique with similar occur-

rences found in the works of Metastasio, whose libretti offered the most

successful models of the century, contrary to Chabanon's explicit belief

that they should not. Basic to Chabanon's defense was his stressing the

difficulties inherent in any joining of the two arts:

There is, then, no perfectly musical language, and in all countries
speech is united to melody in order to tyrannize it. Such a union
would be absurd if it did not result in the advantage of attaching77
sentiments and images to the sensations that music produces in us.

Proper declamation, considered to be such a necessary component in the

musical-poetic relationship, was a philosophical illusion; faults in correct

prosody could be found in virtually all musical works from the notated de-

clamation of Lully to Rousseau's own popular works;

Yet, those who believe themselves to be the ardent zealots for the
privileges of our language, without being aware of it, support all
of the outrages that a melody which charms the ear makes the French
language endure.78

The quality of this erratically-declaimed text was but another deficiency

of the opera and one of the prime targets for critical derision:

The characters in opera never say what they mean. Two actors normally
speak in maxims and aphorisms, opposing madrigal to madrigal; and

77Musigue consideree, p. 209. 78Ibid., p. 212.
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when they have both said two or three couplets, it is necessary tofinish the scene and let the dance commence, otherwise we would
perish from boredom.79

From its beginning, opera had been regarded primarily as tragedy and

only secondarily as a musical production. This tenet was never more totally
accepted than in France, where classical tragedy's perfection was recognized

as the "flower of Europe." It was therefore no small heresy when Rameau

expressed his utter disdain at the incessant and picayune theorizing over

the importance of an ideal balance between music and a noble, profound

poetry, exclaiming that he could set the Gazette de Hollande to music just

about as well. This should not be viewed as an evaluation of the poetic

quality of Dutch newspapers, but as a brutally realistic statement by the

leading French composer about what was really necessary to compose a funda-

mentally sound opera. Modern critics have been no less harsh:

Would those who praised the opera of Rameau have had the courage toread the poems on which they were based? Would they have recognized
Zorastre, "the teacher of wisdom," cooing forty pages of vocalises
and triolets ? . . . There is no way to take these absurdities
seriously!

The difficulty in judging as complex a creation as opera is compounded

by the inabilities of the listener to appreciate each component equally. The

truth of this assertion is self-evident when considered in light of the history

of operatic criticism in France, where the opera's refusal to be either pure

tragedy or pure music left most critics at a loss as to the proper means to

either evaluate or enjoy it:

In this vast ensemble composed of action, verse, song, symphony, dance,
and spectacle, each person has an interest in one of these parts, inthe one which is the most agreeable and familiar to him. The judgment

79Grim, Correspondence litteraire, 111,394.
80Rolland, Musiciens d'autrefois, p. 216.
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which he expresses falls on the entire work. . . . Through thisreasoning, a man who likes Qnly the poems of Quinault is believed
to be a partisan of Lully.8

Even Gluck's celebrated reforms did not alleviate the difficulty and achieve

the literary integrity desired by the literary consciousness of the philo-

sophes.

Chabanon's own attempts at libretto composition were not particularly

successful, but his theory offers a balanced sense of propriety with regard

to the importance of a suitable poetic text for musical rendition, excluding

those which are too profound or reflective as "placing the barrenness and

apathy of reason between itself and music, which is an incompatible medium."82

Such an unaccommodating combination would simply detract from the artistic

qualities of both; melody would distract from the text's most concealed

meanings or the too reflective thoughts would blunt the vivacity of music's

impressions.

The rigidity of poetic structure does not render it incompatible with

the structural requirements of music; on the contrary, even the classic

French Alexandrine is capable of a versatility which makes it amenable to

musical setting. Though theoretically sound, such reasoning was generally

hypothetical. Poetic structure was rarely preserved in its alliance with

music, and attempts to construct a musical verse, the seventeenth-century

vers mesuree83 or Wagner's vers melodie in the nineteenth century for example,

similarly sacrificed poetic rhythms to the free development of the melodic line.

In all candidness, Chabanon's defense of opera as a form of sung tragedy

is belated at best; doubtless this sense of inapplicability is what motivated

81Musigue consideree, p. 371. 82Ibid., p. 230

83See note 18, Chapter XII, Part I.
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him to his own defense against the accusation of "creating chimeras in order

te.84to battle them." However, by 1785 there was little serious doubt about

the viability of opera as an art-form. Though not a totally moot point at

this time, and activated anew by Gluck's arrival in France in 1772, the

dismay and general contempt for French opera which had characterized the

mid-century aesthetics had expressed dissatisfaction not so much with the

opera as a form as with the particular style that had evolved in France

when compared with its faster and significantly more realistic Italian

counterpart. Thus, in spite of his valid assurances that "the opinion of

which I am speaking is recorded in several writings and every day one en-

counters its partisans who defend it," 85 Chabanon has recourse to the

writings of Boileau, LaBruyere, and others, men whose opinions about the

absurdity of opera were a century old at the time of Chabanon's renunciation

of them.

Political motivations may have in part determined Chabanon's choice of

authors to oppose. The publication of the Observations sur la musique in

1779 occurred during his most promising candidacy for the Acadmie Frangaise,

a society whose members included many harsh critics of the aesthetic issues

Chabanon had chosen to defend, which could possibly account for his direct

reference to only classical critics of the opera, or to Rousseau, whose

political fortunes with the Academie had never been good. That the publi-

cation of Musigue consideree was under the aegis of the Acadmie des

Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres rather than the Academie Franraise, of which

he was a member when the second edition was released, might possibly be

84Musiqueconsidree, p. 264. 8 5Ibid.
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construed as an indication of Chabanon's lack of strong support among his

colleagues in the Academie. Then again, it may have occurred simply because

the Academie des Inscriptions had been the publisher of the first edition.

In Chabanon's defense it should be acknowledged that a consistent

aesthetic of French opera had not been formulated and that much of the

criticism purporting to revolutionize the musical art had appeared in the

Encyclopedia, whose first volumes published in 1751 were followed by others

appearing over an abnormally long period of time due to the political mis-

fortunes of its authors. Also, the most powerful exponents of change, and

in particular Rousseau, were given to extreme fickleness in their support

of either national style, as seen, for example, in Rousseau's ardent support

for French music only two years before his devastating Lettre sur la musigue

franchise. Yet, rather than revive the specious arguments against the opera

in order that he might refute them, one longs for Chabanon to hasten to the

point made earlier (and more succinctly) by Blainville:

The great disadvantage of the French is that they are too much inclined
to follow rules and to8grgue and rationalize about music, whereas the
Italians just compose.

Before the archaic argument that opera is the most improbable of art-

forms, an observation made by numerous critics, including Voltaire, who

periodically ground out a libretto, presumably to keep his sense of the

absurd finely honed,87 Chabanon is dumbfounded:

How is it that the alliance of melody and tragedy is reputed to be so
little natural when, in studying the nature of each, so many relation-
ships and compatibilities can be discovered between them?88

86L'Esprit de l'art musical (Paris, 1754), p. 40.
A complete listing of Voltaire's operas is found in note 21, Chapter

III, Part II.

88Musique considerse, p. 265.
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The many rationalizations to justify the use of the merveilleux and

enchantement in the opera all centered around the willful suspension of

belief, allowing "the more subtle, delicate, and better versed " in the

audience to transcend natural laws into the "ethereal, unexplored universe"

which only music can produce.89 Against the objection that it is absurd to

sing while dying, one is reminded of Chabanon's own observation that it is

no less absurd to die quoting poetry, tragedy in prose creating a dramatic

form much closer to the truth.

The lack of penetrating commentary on the comic opera by eighteenth-

century critics is all the more surprising as it was this genre which had

precipitated the long, arduous battle of tastes in the middle of the century.

Presumably this bulk of theorizing directed toward the tragdie lyrigue

reflects the particular French affinity for the tragedy, though indeed their

greatest playwright, Moliere, was master of the comic genre. The immensely

popular settings of Beaumarchais' comedies and the prolonged success of the

Comedie Italienne repertoire indicate that significant internal changes were

taking place. The tragedy's inability to overcome its balanced sterility

is what prompted Voltaire to correctly confide to Chabanon that the comic

opera would one day begin to replace the tragedie lyrigue on the stages of

Europe.90

Philosophically, Chabanon was realistic enough to realize that in the

arts success is its own particular reward, though, consistent with his

personal acerbity, he showed less inclination toward the comic than tragic

genre. Comedy's direct relation to the intellect negates more than a

8 Jaucourt, the article "opera" in the Encyclopedia; quoted in Oliver,
p. 49.

90Letter to Chabanon, Besterman #12637, 30 August 1766.
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superficial union with music, which always has only an indirect relation-

ship. As a result of its essentially subjective nature, music contains no

comic element, having instead a simpler and truer analogy with tragedy:

Tragedy and music communicate directly with the soul and each have
their own means for affecting it. Comedy's most direct relationship
is with the intellect.

Variety is the greatest resource of the comic genre; the lack of

necessity to provide a balanced, reasoned discourse within the realm of

probability accounts for its particular attractiveness. It is also for this

reason that Chabanon considers the opera-comique to be the least difficult

dramatic form to set to music.

Philosophy and Music

The final five chapters of Musique considiree reaffirm Chabanon's

belief that rationalism is not a valid artistic guide when applied to the

fine arts; the most accurate artistic judgment would be that rendered by

a philosopher versed enough in the art to make discriminating evaluations

based on a combination of reasoned and emotional responses. This attitude

presents a fundamental abandonment of past Cartesian doctrine in which the

theory of art was derived from reason, and an oblique discrediting of the

immediate past, in which the influence of the philosophes was greatly dis-

proportionate to any credentials they might bear. It is his insistence on

the necessity of experience in the arts which distinguishes Chabanon's

principle from Rousseau's precept mentioned earlier:

C'est au poete a faire de la poesie, et au musicien de faire de la
musique; mais, il n'appartient qu'au philosophe de bien parler de
l'une et de l'autre.

91Musique consideree, p. 313.
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The musical credentials of the philosophes have been often examined

by modern historians, most of whom support their ideas in important respects

and combat the judgment of Berlioz, who had dismissed them all as "prodigious

buffoons."

The ultimate authority in French art, whether sanctioned by the Ancients,

the Italians, or Versailles, was reason. Truth, or, more specifically,

probability, was long considered the only valid artistic element, one to

which any disparate group might rally in reconciling obvious individual

differences in matters of taste. The utter disregard for the crippling

effect which this ideological consistency produced upon the arts was a

feature which only the French could fail to appreciate; and it was against

the national insousiance about destroying the artistic end to verify its

means that Chabanon campaigned in behalf of sentiment as opposed to reason:

It is to instinct that are due the most beautiful, the most usefuldiscoveries - the liberal arts. Those who invent them and practice
them with success are inspired by an internal sentiment of which theythemselves have only a confused knowledge; they are the impulses ofgenius. . . . One has never seen rules born before examples norreason dictate beforehand to genius what it must do. Genius proceeds
according to the sentiment which guides it; it creates laws and does
not recognize them.92

The inability to subject music to reason necessitates relegating the philo-

sophic mind to a secondary role, with the primary role belonging to this

creative instinct of which reason can only be the disciple.

In establishing the primacy of instinct over reason, Chabanon's exclusion

of philosophy from artistic criticism is not total, but shifts the emphasis

over the respective roles that the two different processes must play, ex-

horting the philosopher to "be distrustful of his own intelligence, and

92Ibid., p. 346.
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that he may have to.be.so bold as to subordinate it to the instinctive

feeling for the art he wants to treat."93 The inadequacy of reason as a

basis for musical judgment is illustrated by its inability to provide

unqualified definitions of the components of the art, particularly the

doctrine of imitation, which is especially meaningless in determining what

constitutes beauty in music. In imitative genres such as tragedy and

comedy, the elements of imitation can be verified to the extent that they

conform to natural events or situations; but music, even imitative music,

is not susceptible to such certain judgments:

One cannot, then, precisely define what is Nature in music. Thebeauties of this art are more felt than reasoned. A particular airthat one's sentiment would accuse of being ugly might, by one's reason,be demonstrated as beautiful. For reason, it would be sufficient thatthis air was imitative and have a slightly pleasing melody. As im-
itative, reason would91pprove of it; as barely melodious, it would becondemned by the ear.9

Chabanon does not maintain, however, that the recognition of beauty in

music is entirely a process of subjective evaluation, even disagreeing that

everything in the art might be arbitrary. His emphasis falls on the non-

technical aspects of music, qualities most obviously not subject to reasoned

evaluation. Those certain parts of the art which belong entirely to the

senses are those related to sensation, a non-rational instinct of taste

which produces them as well as judges and appreciates them.

Chabanon's faith in the reliability of sensation as a judge of art

generates another important premise. It is in popular works, folk-songs,

dances, carols, works whose simplicity and directness of expression belie

their artistic worth, that one finds a beauty resulting from natural and

93Ibid., p. 353. 94Ibid., p. 357.
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commonly experienced sensations, and which, consequently, is not arbitrary.

Beauty in music might, then, be defined as "a simple, natural, novel, and

piquant melody. ,95

Chabanon's subjectivism is particularly enhanced in that it presents

an alternative to the aesthetic rationalism that had preceded it. This, though,

does not circumvent the evident dangers of accepting totally subjective

evaluations as the final authority in aesthetic analysis; it is necessary

to develop a critical enlightenment derived from experience. The perception

of musical beauty is, then, like our other instinctive senses whose functions

must be exercised to perfect their usage.

The Nineteenth Century

A striking parallel exists between the subjectivism of Chabanon and

that mode of aesthetic thought commonly identified as "Romanticism." The

strength of this relationship is only intensified by a modern appraisal

identifying the formative elements of Romanticism prior to their normally

accepted date:

The literature incontrovertibly shows that musical Romanticism began
not, as is often stated, between 1810 and 1820, but simultaneously
with literary Romanticism a couple of decades before the turn of thecentury. All its definitive ideas were formed in the eighteenth cen-tury, and merely deepened and broadened in the following decades.96

Without entering the argument over definition and identification of the

specific elements of Romanticism or attempting to isolate the instant at which

the aesthetic of the musical art can be ascertained to be conceptually opposed

to those theories which had preceded it, the aesthetic of Chabanon unquestion-

ably contains the leading elements of Romanticism, succinctly defined as

Ibid. , p. 364.
96

Friederich Blume Classic and Romantic Music, tr. by M.D. HerderNorton (New York, 1970j, p. 99.
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"not so much a matter of style or of forms but rather one of content and of

musical shaping more or less dictated by feeling," 97 It scarcely seems

necessary to elaborate here on the importance of feeling and sentiment in

the writings of Chabanon.

The understanding of music as an expression of the inner self reaches

the state of a religious or mystical experience inlthe nineteenth century,

a transformation which raised music from its position as the lowest of the

arts (in the spectrum of d'Alembert) to a new position as the highest in

the Romantic aesthetic. The inability to accurately imitate Nature, earlier

regarded as its greatest defect, has been swept aside; "Music now has no

other task whatever than to proclaim man's inner nature, to voice the in-

expressible." 98 Art dissolves in pure subjectivity and the problem of form-

versus-content is an issue of extreme importance in directing the vagaries

of artistic expression with any degree of guidance.

The absolute precedence of instrumental over vocal music, which dates

only from Beethoven and which constitutes such an important part of Chabanon's

theories, was another direct result of the intensity with which subjectivism

was glorified as the deeper expression of the self; every programmatic ad-

mixture (pictorialism, narration, even literary text) serves to impede

musical expression in the achievement of its most exalted state: absolute

music. The actualization of a self-sufficient absolute music, one which had

been anticipated by Chabanon and Gluck, established a truly universal

language, though unavoidably expressed through the music of the symphony and

heavily German in accent.

97Ibid., p. 104. 98Ibid., p. 108.
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The identification of musical expression as independent from any

textual or dramatic situation was one of Chabanon's abstract concepts

which had extended into the nineteenth century well past the formative

stages of Romantic thought:

Since the turns of phrase and words are only the conventional signs
for things, those figures of speech having synonyms or equivalents
allow themselves to be replaced by them, but the tones in music are
not the signs which express the melody, they are the melody itself.99

This idea recurs in Schopenhauer's analogy to the will; music is not like

the other arts, "the copy of the ideas, but the copy of the will itself,

whose objectivity they are;"100 and "it [music] can, as no other utterance

of the human mind, guide the soul toward the Infinite [ie. the Will]."101

One of the most important commentaries on Chabanon's influence is

Mathis Lussy's article, "Chabanon, Prcurseur de Hanslick."102 His side-

by-side comparison of the major theses of Hanslick's Vom Musikalischen

Schonen (1854) with Chabanon's Musique consideree reveals a startling

number of similarities between the two writings, with many of Chabanon's

ideas recurring almost verbatim in the later book. Both authors stress a

non-objective aesthetic, particularly with regard to imitation, and a

theory of musical expression founded more in sentiment and not subject to

rationalistic laws. But, even a basis of such broad fundamentals does not

diminish the importance of the amazing appearance of many significant

features of Hanslick's aesthetic at least seventy years prior to his own

99Musique consideree, p. 167-168.

100Bernard Bosanquet, A History of Aesthetics (London, 1892), p. 367.

101Blume, p. 117. 102See note 24.
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publication of them and is itself sufficient commentary on the critical
insight and historical perspective of Chabanon. By balancing the fruits of

the past against their potential future, Chabanon's aesthetic infused the

concept of music with a spirit which transcends the boundaries of his age.



AUTHOR'S NOTE

The following translations were made from an original edition of

Musique consideree en elle-meme, et dans ses rapports avec la parole,

les_ langues, la_ possie et le theatre (Paris: Lambert, 1785), now in the

Cortot collection of the University of Kentucky Library, and an original

edition of Observations sur la musigue et principalement sur le meta-

physique de l'art (Paris: Pissot et fils, 1779), in the Newberry Library,

Chicago.
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PRELIMINARY REFLECTIONS

The work that we are publishing today is the same that we published

several years ago under a less extensive title in that at the time it

admitted of being incomplete. 1  We dealt only with music considered by

itself without studying its relationships with the arts with which it is

associated. Today our broader plan embraces all of its relationships;

however, beforehand, we are going to trace the progression of our ideas

and their result.

What is music? It is the art of sounds. Let us here examine the

individual properties of sounds, the foremost elements of the musical

art, the dispassionate and lifeless materials that this art animates

and brings to life. Through what processes does it give them this

existence from whence results pleasures so lively and so touching for

our senses?

Once this point is clarified the nature of the art is better known.

At first we will reduce it to the simplest idea that can be conceived

of it. We are disencumbering the art of all that would be only acces-

sory to it; we strip it of all ornament; we envision it in its nudity,

that is to say, in its dissected skeleton, and we will seek to determine

if the effects that it produces address themselves directly to the in-

tellect or to the senses, or even to both at the same time.

1The first part of Musique consideree en elle-meme was published
in 1779 under the title, Observations sur la musigue et principalement
sur la metaphysigue de l'art, Paris: Pissot et fils, xx, 215 pp. For
details of this edition, see Appendix A: Variants, p. 369.
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Is music by its natural constitution obligated to imitate? What

does it prefer to imitate? How and to what extent does it imitate?

The examination of these questions leads us to regard music as a

language natural to man and which, considered from this relationship,

could even not be called an art. For what purpose does Nature appear

to have given to man and to animals this language that is natural to

them? What are its primative characteristics? Can the merit of univer-

sality be attributed to it? Would it be true that melody might be one

throughout all the earth, that, as a result of harmonic proportions

which are an invariable law of Nature, its principle constitution

might also be invariable? We think so, and recognizing this as a true

fact, there exists a common language for men of all times, of all

climates, whose most obvious differences from one country to another

do not prevent it from being intelligible everywhere.

The moment when music is being severely analyzed in its primitive

nature is the moment to elevate it to the noble condition of the arts,

to classify it among them by designating their points of similarity and

difference.

The moment when music becomes an art is the one when, rising above

the brute instinct which produces it, it becomes a property of the

intellect which then adorns it and enriches it with the most brilliant

accessories.

Before this, however, the ear alone has already imparted to it the

accessory of so-called harmony, that is to say, of simultaneous sounds

which, being heard at the same time, are distinguishable from one another

and yet produce the impression of only one principal sound.
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This mystery of harmony has been ignored for thousands of years; it
has not been suspected; melody existed alone, 2 it charmed men and its
effects were considered to be almost supernatural. Harmony is discovered

and without alteration melody is supplied with a new gracefulness. In

some way harmony also furnishes it with geometric reason, 3 for the
sympathy of the sounds which makes them (harmony and melody) co-exist
(sympathy subjected to the laws of calculation) also constitutes the
melodic relationship of the sounds which makes their succession pleasing,
from which it results that there is no melody which does not carry its
bass and accompaniment parts with it.

Music arranged under the domain of the intellect becomes immediate-

ly associated with speech. This association might even be regarded as
having emanated from instinct prior to its intellectual combinations.

What is gained by speaking in singing? What is lost? To determine

that results in the examination of languages and their musical properties.

2 Research does not entirely support Chabanon's statements. Morespecifically, Gustave Reese, Music in the Middle Ages (New York, 1940)7-8, suggests that studies of Egyptian and Assyrian reliefs, "in whichindividual players are shown simultaneously striking different stringsof similarly constructed harps, has made a good case for the occasionaluse of fifths, fourths, octaves, and unisons." Chabanon's own researchon the subject, "Conjectures sur l'introduction des accords dans lamusique des anciens," Mmoires des Acadmie des Inscriptions, XXXV (1770),pp. 360-363, is the study of a Greek treatise by Gaudentius which dis-avows any significant use of harmony in early music.
3Chabanon derived this concept from Rameau, whose writings makefrequent reference to the "mathematical" basis of his harmonic theories:"It is in music that Nature seems to assign for us the physicalprinciple of those purely mathematical first notions upon which all thesciences are based; I mean the harmonic, arithmetical, and geometricalproportions" (Demonstration du principe de l'harmonie, 1750, p. vi).
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What immediately follows is the examination of the diverse forms of

discourse, verse, or prose; verse of one or another meter, poetry of

such or such character.

After having reflected on the union of melody and speech we pass

to a more contrived operation; we study the relations of song with

action. This step is the largest that music is able to make, trans-

porting it to the theater. Music placed on the stage imposes on itself

the law of being in all instances imitative. One sees how much the

preliminary study of its essential properties can serve in directing

the imitative usage that it should make from these properties.

However, the theater itself has its laws, statutes, and conventions

which on more than one point contradict the processes of music. In this

battle (almost hostile) to produce a single and same effect from two

combined arts, balancing their prerogatives, regulating the sacrifices

that they must reciprocally make to each other, and declaring a pact

of union between them from which results the perfection of the spectacle

are the most difficult tasks that we may have to fulfill.

Tragedy has its own character; comedy has its own. The Opera-

comique differs, through some nuances, from either. We have attempted

to appropriate to each of these genre that character which best suits it.

Such is the plan of our work. It embraces, if I am not mistaken,

everything which concerns music. Glancing over this simple summary it

is seen that this is neither a technical work nor an elementary treatise.

Our book will probably neither teach music to those who do not know it

nor perfect the musical talents in those who have acquired them. It

should cause those who know the art, who are ignorant of it, who love it,
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and who have only a distaste for it to think and reflect. This is, to

speak properly, a philosophical work written on the occasion of music.

I maintain that the purpose of our researches has little importance

and my epigraph indicates it: In tenui labor.4  If I had reflected on

some material susceptible to wide interest as much as I have meditated

on this one, I would feel very confident in offering to the public the

product of my long observations and my constant labors. For, in short,

this book is my life's work.

It was around thirty years ago that I was struck with some ideas

on musical sensations which hardly concur with the generally accepted

ideas. I threw mine on paper without project, without intention.

Other ideas came to join them which, bound by their similarity to the

first ones, formed a homogenous.whole, connected in all its parts. It

is in this way that the materials of this work swelled and accumulated

in my head. My reflections multiplied and the book wrote itself, so to

speak, without my working at it.

Anxious to give the public an account of the use of my time, to

justify before it the honorable distinctions that I have obtained as

a Man of Letters, in my advanced maturity I gather the fruits of ny

extensive observations, of my long experience in an art that I have

always loved.

If I am not mistaken I lacked nothing to be able to speak of music
with some degree of appropriateness. The instinct which from infancy

has inclined me toward this art has since been aided by the study of

4Work With Indifference.
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performance and composition that I have made, a study at once theoretical

and practical. That which, more than anything, should have rectified my

sensations is the frequenting of the greatest masters of all countries

and the habit of performing beside the most distinguished virtuosos. In

the heat of performance the sentiment of taste is transmitted and one

feels himself able to sense, to express in unison, almost to equal the

most expert men.

This expose of my toils in music is not a shallow and ridiculous

pretense of knowledge. Before discoursing upon an art, I had not believed

it useless to publicize the cares that I have taken to instruct myself

in it. This is to justify the claims that I have to speak of it and,

though free from the desire to create proselytes, it is still not good

to preach entirely without mission. Those of our readers who reject our

opinions are rightfully obligated to say to themselves: "He has thought

more than thirty years on what he is putting into principles. Do I have

the right to disturb and reverse his doctrine on a momentary glance?"

In this century fruitful in extraordinary opinions it would be

possible to reproach us for the paradoxical flavor of some of ours. Our

defence against such an imputation is the protestation of an utter and

total sincerity. We are not aware of our errors or our mistakes, an

awareness which creates an ambiguous deceit or a fraudulent decision

from a bold assertion.

Other writers have published before us some of the ideas recorded

in this writing; our ownership of the ideas is in common with them. If

we should have to absolve ourselves from the charge of plagiarism we

would call into testimony the persons who saw this book originate and
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begin. A brochure of M. l'Abbg Morellet5 published eight or ten years

ago and one of M. Boy66 more recently are the sole writings where we have

found opinions that conform to ours and for which we might be reproached

for having borrowed rather than conceived.

I rejoice to publish this book in a time when our wars over music

appear to be drowsy. I have so much more right to hope that you will be

willing to carefully read my book with as much impartiality as I myself

have exercised in writing it. When the first part of this work appeared

the intellectuals were warmed from the flames of the dispute. However,

it seemed to me that I had not indisposed those whose opinion (by the

exaggeration they placed on it) became foreign to me. In the part of

this book that we are publishing for the first time, we will be found

to be even more moderate than in the first part, though it might have

been even more susceptible to judgments and assertions on the different

modern works. But such decisions tend to suppose too much pretension in

the one who utters them and too much offend those whom they concern. It

5L'Abbe Andre Morellet (1727-1819); Chabanon's reference is to
Morellet's De l'Expression en musique (Lyon, 1759), 29 pages. Also
attributed to Morellet by many bibliographical sources is a second work
on music entitled Observations sur un ouvrage intitulh 'Trait du
Miilodrame', ou Rflexions sur la musique dramatique, published in the
Mercure de France, XII (1771T, and later separately. This pamphlet of
28 pages is a review of Laurent Garcin's book by that title (See Com-
mentary, p. 44) and is now rather conclusively attributed to Chastellux
by La Laurencie (Le Gout Musical en France, 157).

6Boy , L'Expression musicale, mise au rang des chimeres (Amster-
dam and Paris , 1779) , 47 pages. There is no available biographical
information on Boye and many bibliographical sources have erroneously
attributed this treatise to Paschal Boyer ( ? -1794), guillotined author
of the Lettre a M. Diderot sur le projet de l'unite de clef dans la
musique (1767) and two other small works on the theater.
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is only over the deceased that one has the right to freely express

himself; thank Heaven that its fashion might come! and that an exact

justice will finally put in their places the talents of those who are

no more! But I see that in the last resort reputations are sometimes

fixed by a sort of inexplicable fantasy, sometimes by a posthumous hate

which becomes attached to the name after having lacerated the person,

from time to time through the respect of a living person to whom one

sacrifices others he does not like, and finally, almost always by a

blind prejudice which no longer permits seeing the faults of those that

one wishes to admire with superabundance and without restriction.7

0! how many false, or at least exaggerated judgments I would de-

nounce to posterity if ny voice was worthy of attaining it. 0. how

many true opinions that the despotism of public opinion retains shrouded

in the secret of consciences would be seen to blossom if (as d'Alembert

would have it)8 a testament of death would render its immunities to the

taste of each reader and would permit him to express himself without fear

and without caution:

Restrained by a circumspection agreeable to others and useful to

ourselves, we have here abstained from examples which would displease

those whom they did not flatter. Basically we have expressed things with

that impartial truth which alone gives a character of substantial kindness

to the writings.

7Chabanon is referring to the attacks on Rameau by J. J. Rousseau
and other supporters of Gluck.

8Jean le Rond d'Alembert (1717-1783), "R flexions sur l'usage et surl 'abus de la philosophie dans les matieres de gout," Oeuvres compl etes ded' Alembert (Geneva: Slatkine Reprints, 1967), IV, 327.
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Can I stir the memory of our disputes over music without observing

that it is the destiny of this art more than of all others to affect

the concord and tranquility of the citizenry which, doubtless, relates

to the prodigious force of the impression that this art causes to be

experienced?

In Greece the lyre, initially limited to three strings,9 did not

acquire a new one nor did the art enrich itself with a new process with-

out attracting the reprimand of the Magistrates or of the Philosophers

and without antagonizing their minds. 10 Painting and poetry seem to have

followed their progressive march along a more peaceful course. However,

let us notice that in ancient and modern Italy the progressions of music

have taken place without troubles and without uproar. It is because

they occur imperceptibly with nothing obstructing their free and natural

march. On the contrary, in Greece the authority of the Legislators,

among us a police (should I say of taste?), held the art in a sort of

inertia. When time broke the barriers that had previously arrested its

9The original source of this fable, repeated in numerous works, is
Plutarch's de Musica, IV, 1132e. There is little agreement on the actual
number of strings, Chabanon being the only writer to claim three. Modern
historians have been considerably more general, stating only that "the
strings were at different times four, seven, or ten in number..."
(A. J. Hipkins, "Lyre," Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Third
Edition, ed. by H. C. Colles (London, 1945)7 III, 259. Internal evidence
would seem to indicate that the most common number was five. See note 10
below.

10The most famous occurrence of this is the censuring and banish-
ment of Timotheos of Miletos by the council of Sparta for changing the
number of strings on the lyre from five to twelve. It should be noted
that in earlier periods , "the number of strings on an instrument may nothave always been determined for specifically musical reasons," and thatwith regard to extra-musical symbolism, "five and seven strings were
regarded as specially significant - the former warded off suffering; thelatter sanctified" (Reese, Music in the Middle Ages, pp. 5-6).
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activity, the art bounded beyond them with an impetuous course. From

such revolutions, produced by shocks, are made changes in the art so

notable that they also make schisms in the minds flattered or revolted

by the innovation.

Were the Legislators and Greek philosophers correct in attaching so

much importance to the different characters of music and causing the

wisdom or the depravation of morals to be immediately derived from them?

It would be a strange phenomenon in the natural order of things that

this art holds our virtue and our integrity in its dispositions and

that it might not ameliorate its processes without deteriorating our

soul. I say ameliorate its processes for no one doubts that musical

productions might not become more perfect and more exquisite in the

proportion that the art would acquire new styles and new forms.

Born in a century of luxury and, consequently, of corruption,

familiarized with all the idle pursuits that we call delicate pleasures

and necessities, it would be difficult for us to appreciate the moral

influence of melodies such as ours on simple, virtuous men as were the

Romans in the glorious days of the Republic. However, I have difficulty

in believing that a perfect music, heard in banquets or in solemnities

where simple and uncomplicated music would be heard, might have altered

these vigourous souls and might have made them degenerate.

The arts of pure amenity, destined solely to spare wealthy and

comfortable men from boredom, can flourish and perfect themselves only

in states which flourish themselves.

In this epoch the rich and powerful (true sources of corruption)

have already lost the mores of the citizenry; luxury has destroyed the
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principles of virtue. Music, companion of luxury, bears the pain of the

injustices that it has had; it is to music that are imputed the vices

that luxury has produced. That is what I might have ventured to say to

Plato, to his disciple Aristotle, and to all those who might make music

into a necessary cause of weak and effeminate mores.11

Ah' Since it has actually been recognized that the character of

the melodies to which we habitually listen determines the ordinary

constitution of our soul, when, then, has a perfected music been seen

to breathe only effeminacy and not admit of any energy? If we compare

military songs, violent, impetuous songs composed in Lully's day to

those of the same character that are composed today, it will be known

if the progress of our music has turned entirely toward indolence and

affectation. Do you think that a hardy soul becomes enervated by hear-

ing the noise of war from Castor, 12 the overture of Iphiginie,13 the

inspiration of Calchas, 14 the somber terrors of Thoas, 15 the fury of

Roland?16 I believe the fine arts are contemporaries of the corruption

rather than the authors of the corruption itself.

11As a form of intellectual discipline music here refers to a
composite form of song, dance, and poetry, which contained the leading
principles of religion, morals, and politics in Geek society. See par-
ticularly Plato's Republic (III), Timaeus, and Las(II and III), and
Aristotle's Problems, Poetics, and Politics.

12Castor et Pollux (24 October 1737) ; music by Rameau, text by
Gentile Bernard.

3lphigenie en Tauride (18 May 1779); music by Gluck, text byGuillard. Piccini's setting of this opera was given 23 January 1781 on
a text by Dubreuil.

14 Calchas is a character in Gluck's Iphigenie en Aulide (19 April
1774) ; text by Balli du Rollet.

15Thoas is a character in Gluck's Iphigenie en Tauride.

16Roland (27 January 1778); music by Piccini, text by Marmontel.
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In the few writings on Greek music that have been left to us I have

amused myself by investigating or, rather, guessing at the nature of the

successive changes which occurred in their music. Here is what I believe

to have identified.

At first the melodic movements were slow and solemn as if the ear,

still inexperienced, had needed to pause on the sounds to sense their

melodic relationship. The number of sounds, at first very restricted,

successively increased and the art, extending the limits of its domain,

sought to practice in a larger place. The sounds would proceed from one

another by simple and consonant intervals. Soon made more bold, they

dare to approach and glide toward one another by the imperceptible com-

munication of consecutive sharps and flats. Then the emission of the

voice which, according to Seneca, 17 issued in a straight line, so to

speak, bends in different directions and in its soft inflections depicts

a winding course. In reading this history of the progress of music among

the Greeks, one believes he is reading music's revolutions among us, so

much does Nature compel this art to a uniform progress.

Since we are reflecting on music and relating a part of our readings

on it, we have been in the process of extracting a multitude of passages

relative to our opinions. To include them would only have resulted in

our swelling this volume by dint of quotations. Between this abuse and

that of never citing, we have sought a medium appropriate to our situation.

This writing, destined to appear with the privilege and approbation of a

scholarly company,18 has not had to deviate entirely from the genre of

17 Lucius Annaeus Seneca (ca. 5 B.C. - 65 A.D.) , Stoic philosopher;
Epistulae XV, 7.

l8The Academie Royale des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres.
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their labors. We have desired to display it to the public as a testimony

of our respectful zeal for this illustrious company and for its learned

pursuits. Without doubt one must adhere more to the intrinsic truth of

an opinion than to the quotations which make it recommendable, but how are

we to defend against a favorable disposition for that which comes to us

from the best minds of past centuries? Does not an opinion emanating from

them extract from this antique and noble origin an august character which

attracts respect and trust to itself?If we prefer to believe old men rather

than young men because they have more experience and less temerity, should

not a proposition proved and ripened by centuries share in this privilege

of old age?19

I will end these reflections by a consul that I am addressing to the

musicians. It is to desire that they add to the practice of their art

other knowledge and a spirit of observation which frees them from the

routine of prejudices. I know, and I will say it in the course of this

work, that all men born for a talent have an internal feeling for it which

almost always guides them with certainty: but this instinct clarifies

itself through reflection. Besides, today all arts resort to the tribunal

of the intellect. It is as if it has arrogated supremacy to itself and

this empire is not a usurpation. The intellect, unskillful in judging

the processes of each art in particular, is a competent judge of their

mutual alliances. It serves as arbitrator and negotiator between these

powers.

19The above paragraph is Chabanon's sole instance of literal
borrowing from the Preface of the 1779 edition.
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The musicians, in taking care to acquire knowledge accessory and

even foreign to their principal talent, attract a greater consideration

to themselves and on their profession and they will usually reap the

fruits of it in a society where their talent customarily makes them

desired. In this respect painters seem to me to enjoy a great advan-

tage. Often are found among them men instructed in that which concerns

history, the theater, and poetry. Thus, although the talent of the brush

may be a talent of isolation, a talent of studio and workshop, it is not

rare that those who practice it with success might be in great demand in

society. Let the musicians aspire to this honor given for inspiring

the decency of morals and the dignity of the soul, -- which alone should

be sought. To this prudent maxim that I have just made on behalf of

music, perhaps something further could be added that would contribute

to the accomplishment of the views which I propose. Why not completely

institute it into an acadeny20 by assigning days of assembly to it when

memoires or works relative to this art would be read? By means of these

sessions the musicians would find themselves more naturally brought

together with the men of letters in whom they should seek the illumi-

rations which they would turn on themselves everytime it is a question of

the unique mysteries of music. May this association be accomplished and

produce the favorable effects that I forsee' May the work that I publish

be pleasing (I dare not say useful) to the professional musicians, a

class of men toward whom my taste has inclined me from youth and among whom

my esteem and my affection have seldom met with ingratitude. A rare eulogy

20 Chabanon was able to further his views on this matter and in 1791delivered an Adresse a 1_'Assemblee Nationale au sujet des Academies (Paris,
1791). 

--__ _



without doubt and one that, by its own rarity, I believe myself authorized

to make public.

PART ONE

CHAPTER I

ANALYSIS AND DEFINITION OF THE ART

The chemist who wishes to know about a substance decomposes it. The

metaphysician who wishes to define a word analyzes the ideas which it

includes. This process is the one that we should follow to arrive at the

intimate knowledge of the art with which we are dealing.

Among civilized people there is no art whose simple nature, whose

basic idea cannot be altered by mixing it with accessory ideas. The

human mind, proprietor of all the ideas that our senses supply to it,

combines them with one another. From simple substances it makes compound

substances wherein the first type, the first work, disappears from Nature.

We offer to the human intellect the decomposition of its workmanship; we

present to it, scattered and detached, the materials from which it

constructs the edifice; we reveal to it the secret of its operations; we

will even study the simple elements that it sets into motion.

Music is the art of sounds. A musical sound bears no intrinsic mean-

ing; it says nothing to the intellect; it exists only for the ear.

A musical tone which is not preceded, followed, nor accompanied by

any other offers no pleasure to the ear, however beautiful that it might be.

There is pleasure in hearing it only because we foresee the effect that it

should produce in a melodic ensemble.

99
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Either of the distinctive properties of sounds, low (grave) and

high (aigu),a is an almost absolutely relative property. Sounds are

called low or high only by comparing them to other sounds not as low

or less high.

Each component part of the art, each sound taken by itself and

separately, is nearly nothing; it has neither meaning nor a character

of its own, neither expression nor charm.

We cannot say as much for the elements of speech. The grammarians

who have analyzed them have recognized distinctive properties in words,

in syllables, even in the letters themselves. One of these elements is

roughness or harshness; the other is gentleness or fluidity.b That

syllable which is stressed by the breath and, in some way, by time is

named heavy and long [grave et longue]; the other, short [breve],

escapes as a breath that can be neither evaluated nor defined. The do

and re of the scale do not have these different properties.

By what processes does the musical art give an existence and a

character to all these sounds which have none? It does so by arranging

their order, measuring their duration, and calculating their simul-

taneity. The products of these three operations are intonation, measure,

and harmony.

aI have not dared say the seriousness [la gravit e] and the stimulation
[1 'aiguita ].

bThe consonant letters [lettres liquides].1

In Greek grammar, "letters" are not only the signs of the alphabetbut also the sounds that the signs represent.
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Let us simplify this even further. The intonation and duration of

the sounds contribute equally to making the succession pleasurable; in

this rapid summary they can be united under the common denomination of

Melody. From this point the art is subjected to only a single division;

successive sounds and simultaneous sounds; melody and chords, or melody

and harmony. If you squeeze or twist the art in its every sense you

will extract nothing more from it.

The total essence of music, then, is comprised in these two words,

Melody and Harmony. Harmony superimposes the tones and makes them

speak together; Melody regulates the degrees of intonation and the

duration of the note values by the manner in which the tones succeed

one another. Succession is melody; Simultaneity is harmony.

Harmony is like the depository and collection of tones that melody

might employ. It is the mine from which melody extracts the tones, tones

whose labor is reserved for that purpose. It is impossible to conceive

a melody agreeable or merely intelligible to the ear from which there

does not emerge a harmonious bass and some chords, and by a reciprocal

law, a series of pleasing chords cannot be formed which might not be the

foundation of a thousand melodious tunes. This rule is without exception.

The individuals, the nations who have no knowledge of harmony are sub-

servient to it without knowing it. Every time that they sing they bow to

its principles, and the melody conceived in the forests of America or

among the untutored Africans conceals harmonic parts within itself that

its inventors have not suspected.

Melody exists implicitly in the harmony; the latter implicitly in

the melody, but there is an essential difference between them. Any melody
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whatsoever permits hardly more than a single harmony; the same series of

chords, on the contrary, contains an infinity of different melodies that

the eye of genius might discover in it and that his inspiration might

cause to blossom. 2 This observation indicates to us that, in music,

melody is the principal workman, the most efficacious agent. It is

melody which gives the forms, the movements, the life.

All the chords of music can be reduced to a rather small number.

Their way of proceeding is limited and uniform, so that in listening to

the so-called harmony of twenty different airs it would be possible to

have heard only one and the same thing.

A simple experiment might enable everyone to evaluate the effects

of melody and those of harmony and to judge which is preeminent between

them.

Let the bass of an air be performed and all of its chords without

indicating its melody; afterwards, let the melody be sung. By stripping

the melody of all its harmonic parts the two parts will be seen in the

nude, and by comparing them to each other it will be seen that the

chords stripped of melody are not enough for the ear, but that the melody,

even without chords, can still satisfy it: melody is properly the total

essence of the art; harmony is only its complement.

2In formalizing this precept of the relationship between melody and
harmony, Chabanon reflects the strong influence of Rameau on his musical
thinking. "In his contention that melody was not more than an outgrowth
of harmony Rameau merely rationalized the virtues and defects of his own
talent, which was inspired by harmony and rhythm rather than melody"
(Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, New York, 1947, p. 253).
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These well-conceived definitions can prevent a very common error of

words , one which occasions false judg ments. Musical compositions are

extolled that are said to be devoid of melody even at the moment they are

praised. Such judgments contradict themselves and cannot be explained.

What can be appreciated in a music that does not sing? In that instance

it is only harmony. I declare that the beauties of that genre are as

limited as they are trite and hackneyed. In all instances the same

chords are used and disposed in a nearly identical manner. You who cry

out in admiration over the harmony of a newly-composed piece are unaware

that in Lully and his contemporaries this same harmony appears to you

without effect; to assure yourself that it is the same consult the

figured basses of the scores.

When it is true that some discovery in harmony might have been made,

it would be to no avail for the common listeners; the artists alone

would be in a position to perceive the innovation and to enjoy it. To

inexperienced ears what are these preludes where one sweeps across the

keys of the clavier with unusual chords? A series of extraordinary

sounds and nothing more.3 It is therefore by an abuse of words, by a

mistake of ignorance that these vividly and universally felt effects of

music are called beauties of harmony. Melody protests against these

effects. It is melody alone which regulates intonation and movement;

3Harmoni c freedom has characterized the prelude in virtually all
periods of its development, with particular emphasis being placed on
this aspect by French clavepinists from Fr. Couperin through Rameau.
The early prelude's tendency to harmonic wandering caused it to be
criticized as "sometimes being not above the level of rambling garru-
lity" (Cuthbert Girdlestone, Jean-Philippe Rameau, London, 1957, p. 16).
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it is melody which creates the spirit and character of music; it is even

melody which fashions and distributes the riches of harmony in those

figured accompaniments often more worthy of being heard than the principal

melody.

As a result of the error that we are attacking, a beautiful overture,

a magnificent symphony, rapid and impassioned orchestral movements,

choruses of great effect, sonatas, concertos, even the very dance tunes

that everyone sings are not praised as masterpieces of melody. Symphonic

composers! this judgment by the public outrages you, but that of your

peers avenges you; in the long run they alone are the true appreciators

of merit.

What is generally meant by these words which are spoken by everyone:

learned music [musique savant]? Knowledge in music hardly consists only

in the deft writing of fugues and counterfugues; this genre [imitative

counterpoint] having now fallen into disuse, the praise which suited it

ought to have fallen also.

We condemn music that we do not like, (or that we do not want to

like) and, as if to console the composer for this malevolent disapproval,

we leave him the sad reparation of a meaningless eulogy. We identify his

music as learned to assure that others recognize that it is without genius

and without taste; the detractor gains everything in this exchange.

If by these words those who called Rameau4 a learned harmonist meant

that he had learned the theory of chords, they were saying an obvious truth.

4Interestingly, this definition accords rather closely with that
given by Rameau in his letter to LaMotte (25 October 1727):
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If they meant to say (as I often understood them to say) that Rameau

employed a harmony more novel , richer, and more fertile than every

other composer, they were in error. That which constituted the genius

in him is the entirely new character of his melodies; it is their

prodigious variety. Rameau was a creator in melody, a merit that is

often not appreciated enough. In harmony he had not and could hardly

have an eminent merit other than that of a profound theoretician.

Let worldly men render a reasoned account of their musical judg-
ments; let artists study the hidden meaning of these same judgments;

from the two parts it will be assured that, generally speaking, we

will acknowledge for singing only that which belongs to the voice and

which we ourselves are able to sing. Most certainly this is to

strangely restrict the meaning of the word Melody. It would be as much

to wish to accord to grace and beauty only a single character when

there are so many which might be suitable for them. We will not be the

one to reproach the air that Roland sings in fury for being without

melody, although this piece might not be of the graceful genre and

cannot be comprehended without the aid of an entire orchestra. We will

no longer say that the beginning of the Stabat6 is not melodic, although

"When one says: a learned musician, one generally means a man whom
nothing escapes in the different combinations of notes; but one believes
him to be so absorbed in these combinations that he sacrifices everything
to them, common sense, wit, and feeling " (Translated in Girdlestone,
Rameau, p. 9).

5Chabanon's analysis of the different "genre" of music makes up
Chapter XVI, Part I.

6Stabat Mater (1729) for Soprano, Alto, and Orchestra by Pergolesi.
It is presumably this work to which Chabanon's frequent references pertain
but only once (Musigue consideree, p. 252) is it actually identified as
such.
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you would discover hardly any intention of melody there if it was per-

formed by a single voice without instruments. We will not even assign

a preference between a lovely cantabile written for the voice and a

beautiful symphony written for instruments. If we have to state a pre-

ference, we will, without hesitating, place the symphony in the first

rank and we will believe ourselves justified in this choice by all those

who have seen and experienced the intoxication and the delirium into

which the symphonies of the Amateursc threw their whole audience. After

such pieces the enthusiam for some scene that could be sung does nothing

other than diminish.

I have always noticed that our musical disputes are fought under

cover of the darkness with which this word Melody is surrounded and

covered; all the effort of the conflict inclines toward that place. If

I might have been one of the champions of this great war, I might have

said as did Ajax; "Restore the day to us and do battle against us." 8

Let the detractors of such music say, "we do not like it"; there will

be nothing to reply to them for tastes are not able to be reasoned any

cA very beautiful concert which no longer exists. 7

7The Concerts des Amateurs was founded in 1770 by d'Ogni and Delahaye
at the H6tel Soubise. It was conducted by Gossec and its solo violin was
the famous Chevalier de St. Georges. At these concerts the symphonies of
J. B. Toeschi, Van Malders, Vandall, Stamitz, and Gossec were first per-
formed in France. When the association moved to the Galerie de Henri III
in 1780, it adopted the title, Concert de la Loge Olympique, and the or-
chestra contained the best players of the day. Under this name the orch-
estra became famous for the introduction of Haydn's symphonies into France,
whose great success led to the commission of six published under the title
"Repertoire de la Loge Olympique ." Chabanon was principal second violin in
this orchestra from 1770 until the change in 1780.

8The Iliad, Book XVII, 645. Chabanon made earlier use of this quo-
tation in his book, Sur le Sort de Poesie en ce Siecle Philosophe, (Paris,
1764, p. 29).
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more than they are able to be controlled. But to state that any par-

ticular music lacks melody is to formulate a reasoned plan of attack

which invites defense. Now, if the word which is the object of the

dispute is not defined beforehand, both sides speak without being

understood.

Were it recognized that fiery, lively, impetuous music, the beau-

tiful features of the symphony, are not less melodic than the simplest

and gentlest air composed for the voice, the appreciation of authors and

works would embrace all genres of different beauty, and the party spirit,

in abusing a word which is no better understood by the one who utters it

than by those who hear it, would no longer produce absolute and injurious

decisions.

A consideration which for many is bound to enter into our musical

judgments is that of the old and modern styles;9 they constitute the

progress of the art and the different ages of music. The study of a

similar progression in any art whatsoever is familiar to the true con-

noisseur, and his enthusiam for that which conveys the character of

modern perfection does not make it wrong for that which is older and

often less perfect. He knows that simple beauties, found by those who

have done the groundwork in the art, are so much more true as they usually

have been found without effort; they have a sort of natural evidence.

Ah' in the shapeless productions of the Gallic language which is no

longer our own, that which is worthy of being conserved and retained is

separated and extracted, and in music, that language whose meaning does

9This reference is not to the famous seventeenth-century "Quarrel of
the Ancients and Moderns," but to what was considered the "old" style
(Lully) as opposed to the "new" (Rameau).
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not vary, everything is scornfully prohibited which deviates from the

most recent taste' No, I protest it; such exclusions do not proceed

from true, clear taste. It is the pretension of appearing expert which

inspires them and which controls them. Perhaps by this single sign of

ignorance we might recognize those who are usurping the right to judge

music.

As our intention is to reduce music to the simplest idea which

might be conceived of it, after having reasoned more pertinently, we

will first consider it exclusively as melody without making any allow-

ances for the embellishments that harmony lends to it. This preference

given to melody over harmony is justified by what we have already said

of each of them. I will add that melody exists for the most barbaric

peoples, for the most uneducated individuals, and that harmony is the

secret of the initiated only. Even the musicians of antiquity were

ignorant of it.10 Therefore, we cannot be reproached for placing the

constitutive essence of music in the melody rather than in harmony, and

while it serves to simplify our ideas less, we will bring together in

this word music all the ideas of which it is the collective.

Melody might be defined thusly: A successive series of tones

whose duration is fixed and whose intonation, always appreciable to the

ear, should always soothe it in order to respond to the designs of the

art.

If this is granted and the essence of the art is thus identified,

it is no more than a question of confronting the accessories that one

10See Preliminary Reflections, note 2.
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wishes to join to it. Those which would be of a nature to contradict

the constitutive principle are of the nature to be rejected. Since

the innate property of music is to sing, to demand of it that which

it cannot do in singing is to prescribe absurd laws to it, and to

subject it to them is to pervert it and alter it.

CHAPTER II

IS MUSIC ESSENTIALLY AN ART OF IMITATION?

IS ITS BASIC OBJECT TO IMITATE?

It is a grand and beautiful idea which makes all the arts children

of Nature and which represents them dedicating the faculties which they

have received from it to retracing its immortal image.

If it is necessary to guess the author of such a thought, who would

not grant the honor to Homer or at least to Plato? It is Aristotle who

conceived it, the one of all the philosophers who least gave himself up

to the marvels of the imagination. Also, in publicizing the idea that I

have just cited, he has removed all of its poetic luster: in his head

and pen he has captured the external austerity of a philosophic conception.

Among propositions recognized as true there is some variation in the

degree of precision and perfection; and by applying these nuances it would

be possible to have truths of the first or of the second order, as we have
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gold stamped in different denominations. The proposition of Aristotle

that all the arts are only imitation of Nature,1 acquires or loses

some precision according to whether it is applied to one art or rather

to another.

The goal of painting, its direct and basic end, is to retrace for

our eyes everything that Nature has submitted to them. From the first

attempt of Dibutade2 to the masterpiece of Raphael this end has not been

able to vary; it is as evident in the first roughly drawn sketch as in

the final marvel of the art. If you maintain that in erecting palaces

architecture is only imitating the processes of Nature, do you believe

that in the forest plantations from which our first dwellings were fashioned

that you can offer me a truth of the same order as the first? If you

maintain that the first men who uttered meloides had only wished in

uttering them to imitate the different noises that they heard and to

produce the different sentiments which they excited, are you not de-

scending to an even less palpable and less evident order of truths?

Nothing is as doubtful as this need to imitate which has been made one

of the essential properties of music.

First, I notice that the charm of this art does not exist solely

for beings endowed with understanding and speech; animals are sensitive

to it. This musical instinct is recognized in the cat and in the spider.

1Physics, II, 2, 194a21

2Butades, legendary Corinthian (Sicyon) artist, inventor of the art
of modelling portraits from clay and of the term plastae. See Pliny,
Naturalis Historiae, XXXV, 151-152.
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"Deer," said Plutarch, "are affected by the sound of the flute.
To excite a stallion when next to a mare, an air is played to him.
At the sound of instruments, Dolphins raise their heads above the
water and make different bodily movements, almost like actors."a

To this authority let us add that M. de Buffon:4 it is he who is

going to speak:

"The elephant has an excellent sense of hearing; it takes
delight in instruments and would appear to like music. It
easily learns to indicate the measure, to move itself in cadence
and after a few accents to even fall in at the sound of drums
and trumpets. I have also seen some dogs who have a decided
taste for music and who make their way from the lower-yard or
from the kitchen to the concert, remain there the entire time
that it lasted, and would afterwards return to their ordinary
dwelling. I have seen others of them rather exactly match the
pitch of a shrill sound to which they were made to listen by
almost crying in their ear, but this sort of instinct or of
faculty among dogs belongs to only a few individuals. One
sings or whistles almost continuously to oxen to keep them
moving together during their most tedious labors, and they
stop, seeming to be disheartened, when their leader stops
whistling or singing. We know how much horses are excited by
the sound of the trumpet and hounds by the noise of the hunting
horn. It is claimed that porpoises, seals, and dolphins approach
vessels during periods of calm when resonant music can be heard
there, but this event is not related by any serious author.5

aPlutarch, Symposium3

bM. de Buffon has not remembered that Plutarch recorded it in
his writings.5

3Symposia VII, question V, 1, reprinted in Plutarch's Miscellanies
and Essays, ed. by William Goodwin (Boston, 1889).

4Georges-Louis Leclerc, comte de Buffon (1707-1788); the greatest
naturalist of the eighteenth century. Buffon's principal work is the
l'Histoire Naturelle, which occupied him from 1749 to 1788. Books IV
to XV make up the "l'Histoire g6nerale des animaux" and the"Discours
sur la nature des animaux." His writings reflect, as did those of most
major writers of this period, the picture of man as a savage popularized
by the writings of explorers and missionaries. Buffon was a significant
influence on the social philosophy of Rousseau.

5Plutarch, Moralia, Book II, 1 ("The Banquet of the Seven Wise Men"),
18.
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Several species of birds, such as canaries, linnets, goldfinch,
bullfinch, and siskins are very susceptible to musical impressions,
as they learn rather lengthy airs. Almost all other birds are also
affected by sounds; we know of the assaults of the nightingale
against the human voice or against some instrument. There are a
thousand particular examples of the musical instinct of birds.
The case of spiders, which descend from their webs and hold them-
selves suspended as long as the instrument continues to play,
and which afterwards climb up to their ordinary place, has been
attested to me by such a large number of eye-witnesses that it can
hardly be called into question." 6

I myself have more than once observed the act concerning the spider.

It is mainly slow and harmonious music which seems to please that insect

and to attract it. I have also seen small fish feeding in a vase whose

upper part was uncovered seek the sound of the violin, rise to the

surface of the water in order to hear it, and raise their heads and

remain immobile in this position. If I approached the water without

playing the instrument, they appeared to be frightened and plunged in

the bottom of the vase. I repeated this experiment twenty times.

The musical instinct recognized in animals is even more perceptible

in the baby in arms. This feeble creature to whom reason is, so to speak,

like its members, enveloped in the swaddling-clothes of infancy, enjoys

sounds even before having any clear and distinct idea from them. The

song of the nurse soothes its pains, calms its impatience, and transmits

to it a gaiety that is attested by its innocent smile.c

cIt is an established fact that during infancy we have sensations
before knowing how to deduce ideas from them. Essai sur l'origine des
connaissances humaines.7

6See "Histoire des Animaux," Oeuvres completes de Buffon, ed. by J.
DeLanessan (Paris, 1884), IV, 427-467.

7Etienne Bonnot de Condillac (1715-1780); the Essai sur l'origine
des connaissances humaines (1746) and Traite des sensations (1754 are
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Let us transport ourselves into the forests that are inhabited by

ferocious and uncivilized peoples. There we will see music, the in-

separable companion of man, reduced, like him, to its most savage

instinct. Music thus taken at its source should preserve all the

characteristics of its natural institution and all of its original

styles, unadulterated by any convention.8 Let us see if in this

state it attempts to imitate.

The savages utilize music in their festivities, which are

military or funerary; and their songs, just as they themselves call

them, are songs of joy or of death. What idea develops from the

modulated [i.e. inflected] accents by which the fierce men celebrate

a barbaric triumph of prepare for a bloody execution? If ever music

has had to paint, to express, it is in this circumstance. The songs

of the savages, however, have none of the characteristics of which

our imagination judges them capable. The melody in them is gentle and

gay rather than terrible; and (what should be observed) the song of war

does not differ from the song of death: The first is neither fast nor

bouyant; the latter is neither sad nor slow. Thus, whereas man's in-

stinct tends toward making his first attempts at speech imitative, it

has no intention of having imitation enter into his first attempts at

melody. We believe this capital observation, and the reason for the

his most famous works. His metaphysical writings are an extension of
Locke's principles and stress the origin of all of the individual's
psychological processes in sensation and experience.

8Drawing upon the analogy of the unadultered savage as symbolic
of art in its primitive state was a well-worn convention of the
eighteenth century. See particularly David Funt, Diderot and the Esthetics
of the Enlightenment (Geneva, 1968), p. 112.
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difference of these two processes is easily produced. We speak in

order to designate that which strikes our senses or to manifest

that which takes place within us, a disposition of the intellect

which leads naturally to describing what we wish to say. In

singing, the intention is not at all the same as in speaking;

we will furnish more proof of this which, in our opinion, is

demonstrative. Also, melody turns less toward imitation.

The incoherence of melody and words makes itself felt in the

songs of the Negroes who inhabit our colonies. They set to music

all the events to which they are witnesses; but whether the events

are happy or distressing, the air has nonetheless the same character

Sailors and, in general, all the people of the lower classes

and of the country insert an indefinable drawling inflection in

their melody which gives it a character of sadness. This character

is perceived only by the ears of musicians; the people are unaware

of it; it is with gaiety that they sing sadly. Likewise, watch them

dance; a frozen and immobile seriousness is on all the faces at the

same time that the agitation of the feet and body and the character

of the melodies denotes joy.

From these assembled and combined facts we conclude that for

those who avail themselves of it only through instinct, music does

not imitate and does not attempt to imitate.

dAlthough it may have been observed that the choice of words and
syllables in all languages is often figurative, and that it portrays
the objects designated by the words which express them, this observation
is often wrong.



CHAPTER III

CONTINUATION OF THE SAME INVESTIGATION

Let us give to the principle that I have just established the

complete extension that it might have; let us carry it even to the point

of exaggeration. Every step that we take beyond the truth will not be

wasted for our research. To part thus from our limits is to discover

the exterior of the place wherein we are attempting to make ourselves

unassailable.

To comprehend the words in their strict meaning, song can imitate

only that which sings. Which is to say that its power does not always

extend that far. The twittering of birds could never be successfully

rendered by our music because it is subject to our laws and to the

relationships of harmony, and the music of the birds, incorrect melo-

dists, links its tones according to an order which harmony does not

acknowledge. Also, since the lyric poets called birds to the aid of

the art they were promoting, poetry, impotent in its means of imitation,

has not approached by one step the object that has so often been pre-

scribed to it to imitate. What an amusing art if it renders the things

which are most analogous to it in such a fashion that the copy never

resembles the model

115
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I must not conceal the response which M. 'l'Abbe Morellet himself

proposed to this difficulty; besides, it is ingenious, making it the

more one's duty to cite it.a

"All the arts produce a kind of pact with the soul and thesenses which they affect. This pact consists of requesting licensesand promising pleasures which it would not give without thesepleasing liberties...Music takes identical freedoms. It asks to
cadence its movement, round off its periods, and to support andstrengthen the voice by accompaniment, which is certainly not foundin Nature. Doubtless, this alters the truth of imitation,~but atthe same time augments its beauty and gives to the copy a charm
which Nature has refused to the original.

Nothing resembles so much the song of the nightingale as thetones of those small reed-pipes that children fill with water andblow upon to make them chirp and warble. What pleasure does thisimitation give us? None. But should we hear a delicate voice, anenjoyable symphony which expresses (less accurately, no doubt) thesong of the same nightingale, the ear and soul are in ecstacy. Itis became the arts are something more than the exact imitation of
Nature."

I am aware of all the ingenuity and truth in this response, but may

I be permitted to ask of M. Morrelet [sic] why poetry, painting, and

sculpture are obligated to give us true, accurate resemblances of the

objects they imitate when music is exempt from it? Is it not because

this art is less an art of imitation that the others? The children's

reed-pipe that would be accepted for the nightingale does not itself

give us any pleasure and the delicate symphony which resembles almost

nothing of the bird's song soothes us and ravishes us. Does this not

aThe brief writing wherein M. 1'Abbe Morellet treats of musicalexpression is full of fige and accurate views. I know of nothing
better written on music.

1Morellet's De l'Expression en musigue. See Preliminary
Reflections, note 5.

2See Appendix A: Variants, p. 372.
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result from two facts, that imitation has little part in the pleasure that

music procures, and that it is almost entirely dependent on the charm of

the melody?

The instinct of man is prodigiously imitative; it reveals itself as

such from infancy. But, if I am not mistaken, imitation is only greatly

entertaining to the extent that this instinct understands the difficulty

involved and is astonished by its success. A child who would counterfeit

the nightingale as perfectly with his mouth alone as with the reed-pipe,

would be heard with more pleasure and interest than the pipe. Therefore,

it is quite wrong when in the theory of the arts it is pretended that the

conquered difficulty is of no consideration; it counts for a great deal

in the pleasure that the arts procure. The grand impression of the sub-

lime in part originates when a surprise provokes an unusual idea within

us. That which we recognize very readily is feebly enjoyed. 3

But, it will be said, if music is not imitation of Nature, what is

it? What a strange need of the human mind to torment itself through

difficulties that it conjures up to please and that it cannot resolve

because they are void of meaning! Music is to our hearing as are to

each of our senses those objects which affect them most enjoyably. Thus,

why do you not wish that the ear might have its immediate pleasures, its

voluptuous sensations in the same way as our sight and sense of smell?

3Aristotle's Poetics, Book IX, says, "Tragedy is an imitation
not only of a complete action, but of events inspiring fear or pity.
Such an effect is best produced when the events come on us by surprise
and when, at the same time, they follow cause and effect."



Are there other pleasures for the ear than those which result from

harmoniously combined sounds? Is it because it pleased you to call

music an art that you claim to enslave it to all the properties of the

arts? Ha.' Do you know to what extent this designation art is appro-

priate to music? We will examine it later; right now let us finish

proving that it gives pleasure independently of all imitation.

CHAPTER IV

MUSIC PLEASES INDEPENDENTLY OF ALL IMITATION

Animals are sensitive to music; therefore, it does not have to

imitate to give pleasure, for the most perfect imitation is nothing to

an animal. If you show an animal his image drawn on canvas he is
neither moved nor surprised. Imitation can be enjoyed only to the

extent that the difficulty therein can be conceived, but this con-

ception surpasses the intelligence of animals.

The infant who is pleased by the songs of his nurse looks for nothing

imitative in them. He relishes the songs just as he relishes the milk

on which he feeds.

See Chapter II, note 6. Buffon's "Histoire des Animaux" (Oeuvres
completes de Buffon, IV, 427-467) contains an interesting discussionof animals senses and sensitivities compared to man's.
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The savage, the Negro, the sailor, the common man, will repeat

simple songs which amuse them without even reconciling the character of

the song with the present emotional state of their spirit.

A skillful hand which preludes on the harp or on the clavecin
interests the most educated ears. Imitation determines nothing in the

formation of a prelude. 2

Music has comforted, even cured those who are ill. This fact is

attested by the Academy of Sciences and I have seen the proof of it.
A young woman, bleeding steadily from an acute pain in her eye, forgot

her suffering for two hours by listening to the playing of the clavein.

Is it by virtue of imitation that such a charm is brought about? Is a
spirit overwhelmed by suffering in a condition to enjoy pleasure which
necessitates reflection?

Music, then, immediately affects our senses; but the human mind,
a quick, active, curious, reflecting intelligence, interferes with the
pleasure of the senses. It cannot be the idle and indifferent spec-
tator. What interest can it grasp in those sounds which, having no
designated meaning by themselves, never offer distinct and precise

ideas? The intellect seeks relationships and analogies with diverse
objects or with the diverse effects of Nature. What happens? In
nations where intelligence is brought to perfection, music, anxious,
as it were, to obtain the commendation of the intellect, strives to

2Although a vehicle for consistent and extensive experimentationin matters of form and harmony, and in spite of the programmatic in-fluence of the lutenists and of French opera, the prelude never acquiredthe specifically imitative character found in the clavegin pieces ofChambonni res , the Couperins , or Rameau. See note 3, Chapter I.
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present to it those relationships, those analogies which please it.

Music imitates in as much as it is intellectual and by the express

commandment of the intellect which, enticing music further than its

immediate objective, designates imitation as its secondary purpose.

But the intellect, which, for its part, judges the weakness of means

that music employs to attain imitation, becomes less demanding on

this point; the slightest analogies or the most flimsy relationships

satisfy it. It calls this art imitative when it hardly imitates,

while music keeps the intellect aware of the efforts expended to

please it and is content with the portion assigned to it in pleasures

which seem to be made uniquely for the ear.

When one is not blinded by systematic mentality that he wishes

to impose on himself or on others, he is not obligated to silently

pass over objections which are contrary to the sentiment that he

professes. Here is an example which had initially intimidated my

opinion.

"If the pleasure of music is to the ear what a beautiful face

is to the eyes, why do we feel ourselves disposed to render as imitative

one of these sensations more than the other?" Aristotle, in his

Problems, 3 has proposed in other terms nearly the same difficulty. Here

is how he responds to it:

"All sensation produced by an object without movement canhardly be imitative: it can have no conformity with our actions,our customs, our characters. Just try to conceive of a tone inyour ear [i.e. mentally] and continue to sustain it; this lifelessand inactive sensation will never depict anything to the mind.

3Problems, XIX, 27.
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On the contrary, make several sounds follow one another as music
does and their slow or fast, uniform or varied progression gives
them a character and renders them capable of being compared to
other objects."

Thus, a beautiful face, presenting only one fixed spectacle and one

fixed object, is at most only susceptible of being compared to another

object itself beautiful; but, for want of change and disparity, a

beautiful face does not induce the intellect to make of it the symbol

of actions and disparate effects.4

I wish to make the observation that it is unique only to music to

link to one another the successive sensations that it causes in us, in

such a way that they pertain to and modify one another. Let us try to

make this more sensible. If you successively affect the sense of sight,

of smell, and of touch by the presence of different objects which are

exchanged, these sensations will not bind themselves to one another, and

the one which ceases will have no [continuing] influence on the one which

succeeds it; but in music the tone that is no longer heard binds itself

through memory to those which follow it; they make a whole body, are the
parts of a same whole, and to alter the phrase that is being heard, it

is sometimes only necessary to detach it from the one which precedes it.

4Chabanon had earlier used this identical analogy in "Sur lamusique a l'occasion de Castor," Mercure de France, April, 1772, p. 162,where he observes that, "A beautiful melody, like a beautiful face,carries its own effect and its own pleasure, independently of imitation,which is conveyed by the intimate relationship which they both have with
our senses."



CHAPTER V

THE MEANS BY WHICH MUSIC

PRODUCES ITS IMITATIONSa

We are already far from the paradox that it appeared we first

wished to maintain, that music lacks the appropriate means for imitation.

By dismissing the exaggerated element of this assertion, we find our-

selves led to the examination of the means by which music imitates. It

assimilates (as well as it can) its noises to other noises, its movements

to other movements, and the sensation which it procures to those senti-

ments which may be analogous to them. This last runner of imitating will

be the subject of another chapter.

Musical imitation is only perceptibly true when it has melodies as

its object. In music, martial fanfares, hunting calls, folk songs, etc.,

are imitated with accuracy; it is only a matter of giving to one melody

the character of another melody. The musical art suffers no violence

thereby. In deviating further, imitation abates by reason of the in-

sufficiency of the means that music employs.

Is it a question of painting a brook? The feeble and continuous

alteration with one another of two adjacent notes makes the melody

ripple almost like flowing water. This relationship, which occurs first

to the intellect, is the only one that, up to the present, the art might

aThis chapter is one of those where our ideas were found toconform with those of M. l'Abbe Morellet.
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have possessed and I doubt if anyone finds it to be very astonishing.

All musicians who have and will have the intention of portraying a stream
must then necessarily agree to a melodic form already known and all but

worn out. The disposition of the notes is as well as foreseen and given
in advance. The melody, slave to this constraint, will consequently be
less graceful and novel. According to this calculation, the ear loses
in this portrayal almost all that the intellect gains.

Now, join the twittering of birds to the painting of the brook. In

this case, the musical imitator sustains long trills in the voice and

instruments; he blends in roulades, although there may not be a bird

which would ever be able to sing his song. This imitation has the double

disadvantage of being, on the one hand, very imperfect, and, on the other,

of subjecting the composer to frequently used forms. M. l'Abbe Morellet

gives much praise to the Italian air in which the words are: Seperd

l'ussignuolo.I Without distinctly recollecting this air, I guarantee
that the most enjoyable part is not that which attempts to imitate the

song of the nightingale.

I suppose if a skillful composer is required by the words to portray

waves which murmur and birds that sing, would we be so bold to censure

him if he reasoned this way?

My art cannot render with exactitude the effect that my poetexpects; by attempting to achieve them Irun the risk of resemblingall those who have tried the same description. The depiction ofwater, flowers, breezes, and foliage is only considered lyricbecause the view of a cheerful rustic sight produces a pleasantimpression on our senses and disposes our souls to a calm happiness.Therefore, am I neglecting my poet and rry art if, in abstaining

lDe 1 'Expression en musigue, p. 22 . The author of this song isnot known.
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from what I cannot render, I only devised a suave and tranquil
melody such as we would desire to hear when reposing under a cool
shade with a view of the beautiful countryside?

However little genius this artistic reasoner might have, should he

know how to accomplish such a plan, I do not know how the partisans of

imitation would be able to reproach him.

The air is covered with clouds, the winds whistle, thunder spins

out its long reverberations from one edge of the horizon to the other

.... Yet, music is ineffective to portray such effects, above all if the

composer adheres to details and presumes to create a similar description

Here an ascending or descending volley of notes will express a flash of

lightning, the force of the wind, or a clap of thunder, for he has his

choice among all of these effects; the same picturesque trait belongs

to all of them and is equally suitable to them. Eh.' Abolish all these

detailed tableaus which portray nothing--portray broad effects (Peignez

en masse). Let the fracas, the tumult, and the disorder of the symphony

depict the confusion and noise of the tempest; and above all let the

melody be such that it might not be said: all of this is only noise

without expression, without character. 2

Once I was present at an evening concert on the Boulevard; the

orchestra was large and noisy. The overture to Pygmalion3 was being

performed. The weather was stormy. At the fortissime of the reprise

2See Appendix A: Variants, p. 373.
3Pygmalion (27 August 1748); music by Rameau, text by Ballot deSavot. The text is an adaptation of the fifth entree, "La Sculpture,"of Lamotte's libretto, Le Triomphe des Arts, originally set to music in1700 by Michel de LaBarre (d. 1743). Chabanon gives an almost identicaldescription of this composition in his Eloge de Rameau, pp. 29-30.
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a clap of thunder was heard. Everyone, including me, sensed a marvelous

relationship between the symphony and a meteor which was rumbling through

the heavens. In that moment Rameau is seen to have produced a scene of

which neither he nor anyone else suspected the intention or the resem-

blance. Musical artists, does this example tell you nothing?

There is an effect in Nature that music renders with sufficient

verity; it is the empty spaces roaring in anger. Many basses playing in

unison and making the melody roll like waves which rise and fall, create

a sound similar to that of the agitated sea. At other times we have all

heard a symphony where the author, without picturesque intention, has

employed this unison. Its imitative effect was so generally felt that

this symphony was called the Tempest,4 though there was nothing else in

it which could justify this designation. After such acts would we not

have the right to call music "the art of portraying without being con-

scious of it"?

Let us speak of another imitation, of that which portrays to one of

our senses what is amenable to another sense, as when sound imitates light.

Everyone knows the story of the person blind from birth to whom a

painting is presented in which can be seen a mountain, some trees, some

men, and some flocks.5 The unbelieving blind person carefully runs his

This composition was actually the overture to the opera Alcyone(1705) by Marin Marais (1656-1728). Colasse provided the first developedmodel for the "tempest" genre in his opera Thetis et P6ele (1698), but themost celebrated was that of Marais.

5This experiment is known as the "molyneux effect," which was famousin the eighteenth century. The interpretation of what an individual sawin a painting determined whether his philosophical inclination was ration-alistic or empiricist. See Cassirer, The Philosophy of the Enlightenment
(Princeton, New Jersey, 1951), p. 108,
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hand over all parts of the canvas and finding there only a flat surface,

cannot admit the representation of so many different objects. This example

demonstrates that one sense is not the judge of what another sense exper-

iences. Also, it is not to the ear that one properly portrays in music

that which strikes the eyes. It is to the intellect which, placed between

these two senses [vision - hearing], combines and compares our sensations.

If we speak to the musician of depicting light, taken abstractly, he

will confess the incapacity of his art. Speak to him of portraying the

breaking of day and he will feel that the contrast of clear, shrill sounds

placed in opposition to dull and veiled sounds can resemble the contrast

of light and darkness. From this point of comparison it serves as a means

of comparison, but, in actuality, what does it portray? Not night and

day, but a single contrast and any contrast whatever; the first that comes

to mind will be as well expressed by the same music as that of light and

dark.

Let us not be afraid to repeat for the instruction of artists that

the musician who produces such tableaus has done nothing if he does not

produce them with pleasing melodies. To paint is only the second of his

obligations; writing music is the first. What would be his merit if he

does not satisfy this obligation? Through the weakness of his art he

portrays imperfectly; by the weakness of his talents he neglects the

principal functions of his art.

Why does music depict that which is the province of hearing? The

painting is by essence obligated to imitate, and with fidelity; if it does

not imitate it is nothing. Speaking only to the eyes, it can imitate only

that which is perceptible to sight. On the contrary, music pleases without
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imitation, by the sensations it procures. Its descriptions are almost

always imperfect and sometimes consist of a simple and weak analogy with

the object it wishes to portray; such analogous relationships can be

easily multiplied. In a word, painting imitates only that which is proper

to itself because it must imitate strictly. Music can portray everything

because it depicts all in an imperfect manner.

CHAPTER VI

CONCERNING THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES WHICH RESULT

FROM THE INTENTION OF PORTRAYING OR IMITATING IN MUSIC

The essential and almost unique advantage of imitation added to

music is that in uniting this art to interesting situations, it imparts

yet a new interest to them while receiving a new charm from the union.

Here examples will instruct better than reasoning.

This symphony which I mentioned a moment ago and which seemed to

make the sea roar in anger, when heard in concert never stimulates only

the delight of the intellect, which is astonished by an imitative effect

it did not expect. This symphony heard in the theater and joined to the

situation of the young Hero expecting her lover in the night on the banks
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of the Hellespont, could become a tragic scene.1 In the same way as the

overture to Iphigenie en Tauride,2 it announces and begins a majestic and

terrible spectacle. The spectator, struck by all of his senses at once,

hears and sees the tempest; turmoil and concern penetrate his soul through

all of the outlets which might lead to it. At one of the repetitions of

this work it was suggested that the machine that imitates the thunder be

silenced in order that the music might be more audible; this would be to

prefer the illusion to the truth itself, and the musicians insisted that

it should be so, but the truth of the spectacle and the general concern

for this truth have prevailed.

The overture to Pigmalion, worthy of being applauded on all counts,

would be with much more enthusiam if it participated in the interest of

a situation which might be conveniently united with it. Chance revealed

to us the analogy of a few features of this overture with claps of thunder:

well! during this symphony let an unfortunate wretch, menaced by lightning,

roam over the theater in large steps to escape the celestial anger which

pursues him and the music will receive an interest from the situation which

it will return, and in animating both, they will be enlivened by each other.

If we remove music from the stage, it will gain little be being imita-

tive; in a few airs, in a few monologues performed in concert, the interest

1The legend is as follows: Hero was a priestess of Aphrodite at Sestos
who was loved by Leander. Every night, Leander, guided by a torch which
Hero placed in a tower, swam from his home at Abydos, on the opposite side
of the Hellespont, to be with Hero. One stormy night he was drowned, and
when his body washed ashore at Sestos and was discovered by Hero, she drown-
ed herself in grief.

2lphigenie en Tauride (18 May 1779); music by Gluck, text by Nicholas
F. Guillard (not to be confused with Piccini's opera of the same name
[23 January 1781]. This is the opera libretto furnished by the publisher
Devismes for the war of the Gluckists and Piccinists).

3See Chapter V, note 4.
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of the situation will hardly attract attention. Stripped of all that

creates it, facilitates it, animates and excites it, this interest grows

cold like flaming iron when it is removed from the furnace; how shall I

put it? Outside the theater perhaps the sole advantage of music which

has words over that which has none is that the first helps the weak compre-

hension of the dilettantes and the ignorant by establishing the character

of each section and by indicating its meaning to them as they cannot com-

prehend it without this help, while purely instrumental music leaves their

minds in suspense and disquietude over the meaning that it intended. The

more one's ear is trained, becomes sensitive, and is endowed of musical

instinct, the more easily one dispenses with the words even when a voice

is singing. None of the players of the symphony who perform in a pit

orchestra hear the words spoken by the singer, yet, no one is as strongly

moved by the singing of an excellent performer. I am persuaded that if

someone wished to explain to the symphonic musicians what the singer wanted

to say, they would take up their instruments and repeat the vocal line:

"Here is what the singer has said," they would respond.

Yet, how are we to explain such a great and wide-spread abuse as that

of desiring to add words to every simple and singable air, be they words

that are insignificant, mannered, spiritual, indifferent madrigalisms,

or words of common-place usage even to the point of distaste.4 It doesn't

matter which; people believe they are assisting the melody by dressing it

in these unbecoming ruffles. To cesure this abuse would be to do nothing.

It would be better to seek its cause; perhaps it will be the excuse.

4Chabanon's idealism was not shared too widely. Even Rameau claimed
that the quality of the text was of such little consequence that he could
set the Gazette de Hollande to music. See Masson, L'Opera de Rameau (Paris,
1930), p. 114, for more details about Rameau's sentiments.
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Without doubt, no instrument is as pleasing to the ear as the

human voice. It is generally preferred by the greatest number; and

it is not acknowledged that the human organ, accustomed to pronouncing

words, is limited even in singing to uttering only these sounds; this

fact probably gives rise to our indulgence for all of these words so

barely singable that we take pleasure in singing. The vapidity and

ridiculousness of these unlyrical idiocies is nearly redeemed by the

merit that they have of appropriating to the human voice that music

which would not be suited to it without them. We offer pardon to the

words on behalf of the instrument which pronounces them. These chansons

without character and expression hardly merit being cited as imitative

music; however, it is concerning imitation that we have spoken of them.

We have revealed the advantages of imitation combined with music; now let

us reveal the unfortunately too common disadvantages which result from

the intention of portraying and imitating with sounds.

These disadvantages would not exist if the direct objective of music

was to imitate. Then every musician who would tend toward imitation

would be leading the art toward its natural end and would run no risk of

leading himself astray; but, imitation being only the accessory and not

the principal, not the essential goal of the musical art, it is to be

feared that in occupying himself with it too much, the composer not ne-

glect that which is of primary importance. We have already seen how the

portrayal of different natural effects limits and constrains the pro-

ceeedings of the melody. Let there be no doubt that, outside the theater,

(or of the other arts made up of imitation in which the interest of the

situation supports the effect of imitation) one could not for long sustain
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these formless tableaus which depict nothing with as much verity as they

do the efforts of the melody to express what it cannot represent. What

kind of concert would it be where one wanted ceaselessly to present to

the audience different tableaus that might even be designated by a few

speeches? I am quite mistaken or the listener, tired of this "visual

music"5 [optique musical], would request that the composer might speak

a little less to his eyes and more pleasingly to his ears. Let us end

this chapter with a few examples which serve to demonstrate that imi-

tation in art is necessarily only secondary.

The overture to Pigmalion, composed without any picturesque in-

tention, becomes a tableau solely by the effect of its melody. The over-

ture to Acante et Cephise,6 where volleys of laughter, fireworks, and

some cries of vive le Roi have been portrayed, is a piece of music without

5The use of a visual element in combination with music was by no means
unknown, as in, for instance, Rameau's Les Cyclopes from the first collec-
tion of harpsichord pieces. In the M6canique des Doigts which accompanied
the collection, Rameau draws attention to a trait which he claims to have
invented, a batterie in which the right hand passes over the left: "I be-
lieve that these batteries are peculiar to me; at any rate, none similar
have yet appeared. I might say in their favor, that the eye shares in
the pleasure which the ear receives from it." Also noteworthy was the pub-
lication in 1748 of a piece, Le Spectacle des Mains, by Luc Marchand,
organist to the king. From Chabanon's Elogede Rameau it is obvious that
he is unaware of Rameau's first collection of keyboard pieces. According
to Girdlestone, in the nineteenth century, the first set was declared to
be mythical. It was discovered and republished in the first volume of
Rameau's Oeuvres completes in 1895.

6Acante et Cephise, ou La Sympathie (19 November 1751); music by
Rameau, text by Marmontel7l723-1799). The work was a "pastorale herioque"
composed on the occasion of the birth of the Duc de Bourgogne.
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effect which neither paints nor sings. The overture to Nais,7 during

which the Titans are scaling the heavens, does not attempt to portray

either the rocks which are raised or those which fall down, etc., etc.

It sings in a harsh and vigorous manner and the piece produces the [neces-

sary] effect. Mondonville,8 in one of his motets, wishes to depict the

daily revolution of the sun;9 twice he has the chorus sing the complete

scale in two octaves, ascending and descending, which winds the melody

circularly and brings it back to the point from which it departed. To

portray the breaking of day in Titon,10 the same composer has his entire

orchestra gradually proceed from low notes to high ones, and at the end

sustains the instruments in the upper-most part of the diapason. The

7Nais (22 April 1749); music by Rameau, text by Louis Cahusac, who
wrote eight libretti for Rameau.

8Jean Joseph Casanea de Mondonville (1711-1772); violinist and com-poser of motets, three oratorios (called "French motets" by MGG, IX, col.455), chamber music, and atleast seven unsuccessful operas. Mondonville
was director of the Concerts spirituel (1755-1762), and as a protege of
Mme. Pompadour was appointed "champion" of the French school in the War
of the Buffoons. His opera, Titon et 1'Aurore (9 January 1753), owes itssuccess largely to this circumstance. The total number of his motets isnot known as they were not published; a list of the titles of twelve latin
motets has been compiled from existing manuscripts and contemporary refer-ences; see particularly, Edith Borroff, The Instrumental Works of J.J.C.de Mondonville (unpublished dissertation, University of Michigan. 1958,I, 318-320). Discussions of the extant motets are found in Lionel LaLaurencie, "Debuts de la musique de chambre," Revue de Musicologie
(February-November, 1934), pp. 49-52, and Fr6d rFiYHeTlouin, Feuillets
d'histoire musicale franjaise (Paris, 1903), premiere series.

9Probably Mondonville's motet, De profundis (1748).

10Titon etl'Aurore (9 January 1753). See note 8.
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above are two tableaus as perfect, as similar to their subjects as

music might be able to produce. Why do these two compositions remain

unperformed and without reputation? In the superb duo of Sylvain (a

production of M. Gretry which, like so many others by the same author,

in our opinion, does not bow to any masterpiece from Italy) I see the

same melody applied to these words which contradict one another: je

cramns - j'espere; gu'un juge - qu'un pere [I fear - I hope; as a

judge - as a father], etc. Nevertheless, the most proclaimed partisans

of imitation will applaud this magnificant duo; melody exercises such

an irresistible empire in music that the majority of those who reason

upon this art have poorly analyzed the means and little realize the true

causes of their pleasures.

One last consequence that we cannot refrain from deducing from what

we have just asserted is that if the works of M. Gluck12 were not full

of novel, moving, and varied melody they would never have produced the

effect that we see produced by them.

11 Le Sylvain (19 February 1770); music by Andre Ernest Modest
Gretry (T741-1813) , text by Marmontel. The duet between Helene and
Sylvain, "Dans le sein d'un pere" (scene viii), was quite famous in its
day.

Christoph Willibald Gluck (1714-1787).



CHAPTER VII

SONG IS NOT AN IMITATION OF SPEECH

The portrayal of those effects amenable to our senses is called

imitation; the portrayal of our sentiments is called expression; it is of

the former that we are presently going to speak. Above all, we have to

combat a rather generally established error from which springs a multi-

tude of errors. This is the belief that singing may be an imitation

of speech, or, to explain it more clearly, that the man who is singing

should strive to imitate one who is speaking. Pardon us if we extend

ourselves a bit in the development of our opinion on this point; we have

to strive against a prejudice with which we believe the multitude is

imbued, a prejudice that some philosophers and men of genius have condoned

and propagated.

For song to have been an imitation of speech it would have been

necessary for its establishment to have been after that of speech, but

we should be aware that it necessarily preceded it.

The usage of speech pre-supposes an established language; but what

does not suppose the establishment of a language? I will not repeat what

the better metaphysicians have written on the subject. I will not mark

the slow successive degrees by which man must have passed from simple

cries of need to a few imitative sounds, and from these sounds to a few

words which resemble them. To observe in passing, this formation of

language, while probable in many respects, lacks probability in a few

134
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others. If all languages were derived from the imitation of objects and

natural effects, they all ought to have absorbed resemblances and a

character of uniformity which they do not have. In all languages the

words which express sea, river, torrent, brook, wind, lightning, etc.,

ought to be nearly the same because they would have been established and

chosen in imitation of the same things. If we compare the Greek words

which correspond to those we have just cited, we find that they have

nothing in common.

Let us return to the subject. I acknowledge what M. Rousseau of

Geneva has written on the origin of languages: "It is," he says, "so

difficult to explain, that without the aid of an established language

it cannot be conceived how it was possible to establish one.,a The

origin of song offers us none of these difficulties. M. Rosseau himself

appears to have been conscious of it. He depicts for us the "noble

savage" [l'homme sauvage], isolated in the forests, leaning against a

tree, amusing himself by blowing into a rude flute without ever knowing

how to draw from it a single note. What the savage doesn't know how to

do with his flute he does easily with his voice; the organ furnishes him

the sound, and instinct, with which we recognize that the animal, infant,

aNotes sur__'egalite des Conditions.1

Rousseau's Discours sur l'origine de l'inegalit parmi les hommes
was written in 1753 in response to the second essay competitioisponsored
by the Academy of Dijon, whose first competition he had won in 1749 with
his Discours sur les Sciences et les Arts. Rousseau's Discours of 1753
did not take the first prize, which was won by I'Abbe Talbert. This
quotation is from the Discours, "Le premier 'tat de Nature et les
fondements," Oeuvres com Thtes de Rousseau, ed. by Michel Launay (Paris:
Editions du Seuil, 1971 , tome I, 220.
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and savage are endowed, this musical instinct indicates to him the order

into which he must arrange the sounds which he utters.

Though we will suppose that man sang only after having learned to

speak (which cannot be conceded), it would have still been necessary that

he might have tried his voice, his melodic instinct, and shaped a few

melodies before thinking of uniting the melody and speech. Thus, in any

case, one exists independently of the other, and instrumental music

necessarily preceded vocal music, for when the voice sings without words

it is nothing more than an instrument. All of the philosophers up to

the present have regarded vocal music as having originated prior to

instrumental music because they have regarded speech as the mother of

song, ideas that we believe to be absolutely false.

Their respective processes differ entirely. Song allows only the

use of intervals perceptible to the ear and to calculation; the inter-

vals of speech can neither be perceived nor are they calculated. This

is true for ancient languages as well as modern. Open Aristoxenes'

Harmonic Elements;2 see the Commentary on Ptolemy;3 examine all the

Greek musicians; read Cicero, Quintilian, etc. All have said, "Speech

ranges vaguely over intervals which we cannot determine; music has all

2Aristoxenus (ca. 350 B.C.), pupil of the Pythagoreans and later
of Aristotle, is the most important of the ancient Greek writers on
music. Only two books of the Harmonic Elements and fragments of the
Elements of Rhythmics have survived. Aristoxenus' empericism made him
the first ancient writer to lay the foundation for a scientific
aesthetic of music. For a modern translation, see The Harmonics of
Aristoxenus, tr. by H. S. Macran (Oxford, 1902).

3Commentary on Ptolemy's Harmonics by Porphry (3rd century A.D.).
The Harmonics is considered to be "the most scientific and best-arranged
treatise on the theory of musical scales that we have in Greek" (J. F.
Mountford, "The Harmonics of Ptolemy and the Lacuna in ii, 14," Trans-
actions of the American Philological Association, LVII (1926), p. 73).
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of its intervals evaluated and known." I know that Dionysius of

Halicarnassus fixed the intonation of the Greeks at the intervals of a

fifth.4 We will attempt to explain this passage elsewhere,5 as here it

suffices us to declare that this same Dionysius of Halicarnassus has

transmitted to us the notated song of some versus of Euripides and that

he specifies that this song formally refutes prosodical intonation.6

Thus, even at the time of the Greeks, among this people to whom language,

we are told, was a music, song still differed entirely from speech. Not

only does the perceptibility of its intervals distinguish song from

another language, but also the trills or cadences, prolations or roulades,

pedal notes of several measures duration, the use of refrains or rondeaux,

the return of the same phrases in the principal [Major] modes and in the

accessory [minor] modes, the harmonic co-existence of sounds, etc., etc.,

etc. In short, all the processes of song differ from those of speech and

frequently contradict them; they have in common only the organ to which

they pertain.

4Dionysius of Halicarnassus (60? - 8 B.C.); celebrated Greek
historian and rhetoritician who lived at Rome; 11 of his 22 volumes of
Roman Antiquaries are extant; Among his chief rhetorical works are On the
Ancient Orators and De compositione verborum, or On Literary Composition,
ed. and tr. by W. Rhys Roberts London, 1906). This famous statement is
found in On Literary Composition, Chapter XI.

5This discussion is included as part of Appendix A: Variants, p.373.

6This work has been reproduced and transcribed in Carolus Janus
[Karl Jan], Musici Scriptores Graeci, suppiementum melodiarum reliquiae
(Leipzig, 1896). Additional studies of interest are G. A. Longman, "The
Musical Papyrus: Euripides' Orestes 332-40," The Classical Quarterly,
XII (1962), pp. 61-66; and D. D. Feaver, "The Musical Setting of
Euripides' Orestes," The American Journal of Philology, 81 (1960), pp.
1-15.
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Well.' According to many philosophers, the well-imitated oratoric

accent is one of the principal sources of expression in music, and

Quintilian, whose language is so musical according to the philosophers,

prohibits the orator from speaking the same way he sings.'

M. Rosseau recommends to the musical artist the study of grammatical

accent, oratoric or passionate accent, anddialectic accent, and afterwards

uniting this musical accent to them,8 though I fear that the artist who

devoted himself to these preliminary studies would not have time to reach

his own art. What sort of musician is it who turns himself into a grammar-

ian, orator, tragic and comic actor before setting his melodies to words?

If musical expression is linked to the prosodical expression of

language, for us there could be no expressive music on latin texts for we

are ignorant of latin prosody. Consequently, what becomes of the expres-

sion of the Stabat when performed by a musician who might pronounce Latin

after a manner other than ours? How will that Armenian that M. Rosseau saw

in Italy appreciate, from the first moment, the music of that country of

whose language he was ignorant?9

7Marcus Fabius Quintilianus (ca. 35-118 A.D.); Spanish Roman oratorand author of the Institutio Oratoria in 12 books (93 A.D.?). Also attrib-uted to Quintilian, perhaps incorrectly, are 164 Declamations on oratoricalsubjects. The passage cited by Chabanon is Institutio Oratoria, Book XI,3, 58.
81n the article "Accent" in his Di ctionnaire de Musigue (1767), Oeuvres

completes (Paris, 1907), VI.
9 Rousseau's Lettre sur la musigue frangaise (1753) relates an incidentin which an Armenian in Venice who had never heard any music listened to aFrench monologue and an aria by Galuppi. His reaction to the French mono-logue was "to show more surprise than pleasure," and "though he understoodlittle of the language, the mere sounds fof the Italian aria] visibly en-raptured him. From that moment on he could not be induced to listen to anyFrench air."1
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Italy has long been swarming with celebrated composers; it cites

few actors of very distinguished talent. In France we excel in

declamation, even by the admission of foreigners, and the first lesson

we give to our actors is to not sing. Why do we counsel our musicians

to imitate actors? This implies contradiction.

What do we say about instrumental music? This system denies all

expression to it since an instrument has nothing in common with language.

Well.' The ritournelle of the Stabat is without expression. Well'

tambourines and allemandes do not have the expression of gaiety'

The least musical part of music is the simple recitative, which

tends to approach speech. It is there that melody strips off all melodic

ornaments, cadenzas, ports-de-voix, 10 short suspensions, and sustained

tones. Finally, there is even nothing to the meter which, in the reci -

tation of dialogue, becomes uncertain and fluctuating. In spite of this

impoverishment of melody reduced solely to fixed musical intonations, by

this property alone does recitative differ essentially from speech: in

all instances it requires a bass and speech never requires one.

If you still wish to better understand how false is the principle

that the merit of song is in resembling discourse, see how perplexed and

even misguided M. Rosseau is in wanting to establish it.

"What we attempt to render through melody," he says, "is thestyle by which the sentiments we wish to represent are expressed,
and we must refrain entirely from imitating theatrical declamation,
which is itself only an imitation, but, rather expres the voice of
nature speaking without affectation and without art." 1

10The port-de-voix is essentially an upward-resolved suspension orappoggiature. Usually both notes of the appoggiature are repeated so thatthe ornament consists of four notes, the last three forming a pince[mordent]. For treatment of this ornament and possible variations, seeEugene Borrel, L'Interpretation de la musigue fran aise (Paris, 1934),p.74ff.

'From the article "Expression," Rousseau's Dictionnaire de Nusique.
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Which says what? Indeed! a composer who wants to set to music the

most beautiful airs of Metastasio12 must not imitate the declamation used

by an excellent actor, but the simple, familiar accent of conversation!

But the words of these airs are not susceptible to a simple and familiar

style: since it is impossible that in an ordinary conversation anyone

ever utters impromptu verses like those of Metastasio, there is no simple

and familiar style which can be applied to these verses. Do not seek it,

this style does not exist. What is beautiful and perfect declamation? It

is the truest accent that can be given (according to the different genres)

to the discourse that is being spoken. If the style is refined, exquisite,

elegant, elevated or sublime, the declamation must maintain its level and

differ from familiar and popular accent. If, then, the music of opera was
to imitate speech, it would be to the declamation of these operas that the

music should conform. In this case, each tragedy of Metastasio would not
have been set to music in twenty different ways for I do not think there
would be twenty ways to declaim the same thing. 13 Take the air of Alceste,
je n_'a i jamais cheri la vie;14 take this one from Roland, Le vivrai, si

c'est votre envie;15 give them to the most intelligent and sensitive actor
to be declaimed and then determine if the processes of his voice approach

those of the two composers.

12Pietro Antonio Metastasio (1698-1782); celebrated Italian poet andmost famous of all opera librettists.
13"Metastasio's twenty-seven drammi per musica and other theater workswere given over a thousand musical settings in the eighteenth century, someof them being composed as many as seventy times" (Donald J. Grout, A ShortHistory o f Opera, New York, 1965, p. 185).
14AC ceste (23 April 1776), Paris edition; music by Gluck, text byCal zabigi.y

I5Roland (27 January 1778); music by Piccini, text by Marmontel.M6d or s aria, Act II, scene v; in some editions the first verse is alteredto read, "Je mourrai, si c'est votre envie."



CHAPTER VIII

IMPORTANT COROLLARY TO THE PRECEDING CHAPTERa

An unknown person came to me the other day and, attacking me about

the chapter that you have just read, he reproached me for having wasted

so much time, so much reason, he said, in combating an opinion which

never existed, meaning the one which subjugates the inflection of melody

to the inflections of speech. I was astonished that a man who appeared

to have read my work would not have seen that the sentiment against

which I had set myself was that of several philosophers, and particularly

M. Rousseau. Soon, to my increased astonishment the same interlocutor,

developing his ideas, expounded one which to me seemed contradictory to

the first. Here is how he expressed himself. "There is an essential

chapter lacking in your work, one which would deal with the differences

of melody among the nations and the causes of these differences. I

have seen Germany, Italy, France; they do not speak and sing there in

the same fashion. Joy, love, anger among one of these peoples is not

enunciated the same among the others; also, their musical expression

differs." ---- Monsieur, I responded, you have at first flattered me by

a perfect conformity between your opinion and mine; yet, one word and

you take from me this deceptive and transitory joy. The difference of

musical accent from one country to another to you appears to be a

natural consequence of the different manner of enunciating and expressing

aThis chapter was not in the first edition.

141
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the passions. I rather fear that this assertion might not make melody

dependent on speech; therefore, the chapter where I was establishing

the contrary is not superfluous as you were initially maintaining; it

is insufficient. In lieu of omitting it, I should wish only to extend

it. Deign to listen to me, Monsieur, and to respond to me; the chapter

that you desire is going to be done and you will contribute to it as

much as I.

I should be able, Monsieur, to employ the Socratic method against

you, that of addressing to you the innocent derision of a purely ironical

question. By what diagnostic signs, if you please, do you distinguish

the passions of one country from those of another? Surrounded by furious

men taken from all nations, and whose fury threatens you, would you

believe yourself able to note the symptoms of their anger by a distinctive

and patriotic trait? But I abuse your attention by stopping at this

frivolous banter.

According to you, the Italian, the Frenchman, the German, do not

sing in the same manner. To say even more, from thirty years distance

the same people do not sing as they previously sang. I do not suspect

you of calling this truth into question, whose proof is found equally

in France, Italy, and in Germany. In order that the cause of these

changes might be reasonably attributed to language, it must be recognized

that language itself varies in the same epochs and in a manner analogous

to that of melody; this is the first point to be verified. Second, if

dialect produces variations of melody, the different dialects should

produce different variations. Third, does not that which takes place
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in purely instrumental music dispense with attributing the revolutions

of vocal music to language?

The Florentine Lully, 1 leaving his homeland for ours, brought

Italian melody to us which, utterly simple, totally circumspect and

timid as it was at that time, offended our ears by its novel audacity;

soon naturalized among us, it was regarded as a necessary attribute

of our dialect, as a native plant of our soil. What a bizzare idea

when I think of it! Melody drawing its distinctive characteristics

from language and the Italian language producing the kind of melody

which is particularly unique to us ! However, such are the consequences

of this rather generally accredited principle.

I have seen Italian melody close to its source, even more French

that it is in Lully.2 In 1634 Landi composed an opera whose words

were written by Cardinal Barberini and whose subject is Saint Alexis.3

The recitative is without melody and the airs are hardly distinguish-

able from the recitative.4 The meter in it is uncertain and changing;

1Lully was born in Florence in November, 1639, came to France in
1649 or 1651, and was granted lettres de naturalisation by Louis XIV
in December 1661, wherein he is declared to be the son of Lorenzo de'
Lulli, a "Florentine gentleman."

2This must be viewed from the following perspective: "The in-
creasing likeness to Italian opera noticable in (Lully's] ballets,
machine plays, and pieces en musigue was due to the example of the
Italian works that were performed in Paris between 1645 and 1662;
Italian opera was Lully's model" (Girdlestone, Rameau, p. 110).

3Il San Alessio, "dramma musicale" in three acts; music by Stefano
Landi (1590-1655), text by Cardinal Antonio Barberini (1598-1671). The
opera was first performed 23 February 1632, not 1634 (see Romain Rolland,
"La premiere representation du S. Alessio de Stefano Landi," Revue
d'histoire et de critique musicales, Janvier et Fevrier, 1902).

"It is extremely interesting to compare a Florentine opera such
as Vittori's Galatea (1629) with essentially Roman operas such as those
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the melodic turn has not even those simple and naive graces that are

found in our old chansons. However, in the same epoch, the Italian

language acquired grace, power, and gentleness. We will extract our

proof from the work that I am quoting instead of from the works of

the great masters. Here is the way in which a demon departed from hell

expresses himself to tempt Alexis:

Alla notte profona
Ove Correndo, il torbid' Acheronte
Unisce con terror la fiamma e 1'onda,

Fur hoggi ergo la fronte
A Cenni moffo del tartareo duce
Mal mio grado a mirar l'avversa luce. 5

From these verses alone it is recognized that Italian was already

polished under the file of the great masters. 6 This language, regen-

erated from Latin, sparkles from all its new splendor. Why, in the

two hundred years since Petrarch perfected it, has the language not

acted on melody in order to match melody's characteristics to its own

and allow it to share in its perfection? How would this dialect, so

far-removed from French, support, which is to say, engender a purely

French melody?

of Mazzocchi or Stefano Landi. In Vittori, the recitative is the very
backbone of the drama. Through this medium, feelings and passions are
expressed: the airs, choruses, and ballets serve only as a diversion"
(Henri Prunidres, Monteverdi, Paris, 1925, p. 170).

5San Alessio, II, iv. Most of this opera is reprinted in Hugo
Goldschmidt, Studien zur Geschichte de Italischen Oper im 17.
Jahrhundert (Leipzig, 1901), pp. 202-258. ~ ~

6That Chabanon was familiar with the history and development of
the Italian language is seen by his publication of a book, Vie de Dante,
avec une note detaill e de ses ouvrages (Amsterdam et Paris, 1773),
131 pages.
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What we are saying about the Italians applies to ourselves.

Malherbe? and Balzac8 discovered (in order to make myself conform to the

customary ideas) the true genius of our language. Launched on the tracks

of these two precursors, the writers from the century of Louis XIV finished

what had been begun before them. Swollen all at once by a thousand con-

fluent sources, our language acquired variety and elegance, precision,

power, and charm all at the same time and melody remained in a state of

inertia, participating in none of these ameliorations: The cause for

this is in movement; effect remains immobile! Nothing better demonstrates

the independence of melody and speech. We can accumulate proofs of this

truth.

If dialect produces the revolutions of melody, different dialects

should produce different revolutions: the opposite happens. The old

Italian music was the same as the modern Italian. Compared to his suc-

cessors, Handel9 offers us the same order of revolutions, as suitable

to German music as to the two others. Ah! We are tormenting our minds

to establish the independence of music and dialects! Let us have

recourse to instrumental melody; it has no relation with language which

needs to be cleared up, and like those of vocal melody, its processes

7Fran ois de Malherbe (1555-1628); grammarian and court poet to
Henri IV and Louis XIII. His work, Le tyran des mots et des syllabes
(1605-1628) was considered to have organized French verse. For additional
study, see A. Charaux, "La reformelitteraire et Malherbe ," Etudes
fran aises, VII (1902), pp. 398-420.

8Guez de Balzac (1594-1654); one of the first members of the Acad6mie
frangaise. He is historically considered to be the organizer of French
prose. His main writing was the Lettres (1624). For additional study,
see Gaston Guillaumie, L. Guez de Balzac et la Prose Fran aise (Paris, 1927).

9George Frederick Handel (1685-1759).
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vary in the different epochs. Michele,10 Vivaldi,11 Corelli,12 Tartini,13

Pugnani,14 have made music undergo the same revolutions as the composers

who modulate words. The art moves, increases, and develops by itself

like the plant stirred by the sap that it encloses. It needs only the

circumstances which favor its development.

Music among the Greeks had the same destiny as among us: simple in

its beginnings, grave and austere, it was almost only a melodic recitation.

It [music] mollified its inflections by degrees; it led the melody through

the more pleasantly related degrees of intonation, through the more cur-

iously matched ones. It varied and precipitated its movements, and from

the slave of speech that it was, it became the absolute sovereign of it

and perhaps the proud tyrant.

This order of revolutions seems inevitable to us in all times, in

all places; it relates to the very nature of the art and is derived from

it. What, then, were the Greek philosophers thinking when they imposed

upon this art laws which it could not recognize, when they wished to

limit its progress in order to prevent actual or supposed abuses? All

that a well-conceived philosophy would be able to attempt would be (by

10Kaspar Michele (1736- ?); known as "Michele l'ain6," his principal
fame was as flutist to the court of Hesse-Cassel.

11Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741).

12Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713).

13Guiseppe Tartini (1692-1770); widely regarded as the most prominent
virtuoso and teacher in the field of violin playing.

14Gaetano Pugnani (1728-1803); famous violinist, pupil of Tartini.
Pugnani was the founder of a violin school, director of the orchestra at
the royal theater in Turin, and a performer with the ConcertsSpirituel in
1754.
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the aid of the words; by the aid of grand and magnificant spectacles)

to habitually direct toward an honest end the emotions that music

procures. But to restrict it to a small number of sounds denies the

most delightful relationships, the most charming combinations to these

sounds. On the one hand, it is to wish to deprave the art in order to

render it useful; on the other, it is to battle against the unique

nature which directs its movement and progress. It is to tell the

plant which grows and extends itself in a vertical sense to follow the

opposite direction; it is to order the waters to contradict their

natural inclination and to retrace their courses toward the summit of

the mountains.

Thus I conversed with the unknown who was listening to me and

expecting new clarifications from me. It is well understood, Monsieur,

I resumed immediately, that there might be three kinds of different

music, German, Italian, and French. Might not all three be reduced

to a single one?15 Let us seek the marks of distinction which char-

acterize them and see if some probable causes of these differences can

be indicated.

151n spite of Rousseau's flatly stated belief that "there are
different national musics because the accents of their languages are
different" (the article "accent" in his Dictionnaire de Musigue),
Gluck believed in this possibility and in his letter to the editor of
the Mercure de France (Fevrier, 1773), expressed an interest;"...with
the aid of the famous M. Rosseau of Geneva, whom I was planning to
consult, perhaps together we might have been able, by searching for a
melody noble, affecting, and natural, with an exact declamation ac-
cording to the prosody of each language and the character of each
people, to determine the means which I have in view of producing a
melody suitable for all nations and of causing the ridiculous dis-
tinctions of national music to disappear" (reproduced in Ernest Newman,
Gluck and the Opera [London, 1895], p. 120).
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Perhaps it will be somewhat easier if we not think of assigning the

distinctive characteristic to the melody of the different nations. Italy,

as a result of the domination that she has long exercised over the arts,

has determined the style for the rest of Europe, nearly like a conquering

people carry their laws and customs into the country of the conquered.

Perhaps music should also follow the same degrees of development every-

where; whatever may be, I propose to the most skillful connoisseur as a

delicate proof and one perhaps impossible to support, that (in each air

that he might hear) he take the trouble to recognize the country of the

one who composed it. Yet, if the airs of Philidor16 and Gretry1  had

been heard with only Italian words, they might have been judged foreign

to the soil which gave birth to them' However, it will be said to me,

when we hear an Italian and a Frenchman sing, the disparity of the two

musical dialects makes itself definitely felt. Yes, the Italian may,

by swelling the sound, by breathing more, introduce into his song a

sort of exaggeration which displeases us. There is above all one

practice introduced into Italian melody which makes it dissimilar to

ours. It consists of first striking the lower octave of the note that

is to be heard and this lower note is like a point of recoil which

16 Francois-Andre Danican Philador (1726-1795); composer of opera-
comique, was also famous as a chess expert and author of a treatise on
chess, Traito du jeu_ d'6checs. Fetis' second edition (tome VII, 1870)
corrects most of the facts of his life which have appeared incorrectly
in other dictionaries and studies.

17Andre-Modeste Gretry (1741-1813); composer of fifty opra-comiques,
of which few have survived. Gretry left an important historical docu-
ment in his Memoires, ou essais sur la musigue, published in one volume
in 1789 and reprinted in 1797 with two additional volumes.
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which thrusts the voice onto the scale degree where it should stop. 18

To us this practice seems disfavorable to melody and we regard it as

the sole cause of the distaste that our French ears have for ultra-

montain [Italian] melody. I remember having heard Mademoiselle

Piccinelli19 sing the air Voi Amanti20 at the Comedie Italienne twenty

years ago. On all sides the murmurs of the spectators were raised

against this music; barbaric, it was said, or at least contrary to our

national taste. Someone very ingeniously thought of dressing with

French words this melody which was repugnant to some of the French.

Transmitted to our organs by the aid of this translation and performed

with a less forceful articulation, it immediately became one of our

familiar and popular melodies. From then on you could rightfully

doubt that it might ever have been able to lend itself to the Italian

dialect.

I have often heard it said that M. Piccini, 21 in composing the

opera Roland, renounced his national taste for ours. Who would have

18Probably a "pre-occupation," generally described as an antic-ipatory note or simply a portamento. See Jane Arger, "Le role expressifdes agrements dans l'6cole vocale frangaise de 1680 a 1760," Revue demusicologie, III, #5 (December 1919), pp. 215-226.

19 Little is known of Pincinelli except that she was the leadingfemale singer at the Milan opera by 1770.
. l s20Voi amante, che videte, an "aria with orchestra" by Felice deGiardin1T716-1796) . This aria was unpublished (it presently exists inmanuscript: BM add 31723) but was frequently performed. Laurent Garcincalls it "that air so-well known that I would almost say it has gonestale with usage" (Trait e du Mlo-drame, Paris, 1771, p. 132).

21Niccola Piccini (1728-1800); Piccini came to Paris in 1776 wherehe was immediately embroiled in the controversy between French andItalian opera. His Roland (27 January 1778) was very successful and heremained in Paris as head of the Italian opera.
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believed that it might be possible to conceive such a false and improb-

able idea? Well' M. Piccini, fully charged with the glory of his nation

and of himself, would be willing to submit his art and his experience to

our taste?22 He would not have been able to do it even if he had wanted

to; after thirty years of practice one does not reform the compass of one's

ideas and create a new manner. But indeed. Roland was barely composed

when he found some Frenchmen worthy of singing its premiere. The author

hired their performance; the Italians applauded it.23 There the music

of Italy became instantly suitable for French artists, and their manner,

more sober and more mitigated than that of the Italians, conserves all

its charm in this music considered to be foreign.

I noticed from the attitude in which the unknown person was listen-

ing to me that I had produced a persuasive effect on him and that his

opinion was yielding to mine. It is at that time that, diminishing my

advantages, I wished to reconcile myself to his sentiment.

22The actual circumstances surrounding the composition of this
opera are as follows: When Piccini arrived in Paris in December, 1776,
"He knew not one word of the French language, but Marmontel undertook to
be the instructor and to make such changes in several operas of Quinault
as should adapt them for modern music. For some time he passed every
morning with Piccini, explained a scene to him, taught him to repeat it,
marked by signs the quality of each word and each syllable, and then
left him to his work. The next morning Piccini sang over to him what he
had composed. His first opera Roland was completed after a year's labor
of this kind" (Mrs. Julian Marshall, "Piccini ," Grove's Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, 3rd edition, IV, 174 ).

23The first performance of Piccini's Roland was given with a French
cast consisting of Mlle. Levasseur (Anglique), LeGros (Medor), Larrivse
(Roland), Lain (Coridor1), Moreau (Geslin), Mlle. Gevaudon (Blise), and
Mlle. Lebourgeois (Th mire). For an account of the first performance and
public expressions of the singers' sentiments, see the preface to Roland,
Chefs-D'Oeuvre Classique de 1'Opera Frangaise (#29), Arthur Pougin, editor.
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Monsieur, I resumed, whatever may be the result of my proofs, you

are not entirely mistaken and the music of the different nations has

indeed an indefinable character which distinguishes them. This physiog-

nomical trait manifests itself principally in familiar songs and in the

dances of each country. The allemande, the angloise, the Spanish

fandango, the polonaise, the gavottes, the tambourins, etc., are like

samples of the musical taste of each region, of each province.

Of which nations is it a matter of designating the characteristic

trait in their music? Germany, who has not polished her taste by the

commerce of other nations, marks her melodies by a sort of ruggedness

which sometimes degenerates into harshness. Italy, safe from this

reproach, does not escape the one of a sluggish and tiresome languor

whose too continuous effect loosens our disposition, relaxes all our

strengths, and leads us to a calm nap. Germany has created the genre

of the symphony and has carried it to its highest perfection. Every

aspect of instrumental music is suitable to her genius whose vigorous

activity communicates the most strongly felt articulations to the sounds.

Italy appears little suited for anything which is only instrumental and

we cannot cite one beautiful symphony which has come from Naples or Rome.

All the opera overtures there are lifeless, empty, and without character.

Dance music or music for the clave in is no better. You can believe

that the languishing rhythm and deciduous languor of the sounds prohibits

more than one genre in the music of the Italians. To them music is

confined entirely within the aria alone. Ah. Who knows if their airs

have all the variety of which they might be susceptible? Who knows if

their performance does not too uniformly throw a gloom over their character.
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We have as yet only broached the question that we have proposed

to ourselves. The most curious and, unfortunately, the most difficult

part remains entirely to be dealt with by us. To maintain that each

nation receives as a gift from nature a character of melody which is

unique to it would be to recognize a portion of our instinct which

has been ignored up till now and (may I be pardoned this perhaps too

ambitious expression) this would be to add a chapter or at least a

paragraph to the history of man. What would be the result if, com-

pleting this discovery, it were possible by some obvious relationships

to match each characteristic of melody to the customs, to the char-

acter of each nation, to its language, and to the manner which is

unique to this country in all of its arts? We are not afraid to say

it, the one who fulfills this task will offer a new and interesting

tableau to the philosophers' eyes. In order to accomplish what we are

proposing, it would be necessary to have made a musical voyage of the

world just as picturesque voyages are made of some parts of the earth.

For want of the assistance whose necessity we recognize, we will at

least employ the materials that we have been able to assemble and will

give the sketch of a tableau that more informed men might be able to

finish some day.

It is maintained that the negroes of the Gold Coast drawl exces-

sively and consequently sadden the inflections of their melody. Those

of Angol have a quick, light, and playful melody. 24 The songs of the

American savages that we have received are calm and tranquil rather

24See Heli Chatelain, Folk-Tales of Angola (London and Boston,1894). On page 312 is found the musical notation of some Angolan
fol ksongs.
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than sad or light-hearted. The original Spanish dances such as the

Folies d'Espange25 convey a grave and majestic expression. The

polonaise does not depart from this character but its rhythm has more

accentuated articulations; it tends more toward haughtiness. Spanish

has a mournful and phlegmatic gravity. The angloise is carried along

by a rapid movement, and a thousand tiny steps accumulated in each

measure even augment its clarity. The allemande, impetuous and pas-

sionate, adds to the vitality of the angloise jolts of rhythm which

made the dance bounce, while the English dance maintains the same level

and only makes the dancers skim the ground by running. The French

menuet and the courante, in use in the last century, our contradances,

our vaudevilles, and all our familiar melodies announce a gaiety com-

prised of grace, charm, and dignity. Italy has no dance which may be

peculiar to it; the usual character of its melodies does not incline

to dancing. From these collected facts let us deduce some observations.

The persons who have perceived a decided distinction between the

melody of the negro Arada26 and those from the coast of Angol affirm

that the first, whose slow and sluggish melody invites one to sadness,

25The Folia or "Folies d'Espagne" was an ancient Portuguese dance
made famous by Corelli 's violin variations. It was originally a noisy
dance accompanied by tambourins and performed by men dressed as women
who behaved as if they were out of their minds, whence the name folia.
Originally a lively dance rhythm in triple time, Corelli modified it
into a solemn, dignified set of variations. For further information,
see J. B. Trend, "Folia," Grove's Dictionar of Msic and Musicians, 5th
edition, ed. by Eric Blom (London, 1954) , III3, 182.

26The Arada [probably Arda] were north Africans shipped to Haiti
as slaves when Haiti was a French colony during the 17th and 18th
centuries. A study of the music and dance is found in Harold Courlander's
Haiti Singing (Chapel Hill, 1939). A catalog of transcribed songs is
included on pp. 184-227.
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is sensitive, passionate, jealous in his loves, and subject to crime in

his jealousies and his hates. The melancholy temper of his soul inclines

him toward suicide from the moment that the burden of life fatigues him.

The negro of the Angol coast, playful, heedless, lively, and petulant,

ignores these somber and fatal passions; his songs are the indication

of his gaiety, of his happy constitution. If slavery is a burden to him

he escapes from it by flight, not death. If you see him wandering,

fugitive and vagabond, even his misfortunes do not seem to alter his

natural gaiety. Yet, such examples cannot be multiplied and the nations

judged by their music; nature would have then given to men a language

which betrayed the secret of their character and does not admit of

falsehood, but our observations do not always give us such accurate

results. In fact, the savages of America, barbaric people who kill

their prisoners and quench their thirst in bloody skulls, have graceful

and tranquil melodies. Though the character of the Spanish might

accord with the cool seriousness of their melodies and their dances,

we do not find in the English the rapid and novel vivacity that adver-

tises the dance and melody of these islanders. The French portray

themselves in their music; graceful with gaiety, lively with decency.

The languor of the Italian melodies is not unbecoming to this nation if

used for perhaps somber and melancholy passions. In this respect the

Italian might have some traits of similarity with the negro Arada.

I do not know to what extent this analogy of melody with the customs

of each country should be believed. Perhaps no more significance should

be attributed to it than to the indices of the physiognomy, often true,

often false. In some instances, music might have the right to express
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customs and the national character, but at any rate I would not want

this privilege to be extended too far. I will not conjecture from

its melodies if the character of a nation is laborious or carefree,

hypocritical or sincere. At most I could judge the nature of its

sensation and their degree of violence. The impetuous gaiety of the

Germans in their dances is similar to the drunkenness of dispassion-

ate and tranquil men which easily turns into fury.

In the present] state of civilization and mutual communication

between all the peoples of Europe, there exists a commerce of the fine

arts, of taste, intelligence, and enlightenment which makes the same

discoveries, principles, and methods ebb and flow from one end of the

continent to the other. In this free circulation, the arts lose

something of their indigenous character; they alter it by blending it

with other foreign characteristics. In this regard Europe might be

considered as a mother-land of which all the arts are citizens; they

all speak the same language; they all obey the same customs.

In applying what I have just said especially to music, an even

more incontestable degree of truth will be found in it. There is no

more than one music for all of Europe since France has overthrown the

barriers of ignorance and bad taste. This universal language of our

continenta at the most undergoes some differences in pronunciation

aMusic is here considered as a perfected art, which was not donein Chapter V of the first part. 27

27In Chapter V, Part I, Chabanon maintained that "music pleaseswithout imitation, by the sensations it procures. Its descriptions arealmost always imperfect and sometimes consist of a simple and weakanalogy with the object it wishes to portray.... Music can portrayeverything because it depicts all in an imperfect manner" (Musigue
considsr~e, pp. 28-29).
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from one people to another, which is to say, in the manner of performing

music. As we have already said, the most obvious are the dragging

[traTne] of the sounds and their sad and idle languor among the

Italians; among the Germans, their ruggedness, sometimes bordering on

coarseness; and among the French, their gentle and mitigated articu-

lation. Are these differences related to the character of these nations?

Are they found in the other arts that these same peoples cultivate?

This examination is not foreign to the subject which occupies us.

Eloquence, poetry, and the theater have an immediate and necessary

relationship with the mores, character, customs, and political regime

of each nation. Do not expect from the King's subject the same elo -

quence thatinspires the fanaticism of liberty in the Republican. Do not

expect the same style of poetry from a simple people dispersed into

small villages and living without pageantry that you will find in the

inhabitant of splendid cities, in the citizen of the courts. Do not

think that polite tragedies might be written among a proud people

occupied with political interest, or that philosophical poems and dramas

are written in a country seduced by superstition. The theater, elo-

quence,and poetry represent what is normally seen in each country and

that which has the most reason to interest those who live there. The

Greek tragedies as well as Greek poems revolve around fatality; those

of the Spanish are related to superstition; ours were polite whenever

the spirit of the century was. They have lost this character in order

to assume one more philosophic and more analogous to the present dis-

position of our spirits. The comedies of Aristophanes could only have

been performed before a licentious assembly of Republicians to whom it
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was necessary to feed envious malignity and to reprimand folly at the

same time. 2 8 Platus and Terence 29 produced scarcely any female char-

acters in the theater except prostitutes. In France one would hardly

dare to place a prostitute in the theater. Gresset has said: "A vice

is a mere trifle, a ridiculous vestige, and it is what we need." 30

This maxim is applauded among people where the corruption of mores and

the extreme taste of the society in some ways makes a ridiculousness

even more to be feared than a vice; I maintain that in a less sociable

or less corrupt country this maxim would pass for a false and scandal-

ous exaggeration. Thus all the arts, children of the intellect who

set speech into motion, have a local character which they borrow from

everything which surrounds them; but music, which portrays neither men,

nor things, nor situations, does not have the same dependences. Would

28Aristophanes (ca. 445-387 B.C.); the most famous of Greek comic
authors to whom is attributed the authorship of almost 40 plays. "There
has never been anything quite like the comic drama of Aristophanes, and
regrettably there will never be anything quite like it again.... He
might make fun, banteringly or bitterly, thoroughly and repeatedly, of
anything; no person, no institution, no god enjoyed the slightest
vestige of immunity, and the Athenian populace seems to have enjoyed
these libels and slanders so hugely that they did not even require that
they always be amusing.... Equally astonishing is the pervading obscen-
ity, so abundant and so varied that it cannot be ignored or excised"

(Seven Famous Greek Plays, ed. by Eugene O'Neill (New York, 1950) ,
p. xxiiT)

29Titus Maccius Platus (ca. 254-184 B.C.), author of almost 150
plays of which twenty are extant, and Publius Terentius Afer (ca. 190-
159 B.C.), author of six extant plays, were the principle Roman comic
authors. Together with Aristophanes, they are known as the sole repre-
sentatives of ancient comedy. Their plays are also known for their
coarseness of characters and dialogue.

30Jean-Baptiste-Louis Gresset (1709-1777); one of the leading
French poets of light verse, Gresset was elected to the Acad6mie
Francaise in 1748. He was the author of both a published letter against
comedy and one of the most successful comedies of the century, Le Mechant
(1747), from which this quote is taken (Act II, scene iii).
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you expect melodies from a philosophic people to be different than those

from one which is not? Does the Republican modulate differently from

the subject of a monarch? No. What do the philosophy and the political

regime have in common with the modulated sounds? If you travel from

Rome to London, and from London to Madrid you will have seen different

customs and prejudices; you will have heard oily one identical music. To

what, then, may the harshness of the German melody be attributed? To

the genius of this people which has not yet mollified the peaceful reign

of the fine arts? In this case, how much more should the melody of the

negroes, of the savages, incline toward harshness: However, their char-

acter is entirely different. Besides, how can these same Germans, these

harsh, bristling melodists, be such gentle, cheerful, sensitive poets?

Why does [the nature of] their genius express itself less in their verse

than in their melodies, or why does it appear there under such different

traits? Did the Italian who eighty years ago used to sing like the

Frenchman have the mores of our nation at that time? Do ours become

altered to the degree that we familiarize ourselves with Italian melody?

I fear that the most enlightened philosopher might have difficulty clar-

ifying such mysteries. Our office was that of indicating them to the

sagacity of those who might be able to resolve them. At least from such

observations a general result can be extracted; it is that the character

of melody most familiar to a nation is not a certain indication of the

nation's character or of its genius. Perhaps it might even be possible

to conclude that between the art of speech, in which the intellect is

the premier judge, and the art of sounds, which primarily resorts to the

tribunal of the ear, there exists such a difference that a stupid people



could excel in the talents of music and another people, somber and

profound in the character of its thought, could be lively and light-

hearted in the character of its melody.

CHAPTER IX

THE EXPRESSION OF MELODY DOES NOT CONSIST IN IMITATION

OF THE INARTICULATED CRY OF THE PASSIONS

Yet, has not the extraordinary been asserted about music from the

moment that we have lost sight of the fact that its constitutive prin-

ciple is melody? It has been said that all the power of this art

consists in imitating the inarticulated cry of the passions. But how

is a melody to be made from a cry? That is what perplexes me. Does

the precept amount to inferring the cry of a passion within an air?

This is no more than an accident of the art and the air; this is not

at all their foundation, basis, and essence.

It cannot be denied, I think, that music may be susceptible to

gaiety; it is one of the sentiments which relates more closely to it.

What, then, is the inarticulate cry of gaiety? Laughter. You will

seek in vain the imitation of it in those tambourins, in those proveniales,

in those allemandes which pour out the feeling of gaiety over an entire

assembled multitude and excite it to convulsive movements of joy.

159
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The Stabat is generally considered to convey an expression of grief,

yet, an imitative cry is not found there.

M. Gluck, in whom, if I am not mistaken, genius has sought and

attained musical expression more than in any other, has often inserted

some plaintive notes in his melodious songs which call to mind the ex-

pression of sadness, and on these notes he invites the singer to approx-

imate natural expression.1 At the first performance of Orpheel the

leading actor approximated it a little too much. He put too much realism

in the harrowing cry which pierces the song of the weeping Thraces at

irregular intervals; he noticed it and softened it. To some extent he

had gone outside of his art in placing himself too close to nature. The

instinct of taste forced him back and confined him within its natural

limits. The imitation lost some of its realism but it became more

musical and was appreciated more.

Several of our passions have no cry which might be unique to them;

however, music expresses them. Instruments incapable of rendering the

cries of the human voice are no less eloquent interpreters of the energy

and expression of music. Natura ducimur ad modos: neque aliter enim

eveniret ut illi quogue organorum soni, quanquam verba non exprimunt, in

alios, atque alies ducerent motus auditorem. 3 In this passage Quintilian

1 Gluck responded to this problem on several occasions: "Alwayssimple and natural, so far as is within my power, my music is directed
only to the greatest expression and to the reinforcement of the decla-mation of the poetry. This is the reason why I never employ the trills,passages, or the cadenzas of which the Italians are so profuse" (quotedin Newman, Gluck and the Opera, p. 119); or his famous Preface to Alceste(1768): "...simplicity, truth, and naturalness are the great principlesof beauty in all artistic manifestations" (translated in Oliver Strunk,Source Readings in Music History (New York, 1965), "The Classical Era,"
p. 100).

2Orph e et Eurydice (2 August 1774), Paris edition.
3Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, IX, 4, 10.
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does not say that instruments affect us because they imitate words and

cries; he says, "Nature has made us sensitive to melody. Otherwise,

how would instruments which articulate no words be able to inspire in

us so many different emotions?" There is the true word which explains

everything. Nature has made us sensitive to melody : Natura ducimer

ad modos. All music which is pleasing to persons well-versed in music

is certainly melodious. But how does music express the passions with-

out imitating either speech or cries? As much as it can it assimilates

to our different sentiments the diverse sensations that it produces;

this is what we are going to develop.

CHAPTER X

ON THE MUSICAL SENSATION APPLIED TO OUR DIFFERENT SENTIMENTS

AND THE NATURAL MEANS OF EXPRESSION APPROPRIATE TO MUSIC

You like to hear such melody as pleases you; this can only be

because it makes on you some impression whatever. Study the impression;

investigate its nature and character. It is impossible that you would

not recognize whether or not it is harsh or sweet, lively or tranquil;

the movement alone will indicate it to you. Is it sweet and tender? If

you apply words of the same genre to it, music which you did not previously

suspect of being so will become expressive. From an almost vague and

indeterminate sensation, you will be making a sentiment of which you can

give yourself an evaluation.
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I entreat the reader to control his imagination, not allowing' it

to go more quickly than this discussion requires. A little further on

will be found the developments and clarifications that can justifiably

be expected from us.

The air that we will call tendre1 perhaps does not positively

establish in us the same physical and spiritual condition which would

be created were our emotions actually being moved on account of a woman,

a father, or a friend. But, between these two situations, the one real

and the other musical (may you pardon us this manner of speaking), the

analogy is such that the intellect consents to accept one for the other.

Why, it will be said, do you wish that the effect of such music

might be only a sensation and not a distinct feeling? . . . Reader, I

want it to be thus because if, in questioning you after hearing an air

without words which pleased you. I ask you what distinct feeling it awakens

in you, you would not be able to tell me. I suppose I am asking you if

by tender air what is meant is the tenderness of a happy or unfortunate

lover for his mistress, or of a son for his father, etc., etc., etc. If

all of these different feelings are equally suited to the air in question,

am I wrong in calling the effect a slightly vague sensation rather than

a fixed sensation? Besides, I again repeat, let us not go faster than

is necessary. What we here advance in a general and superficial manner

will be found calculated elsewhere with more exactitude.

What are the innate means which give melody a character of sadness

or gaiety, of mildness or vigor? By taking it upon myself to respond to

1See Chabanon's classification of airs, Chapter XVI, Part I, ON THE
DIFFERENT CHARACTERS OF MUSIC.
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such a question, I move forward, so to speak, into the darkness with which

Nature covers and surrounds all first causes. I shall go only as far as

the flame of experience will guide me, and the more obscure the subject-

matter, the more I will make a point of establishing only incontestable

assertions.

It is the nature of sustained sounds to convey a character of

sadness. Do not believe that this is a matter of convention. No, men

have not made a pact among themselves which deems the cry of the turtle-

dove to be plaintive and the cry of the blackbird to be happy. Let the

nightingale intermingle several sounds with one another and perform them

together and you will attach a less melancholy idea to this musical lan-

guage than if you heard the solitary bird in the night making a sound

that he sustained a few times. Is it not recognized that a uniform sound,

such as a voice reading at the same level, induces us to sleep? If this

sound produces this immediate effect on us, why do we deny the existence

of other effects which are no more astonishing?

Generally, the minor mode produces a more gentle, mellow, and sensi-

tive impression than the major mode. Do not ask the reason; no one is in

a position to tell you, but the passage from one of these modes to the

other makes this different impression perceptible to every musical ear.

In the minor mode the sixth note of the key is more delicate than all

others. Every time that it appears, even in the gaiest allegro, it de-

mands a more mellow and affectionate inflection from the performer. In

the major mode it is the fourth note of the key which has this property.2

2The belief that each key or note had programmatic qualities was
common during the eighteenth century: "The major mode in the keys of C,
D, and A is suitable for cheerfulness and rejoicing; in those of F and Bb
it is suitable for storms, furies, and such like purposes; in those of D
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It is this note which, by its intrinsic quality, summons the performer

to a pathetic expression, even when the rest of the melody leads him to

a different sensation. High sounds have an unexplainable calrity and

brilliance which seems to invite the soul to gaiety. If you compare the

[sound of the] treble strings of the harp to the bass strings of the same

instrument, you will perceive how the latter more easily disposes the soul

to tenderness. Who knows if the wide undulations of these long and less

taunt strings are not communicating similar vibrations to our nerves, and

if this propensity of our body is not what gives us the feelings of

affection? Believe me, man is only an instrument. His fibers respond to

the emissions of lyric instruments which attack them and provoke them.

Each tone has its properties and each instrument [also] has its own pro-

perties from which the melody usually benefits, but which it must subject

to its will, for the most sensitive instrument can successfully articulate

gay melodies.

Tender music employs movements without quickness; it slurs the sound

and does not contrast them or cause them to clash. In music of this char-

acter the breve piquee does not imperiously subdue the tongue pointe to

which it is joined,3 and the performer modifies his tone by the use of

wide vibrato. Those whose taste inclines toward the melancholy sustain the

A, or E, it is equally suitable for tender or happy strains; solemnity
and magnificence are also in place in those of D, A, or E.

The minor mode in the keys of D, B, and E is suitable for gentleness
and tenderness; in those of F or Bb, it is suitable for mournful strains.
The other keys are not used and their suitability is best learned by
experience" (Rameau, Traite de l'Harmonie, II, 157; quoted in Girdlestone,
Rameau, p. 603).

"In passages in which the first note of a pair has a dot affixed
to it, the first note should be very much elongated; this effect is called
pointer or piquer. The terms pointer, piquer, marteler, passer, and lourer
later became more or less synonymous; where dots are included in the score,
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sounds (in accordance with the observation we have already made), their

bow fearful of leaving the string, or by giving an indefinable indolence

and sluggishness to the melody with thier voice. Cheerful music dots the

notes and makes the sounds jerk; the bow is always in the air and the

voice imitates it.

Those are nearly all of the natural means that music employs and with

whose help its sensations are produced on us. The composer, the man of

genius who has experienced all of these effects and who suitably applies

them to words and situations, is an expressive composer. The reader sees

with evidence that all the means of expression are the province of melody,

not of harmony.

An essential observation which relates to the very foundation of our

doctrine is that in the most expressive air there are almost always, I

will even say there are necessarily, some features or passages which are

contradictory to the character of expression which should dominate. Let

us cite an example. In the first verset of the Stabat I do not see a

verse, not a word, which does not require the same nuance of sorrow:

Stabat mater dolorosa,
Juxta crucem lacrimosa,
Dum pendebat filius.

At the beginning the music displays all is means of expression. The

movement is slow, the sounds are soft and veiled; they move along slowly

and are slurred. There the expression is well-established. In the tenth

measure everything changes: a fortissime follows the piano; tones which

a more exaggerated effect is of course intended" (Wilfred Mellers,
Fran ois Couperin and the French Classical Tradition [New York, 1968],
p. 296). This figure has been interpreted by Goldschmidt as follows: j,, ,
which is the famous "over-dotted" effect of Lully's ouverture a la
fran aise (Hugo Goldschmidt, Die Musikaesthetik des 18. Jahrhundert
Zurich, 1915], p. 258).
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crawl obscurely in the bass octave suddenly swell, increasing to excess,

and by means of a fiery, detached articulation, clash with and contra-

dict those which preceded them. From whence comes this incongruity?

Since music by its essence is not an art of imitation, it lends itself

to imitating only as much as it can; but this act of compliance cannot

distract it from the functions imposed upon it by its own nature. One

of these functions is to vary its modifications at every moment, combining

in the same composition doux [soft] and fort [loud], tranant [slurred]

and detatche [detached], spirited articulations and those which move the

emotions. The musical art, thusly considered, is one of an undisciplined

inconsistency: all of its charm depends on its rapid transformations. I

know that within each piece there is a frequent return to the same ideas,

but the music never stops there. Now, why do you wish that imitation would

be only one thing and stride with an even step across all of these transi-

tory and fleeting forms? With limping steps it pursues the playful and

changing music, sometimes overtaking it and sometimes allowing it to go

alone. If the proof of what I am advancing is found in the first couplet

of the Stabat, so beautiful, so expressive, so concise, and composed with

two single ideas, in what Italian air will this proof not be revealed with

even more evidence?

Now, Reader, however little musician you may be, you are in a position

to judge the dramatic system of M. Gluck. You can understand how, being

devoted to expression, which he correctly regards as the foundation of

all theatrical illusion, it is only when the situation itself permits it

that he allows himself an entire air, those faults, those mistakes in music

where the melody pleases itself. Every time that a regular, periodic song
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would stagnate the action and transform the actor into a "music-stand"

singer, M. Gluck cuts to the quick this melody which had been started

and by another [type of] movement or by a recitative simple [ie., unac-

companied] restores the song to the course of the action and makes it

adhere to it.4 It is inconceivable that such a truthful system might

have been disapproved in a country where the art of the theater is so

well known. It is even more inconceivable that among its detractors

there may have been some men who, through their position and insight,

ought [instead] to be defending the rights of the stage against those

of music. In Italy some litterateurs have said that theater music was

almost no longer used by intellectuals. Here [in France] the intellectuals,

and only a few musicians, have maintained that the operas of M. Gluck were

written more for the intellect than for the ears, and while they were ex-

pressing this opinion, the most fastidious and well-trained ears were feast-

ing with delight upon the music of M. Gluck. I do not think that there

have ever been judgments made more for the sake of shocking.

4Chabanon's statement very strongly supports Gluck's own theory as
set forth in the Preface to Alceste: "I have therefore, been very care-
ful never to interrupt a singer in the heat of a dialogue in order to
introduce a tedious ritornelle, nor to stop him in the middle of a piece
for the purpose of displaying the flexibility of his voice on some favor-
able vowel, so that the orchestra might give him time to take a breath
before a long sustained note."



CHAPTER XI

COMPLEMENT TO THE PROOFS OF THE PRECEDING CHAPTER;

THE UNITY OF ART RESULTING FROM OUR SYSTEM

If you subserviate melody to the imitation of speech, if you make it

dependent on the character of language and prosodic inflections, you

create two arts instead of one. Vocal music will have its principles,

its processes; instrumental music will have its own. Music, which is

one for all the peoples of the earth when they utilize the voices of

instruments, will be entirely different as a result of the various

languages. The French musician who knows neither German nor Italian

would understand nothing in the song of these two peoples. The foreign

virtuosos arriving in Paris to whom one will offer to accompany an air

of M. Gretry or of M. Philador, will be obliged to respond, "Pardon me,

I do not know French." Parody is no better; the Colonie, 1 composed to

Italian words, is necessarily poor in French. Orphoe, Alceste, 2

likewise, etc., etc., etc. Observe how you are involving a poorly

established principle. Acknowledge a truer one. The -music is only the

melody; the melody differs from the text. It has its processes apart

1La Colonie (16 August 1775); music by Antonio Maria Sacchini
(1726-1789), text by Framery.

2Orphee et Eurydice (2 August 1774); music by Gluck, French text
arranged by Moline. Orphee first appeared in Vienna (5 October 1762) as
Orfeo ed Euridice to an Italian libretto by Calzabigi. Alceste (23 April
1776) French text by Rollet arranged from Calzabigi's original Italian
libretto, first appeared in Vienna (16 December 1767).
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from those of the text which do not depend on the pronunciation of the

words. Consequently, instrumental music "sings" like vocal music, concert
music like that of dance, that of the theater like that of the church,

and that of Europe like that of Asia. The art becomes one in all of its

parts.

Twenty years ago it was not believed that in opera the voice might

be able to do nor should do what an instrument does. A ri tournelle was

begun and said one thing; afterwards the voice unexpectedly dropped in

to say yet another. There is no more of that. The orchestra and actor

are speaking the same language; the same spirit animates and identifies

them.

I do not think that there exists a truly beautiful instrumental

composition that could not be adapted to the voice by adding words to it.

If it is a tumultuous symphony, we will turn it into a chorus by simpli-

fying for the voice what the violins perform by extracting from the midst

of the sixteenth-notes those which constitute the outline and skeleton of

the melody. (Those who are versed in music understand me.) Duos, Trios,

pieces for the clavegin, all can be arranged with some words provided

that the music might have the character.

The Italians, as well as us, seem to admit of two different musics

for the church and for the theater. I do not recognize this distinction.

On what will it be founded? On the usage of fuues introduced into the
temples? They are worth no more there than elsewhere; boredom is not
good anywhere. The music of the church must move the faithful so that
they direct their pious emotions toward God; therefore, this music must
be expressive and easily sung. The difference between sacred and profane
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does not exist for the composer, as he may have to make the prostrate

wise men sing before the star they are worshipping, or the Hebrews sing

at the foot of Mt. Sinai radiating from the glory of the Lord. For his

art, these two situations form only one. They require the same character

of music: noble, august, and religious.

Accordingly, we think that the beginning of the Stabat, sung very

softly in chorus near the tomb of Castor, 3 would be perfectly suited to

the situation. Also, we have seen the most musical airs from the motets

of Mondonville admirably represent daily habits [a la toilette], yet are

adorned with words which were nothing less than pious. 4

The dance participates in this unity of the musical art. Formerly

an adagio or allegro from a symphony was not danced; today everything

which is melodious and characterized is danced. In a concert the aud-

ience is liable to picture to itself Vstris5 here, Dauberval6 there, etc.

The imagination transmits the pleasure of the ears to the eyes. By seeing

music simplify and generalize its relationships with poetry and dance,

its two auxiliary arts, who will not believe that, on the one hand, music

3Castor et Pollux (24 October 1737); music by Rameau, text by Gentil
Bernard. The use of Pergolesi's Stabat Mater would be singularly appropriate.
The opening scene at the tomb is accompanied by a chorus of lamentation,
"Que tout emisse," which Girdlestone likens to "the solemnity of a religious
ceremony" (Rameau, p. 201).

4See note 9, Chapter VI for a discussion of Mondonville's motets.
5Marie Auguste V6stris (1760-1842); known as the "Dieu de la Danse."Vestris was the most famous dancer in the eighteenth century and was sohighly regarded that contemporary opinion was, "Qu 'il n'y avait en Europe

que trois grands hommes, Voltaire, Frdric, roi de Prusse, et lui" (Babault,Annales Dramatigusou Di ctionnai re des Thatres (Paris, 1808), VIII,, 127.

6Jean Bercher (1742-1806), known as Dauberval; famous dancer and chor-eographer. Dauberval was a student of Noverre and to him is attributed theinvention of the comedy ballet, modelled after Noverre's ballet d'action.



perfects itself, and on the other, that we who consider it under this

aspect of unity are giving ourselves a sound idea of it?

We have just said a word in passing about the dance. May we be

permitted a digression on this art.

CHAPTER XII

ON THE DANCE

The two Greek words and the two Latin words which correspond to the

words Music and Dance had a much broader meaning during the time of the

ancients than do the two French words. Music embraced not only dance in

its domain, but poetry, declamation, and recitation as well. Dance, for

its part, was not limited to representing by steps, to placing the body

and arms in favorable attitudes, and to bounding and leaping in tempo;

it was the art of gesture and of pantomine, an art so powerful in its

means, and so energetic in its expression that it even prevailed over the

art of speech aided by gesture, -- a superiority that we cannot conceive.

One preferred to see actors express by gesture alone (even without the

aid of facial expressions, for they were masked) rather than to hear them

speak when gesticulating. One observed, it is true, that having dispensed

with speech, the actor was uniting all of his attentions and all of his

talents in the gesture, which as a result became more animated, more
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expressive. But as the ancients had conceived of having the verses

uttered by one actor and having another perform the gesture, I do not

see what might have induced them to delete the verses from their pro-

ductions and allow only mere pantomime. It is even less comprehensible

when one learns from Saint Augustine1 that those spectators who were

not accustomed to these mute presentations were obliged to question

their neighbors and have them explain the pantomime. Without doubt,

there were few of them who were reduced to this necessity, otherwise

these spectacles might have been less universally appreciated. But

if it was necessary to have some knowledge of the pantomime in order to

be able to understand it, how did these spectacles from the reign of

Augustine succeed so prodigiously by means of the art of Pylades and

Bathyllus, 2 who were almost the originators of it?a To understand it

it is necessary to remember that the Romans studied the art of oratory

in their education, that one part of this art consists of expressing

through gesture and that in order to make a more beneficial apprenticeship

aSaumaise has proven that pantomime existed efore them, but they
perfected it. See Vol. I of the Academie, p. 128.

1Aurelius Augustinus (354-430), Bishop of Hippo; De Civitate Dei,
VI, 7.

2Pylades and Bathyllus are generally credited with having introduced
the fuller form of pantomimic display in the time of Augustus. "The spec-
tators, at least the greater part of them, knew beforehand all those
celebrated pantomimes [Pyl ades and Bathyll us] wished to indicate and express;
and the force of the voluntary illusion easily led them to the false con-
sequence that the sole play of looks and gestures communicated to them all
of the ideas" (Henry Siddons, Practical Illustrations of Rhetorical Gesture
.mdAction , London, 1822, p. 236).

3Claude Saumaise (1588-1653) ; NMmoires de l'Acadmie des Sciences,
I, 128.
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of this aspect, they consulted Comedians and took lessons from them.b

Everyone knows of the challenges that Roscius and Cicero issued to

each other in which the same oratoric phrase was to be expressed in

the greatest number of different manners, the one by gesture, the

other with the voice.5 This challenge pre-supposes a prodigious know-

ledge of the art of gesture, but a knowledge that could be gained by

convention and thorough study. By acknowledging gestures for irony,

for contempt, for the diverse affections of our soul, and for meta-

physical beings, a language is created for the eyes just as there is

one for the ears. This ocular language, in many respects less clear

than the other, will also be more expressive in everything that will

be of natural institution: the gesture of fury says infinitely more

than the work "fury."ic

With the aid of the apprenticeship that the Romans devised for the

art of gesture, they arrived fully prepared at the institution of pan-

tomime; it was understood, it was appreciated. However, an act recorded

bDebet s docere Comaedus _quo modo narrandum, etc. Quintilian.
lib 1, cap. 19.

cPlerumq. etiam citra verba significat. (Quintilian.)6

4"Our actor will also be required to show how a narrative should
be delivered, and to indicate the authoritative tone that should be given
to advice, the excitement which should mark the rise of anger, and the
change of tone which is characteristic of pathos" (Institutio Oratoria,
Book I, 11, 12).

5This anecdote is related in Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius
Macrobius' Saturnalia, Book III, Chapter 14.

6 fpleraque] etiam citra verba significat; "There are many things
which it .[oratory] can express without the assistance of words"
(Institutio Oratoria, Book XI, 3, 65).
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by the ancients can let us judge how vague and indeterminate was its

expression. Hylas, student of Pylades, presented a monologue which

concluded with these words: the great Agamemnon. It is worthy of

observing that pantomime actors goad themselves to express the very

words of the scenes they are performing. In order to express these,

the great Agamemnon, Hylas made the gesture which designated lofty

height. His master, Pylades, cried to him from the orchestra, "you

are portraying to me a tall man, not a great one." The people demanded

that Pylades should join the example to the precept and that he himself

should perform the monologue. Pylades complied and when he came to the

place where his student had failed, he represented a man engaged in the

most profound reflection and the people applauded.

The criticism of Pylades was just. I do not know if the applause

of the people was. Pylades, in representing a man absorbed in the pro-

fundity of his thoughts, has no more represented a hero than a vile

criminal, no more the great Agamemnon than the dastardly and ferocious

Atrie.8

To me the art of gesture appears to be more related to a science.

Everytime it is a matter of making purely metaphysical things visible to

the eyes, it must seek in that which is not apparent, some apparent

quality which designates them. Gesture applied to a metaphysical word

7This anecodote also comes from Macrobius' Saturnalia, Book II,
Chapter 7. For an English translation of this work, see Percival Vaughn
Davies, The Saturnalia (New York, 1969).

8Atreus, mythological figure who shocked the Gods by feeding hisbrother Thyrestes his own children in revenge for his adultery. Thetragedy of the house of Atreus has served in all periods as the subject
of "horreurs tragiques ."
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becomes its physical demonstration and detailed definition. Love embraces,

hate kills, pride becomes overpowering. The truth of such a language has

some startling things in it; it says what the words do not say. Every day

we utter and hear the statement, I hate, without being affected. Who

would not be affected if the gesture of murder replaced the word?

The study of gesture is precisely the inverse of the operation which

led to the establishment of a language. In this case we undo what has

been done. From gestures and cries we arrived at words that were sub-

stituted for them; from words we are going back toward gestures and with

them making up the deficiency of speech.

It is easy to understand why pantomime is less pleasing to us than

to the ancients; for want of having studied it, we understand it less

than they. The immense spaces of ancient theaters also favored mute per-

formances more than the confined space of our own. If the tragedy was

being performed outside in the Vendome where the actors might be at one

extremity of the place and the spectators at the other, the latter would

be more easily satisfied by gesture without pronunciation. In this

instance we are tempted to believe that distance would not allow the

voice to reach as far as the spectator, who would be happy to understand

through gesture what he could not hear.

In our time, the talent of pantomime belongs more to the comedians

and to their art than to the dancers; however, we have seen the latter

perform the ballet of M6dee9 with a perfection that the greatest actors

9Medee ou Jason (4 December 1693); music by Marc Antoine Charpentier(1634-1704), text by Thomas Corneille. The work to which Chabanon is re-ferring is the ballet-pantomime, Medee ou Jason, found in Delaborde's opera,Ismene et Ismenias (11 December 1770), which was "composed" from Charpentier's
original and danced by Noverre, who had previously produced the same work
in Stuttgart.
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would have difficulty in surpassing and we possess a man whose composition

of the greatest ballet pantomimes 10 has made a reputation throughout

Europe. 11 Those who reproach him for the choice which he made of the

subject of Horaces 12 are perhaps unaware that at the time of Louis XIV

the scene in which Horace murders his sister was performed in pantomime

with astounding success.d

The dance of the ancients, even that which served for their private

amusement outside the theater was definitely turned toward imitation: the

Pyrrhique (pyric) allegorically represented military exercises; the

Th6s&ide represented the escape from the Labyrinth. 14  These dances still

dRefl xions critique sur la posie et_ a peinture. 13

10"The Ballet-Pantomime eliminated all singing and formed the
origin of what is now known simply as 'ballet.' Its appearance as part of
an opera is reflected all through the panorama of French opera, and
eventually it attained an importance second not even to the opera of which
it was a part: (Norman Demuth, French Opera, Sussex, 1963, p. 228)."

1 Jean-Georges Noverre (1727-1810); famous dancer whose career led
to his recognition as the greatest authority on the French ballet. His
standard work was Lettres sur la danse et les ballets (Lyons, 1760),
which saw several editions, and the famous Paris edition of 1807, Lettres
sur les arts imitateurs en gneral, et sur la danse en particuli'er,
2 volumes.

12Horacii (The Horaces) first appeared as a play by Pierre Corneille
in 1640. The scenein which Horace kills Camille, (Act IV, i), had beenarranged into a scenario by the Duchesse du Maine in 1755, with instrumen-tal music especially written for mimed interpretation. "This scene] theyexecuted to the sound of several instruments, which played music expresslyfor this scene by a skilful [sic] artist" (Henry Siddons, Practical
Illustrations, p. 245). "It was produced at one of the Nuits de Sceaux,
but did not make a second appearance" (Demuth, op. cit., p. 228).

.3l'AbbeJean-Baptiste DuBos (1670-1742), R6flexions critiques surla poesie et sur la peinture (Paris, 1719). This passage is found in
volume I, pp. 447-448.

14A pyrrhic, consisting of two short, unstressed syllables, was awar dance of the ancient Greeks said to be named after Pyrrichus, itsinventor. The "pyrrhique" was introduced into French ballet by Dauberville,
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exist in Greece and what I have learned of them through M. Guts de

Marseillee makes me believe that they are marched rather than danced: the

figures and imitation in them create the greatest charm.

Dance is found to be imitative among peoples less civilized and

consequently less capable of embellishing their arts by conventional

accessories. Among the Negroes, a man and a woman who dance together

perform some sort of scene of two lovers who entice, seek, and evade each

other, falling out and making up with each other, and (what seems remark-

able to me) the air which directs their steps is always the same. The

music takes no part in the revolutions of the scene. It is kept free

from all imitation whereas the dance is devoted to it entirely.

In spite of these examples of imitative dance, I am not able to

think imitation may be the essence of this art. Dance, properly defined,

is the art of forming with grace and measure all the movements that music

commands. It is musical rhythm rendered perceptible to the eyes in all

its divisions and subdivisions; that is the art in its entirety. It has

been well said of good dancers that they write the air which they are

dancing: when they perform it in pantomime, they are adding another talent

to the one which is their own.

ewuthoroof writings on Greece; fastidious, instructive, and pleasantworks.

who added it to ballets for Gretry's Andromague (6 June 1780). A thesfideis a poetic meter (pattern presently unknown; literally, it is the accentedsyllable of a poetic foot) used to recount the exploits of Theseus, king ofAthens, who is famed for killing the Minotaur.

15Pierre-Augustin Guis [Guys] (173?-179?), aVoy e lit teraire de laGrece, ou lettres sur les Grecs anciens et modernes Paris, 1771), 2 volumes.An augmented edition of the work appeared in 1776. Guis ' letters are alsofound in Robert de Bonnieres, Lettres greques de line. Chenier, avec les
lettres de P. A. Guys (Paris, 1879).
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Do not believe that the art of the dance is lessened or degraded by

the definition we have given it. The union of words and music is praised

a great deal but, if I may be so bold to say what I think, good music

does without words more easily than without gestures and movements. Its

first and most sudden impression on us is to excite our bodies and limbs,

if not through the violent movements of the dance at least through the

undulation of meter and the agitations of rhythm. When a man applauds

an air which he has heard with head, arms and body immoible, each hand-

clap which he gives is a lie which he is telling to others and to himself.

He has not felt what he is approving. What if another person comes to a

decision about music and is not certain of accurately beating the time?

Say to him: "You enjoy the melody just like one who was breaking up

sentences and words at random would enjoy the meaning of discourse." 16

Rhythm, said the ancients, is what is most powerful in music. Eh

Who doubts it? Does not an elephant who moves his enormous mass in

cadence at the sound of instruments tell you that? The savages of Canada,

lined up in two files close to the one who is singing, all mark the time

of the air they are hearing with muffled chest noises. It is by virtue of

rhythm that one sees an untutored crowd in a rustic festival leaping and

falling in cadence. Rhythm causes twenty thousand men to make the same

turn at the same instant. The sweetest and most aptly-chosen tone without

16Chabanon was probably influenced by d'Alembert's frequentlyrepeated statement from the "Discours preliminaire" of the Encyclopedia:"All music that paints nothing is only noise, and were it not for customthat unnatures everything, it would excite no more pleasure than a sequelof harmonious and finely sounding words without any order or connection(Preliminary Discours to the Encyclopedia of Diderot, tr. by Richard N.Schwab, Indianapolis, 1963, p. 39). ~~
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the force of rhythm would not compel the sick person bitten by the

tarantula to leap from bed where he languished dejectedly and fall into

a kind of measured convulsion. The virtue of a well-defined and

strongly-felt rhythm reduces the fables of Orpheus and Amphion17 almost

to probability and we are less astonished that stones might be moved in

cadence.

In the long run, adagios and slow dances are tiring or boring only

because the rhythm is not felt enough. This principal charm of the music

being weakened, there no longer remains enough charm to please us for long.

Would you like to know how much gestures and movements adhere essen-

tially to the melody? Watch a man of genius perform his music with a

large orchestra. It is through gesture andnovement that he dictates and

manifests his intentions. Here the notes are .slurred; there they are

detached; the less sustained one diminishes beside the other: all the

demands of a polished performance are indicated by the movements of the

composer.

If rhythm is such an essential part of the music that the most common

man understands and performs it, how has the old French music neglected

and disregarded it for so long? Nothing proves better that a false edu-

cation perverts man and corrupts his most natural instinct. The most un-

cultivated mind is closer to clear comprehension than those who, two

centuries ago, were infected with the false doctrines of the scholastics;1 8

but, just as you will not see an uncultured man of unrefined senses utter

17Orpheus and Amphion, legendary Greek musicians, were said to be
capable of moving stones by the power of their music.

18Chabanon is probably referring to the theories of vers mesurees ofJean-Antoine de Baif (1532-1589) and his academie, known as the "P1liade."
Its members, which included the leading poets of the sixteenth century,
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the absurdities that were upheld by rules in the schools, likewise you

have never heard the village peasants sing the monologues of old operas.

They sing the measured airs of opera-comique and parodied Italian airs.

These Frenchmen yielding to the instinct of Nature would rather hear

music of foreign cadence than uncadenced music of their own country.

But, since music so naturally inspires gesture and movement, the Ancients,

it will be said, were then correct in making it an art of imitation by

combining pantomime with it. This is worthy of explanation.

The gestures, the movements that such an air commands are not those

which require any particular words or any particular situation. We would

be at somewhat of a loss to immediately explain the actual movements

which the music determines in us, and what proves this point is that no

one would give a meaning to the steps of an entre danced absolutely in

the character of the air. Since the modulated sounds do not have a precise

and distinct meaning themselves, the movements and gestures which result

from them do not have a determined meaning either. If I may be so bold to

say so, music and dance understand each other exceptionally well. They say

the same thing, one to the ears and the other to the eyes, but neither says
anything definite to the intellect. Their effect is a sensation and, con-

sequently, is something vague. A labor of the intellect is necessary to

attach a situation and analogous words to this sensation, and it is this

last operation which makes two imitative arts of music and dance.

The reason that the arts are better judged by instinct than by reason-
ing is that their first effect is a sensation.

attempted to create a French lyrical poetry modelled after that of classical
antiquity. This so-called vers mesures was based on an intimate connection
with music, but in spite of the broad influence of his theories, musicians
were aware that Baif had "really attempted to forcethe French language into
arbitrarily chosen rhythms to which it was not suited" (Paul Henry Lang,
Music s vilization, New York, 1941, p. 254).



CHAPTER XIII

OF MUSIC CONSIDERED AS A LANGUAGE BOTH NATURAL

AND UNIVERSAL AT THE SAME TIME

Everything that we have established up to now tends to consider music

as a universal language whose principles and effects are not based on any

particular conventions but emanate directly from human nature and from that

of several animals. If the reader remembers the examples which we drew

upon of the musical instinct of the beast, the fish, the insect, the baby

in arms, and the "noble savage,"1 it will be less difficult for him to

acknowledge the consequences that we deduce from them. Nature allows

animate beings to share in the pleasure of melody, so to speak, as in the

benefit of enlightenment.

What remains to be observed is that melody resulting from true and

natural relationships between notes is necessarily (with the exception of

small differences) everywhere the same. It is no longer possible for man

to make a melody from convention which differs essentially from known

melody just as it is not in his power to make two and two add up to six.

Music examined as a mathematical science is subject to those calculations

which have been the same for the Egyptians, Chinese, Greeks, and Latins,

and which are still the same for all of modern Europe. M. L'Abb6 Roussier,2

in his learned and enlightening works, has presented this truth in all of

1See Chapter II, Part I.

21'Abbe Pierre-Joseph Roussier (1716-1790), "savant musicographe,"Roussier collaborated with Jean-Benjamin de Laborde in tome III of hisEssai sur La musique ancienne et moderne (Paris, 1780). Everyone does not
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its clarity. These calculations of the relationships between sound are

nothing less than the exact valuation of our musical sensations: the

mathematicians have calculated the reason for our pleasures. The analogy

of sounds which determines their melodic succession not being one of

these conventional truths that the imagination of man alters and disturbs

as he pleases, melody should have everywhere the same foundation, the

same basis. Even rhythm, the other constitutive part of melody, is of

natural institution and cannot be destroyed by convention. In fact,

though a numerous society of intelligent men should erroneously prescribe

beating and feeling all the beats of the measure (which is impossible),

what would become of their convention every time they encountered a group

of uneducated men or of pesants assembled for music and dance. The latter,

leaping, bounding, and landing in cadence by the impulse of instinct, will

destroy the convention and substitute for it the eternal truth of the

rhythm which is felt and accurately performed.

After such an observation one will no longer be surprised3 if so many

beings which move and breathe upon the earth, in the air, and in the water

are found to be sensitive to modulated and cadenced sounds. Notice the

difference between song and spoken language or poetry. If you recite the

most beautiful lyric, epic, or other verses to some village pesants they

will not listen to you. If you sing them a song, they understand it,

enjoy it, and repeat it. Have the most beautiful passages from our tragedy

share Chabanon's admiration for the mathematical aspect of Roussier's works:
"Les deniers ouvrages compromettent par l'abus des speculations mathematiques
ce qu'il y avait d'excellent dans les premiers" (Dictionnaire des Lettres
Franjraises,ed. by Cardinal Georges Grente, Paris, 1960, III, 493.

3See Appendix A: Variants , p. 375.
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and comedy ever been carried over into the mouths of the people? Our
most musical airs from Spanish, Italian, or French serious or comic opera

are descending from the theater, circulating in the streets, and delight-

ing the populace: they are, the same as bread, the nourishment of the

poor and the rich. Milady Montagu4 left London, went to Constantinople,

and travelled beyond through part of Asia; everywhere she was pleased

with the music that she heard. For her to appreciate the poetry of these

different countries it would have been necessary to translate it; the

comprehension of music has no need of this assistance. M. Rousseau cites

Persian and Chinese airs which conform to our system of tones. 5  The

Negroes of Africa who are transported into our colonies do not make a

melody that is unintelligible to our ears; several of their songs are not
lacking in grace and naivete. I have notated a few songs of the savages

of America in accordance with an officer who lived among them for a long

time. These airs absolutely resemble our own; (they will hereafter be
found notated) 6 they have the same turn of melody; they imply the same
rules of harmony. One of these airs is pleasant enough that a skillful
composer might make a musical composition from it, that he could complete
by modulating the melody, for the savages do not modulate, or at least

4Lady Mary WortleyMontagu, nee Pierrepont (1689-1762), Lettres deM. de Wortley Montague, ecrits pendant ses voyages en Europe, en Aise eten Afrique, traduits de l'anglois sur la 2me edition par P. J.~BrunetT(msterdam, 1763). The letters were also translated into French byJean-Baptiste-Antoine Suard (1734-1817) for an edition which appeared in1764.

5In the article "Caractares de musique" of his Dictionnaire deMusigue. See plate N of the Dictionnaire for examples. ~~~
6Chansons des Sauvages de 1 'Am~rique Septentrionale, included atthe end of Part II (Musique consideree, pp. 393-396).
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very little. That which is found among them characterizes the birth of

the art, if one can call a language as natural as melody an art.a

Well' Languages, idioms, dialects, and provincialisms vary to such

a degree that often one cannot understand the peasant of his own village,

yet music is one everywhere on earth. Well! The concept of beauty is

not the same for all people, yet melody is the same for everyone! The

Huron sings like the laborer of Vaugirard! What one has conceived the

other immediately understands and performs'

I am going to relate a passage from M. 1 'Abbe Dolivat8 which is

rather closely related to what we have just said.

"You can send an opera to Canada and it will be sung in Quebec just

as it is in Paris. You would not be able to send a phrase of conversation

to Montpellier or to Bordeaux and have it pronounced there as it is in

the capitol."b

That we have recognized the universality of the musical language is

nothing. Let us search for what purpose, to what end Nature has given

us this language.

aTo modulate is to pass from one key to another. 7

bProsod. Franc.

7 Chabanon's use of the word modulate is seen to have two meanings;
normally he intends for it to mean only sounds which are musically artic-
ulated, ie. "modulated sounds,' but here he uses the word in its commonly
understood musical sense of passing from one key to another.

81'Abbe Pierre-Joseph Thorellier d'Olivet, known as "Bousquet"
(1682-1768); noted grammarian, his most famous work was Traito de la
Prosodie Frangaise (Paris, 1736), 144 pages. His Histoire de l'Academie
Frangaise, 1652-1700 (Amsterdam, 1730) is also an important work.



CHAPTER XIV

THAT TO WHICH SONG IS APPROPRIATE;

FOR WHAT PURPOSE HAS NATURE GIVEN IT TO US?

There exists a language that all men speak nearly the same, that

infants and animals even understand without having studied it. Why is

this language of no use to men for communicating between themselves and

handling their most essential needs? Pay attention to the simple and

natural response which brought about the preceding question; for those

who wish to study it thoroughly and deduce all of the consequences, it

will yield a hundred truths related to those we have just established.

Our office is not to explain everything, and this book will only be the

better for it if it places the reader in a position to understand a part

that we do not understand. Nature, who has willed that song might be a

universal language, has not willed that this language be of service to

our needs. For melody to have expressed and transmitted ideas, it would

have been necessary that convention attach itself to the ideas; nothing

would have been easier. Why might not two tones sung a third apart have

signified the bread just as these two words signify it? Let us maintain

this supposition for a moment. In an instance where song might be the

language in usage, mutes would no longer be deprived of speech; they

could express themselves by the voice of instruments. What renders such
a supposition less unreasonable is that in looking for the means to
realize it, one is led to seek in music that which conveys a clear ex-
pression, a more definitive meaning. But if melody had become a language
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of need and necessity, it would no longer have been what it is, a language

uniquely suitable for procuring our pleasure and one which, in whatever

age, in whatever circumstance this may be, can never be diverted from

this usage nor applied to any other. Such is the truth whose proofs we

must develop.

Of all species of animals the most musical is that of birds. Do

you think, with Pere Bougeant,l that song is the language which assists

them in conversing between themselves and communicating their needs? If

this is so, why are they silent during the winter? This is the season of

their greatest need; it is when they flock together the most, yet they

are silent. It is as if the cold which vexes their existence stifles in

them the expression of pleasure. At the first gleamings of spring, as

soon as the air begins to grow warm, the bird regains his gaiety and at

the same time his warbling. If he is saying anything to his fellow-

creatures in this singing language, it is that he is happy. This is what

the others respond to him and this concert of voices which announces

their happiness is one of the most delightful charms of spring.

Vertuntur species animorum, & pectora motus
Nunc alios, alios, alios, dum nubila ventus agebat,
Concipiant: hinc, ille avium concentus in agrjs,
Hinc laetae pecudes, & ovantes gutture corvil.

1Pere Guillaume Hyacinthe Bougeant (1690-1740) ; Jesuit priest and
lecturer at the College-Louis-le-Grand in Paris, Bougeant was also afrequent contributor to the MNmoires de Trevoux. His two articles on musicwhich were published in the MNmoires are "Sur la musique des Grecs et desLatins," (1725) and "Sur le recitation ou le chant des anciennes tragediesdes Grecs et des Romains" (1735). The book which Chabanon is citing isBougeant's Amusement philosophique sur le l ague des btes (Paris, 1739).

2"...the phases of their minds change, and their breasts now conceiveimpulses other than they felt, when the wind was chasing the clouds. Hencethat chorus of birds in the fields, the gladness of the cattle, and theexulting cries of the rooks" (Book I, 420-424). This translation is
taken from Vergil, The Georgics, tr. by H. Rushton Fairclough (Cambridge,
Mass., 1942) I, p. 110.
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Les Etres animes changent avec le temps;
Ainsi muet l'hiver, l'oiseau chante au Printemps;
Ainsi 1 'agneau bondit sur le naissant herbage,
Et meme le corbeau pousse un cri moins sauvage.

(translated by M. l'Abbe de Lille)3

Alone in his cage the bird sings. This cannot be to communicate

what he feels; to whom is he communicating it? Nor could this be to

speak in his own way; one does not talk alone for long periods of time.

It is, then, through the instinct of joy that he sings and even winter
does not reduce him to silence because the temperature of the air inside

our houses is mild and enables him to ignore the rigors of the season.
The bird captured with the use of the bird-call blown to lure him

to his fellow-creatures will no longer equal his former self in his
warbling. He sang when he was free and content; he cries when he suffers.
This is true for all birds who have a characteristic chirping. Perhaps
Quinault spoke more truly than he himself believed when he wrote the

following verses:

Si l'amour ne caus ait que des peines, 4
Les oiseaux amoureaux ne chanteraient pas tant.
(If love causes only pain,
Love birds would not so much sing.)

But where am I going to seek the proof of a philosophical assertion?

In a couplet from the opera.

In lyric style we might even be able to say that the nightingale
develops the charm of his voice as long as he wishes to give pleasure to
his company. What if we join him? He keeps silent, no longer needing to
please us.

3Delille's poetic technique has been appraised as follows: "Insteadof a real and vivid picture, he gives a dull didactic recipe for themanufacture of the article in question" (Kastner and Atkins, A Short Historyof French Literature, London, 1925, p. 180).
4Armide (1686), Act V, scene ii.
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If infants enjoy song what is the impression they receive from it?

An impression of gaiety, or a feeling of well-being and pleasure.

In what circumstances do savages, Negroes, and the common-people

make use of music? In their amusements. What uses do we make of this

art? It directs our festivities: of whatever genre they might be, it

enlivens them and embellishes them; without it, there might be no

festivals. If you enter the coliseum at a moment when the orchestra

is silent you will not know what to think of this :multitude of idle men

who walk after one another; we don't know if they are seeking or avoiding

each other. In vain do the appearance and decoration of the place give

notice that we have assembled there for a public amusement. The ear

surrenders to a silence as soon as the orchestra is heard, everything is

revived, everything lives. Music is the voice of pleasure. It conveys

the sentiment even in ceremonies which pertain to sadness. A funeral

ceremony becomes a touching display when the sadness is embellished by

the charm of music. Oboes, clarinets, and horns change the portrayal

of the killing of war into a display of festivity. Music gives an air

of entertainment to the furies of combat.

If music has been given to us solely for a pleasurable end, and is

used only to procure amusement when one is in the proper state to receive

it, I have concluded that gentle affections of the soul and happy situa-

tions are those to which music is most easily adapted. Since its natural

effect is pleasure, that which creates pleasure in us is what music should

best express. On the contrary, everything which troubles the soul, which

causes it to suffer and makes it unhappy, music, child of pleasure, inter-

preter of happiness, can express only with imperfection: this use forces

the displacement of its natural functions.



CHAPTER XV

OF SITUATIONS WHERE ONE IS MORE NATURALLY

INCLINED TO SING

It is not enough to have said that the music involved in all

festivals plays a principal and necessary role in them. Outside of these
circumstances let us see where in ordinary life man, whether mechanically

and by instinct, has recourse to this language of song for which he pos-

sesses the natural faculty. It is when he is in a state of calm, of

happiness, or at least in a state of agitation so gentle that this condition

has that which gives him pleasure.

If you are seeking the reason for the origin of pastoral poetry among

the Greeks, the origin of this poetry which consists of battles of flute

and songs, it was the calm and idle life of the shepherds of Sicily. Free

from the cares of poverty, situated under a beautiful sky in the rich

countryside and surrounded by the blessings of Nature, these happy men had
to fear only the void and boredom of continuous leisure time. They cele-

brated this leisure time itself and the beauties of nature which were spread

out before them: music added the delight of its pleasures to the indolent

calm of their situation.

Homer, Virgil, Horace, and Anacreon inform us that in the middle of

the feasts where one was crowned with roses, where the flavor of the dishes
and the vigour of the most exquisite wines disposed the spirit to gaiety,
singing and the lyre offered themselves to the guests as the most natural

means of introducing joy into their midst.
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Everyone who does not sing on command, said Aristotle, sings by an

instinct of pleasure.a

Let us penetrate into those retreats where assembled women handle

needle and spindle. Free from care and sadness, and devoted to those

mechanical occupations which engage them without fatiguing them, they wish

to cheer up their work: song produces this agreeable service. All

modulate the same tones in chorus and the charm of the melody distracts

them from the monotony of their occupation, causing the time to pass more

quickly.

Interea longum cantu solata laborem,
Arguto conjux percurrit pectine telas.

(Virgil, The Georgics) 2

Leur compagne pres d'eux partageant leurs travaux,
Tant6t d'un doigt Leger fait rouler ses fuseaux,
Tant't cuit dans l'airain le doux jus de la treille,
Et charme par ses chants la longueur de la vielle.

(translated by M. l'Abbe de Lille)

The artisan in his workshop, also free from cares which trouble him,

calls song to the aid of his labors and by his uneducated modulations

facilitates his work: Musicam natura ipsa videtur ad tolerandos facilius

labores, velut muneri nobis dedisse. (Qintil. libr. 1.)3

aProblemsl

1Problems , XIX.

2"His wife the while solaces with song her long toil, runs the shrillshuttle through the web" (The Georgics, Book I, 293-294).
3"Indeed nature itself seems to have given music as a boon to men to

lighten the strain of labor" (Institutio Oratoria, Book I, x, 16).
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Let us substitute other completely different situations for these
calm, happy ones.

Think of a man in the discomfort of languishing health; think of an
ambitious person fallen from honor, a speculator robbed of his fortune.

If you ask them to sing, they will respond to you like the gambler in

R6gnard: "But that I could sing, Hangman'" 4 Nothing is so true in this

situation.

Everyone knows the fable of the cobbler and the financier. 5 The

song of the cobbler attested to his contentment and gaiety and troubled

the repose of his neighbor who, according to Fontaine:

Being loaded with Gold,
Sang little, slept even less.

Why was it necessary for the artisan to discontinue his song? He was

deprived of his peace of mind.

In his cave he buried his money and his joy
At the same time;
He sings no more, he lost his voice at the
Same moment he gained that which causes our pain.

No one has ever protested against the truth that these verses establish;
it is too generally recognized. Let us present it in yet a different light.

A man is cloistered alone at his home; you attribute it to the despair
from the loss of a wife or a friend, but suddenly you hear him sing. From
that moment, are you not reassured about the force of his affliction? Yes,
you are, for you feel that song does not ally itself with a profound sadness.
I maintain that there is not a man struck with a great calamity and who is
very sensitive to his misfortune that would not be shocked should you propose
to him that he sing, as it would be a denial of his sadness.

4Le Joueur (1696), Act IV, scene xiv, by Rgnard (1655-1709).

5Jean de la Fontaine (1621-1695); "Le Savetier et le Financier,"
Fables (1678), Book VIII (#2).
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Prisoners, we are told, sing in their cells; their situation is

neither happy nor tranquil. We know that most of these men, accustomed
to vice and to the punishments that they incur, divert their thoughts
from the punishment to which they are subjected. One hears them sing in
their prison just as one sees them get drunk or make love if they find
the opportunity. But if there is one whose detention has overwhelmed or
frightened him, you will not hear him mingling his songs with those of
the prisoners who surround him.

Is it not natural to think that the situations where man makes use
of song, mechanically or by instinct, are those where the music will seem
to be better applied in theatrical imitations? It will convey a more
natural and true expression in them. Here we have arrived at the most
important and most difficult chapter of this work. It is a question of
clearly recognizing the different characters of which music is susceptible
and of examining the usage that man makes of them: first, when he uses
song as a natural language; second, when he employs music as an art of
imitation adapted to the illusions of the theater.



CHAPTER XVI

ON THE DIFFERENT CHARACTERS OF MUSIC; OF THEIR NATURAL

USAGE AND THEIR IMITATIVE EMPLOYMENT

The characters of music can be reduced to four principal ones of
which all others are nuances, approximations, or appurtenances. Music
is 1st. tender, 2nd. graceful, 3rd. gay, and 4th. lively, powerful, and
noisy. Nothing determined the order into which we arranged these
characters; we wished only to pass gradually from one extremity to the
other. Each of these characters admits of a certain latitude which
embraces analogous and intermediate characters.

Tender Music

Tenderness is not a state of the soul which may be sad; it frequent-
ly arises from the feeling that one has of his well-being. We are moved
by thinking of the friend we are going to see again, of the mistress we
possess. In these similar situations nothing is as natural as singing.
There are few lovers and friends who might not cause this pleasant expe-

rience. Tender music adapts itself perfectly to the theatrical element of
such situations.

Sometimes tenderness springs from sadness. In this case it is a good
idea to examine whether this sadness originates in a gentle affection, if
it is an affectionate sadness, and to what degree it is expressed.

A lover separated from his mistress experiences an impression of sadness
and melancholy: his memories, his thoughts, and his soul wander in the void.
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If I may be so bold as to assert that this situation has several pleasant

aspects I do not fear that the gentle souls will disown me. They have

enjoyed this charm of a loving disquietude whose ebb and flow gently

agitates ones thoughts, and those who love music are bound to avail them-

selves of song as an accessory suitable to this situation. Thus (to speak

once more the language of opera) even the pains of love are sweet. Plea-

sure there conceals itself under the name and exterior of sadness somewhat

like the delicious juice of a few fruits is covered by a skin and a bitter

rind. Of all the sentiments the most lyrical is love. It does not seem

that our poets have ignored it. Perhaps the reason that may be given for

this is that love, even unfortunate love, somehow preserves that which

gives pleasure to the soul by tormenting it. The pleasure of his (poets)

sufferings, if I may be so bold to thus express myself, is like the knot

of expediency which unites it to the music and makes it appropriate.

Notice that the happy lover and the unhappy one are able to sing in

the same style if this style is that of tenderness. You will declaim

equally well on the same phrase of song, whichever it might be;

Je vous vois, mon fort est trop doux;
Je vous perds, mon fort est affreux.
(I see you, my state is so calm;
I lose you, my state is horrible.)

Music does not have nuances subtle enough to distinguish the tender-

ness of a mother from that of a mistress or a friend. Melodies which agree

with one agree as well with the other two and the musical sensation will

adapt itself indifferently to the emotions of nature and to those of love.

1To again speak the language of opera, Quinault does not entirely
agree:

"Si l'amour a des tourments
c'est la faute des amants." (Alceste, Act I, scene vii)
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The suffering of love can be so excessive that it may no longer

have anything at all agreeable for the soul which experiences it. In

that case it no longer belongs to "tender music." Rance, seeking his

mistress and finding her disfigured corpse would have neither the desire

nor the power to sing.2 Great sufferers remain silent, Seneca has said:3

this statement is even more applicable to song than to speech. Thus, in

the theater, a "tender music" would form a contradiction with this

situation of Rance.

Result. First character; tender music. Its natural employment and

also its imitative employment are appropriate in all situations of com-

passion. The same music expresses all genres of tenderness equally well.

This character contains affectionate melancholy in its latitude, which

becomes a nuance of tenderness.

Graceful Music

By its intonations graceful music is quite similar to tender music

but differs from it by having a slightly more animated movement. Graceful

music is naturally related to the situation of a tranquil soul which reposes

in a sort of happy impassivity. It is in this style that Tityre4 will sing

2Arnaud-Jean le Bouthillier de Rance (1625-1700); born of distinguished
parents, Ranch's life was very dissolute until his legendary conversion
(ca. 1657). The direct cause of his conversion is unknown, but legend is
that, having gone to visit his mistress, Mme. de Montbazon, he found himself
in the presence of her corpse, dead for no apparent reason. After this
experience, he distributed his worldly goods to the poor and became themost
severely monastic monk at la Trappe.

3 Seneca, Epistulae CXVI, 5.
4 Tityre, tu patulae recubans sub tegmine fagi
silvestrem tenui musam meditaris avena: (Vergil, Eclogue I, 1).
("Tityrus, you, reclining under the protection of a spreading beech-tree,
Woo the pastoral muse on slender pipe:")
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lying at the foot of a beech-tree; it is the same style in which all men

will sing who will revel in the voluptuousness of nonchalance. Its rhythm

must not be too active or it will contrast with their situation and

perhaps change it. For them it is only a matter of escaping to the torpor

of inaction; this is how graceful music affects them. One of the nuances

of this character is tender and sensitive gracefulness, or amoroso. This

Tityre who was just now singing gracefully, free from care and of thoughts,

so to speak, will incline toward a song that may be slightly more sensitive

if he calls to mind Galate whom he loves. This feeble sentiment, which is

no more than a memory, resembles the final undulations of a sound which

already no longer exists. Sometimes graceful melody also borrows something

from gaiety. Located between joy and tenderness, it stretches toward one

and then the other, enlarging its domain by encroaching upon theirs.

Second character, graceful music; applicable to the calm of the soul

and by extension to modified sentiments. This music is suitable for

chansons, for elegance. Its metaphoric and picturesque usage renders it

suitable to everything which is gentle, fresh, and cheerful.

Happy Music

The happy man sings happily; however, it is not necessary for him to

sing this way any more than it is necessary forthe calm and indifferent man

to utter graceful songs. Melody is not a language of such natural expression

that the man who avails himself of it for his intimate usage always makes it

concur with his situation. This would cause it to become attached to an

extremely deceitful symptom, that of hoping to decide which is the happier

of two men who are unconsciously singing by determining it from their song.
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All of these observations, minute perhaps, but necessary, are bound to

confirm to the reader what we have told him earlier, that the primary

effects of music are only simple sensations. Thus, the happy man can

mechanically utter moving tones but I believe the contrary would not

exist: a man strongly affected cannot utter expressions of gaiety. We

will leave to the philosophic reader the problem of explaining this oddity

that we believe can be given as a well-observed fact.

Music specifically gay is hardly susceptible to indirect employment

in its imitative and theatrical usage. That which is "tender" in music

can be considered as sad or as tender because of the close affinity of

these two characters. In all circumstances a gay tambourin, agay allemande,

can appear to be gay only: it is only a question of being more gay or

less. Generally, the faster the air the more sprightliness it acquires.

Nevertheless, it is necessary that the choice of pitches and the melodic

shape contribute to give it this character. Just any melody performed in

a rapid tempo still remains lifeless and inactive: it is a crippled man

who is dragged along with impetuosity; he moves quickly but he does not

bustle about.

Gaiety is, then, the most fixed character, the least equivocal that

we will find in music and is the one which is least likely to be mistaken.

It has no nearly (d'a-peu-pres). In general this character is the one to

which the multitude is most sensitive. The person who least enjoys music

does not shield himself from the impression of an air which enlivens. We

promptly tire of slow, loud, sad, or serious music; we easily endure the

continuance of airs which exude vivacity.
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Third character, happy music; in reality as in fiction, principally

related to cheerful situations.

Powerful, Lively, and Noisy Music

By powerful music we mean that which conveys a character of firmness,

of pompousness, of vigour; that which is ordinarily performed in dotted,

staccato notes which are given a stricter articulation. This music is

never more effective than when performed by a large orchestra, which is

why we consider it one of the species of noisy music (musique bruyante).

These epithets, powerful (forte), lively (vive), and noisy (bruyante)

inform us that this music is not suitable to a single voice.5 Also, this

is the species of song of which the solitary man who sings for his own

diversion makes the least usage. If he sometimes resorts to it, it is by

a cold operation of the memory rather than by a determination of taste.

The character of which we are speaking conveys a less fixed expres-

sion. The meaning that the intellect and reflection derive from this

musical sensation is so vague that it is readily applied to circumstances

which differ considerably between themselves. Let us cite a few examples.

The melody of fifes supported by the sound of drums excites a martial

ardor in combat and in all semblances of war. At the moment the king

appears in the chapel of Versailles, this noise becomes august, imposing.

It enhances the majesty of the sovereign and adds to the display of his

grandeur. Such a symphony in the theater expresses a noise of war. Would

5This sentiment fairly accurately echoes those of Charles Burney,
which he expressed as "A well-disciplined band has the power of imagery, of
awakening ideas, and of describing the passions, more than a single voice,
or even a chorus of many voices can attempt with propriety" (Charles Burney,
The Present State of Music in Germany, the Netherlands and the United
Provinces, London, 1775, p. 56).
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you have it mean something completely different? It will be no trouble

for either the audience or the music; it is only necessary to change

the situation, the spectacle, and the decoration. You have seen that

the overture to Pygmalion6 heard during a storm became, as a result, the

storm's very portrayal. This example dispenses with the need of citing

others.

The reader is far from suspecting, perhaps, everything which is

related to the flexible indetermination of this genre of music, to its

supple and changing character; once this property is recognized, all the

inexplicable problems can be resolved without such knowledge. It is with

the aid of this music, which is nothing specific that one expresses

everything, which is to say, everything that seems to resist musical

expression.

Let us retrace our steps and recall what has been said. In reality,

the more a sentiment becomes allied naturally with melody, the more the

melody should easily and truthfully express this sentiment in theatrical

imitation. But in reality this desperate gambler who has just lost his

fortune would not sing. His situation is repugnant to it. Why, then, do

you make him sing in the theater? What character of music do you adapt

to a situation which, outside of imitation, rejects all music? This shall

be this quick, powerful, and noisy character. It is with a sudden move-

ment or a tumultuous melody that you will make the despair of this unfor-

tunate speak. At the rising of his first trouble, he utters some

melancholy and bitter thoughts about the horror of his situation, you

should employ this grave and austere character with its dotted, deta ched

6See Chapter V, note 4.
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notes whose articulation is harsh and vigorous, a character that I have

joined to the noisy music.

We have said that of all the sentiments the most lyrical is love.

By the same reasoning, hate is barely lyrical, and the more it torments

the soul by the ardour of its attack, the more (in reality) it is anti-

lyrical; for who would want to sing in the delirium of rage? Thus, in

the theater it would be necessary to do for raging Vend'me7 what we have

just now done for Beverlei8 in his despair: to seize upon a rapid move-

ment; to make the orchestra and the voice burst forth in all their strength.

In this last instance, if the character substitutes the more composed

movements of a somber and reflective hate for the convulsions of anger,

detached notes again present themselves as a means of expression. The

reader perceives by this example that the same monologue of music will

be equally suitable to Beverlei or to Vendome. We will develop this truth

by new proofs and new examples when we deal with style and declamatory

imitation.

Fourth character: powerful, lively, and noisy music. In reality it

is not compatible with any state of the soul. In the theater it is ap-

plicable to all situations which include trouble, whatever they might be.

This chapter contains the abstract of the entire art, but it only

remains for the reader to reduce this long display of doctrine to a mere

Louis-Joseph duc de Vend~me (1654-1712); Marshal of France and themost famous French general; leader of the French army against Italy andthe Netherlands in the first quarter of the eighteenth century. Interest-ingly, this idea was later made the subject of an opera, Vend~me en Espagne(5 December 1823); music by Auber (1782-1871) and Harold (1791-183 ), text
by Mennechet and Empis.

8Beverlei (1768), "tragedie bourgeoise" in 5 acts by Bernard-JosephSaurin71706-1781). The plot concerns a notorious gambler brought to ruin
by his inability to control this habit (Babault, Annalesdramatiqu es,

, 39-42). The role of Beverlei was made popular by Mol s's performances.



trifle. Four technical words would have told you almost as much: Largo,

Andante, Allegro, Presto. That is the summary of all that we have just

written, to such a degree does the nomenclature of an art sometimes contain

its most well-hidden secrets.

CHAPTER XVII

NEW OBSERVATIONS ON LIVELY, POWERFUL,

AND NOISY MUSIC

Do you wish to recognize even more positively how vague and indeter-

minate is the expression of powerful and noisy music? An experiment can

affirm it for you. Remove from this music the commentary of the words and

the clamor which accompanies it; reduce it to the single performed melody;

I did not say without accompaniment, but without the accompanying din

(fracas). Then examine this melody and listen to what it says to you. I

will give to the most well-versed person in music his choice of French,

Italian, or German airs which to him seemed to express anger and rage with

the greatest verity. Without knowing which will be the chosen piece, I

maintain beforehand that it will lose all of its expression when it loses

the accessory of the words and accompanying clamor. Ha! Do you think

that M. Gluck may have recognized this truth? Whether he acknowledged it
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or not, he felt it, which suffices for the accomplishment of works of

genius. Does it enter the head of a composer to place for an entire air

the voice of a single person into a struggle against sixty instruments

which swell in strength to cover and suffocate it? However, this is what

M. Gluck has done in the anger of Achilles.' There is no doubt that,

either from reflection or from genius, here is how he has reasoned:

"I have to portray the fury of the most violent man. These
isolated words, the anger of Achilles, announce an extraordinary
and terrible passion. How is song to be elevated to the height
of this situation? Anger is a sentiment which cannot be sung.
Let us produce a symphonic and ensemble effect, imposing and
terrifying if it is possible. The illusion of this effect will
be reversible on my hero, and the spectator who hears the roar
of the entire orchestra will believe its hundred voices is the
voice of Achilles."

It is in this manner that the man of genius feels or reasons. We know if

the process of M. Gluck has succeeded; the air of Achilles' fury has not

found perhaps a single detractor. If at that point you try to substitute

a passionate song which makes less noise you will see how much will be

lost. I further maintain that the air of Achilles' fury, detached from

the situation and the words and performed by a small number of instruments,

will be no more than a fiery and articulated march, which can never be

cited to the detriment of either the air or the composer. What does it

matter that the character of the melody might be weakened or unnaturally

altered by the circumstances? The genius who conceived it adorned it with

everything which might render it suitable for the situation. With this

song he produced the greatest possible effect; he has made us see anger

where there was none. Let us imitate this stroke of magic instead of

criticizing it.

"Suis-moi, Patrocle," from Iphigenie en Aulide, Act II, #34-36.
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In order to complete the experiment I have just indicated it is

necessary to repeat it on gay, tender, and graceful airs. If the unadorn-

ed melody of these airs, noiselessly, wordlessly, and even without accom-

paniment always remains as it was, if it preserves its gay, tender or

graceful character, the difference that we have established becomes

incontestable.

Another difference that I yet wish to have observed and that the

example proposed above completely illuminates is that if you were to write

the anger of Achilles below a painted or sketched figure whose basic trait

would not express anger, you would set forth a lie which would deceive

neither the intellect nor the eyes. In music, where there is no precise

expression of anger, a genius chooses an appropriate melody to bring about

the illusion he needs. He says to this melody which he has conceived,

"become the interpretation of fury." The marvel is accomplished. Everyone

imagines it to be there and feels himself, so to speak, aroused by the

sensation that the musician wished to express.

What are the means which bring about such an astonishing illusion?

Here they are.

Every robust and well-conceived melody performed in majestic style

excites a vague emotion, an indeterminate sensation: it puts one's feel-

ings in turmoil. The intellect works upon this sensation and here are the

relationships to anger which it finds: 1. The tumult of ideas, of which

the tumult of sounds becomes almost the image. 2. Anger precipitates the

movement of the blood and causes the beating of the pulse to increase.

Likewise, meter (which is the pulse of music) precipitates its pulsations

and reinforces its beats. Anger causes the voice to gush forth in bursts;
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likewise, in this air of fury, the actor controls the sounds of his voice,

which does not mean that he imitates the inarticulate accent of anger,

but that he gives a fortissime expression to the sounds that he utters,

the same as do instruments which can imitate no cry.

If you add to these means of imitation the gesture, the glance, the

bearing of the actor, and words whose meaning is anger, you will understand

how the spectator succumbs to the illusion of so many accessories which

surround and envelope the melody and which communicate to him a local and

instantaneous expression.

This transformation of the same music into different characters cannot

take place for all the characters [of music] taken indifferently. You will

never create the language of fury from a tender air or a graceful air; an

analogy is not found there. The characters of music which have a fixed

expression are, at most, able to extend it but not to contradict it. They

cannot signify anything other than that which their own character permits

them. By this same reason, music whose expression is less determined

admits of different expressions more easily. It is so, if I may be so

bold to say, in the case of men who lack character. They are the ones

who find it easier to borrow one which they owe to the circumstance.

All of our military songs furnish a complement of proofs to that which

I am maintaining; they are brisk, noisy, articulated. The air of the

charge, which is a signal of death, is a contra-dance.2 Ask our officers

if this air, performed at the moment of combat with the din of martial

2contradanse [corruption of the name, country dance]; a dance of
English origin which replaced in popular favor the branle, in great vogue
in 18th-century France. It was of lively character, in either 2/4 or 6/8
time with uniform 8-bar phrases, each repeated. For additional information,
see Ebenezer Proust, "contradanse," Grove's Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, 3rd edition, I, 708.
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instruments, gives them the desire to dance, if its basic character does

not become obliterated, does not become lost in the character which it

accidently assumes. But, it will be said, it is circumstance which deter-

mines the impression that the air must make. Aha! is it not the same in

the theater? If you excite my passions for one of your characters who is

reduced to despair, do you think that I might not be well-disposed to

find the expression of despair in what he sings?

The first time I observed these four principal characters in music,

when I recognized their proper and extensive utilization, it seemed to me

that this idea had not yet been seized by anyone. Since then I have found

it in the Ancients with slight differences.

"The philosophers have divided music into three categories relative

to its effects on the soul: tranquil, active, and enthusiastic. The

first was serious song of moderate movement which caused it to be named

morale or ethica. The second was a faster song which was in accord with

the passions. The third seized the soul and filled it with intoxication."

(Notes of M. l'Abbe le Batteux on the Poetics of Aristotle).3

"There are three principlesof music," said Plutarch; "gaiety, sadness,

and enthusiasm.,a

"Music divided itself into three categories: music of affliction, of

gaiety, and of calm." (Aristide-Quintilian).4

aSymposium quest. 5.

Les quatre poetiques d'Aristote, d'Horace, de Vida, et de Despr6auxavec les traductions et des remarques p~ M. 1'AbbUBatteaux(Paris, 1771
2 volumes. Charles Batteaux 1713-178Q was professor of Greek and Latin
at the College Royale and a member of the Acadsmie des Inscription (1757)and the Academie Frangaise (1765).

4Aristides Quintilianus, De Musica, Liber III (2nd or 3rd century);for further study see C. E. Ruelle, "Le Musicographe Aristide Quintilien,"
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Euclid established three characters of melody: that which elevates

the soul, that which irritates and ennervates it, and that which soothes

it. 5

Does Plutarch, whose three divisions are gaiety, sadness, and enthusi-

asm, appropriate all slow and sensitive music to the classification of

sadness?6 That does not seem correct to us, for a lover in the ecstasy of

joy sings in a sensitive and moving style.

The distinction of Aristide-Quintilian, Greek musician, is related to

these three words: Adagio, Andante, Allegro. He considers Adagio as

melancholy rather than tender. I differ from his opinion on this point.

Andante portrays calm and emotions so gentle that they do not destroy the

idea of repose. Allegro expresses gaiety, as the name alone indicates.

Had Aristide-Quintilian, who made no mention of enthusiastic music, conceived,

as had I, that the Allegro becomes enthusiastic when the accessory of accom-

paniment and the accouterments of imitation are joined to it?

Sammelbande der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft, XI (1910), 313.
5Euclid, Introductio harmonica Cleonidis, I; reprinted and edited in

Marcus Meibom, Antiguae Musicae Auctores Septem, 2 vols., 1652.
6Plutarch, Symposia, Book I, question V, 2; Plutarch's divisions are

actually derived from Theophrastus' Discourse on Music, now lost.



CHAPTER XVIII

ON STYLE IN MUSIC

We will consider two manners of style; style with regard to composition

and to performance.

On Style With Regard to Composition

When applied to language, the word style signifies the manner of com-

posing and of writing. To compose is to regulate the sequence and progress

of one's thoughts, to determine those which should be extended, compressed,

and even supressed. To write is to choose the turns of phrase and the words

and to fix their arrangement.

Style in eloquence and poetry has so much effectiveness that it can

make us enjoy a work that is fundamentally sterile and cause us to neglect

one whose subject is of interest. Cicero called style optimus, ac

praestantissimus dicendi effector, ac magister.I The master in the art of

fluent speaking, and that which produces great effects. Dionysius of

Halicarnassus attributes to the arrangement of the words a sort of divine

power which modifies the style in a thousand ways. He compares the power

of this part of style to that of Minerva in the Odessey, who makes Ulysses

appear in turn young and old, with an abject exterior and then with an

august appearance. 2

1Cicero, De Orator, I, 150, 8.
2Dionysi-us of Halicarnassus, On Literary Composition, Chapter IV.The passage to which he refers is The Odessy, XVI, 273.
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Music is a language. This language has its elementary characters -

sounds. It has its phrases which begin, are sustained, and end. It is

not solely the necessity of providing instances of repose in the voice
which causes these suspensions and terminations of the musical phrase to

be brought to mind; the nature of the art indicates them. After one

particular series of modulated sounds the ear expects something; after

another series it expects nothing more.

The merit of style in music, as in eloquence, consists in the ad-

vantageous distributing of one's thoughts, in rendering them sympathetic

and dependent on one another, and of knowing the opportune moment to

compress them and extend them.

As for this other part of style, which in eloquence consists in the

arrangement of the words, it has no counterpart in the tones of music.

Once the melody is conceived, the place of the tones is necessarily fixed.

Let us explain this through an example.

I prefer death to slavery.

The writer who wishes to publicize this thought can present it in

different words and turns of phrase.3 Thus it can be expressed:

I love death better than slavery.
Death frightens me less than slavery.
I prefer being no more to being a slave.

In the end what do I know? M. Jourdain might say in twenty different ways

to Dorimene that he dies for her beautiful eyes, but what he has said to
her is always the same thing. 4  If you place the tone which was the third

3The technique of varying the structure of a sentence to alter itseffect is called "metathesis."

4Moliere, Le Bourgeoise Gentilhomme (1670), Act II, scene iv;"Belle Marquise, vos beaux yeux me font mourir d'amour."
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in our musical phrase in the place of the one which was the first, since you

would thereby invert the successive order, you will not recognize the least

trace of the first melody. Where does this difference originate? Since

the turns of phrase and words are only the conventional signs for things,

those figures of speech having synonyms or equivalents allow themselves

to be replaced by them, but the tones in music are not the signs which

express the melody, they are the melody itself. What do we do when we

invent a phrase of melody? We arrange the tones in such and such a manner.

Once the melody is fixed, the disposition of the tones is then also nec-

essarily fixed.

From that, it follows that in music one can never obscure the expres-

sion of his thought. Whether we are singing or whether we are notating

the sounds that we have in our heads, these sounds are not the expression

of the thing, they are the thing itself. But if the writer, who has the

choice of terms and words, does not settle precisely on those which pertain

to his thought, he does not explain it. He says white whereas he is think-

ing black. Impropriety of expression is only too common in writing.

There is only one way to obscure the enuciation of one's thoughts in

music; that is by smothering it with the harmony. 5 If twenty instruments

simultaneously articulate melodies which oppose each other, one overwhelms

the other and we no longer distinguish anything. This obscurity results

from the confustion of several voices which speak together and do not say
the same thing. Thus, what is called the art of writing in music relates

5Chabanon was repeating a sentiment expressed earlier by Rousseau andothers, who maintained that "the orchestra in French opera, and particular-ly in Rameau, so predominated over the voice that the melody was drowned inaccompaniment" (quoted in Girdlestone, Rameau, p. 143).
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only to harmony. It is the art of arranging the parts that are auxiliary

to the melody in such a way as to allow the melody to appear and to enhance

it.

Let us observe in passing how many of the appropriate expressions of

an art are related to the processes which are unique to it. We call the

art of composing the melody style, and, as such melody admits of only a

single arrangement of tones, we annex the art of writing to the harmony

because it has the freedom to arrange the notes in several different ways;

we do not say the "style of the harmony" because the harmony taken by

itself has little expression and character.

Style in composition is, then, the melodic turn, or the shape (ie.

order) in which the notes are sung.

Style With Regard to Performance

By what oddity do we say of a distinguished singer or of a famous

instrumentalist that "he has an excellent style," yet we would not say it

of an orator who delivers a discourse, or of a declaimer and a comedian

who, respectively, recites and performs?

It is dreadfully easy to find the reason: whatever it might be, we

will make the observation that the art of musical performance is immensely

difficult because it is so immensely rich and varied. Two successive tones

must not have the same affection, or the same property, so to speak. The

style of the performer must, then, continuously fluctuate from opposition

to opposition, from contrast to contrast. In addition, let us add that

an expert soloist does not subserviate himself strictly to what the composer
has written. Here he embellishes the text; there he simplifies it. He
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alters one value at the expense of another, and by these modifications

that he devises, he almost becomes owner and author of what he performs.

Demosthenes, when asked what was the first part of eloquence, respond-
ed Declamation; the second? it was asked...Declamation...the third?

Declamation.6 What, then, do we say of musical performance? It adds more
to music than declamation adds to poetry or eloquence. If a discourse or
some verses are poorly delivered, what have you caused them to lose? Their
harmony and impassioned tone if they are susceptible to it. But the words,
the living signs of the thought, display it in .all its clarity; they indicate
the impassioned style of the writer though the declaimer does not utter its
accent. On the contrary, the tones of music being null and without meaning
by themselves, they acquire it only by means of the inflections given to
them, by the contrast that is placed there. If you deprive them of this
unique means that they have of expressing themselves, they remain mute and
inanimate. Try to infer a meaning from a scale sung academically (ie. in-
flexibly). Who would be the man that was musician enough, or rather, so
little musician as to judge music which is poorly performed?

It is through the use of this intrinsically meaningless language of
musical sounds that one must explain the necessity by which the art is com-

pelled to vary all the inflections of its tones and not couple two of them
which are alike. The style of the performer is the artisan of these creative
modifications; at every instant he opposes loud (fort) to soft (doux), wide
vibrato to narrow vibrato, slurs (coules) to detached style; otherwise he
labors the air with vain noise from which the ear comprehends nothing.7

6This anecdote actually comes from Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria,XI, iiis 5-6.

, Mably's bon mot, "La musique la plus difficile et la plus harmonique
n est que du brWFt des qu'elle est sans expression," became one of the
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Sometimes the spoken language utilizes, the same as music, some

sounds which have neither meaning nor character. We have no other re-

course than that of varying the inflection in order to determine the

meaning that it should have. The interjection Ah! is one of these
sounds which is by nature meaningless. According to the inflection that

the voice gives it, it expresses sorrow, joy, astonishment, tenderness,

admiration, etc., etc. That is what music does; it accentuates after its

own manner, melodically.. It adds rhythm to those sounds which lack all

expression, and through this operation it communicates one to them. The

composer and performer unite all the magic of their style for the very

same effect. One, like Pygmalion, molds the statue; the other, like Amour,

touches it and makes it speak.

period's oft-quoted sayings (Gabriel Bonnot de Mably, Lettres a Mme.la Marquise de P...sur l'pra, Paris, 1741, P. 137. Quoted in Masson
L Opera de Rameau, p. 552).



CHAPTER XIX

ON THAT WHICH DECLAMATORY IMITATION

ADDS TO MUSICAL STYLE

We do not usually sing in the orchestral sections (au pupitre) as we
do on the stage. What are the differences which distinguish the two ways

of singing? What are the characters of music most susceptible to these

differences? Such will be the object of our researches in this chapter.

While singing in the orchestra, the music is given all of its natural

expression as well as everything which is appropriately related to its

style and which constitutes what the style is. Declamatory expression is

deleted because, being connected to the action, to the production, it

should disappear with the apparel of the theater. In passing from the stage

to the orchestra, an air does what the singer himself does; he lays aside

his theatrical attire and shows himself in an ordinary garment. Of what

does this ornament consist that music borrows from declamation? In the

alteration of the voice, in gesture, and in facial expression. These last

two parts are exclusively related to declamation; we are excused from

speaking of them. But, the alteration of the voice not being independent

of the art of sounds, it is advisable to say a few words about it.

We do not talk like we sing. The emission of the voice in these two

processes of the vocal organ is not the same.a Song requires homogeneous

aSee Aristoxenes and all tje greek musicians. See also the work
intitled: Mecanisme du Langage.

1This is probably La mcanique des lanques et l'art de les enseigner(Paris, 1751), by 1'Abb6 Noel-Antoine Pluche (1688-1-76TJ7
213
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sounds which are due to an identical vocal quality. Declamation follows

this principle less severely. It allows the passions to alter or distort

the sound of the voice in order to render it expressive. The singer

should always sustain his own voice melodically. He has no more right

than do the instruments to stoop to the principle of extracting a hoarse

and vicious sound to express forced and painful sentiments. In the lyric

theater, where music and declamation are united, it is necessary that the

two opposing principles join together and modify one another. The music,

then, admits of some alteration in the voice. In several instances, the

actor makes the music less melodic and more declamatory; also, the expres-

sion natural to the song is exaggerated to be more suitable for gesture,

glances, and for the movements with which he accompanies it. He animates,

he impassions the melody more on the stage than in the concert. Such is

the influence of declamation on song. But all the characters of song do

not resort equally to this expression borrowed from another art. A grace-

ful air or a tender air is performed in the orchestra just as it is sung

on the stage. The proof can be seen in the first air of la Colonie2 and

in the airs I am going to indicate: Je n'ai jamais cheri la vie;3 C'est

l'amour gui prend soin;4 Ah! Quel torment d'etre sensible;5 Amour, Amour,

guelle est donc ta puissance;6 etc., etc. On the contrary, the air l'ai

2La Colonie (16 August 1775); music by Sacchini, text by Framery.
The first air is Fontalbe's air, "Des ce soir 1'hymen m'engage."

3From Gluck's Alceste.

4From Pi cci ni ' s Rol and, Act II.

5From Piccini's Iphig nie en Tauride.

6I have not yet been able to locate this aria.
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perdumon Euridice, 7 the one of Alceste, Me dechire et m'arrach le cour; 8

Je me reconnais from the opera Roland;9 the fast reprise from the duo from

Sylvain,10 etc., etc., all receive a more powerful, pathetic expression in

the theater, and they borrow it from declamation. These compositions are all

of the fast, powerful, and noisy genre. It is over this character, less

determined than the others, that declamation exercises a more facile and

absolute authority. The less declamation finds of a positive signification,

the more it is able to give an accidental and coincidental one to a character.

One day I was suggesting that from an air which I would designate and

which was immensely moving in the theater, a charming claverin piece could

be made, but which would only be lively, spirited, and animated. I was not

believed on the basis of my words alone. All those who were listening to me,

still full of the tragic emotion that the air had created in them, could not

believe that they could ever hear it with a pleasure devoid of this atten-

dant turmoil. A man of distinguished talent on the claverin arrived un-

expectedly and performed what I was proposing; it produced the effect I had

foretold. This fact proves nothing either against the air in question or

against the author, or even against the art. On the stage the air is as

moving as an air might be. The composer is a man of genius who saw in his

air all the declamatory expression of which it is capable. Ah! What fault,

then, can be attributed to the art when a composition full of despair and

delirium in the theater might be a delightful clavecin piece in the drawing

7From Gluck's Orph se et Eurydice.
8 From Gluck's Alceste. 9From Pi ccini 's Roland.
10Sylvain (19 February 1770) ; music by Gretry, text by Marmontel ;

scene viii.
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room? Such a melody fulfills the functions of an intelligent actor who

multiplies his specialities and plays different roles: it is a Garrick11

over whom tragedy and comedy dispute and who, by changing mask and clothes,

performs either one equally well.

Let us familiarize the reader with the idea that the same melody can

borrow from declamation different expressions which are almost contradictory

to one another. Ah! This is what happens to the sentences of discourse.

Irony causes words to be uttered with a meaning contrary to that which they

have. Le Kain,12 in the fifth act of Zai're,13 saying, "I am not at all

troubled," through the illusion created by declamation, was actually saying,

"I am in the greatest turmoil ." But if declamation can remove the true

meaning from words and give them one which is completely opposite, how will

it have a lesser efficacy on simple sounds?

Learn, then, Reader, to no longer be the dupe of all the criticisms

dictated by ignorance and dishonesty. "This air is bad," it is said, "for

I can apply it to other words than those which are there." 1 4  There is no

lively, powerful, and noisy air (expressing hate, rage, despair; all these

painful and anti-lyrical sentiments) which is not able to dispose of its

expression and assume another. Do not torment your mind in order to block

l 1David Garrick (1717-1779); celebrated English actor and theater manager.
12Henri-Louis Cain, called Le Kain (1728-1778); most celebrated French

actor of the 18th century; his contributions included reforms in the arts ofdeclamation, staging, and historical costuming.

13Zai're (1732) ; tragedy by Voltaire.
14This is one of the truly significant points emphasized by Boyd

('lExpression musicale; see Preliminary Reflections, note 6), and one whichparticularly impressed Eduard Hanslick, who acknowledges Boy's observation
that often precisely the same melody would accord equally well, if not better,with words conveying exactly opposite meanings. See Eduard Hanslick, TheBeautiful in Music, tr. by Gustav Cohen (New York, 1957), p. 32.
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your pleasures. Do not combat your feelings with sophisms. In the theater

such an air penetrates you with turbulent and impetuous passions; the

musician who brings about such a marvel is a magician whose art should be

dear and precious to you. Not everyone possesses this difficult art.

It is not only tragedy that is associated with song; the comic, the

buffoon is also set to music, and in this genre, as in the pathetic, de-

clamation assists music with its means and lends it its expression.

The author of La Serva Padrona1 5 gave his composer a difficult task

to fulfill in prescribing to him to express the impatience of a man who is

waiting.b How would you wish that music achieve this expression? What

means does it have with which to succeed? The composer has written a lively

air and could do nothing more to express it. As we have said, this char-

acter is susceptible to different interpretations. Declamation lends the

expression of impatience to the air and is demonstrated by the performance

of the actor.

The author of the delightful opera-comique Rose et Colas1 6 wished that

his composer might express irony, a sentiment not spoken in the language of

music. 17 Declamation supplied that which music could not do; but whatever

talent for expression that the actor displays in the air, Ah!Quelle douleur,18

if sung quickly, the musician's ear senses from the character of the melody

bSee the first air of La Serva Padrona.

15La Serva Padrona (28 August 1733); music by Pergolesi, text by
G. A. Federi co.

16Rose et Colas (8 March 1764); music by Pierre Alexandre Monsigny
(1729-1817); text by Michel-Jean Sedaine (1719-1786).

17"En general," dit Voltaire, "l'ironie ne convient point aux passions;elle ne peut aller au coeur" (Babault, Annalesdramatigues, V, 150).

18Rose et Colas, scene xi ii.
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that the air deserved to be sung in a factual sense, without irony and

with less swiftness.

Shall I mention those comical imitations that declamation sometimes

joins to music, such as laughing or yawning while singing, or mimicing

the worn-out tone and ridiculous babbling of an old man, etc., etc.? To

subject music to such ordeals is to make it grimace; it is to disfigure

the melody; it is to pervert it for the good of imitation; it is to wish

that a beautiful face might resemble that which is most ugly. Such cruel

sacrifices to theatrical verisimilitude might be made in passing; to repeat

them too often would be to cause them to degenerate into abuse. If you

attempt these grotesque modifications of the melody in concert, they will

make it seem like a monstrous decomposition; it would be unbearable. May

this example complete my attempt to make you aware that one does not sing

in the orchestra as he does on the stage. But, may someone explain to me

why the declared partisans of melody, who in the wars of music fight under

its banner and who exclude from the tragic genre everything which tends

toward the truest expression at the expense (they say) of the grace and

unity requisite in the melody, may someone explain to me, I say, why such

fastidious and scrupulous melodists applaud with rapture at some comic

productions where the melody, completely deformed in order to make it

imitative, substitutes hideous grimaces for its natural graces? Are they

sincere in such judgments?



CHAPTER XX

RESPONSE TO DIFFERENT QUESTIONS CONCERNING

STYLE OF PERFORMANCE

Question

If the style of performance has so much effectiveness in music, is

there, then, an air which is not able to be made pleasing when one knows

how to accentuate and modify all the notes?

Response

If dress and jewelery add so much to beauty, there is, then, no face

that art cannot beautify. The flaw of this reasoning enables us to per-

ceive the flaw of the first. A poorly-composed melody inspires nothing

in the one who performs it; he does not know where to place his inflections,

his ornaments; nothing determines them. Do you wish to be infallibly

assured if the melody of any composer has charm and character? Watch and

listen to the orchestra which performs it. If it becomes animated while

performing, if their sounds do not coldly emerge from their instruments,

the melody has spoken to their souls. This proof is without reply.

Question

Can the same piece of music admit of different styles of performance?

Can it be rendered in several ways?

Response

Among all those which might be used there is one which is most suitable

to the style of the air. This manner should be regarded as the only one

since it is the most fitting.
219
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Question

This pathetic air which you cited and which became a delightful piece

on the claveriin, do you vary its style in these two different uses?

Response

No, I add or subtract the declamatory expression but the style remains

the same.

Question

And all of these first-rate virtuosos whose styles differ, will the

Pagins,1 the Gavines, 2 the Jarnovichs, 3 the Pugnanis,4 the Jansons, 5 the

Duports, 6 the Raults, 7 and the Bezzozis8 perform the same composition in

the same way?

Andre Noel Pagin (1721-1785); celebrated violinist, was a pupil of
Tartini. Pagin's fame in Paris was connected to his performances with the
Concert Spirituel in 1750.

2Pierre Gavinia (1726-1800); violinist at the Concert Spirituel, was
considered to be the leading performer of the French school; called "le
Tartini de France," he ended his career as a teacher at the Conservatoire de
musique.

3Jarnowi ck (1745-1804), whose real name was Giovanni Mane Giornovi chi ,
was one of the eminent violinists of the 18th century and a student of Lolli
(d. 1802), whose eccentricities caused him to be regarded as a madman by
most hearers (Burney, General History, I1,1020).

4 Gaetano Pugnani (1731-1798); celebrated violinist, he was a pupil of
Tartini and was himself the teacher of the famous Viotti.

5Jean-Baptiste Aime Joseph Janson (1742-1803); violoncellist and a
pupil of Berteau, Janson made his debut at the Concert Spirituel in 1766
after which he went to Italy. He returned to Paris in 1771 where he became
professor of cello at the newly founded Paris Conservatoire in 1795.

6 Duport; two eminent violoncellists, the brothers Jean-Pierre (1741-
1818) and Jean-Louis (1749-1819), both appeared at the Concert Spirituel in
the 1760's.

7Feli x Raul t (1736-1801) ; celebrated flutist and son of Charles Raul t,
"ordinaire de la musique de la roi" and first bassoon at the opera. Felix
entered the opera orchestra in 1753 and a few years later held the title,
"premiere flute solo pour 1 'accompagnement."

8The Besozzis were a famous Italian family of oboists which included
Allesandro, Girolamo (Jerome), Antonio, Carlo, Francesco, and Gaetano.
Chabanon is probably referring to the famous "Brothers Besozzi," Allesandro
(1700-1775) and Jerome (d. 1786), whose duets caused a sensation in Paris
in the 1730's.
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Response

It- is in their own music that they will differ the most. All should

agree in grasping the spirit of each composer and the meaning of each piece.

Those who would be the least correct would have the most limited talent and

be least worthy of being called a great musician.

Question

Does each nation have a style of performance as it has an accent and a

language?

Response

No, each nation adopts different styles according to the times and

circumstances. Usually it suffices for a superior talent to provide a

lead for all the others. The style of Italian song has been decidedly

corrupted in the last forty years. It is performed with an often ridiculous

exaggeration that the great masters condemn and of which the great talents,

such as Madame Todi, know to rid themselves.



CHAPTER XXI

ON HARMONY JOINED TO THE MELODY

Up to this point we have confined ourselves to the simplest idea that

can be conceived in music, the single melody. Let us complete this idea

and restore the art in its entirety by returning to it the most necessary

of its accessories, harmony.

The reader does not expect us to give him a scientific treatise on

chords and the manner of employing them. In this chapter, as in the rest

of the work, we will consider the metaphysical part of the art more than

the material and technical part. In lieu of repeating what the most learned

theoreticians have said on the formation and usage of chords, we will limit

ourselves to a few reflections made more for the uninformed than for persons

versed in music.

It is certainly a phenomenon worthy of observation that the simulta-

neous impression of the co-existence of several sounds which the ear fully

distinguished produces only one clear, distinct sensation. Of all our

senses, hearing is the only one capable of such a sensation, simple and

compound at the same time, and music alone has the power of making us

experience it. When different noises reach the ear together they recipro-

cally neutralize each other. When several persons speak at the same time,

none can be understood. But when several voices sing harmonically dis-

tributed parts, the ear (in distinguishing all of them) receives the

impression of these combined voices as if it were receiving the impression

222
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of a single voice. In this mixture of sounds affiliated by harmony, the

melody is displayed clearly and distinctly; it is the result of everything

that the ear hears. If the subordinate sounds joined to the melody are not

those which prescribe the harmony, the unity is consequently destroyed and

the melody disappears; only disorder and unintelligible confusion remain.

It would be a curious experience for a European transported among the

savages to let them hear the airs which they are accustomed to singing in

unison with the embellishments of harmony. What would be the effect of

this first impression? Would it be annoying or pleasing? In going through

all of the parts, would the musical instinct of these uneducated men be to

first extricate the melody by subordinating to it those parts which accom-

pany it? These questions can only be clarified by experience. The solution

that might be obtained from it will determine the degree to which the

sentiment of harmony is natural to man and to what extent the sensation

he receives from it is artificial, deliberate, and contrived.

Harmony appears to derive immediately from the nature of sound; almost

all resonant sound produces its own harmonics. A chiming clock causes the

third and fifth to be heard with the principal tone. By its nature, then,

sound never exists alone; it is born with affiliated sounds which accompany it.

If you play an instrument in a room where there are twenty others, the

strings of all these instruments tremble and quiver everytime that the one

on which you are playing produces sounds which are analogous to them. But

for all other notes the strings remain mute and unaffected, experiencing

no quivering.

You cannot touch two strings at a time on the same instrument without

having it result in the muffled resonance of a third tone, lower than the
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other two, and which blends with them as if to declare that it belongs to

them and cannot be separated from them.

Such are the principal experiments which reveal to us the sympathy of

sounds and their necessary co-existence, experiments which form the foun-

dation of the learned speculations of the theoreticians. We will here

content ourselves with observing that the third tone produced by the vi-

brating of two others, far from always being a true bass, in an infinite

number of cases cannot be combined with the two tones which produce it.

The reason is that these two tones, following the turn of the melody,

belong to one mode or another and often the established mode rejects the

note generated by the resonance. See the adjoining example:

8asse etentissante

The resonance of sonorous bodies can be regarded as one of the foremost

elements of the Theory of Chords and as the cradle of harmony. It is not

[however] to this experience that we are indebted for the art of writing

music in several parts. This art had originated long before the phenomenon

of resonances had been observed, and the discoveries of the instinct, in this

point as in all others, preceded those of science.

We have as much basis for being astonished that the Ancients may not

have recognized harmony as we might be that the Moderns have extended the

Theory of Chords so far. Why did the first, informed by the perception of

the ear of the sympathy of some tones, not attempt to unite them in their

songs? How have the second dared to combine tones that dissonance seems to

render incompatible?

The effect of some dissonances is so harsh and grating that it, so to

speak, causes the instrument which produces them to suffer. If you touch the
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chord of a second on the violin, you will feel the walls of the instrument

tremble with violence as if they wished to come apart. Progress from this

chord to a consonance and this rough shuddering no longer takes place and

the instrument participates in the state of calm and quietude in which the

ear finds itself.

However, our system of harmony is equally composed of consonances and

dissonances. The legislators of harmony have, it is true, compromised with

the ear to make it admit dissonant chords. The rule for the preparing and

resolving of them consists in first making the note which is part of the

chord be heard, then approaching the injurious tone (le son ennemi) to

which this note fears being joined, and finally, making it disappear so

that a friendlier sound succeeds it. It is under these conditions that

the ear accomodates dissonance, when it supports the passing annoyance in

order to afterwards settle more agreeably on better matched sounds. It is

the same as when in life brief trials vary the monotony of well-being and

make its sentiment sweeter.

Persons little versed in music might imagine that, each tone having

its harmonics, the art of composition only consists in joining them to the

principal tone and making them always speak with it, but as this method

would produce confusion, the art prescribes a different one. Frequently,

in order to respond to twenty or thirty notes that are performed and

bantered together in the melody, the harmony establishes only one bass note.

It is not that the twenty uppernotes belong to the low bass tone and would

make up its harmonics, but that the melody deceives the ear, leads it astray,

and makes it accept them as being derived from this low tone.
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Melody is, then, the sovereign of music, even when considered beside

harmony. It is melody which arranges the materials which harmony furnishes

it. It is melody which causes the secondary parts to sing, each according

to the rank it occupies in the ensemble. It is even melody which, at its

pleasure, passes the principal line of the voice to the instruments and from

one instrument to another. Now, in these transmigrations, how are we to

follow the melody without the prompt instinct of a trained ear?

There is no reason (even in the theater) for the human voice to always

sing the principal part, that is to say, the most interesting one. If it

is alleged that the present actor who is conducting the action on the stage

attracts the greatest attention of the spectator to himself, I will respond

that the orchestra is no less present than the actor and that it is united

to the action no less intimately. I will add that the orchestra makes one

hundred voices speak, powerful by their diversity, powerful by their unity,

and that the actor makes only one speak, one which is infinitely limited in

its means of performance.

It is, then, with reason that we have justified, or rather, praised

the monologue of Renaud in the second act of Armide.a The principal melody

is in the symphony and it is in the orchestra that it was proper to express

these words: Ce fleuve coule lentement, etc.1

This leads us to a natural observation. If music was essentially an art

of imitation, the melody, the accompaniments, everything should unanimously

concur in imitating. However, in the most pathetic airs, in the most touch-

ing adagios, we see the accompaniment stray from imitation and melodiously

aOpera of M. Gluck.

1Armide, Act II, scene iii.
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play around the subject;b in pieces where the accompaniment is forced to

portray effects, the upper part is freed from this imitative function and

simply confines itself to singing.

For a long time a universal principle of harmony has been sought

according to which such and such a series of chords could be admitted or

rejected. I doubt that this principle is ever discovered. The simplest

and most general principle that might be given to students is to unite

successive chords by one or several notes which might be common to them.

This principle suffers from exceptions and benefits, for there is no harmony

more gentle and more suave than a series of descending sixths. Now, these

successive chords are not joined between themselves by any note which is

preserved from one chord to the other. For want of the principle that is

sought, here is what I propose. All harmony from which a facile and

natural melody results is good and in accordance with the rules. That which

engenders only laborious and difficult melodies is not worthy of being

allowed; at the most reserve it for those preludes where the performer makes

his knowledge glitter even more than his taste. If you wish, let the harmony

in these learned combinations show itself to be harsh and bristling; fleeing

the common routes, let it open a path to traverse the thorns and undergrowth.

But this indirect progress will never be considered one of the natural pro-

cedures of harmony; this is rather its licentious deviation and scholarly

delirium. Harmony is the tributary and subject of melody; it should venture

nothing other than the acknowledgement of that which commands it. May this

truth be the first and the last of all those that we must establish.

bSee Che faro senza Euridice; the accompaniment frolics and banters
under the melody. This is even more evident in the air, Alceste, au nom des
Dieux. The same observation will be made about most Italian airs.



SECOND PART

CHAPTER ONE

ON THE MUSICAL PROPERTIES OF LANGUAGES

In this part of our book we have reached the point where music is no

longer simply an assemblage of inarticulate sounds which have only a vague

and undefined meaning. Henceforth, music invokes the aid of speech; it

attaches to its own vaguely expressive sounds words whose meaning is fixed

and precise, whose articulation is already determined. The most obvious

effects of such an association, those which we first imagine and which

should be regarded as necessary, are that melodies, which by themselves

signify nothing precise, nothing positive, when united to words should say

precisely the same thing as them or belie those of which they constitute

the interpreters; this is our first mystery to discuss and to clarify.

Secondly, does it not seem that melody enters into servitude, so to speak,

as soon as it becomes joined to speech? Should it not do so, not only to

the meaning of the words which it is going to render but to their different

pronunciation, and is it possible that the diverse articulation of languages

does not modify the melody in one way or another? What, then, is the in-

fluence of languages and of dialects on melody? In order to recognize the

most musical properties of these influences it is first necessary to study

the properties of melody and to then see what properties of melody can exist

in languages, and which ones, in fact, exist more analogously and more

sympathetically.

Music is the art of sounds. It tends to ameliorate Nature as much as

it can. It attempts to make these sounds pure, clear, bell-like, resonant,

228
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convenient, supple, and sensitive. Melody which displeases when performed

by a hoarse, heavy voice acquires charm when a gentle and light voice

performs it. Some chords formed on an instrument that is unpleasant and

without tone quality sound insipid and die in the ear without effect.

These same chords, produced by a harp, convey a gentle inflection which

penetrates and moves the emotions. Such is the power attached to even the

quality of sound.

One of the recognized methods of properly purifying the sound of the

human voice is to not contract the organ, leaving it free and easy passage

in the throat and mouth; otherwise the sound constricts in its conduits,

becoming exasperated by bruising itself against the walls between which it

is tightened. The voice then loses all of its best qualities, ceasing to

be fluid, limpid, and transparent, those qualities necessary to present

the bold expressions consecrated by the Ancients.

The language which would most favor this clear and brilliant emission

of the voice would be the one which keeps the organ open and most spread

out, in which, consequently, sounds such as a, es, oi will dominate. On

the contrary, the vowels e, i, o, u bind it in a state of contraction un-

favorable to the melodic sound. The vowel u, pronounced in the Italian

manner, is not more advantageous; it contracts the sound in the throat and

gives it an internal reverberation.

According to these observations, the most musical language would be
Greek pronounced according to the Dorian dialect. The A is the most
dominant sound in it; it appears ceaselessly and, if I may be so bold to

say so, this broad and yawning pronunciation (Hiul ca) has sometimes been
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a subject of derision among the Greeks.a It does not seem that they may

have perceived its musical properties. This dialect was not annexed to

melody as belonging to it by natural right, and one might be astonished

that the Greeks, who pushed their researches so far in all genres, may

have omitted one of this nature.

We read in Demetrius of Phalerum a rather odd fact. "In Egypt,"

says the grammarian, "the priests invoke the Gods with the seven vowels

which they sing one after the other, and, for the sake of euphony, the

sound of these letters is used instead of the flute and kithera."2

I know that each of these vowels, a, e, e, i, 6, 6, u, like each day

of the week, was assigned to a god. To pronounce these vowels was to name

the divinities. But, it is no less odd that, firstly, a hymn amounted to

repeating the name of the gods to which it was addressed, and, secondly,

for the sake of euphony seven vowels were sung.b

The letter N is common to ancient and modern languages, a feature

which can be regarded as less musical. This letter distorts the sound

aSee the Sirac. of Theocritus.1

bThe word euphony in this sentence means only the favorable dis-
position of the vocal organ in pronouncing the vowels, for a, e, i, o, u
uttered one after the other does not form a concourse of harmonious sounds.

1Hiulca was the archaic form of Greek Dorian dialect and was a col-
loquial style used only in early lyric poetry and the chorus part of Attic
tragedy. Chabanon's reference is to the use of this "folksy" or "country"
dialect in the Idylls of Theocritus (3rd century B.C.), one of the only
places it is found preserved. Not everyone thought it humorous; Quintilian
(Institutio Oratoria, Book IX, 4, 37) says that the dialect contains "certain
gaps in the language which lend it a sort of grandeur."

2Demetrius of Phalerum (345-283 B.C.), On Style, I, 71.
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by drawing it toward the conduits of respiration. "Well-controlled nasal

oscillation," says one writer, "gives charm to speech but is harmful to

song."

The English speak with their mouths barely open and their teeth

half-clenched. This disposition of the organ is absolutely contrary to

the one that the perfection of singing requires. Thus, English lacks one

of'the most essential musical properties.

The two Italian verses which follow have been cited as favorable to

song:

Teneri sdegni, eplacide, etranquille
Repulse, e cari vezzi, e1liete paci.

The writer who gave them this eulogy3 did not pay enough attention to

the musical flow of the vowel i, which is repeated there. Its effect is to

compress the sound, making the voice shrill without timbre, and this effect

is not rare in Italian verses.

Not only does the art of singing tend to correct the nature of sound

by rendering it as perfect as it is able to be, but in the passing from

one sound to another, in their melodic enchainment, this art requires prep-

aration, requires an infinite smoothness. Nothing harsh, nothing abrupt;

all of these tones whose succession constitutes the melody must approach

each other and join like friendly sounds which seek one another only in

order to assert themselves. If the interval from one sound to another is

considerable, instead of brusquely leaping, the voice glides from one to

the other by an unnoticable passage, by a whistle which is prolonged

3Rousseau, Lettre sur la musigue frangaise. Chabanon also analyzes
Rousseau's citation in hisarticle, "Sur les propri6 tes musicales de la
langue francaise," Mercure de-France, Janvier, 1773, p. 178.
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is prolonged between the two extreme tones and facilitates their commun-

ication. Every language whose pronunciation would be forceful, harsh,

aspirate, or jerky will by these same qualities be offering as many

obstacles to the perfection of song. The soft fluidity of French pro-

nunciation observed in the days of Theodore de Bezec, which since that

time has even increased, can only be considered as a musical characteristic

of the language.

In music each tone, however brief its duration, receives different

nuances. Weak and almost imperceptible when it begins, it swells by

degrees and by degrees becomes smaller until it dies on the lips. This

same process is met again in an infinity of melodic passages where the

voice softly descends to a lower scale degree; then it disappears by

fading like an exhaled vapor. Our final mute syllables have such an

obvious relationship with this melodic process that in composing a language

expressly for music nothing more favorable could possibly be imagined.

Thus, our mute syllables are unjustly reproached as a musical flaw5. If

they oppose the melody in a few places, there are a thousand others where

they favor it. I have it from M. Piccini that in their method of singing

the Italians create mute syllables which they do not have. In the example

which he cited for me, the first syllable of the word canto was high and

sustained; the last, incidental and weaker, was only half uttered.

cThe proof of this will be seen afterwards in our observations on
languages.

4Theodore de Beze (1519-1605); a major figure in the religious wars of
France, Beze was the successor of Calvin in Geneva, translated the bible into
French, and wrote theological works in support of Calvinism. He was also the
author of religious tragedies of which the most famous is Abraham Sacrificant
(1550).

5Rosseau's Lettre specifically attacks this as a musical disadvantage.
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All the sounds that music employs necessarily have a fixed and deter-

mined duration that cannot be altered without changing something in the

melody. All the syllables of all languages also have their precise value

which cannot be altered without distorting the pronunciation. Please pay

close attention for a moment. Perhaps it is sometimes difficult to affirm

with precision if a particular syllable is long or short, but however brief

its pronunciation, if this syllable is shortened or lengthened more than

in ordinary usage the ear is surprised by it and is offended at this

innovation. Thus, each syllable has its fixed and inalterable value.

In music the duration of sounds is calculated with the most rigorous

exactitude because, being totally subjected to the laws of the meter and

being the constituent parts of the general rhythm of each piece, these

parts are compared to each other and their values appraised. The duration

of syllables in ordinary discourse cannot be evaluated in this manner

because we do not normally speak in meter. There is no one who could

answer that, in delivering a dactyl, 6 he employs the same interval of time

on the long syllable as on the two short ones if he does not scan these

three syllables in a given meter. The quantity of a language, up to the

point at which metric poetry might be introduced, is inappreciable and,

like the voice in speaking, wanders and floats between a thousand degrees

of intonation that the ear cannot estimate with precision, what Cicero calls

obscurior cantus. 7  Likewise, in speaking the voice elongates and shortens

the duration of sounds by a thousand inappreciable degrees.

6A dactyl is a metrical foot of three syllables, the first accentedand the others unaccented (in English verse) or the first long and theothers short (Greek and Latin verse).

7Cicero, Orator, 57, 5.
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When the Ancients began to indulge in a metric poetry they corrected

the vague indetermination of prosody, which is to say that in many respects

they made a prosody of convention, as we will elsewhere observe; here I

will only mention a word in passing. The Omicron8 was a short vowel among

the Greeks, but, says Dionysius of Halicarnassus, in the word Odos this

vowel is shorter than in Rodos; in Rodos it is shorter than in Tropos; in

Tropos it is still shorter than in Strophos. Yet, adds this grammarian,

that does not prevent these four syllables, which are in fact unequal in

duration, from being equal in poetry and all considered to have the value

of half a long syllable.9 Is this not to evidently mislead the ear, to

deceive its sensations, and to command it to hear what it does not?

Finally, is this not to make a conventional prosody?

We would be wrong to reproach the Ancients for this kind of license.

Since all language is the work of convention, What does it matter if there

is one convention more? But since the Ancients had this conventional

prosody, no one is afraid to conclude that their language was infinitely

more musical than ours; I would not be afraid to conclude completely

otherwise.

Either the poetry of the Ancients subjugated the music to its values

or there was more regard for the values of the music than for those of the

poetry. In the first of these two cases, the melody was reduced to quarter

and eighth notes (e.g. a dactyl), signs which represent metric values; from
that moment, music, weakened in one of its most powerful means, in the in-

finite variety of its quantities, was only a poor art, unworthy of being

mentioned among us. Do you suppose that music, as rich before as it is

80micron; the fifteenth letter of the Greek alphabet, corresponding tothe English short 0.
9Dionysius of Halicarnassus, On Litermy Composition,Chapter XV, 5-15.
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today, used all the quantities from the whole note to the sixteenth note?

If that is so, the value of the notes altered that of the syllables; the

musical rhythm dislocated the metric rhythm and destroyed all the

conventions of the prosody.

The most destructive idea for all melody is that of subjugating the

processes of song to those of speech, and this is no less true relative

to quantity than to intonation. There is no language in which the voice

remains on one syllable for one or two minutes; yet, there is no music

where a note is not frequently sustained and held out for this interval

of time, since long developments form one of the ornaments of melody. If

you admit that there is a necessary relation of musical values with the

prosodic quality of language, there will not exist a language in the

universe with which the opening of the Stabat might be sung. 10

If the musicians had the right to make a language suitable to their

art, we do not doubt that they would give no determined prosody to this

language. Ah why would it have one since music, by its own essence, is

forced to give prosody its own? The syllables that melody would elongate

would be long; those that it would shorten would be short. It is the same

as when the words ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, ti, ut, (a kind of language in

the usage of musicians) are adapted, according to the circumstances, to

whole notes, quarter notes, or to sixteenth notes.

Musicians might not have a language exclusively for their own usage,

but at least one in which prosody is neither recognized nor studied does

not assign a designated quantity to each syllable and then permit them to

10Pergolesi's Stabat Mater (1729).
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be called short or long almost indifferently. This language, I maintain,

certainly has one musical advantage, and it is that one cannot dispute in

our language since his enemies have reproached him for it.d

All persons who rise up against modern melody impute to it only one

fault, that of combining poorly with our language. I admire the illusory

effect of habit which alone can make us judge thusly. Our prosody, lively

and nimble, moves rapidly, borne along on a large number of short syllables

which expediate pronunciation. Lulli's melody, on the contrary, is slow

and lazy, dragging itself more than it walks and fearing to quicken its

movements. What relation is established between such a dialect and such a

melody?

In the excursions that have been made over our language to find the

reason for the incompatibility between it and music, a detriment has been

made of the grammatical order to which it is subjected. "The sentence,"

says the eloquent writer from Geneva, "unfolds in a more pleasing and in-

teresting manner when the sense of the discourse, suspended for a long

time, is resolved by the verb with the cadence than when it unfolds in the

course of the phrase." 12

1. I cannot sense the musical merit of inversion and the musical

analogy between the cadence and having the verb at the end.

2. The verb transferred to the end does not keep the sense of the

sentence more suspended than if it was the substantive which terminated it.

dSee the letter of Rousseau on music. 11

llJean-Jacques Rousseau, Lettre sur la musigue franchise, (Paris, 1753).
12J.-J. Rousseau, "Lettre sur la musique frangaise," Oeuvres completes

(Paris, 1907), VI, 242.
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Misero Pergoletto
Il tuo destin non sai.

Were the verb placed in front of the substantive, the sense of the

discourse would not be explained any sooner.

3. Metastasio, whose words are combined with such beautiful airs,

made only a moderate use of inversion.

4. If long periods are favorable to music, some can be found in

several of our poets and principally in Gresset, 13 who includes as many

as twenty or thirty verses. In this respect our language is not contrary

to music.

That which throws light on discourse facilitates its union with melody.

You think that to hear music with some words is to hear two languages spoken

at once, is to comment on one through the other. If this operation

[inversion] is applied, there is no pleasure to anticipate. It is, then,

apropos that the meaning of the lyric words not become enveloped in the

folds of inversion, that it not circulate, half-explained, in the contours

of a long period. Finally, to state our assertion more clearly, the

practice of gramatically constructing sentences can only be considered as

a very musical property.

The rapid examination that we have just made of the processes of melody

and the properties of language has made us see those of melody almost always

in contraiction with the other. There is, then, no perfectly musical lan-

guage, and in all countries speech is united to melody in order to tyrannize

it. Such a union would be absurd it it did not result in the advantage of

attaching sentiments and images to the sensations that music produces in us.

13See note 30, Chapter VIII, Part I.
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Besides, if speech keeps melody in servitude and constrains the liberty

of its natural processes through a thousand impediments, melody, for its

part, will react against the languages which oppress it and violate their

most sacred privileged. It widens the pronunciation of contracted

vowels; it corrects nasal inflections and makes them disappear as much as

it can. I have never heard the English language sung but I am quite

assured that those who sing it with success defer more to the musical

principle of opening the mouth than to pronunciation which keeps the teeth

clenched.

Among the Greeks musical intonation differed entirely from the prosodic

and accentuated intonation of language; Dionysius of Halicarnassus has

handed down to us almost intact the notated melody of a few verses from

one of the tragedies of Euripides. 14 He observes that the melody formally

contradicts the accent of the language at each syllable. The values of

Greek and Latin syllables were no longer respected by the melody; sovereign

to the language, it overpowered the quantities and substituted its own for

them. This is what Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Quintilian have both

said in such a positive manner that there is no way to doubt it. Why,

then, have so many marvels been published about the musical character of

the ancient languages?

Our modern music likewise impedes the prosody of languages. In the

first couplet of the Stabat, the words Lacrimosa, dolorosa are pronounced

with four equal syllables each. The second couplet.is scanned thusly:

Cujts, animam qimentem. In the notated declamation of Lulli, you say

gloireu, victoireu, Atis est_ trop heureu-eux. 15  In a more modern music,

14See note 6, Chapter VII, Part I.

15Lully's At (10 January 1676), Act I, scene iv.
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the phrase si des alans de la ville, 16 in defiance of the quantities, is
scanned by a series of sounds equal in value. The same fault is seen in
this verse: J' i perdii man Servitaur. This other is even more defective:

Mon chalimau, ma houlette.

Ah! What do we say of this one?

Quand on salt aimer et plaire,
A-t-on besoin d'autre bien.

It is sung as follows:

A-a-t-on be-e soin-in, etc.

I am citing pieces consecrated by the vote of the nation. Doubtless,

those who enjoy them believe themselves to be ardent zealots of the privi-

leges of our language, and yet, without being aware of it, they support

all the outrages that a melody which charms their ear makes the French

language endure.

It is principally in Italian music that one can observe the damage

that melody inflicts on the words. If you glance through a large number

of Italian airs you will see the words thrown here and there in the wake

of the air, without order, without syntax, without meaning. You will see

the phrases there cut off by the melody before their meaning might have
been explained, which is to say that you will see the words there mangled

and mutilated by the notes, and in considering these ruins of the language,
you will ask yourself of what use it is to be melodic par excellence (as
we are assured) if it means to be only a little more mistreated by the melody.

16This example and the three immediately following are from Rousseau'sLe Devin du Village (18 October 1752):
"s des galans de la ville" - scene i

"J'ai perdu mon serviteur" - scene i
"Mon chalumeau, ma houlette" - scene v
"Quand on sait aimer et plaire" - scene v
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Music was not equally hostile to words in all periods. When the art,

still in infancy, finds few resources in itself, it borrows those of the

words with which it is combined. It makes itself the slave of language

and assists it in everything, becoming indebted to it for its success.

But, in perfecting itself, the more music recognizes and extends its own

resources, the more it will exert itself to recover their total and free

usage. From this moment, music revolts against language, fights against

it to escape the shackles that language would give it, and always finishes

by overwhelming it with the superiority of its privileges.

Ah! How are we to explain the bizarre and yet necessary usage of fre-

quently repeating the same words in the same air other than by this sub-

jection of words to music? Without doubt, this usage offends reason; it

could have no place outside of song and it can only be ridiculous to repeat

the same thing twenty times; but, by its essence, music must repeat the

same melodies. These repetitions are related to the constitution of the

art; they heighten the pleasure it procures. The return of the same

melodies naturally brings about the return of the same words, and do you

think that the mind might advantageously object to that which should dis-

please it when the ear is seduced by the sounds?

From time to time we Frenchmen, newly initiated in the process of

melody, still allege the privileges of our language, both severe and

delicate, against the usurpations that melody makes on her. But the more

musical our nation will become, the less scrupulous she will be about the

prerogatives of the language and, like the Italians, one day we will have

a dialect recognized as truly lyrical; this will be when we have permitted

music to suitably distort it for its needs.
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At the moment we were writing this, there fell into our hands the

work of a foreigner, a man of considerable intelligence and one to whom

our nation owes recognition for the esteem and the taste of which he bears

witness. The sentiment contrary to the one I support is too forcefully

stated in this work for us to neglect responding to it.

The opinion by which J. Jacques [Rosseau] astounded all the intel-

lectuals and stirred up several of them, this opinion whose solemn abju-

ration he afterward performed at the altars of M. Gluck, M. Sherlock17 has

caused to be revived. Let us examine in detail the reasons which determine

it.

Objection

There are five sounds in the French language which torture all ears

not accustomed to hearing them from infancy; they are: an, en, in, on, un;

the last one is above all truly intolerable. The letter u is a hiss and

the mute e cannot be heard.

Response

The discussion that I am undertaking would guide me too far astray

if, in the examination of the reproaches made against our language, I do

not limit myself exclusively to that which concerns music. In this case,

17 Reverend Martin Sherlock (d. 1797), Lettres d'un Voyageur Anglais
(Geneva, 1779), 133 pages. The few biographical facts that are known about
Sherlock are recorded in John Nichols' Literary Anecdotes of the EighteenthCentury (London, 1814), Vol. 8. The Lettres, originally published in French,appeared in London in 1779 in English translation by Rev. John Duncombe.Chabanon was joined in attacking Sherlock's poetic sentiments by one M. Bassi,
a professor of the Italian and English languages in Paris, whose Observations
sur les Pontes Italiens, ou Rsponse aux Remarques sur les mames Posies, duVoyageur Anglois M. Sherlock (Paris, 1780 was published at approximately thesame time and defended the classical Italian poets from Sherlock's accusations.
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I would say that the harmony of a language can hardly be known and. apprec-

iated except by those who have acquired the habit of it from infancy. I

would say that there is neither an ancient nor modern language which does

not have nasal syllables, and that these awkard sounds, skillfully blended

with more shrill sounds, form, like shadows or masses, the clear-obscure

of the language. I would say that Quintilian, whose testimony on taste

and harmony is of such great weight, envied the Greeks the gentle euphony

of the letter U, whose vicious hissing M. Sherlock reproves, and that he

preferred it to the ou of the Romans, which was precisely the same as the

modern Italians. I would say . . . . but let us consider solely the musical

properties of the letters and syllables in our language that are being

attacked.

An and en, far from forming sounds unfavorable to song, keep the mouth

and throat in a state of openness which allows the voice to reverberate

against the palate. If you sing Entrez dans la carriere; enfin j vous

revois, you will feel that nothing constricts and narrows the opening of

mouth in the pronunciation of the words entrez, dans, or enfin, and when

performed on this last word, the experiment at the same time vindicates

two syllables from the accusation M. Sherlock brings against them. I

strongly doubt that the in in ingrato, when sung according to the Italian

pronunciation, making it vibrate and narrowing the n, is as advantageous

as it is in the word ingrat, sung according to French pronunciation. I do
not see that the i, narrow and clenched, is so vocal when accompanied by

the oscillation of the n. Although the French u constitutes a less musical

sound, it still produces a contraction as it is pronounced only with the

lips, while the Italian ou involves the voice; e torn la flebile parola,
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1418
a rimbombar indietro su'l cuore;18 that isvWhat might be said of the

muffled internal resonance of the Italian ou.

Objection

If you ask an Italian composer who works with French words which

parts he might be able to delete from the words amour, coeur, he will tell

you that it is impossible to leave out any of them.

Response

Without having proposed this question to M. Pi ccini to be resolved,

it is from him that I will conclude the response which definitively resolves
it. Sing the charming air from Roland, C'est l'amour l ui-mgme gui prend

soin d'embellir. 19 Sing this air with the graces of which it is susceptible

and you will force M. Sherlock to agree that in music one is not too hamper-

ed by the word amour. Having enjoyed the musical phrase to which this word

is attached, if you substitute the word amor for that of amour and ask

yourself what it adds to the charm of the melody, you would have difficulty

understanding what M. Sherlock meant. Do you wish to respond to another

objection of the critic with another passage from M. Piccini and demonstrate

the musical merit of the mute e? If you take the sensitive and delicate

air from Roland, Je vivrai, si c'est votre envie, 20 you will find that these

words, Mon fort est trop doux, are connected to the pleasant occurrence of

of movement from a higher tone to a lower one, which compels the voice to

protract the sound oux-ou while descending, a disagreeable and not very
melodic effect, although it is encountered on the syllable ou that N. Sherlock

18 Turn the plaintive word to resound back upon the heart.

19Roland, Act II.

20Roland, Act II, scene v.
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likes. Instead of that, see the same passage in the air set to these

words: mon fort est digne d'envie. It is the syllable le which is sus-

tained and which, blending softly with the voice, settles on the mute e

and evaporates, vanishing with it. If I am not mistaken, these examples

have demonstrative power.

M. Sherlock grieves or becomes angry that our language is without

accent, and, as a zealous musician, I rejoice over it. If we are given

prosodic accents it will be necessary to either observe the rule or contra-

dict it. In this last case it is better to be free from every law than to

acknowledge them only to violate them. If you defer to the rule of prosodic

accent, you will, then, always be constrained to elevate the accentuated

syllables and to arrange on a lower level those syllables which are not

accented. Good Heavens! What a method to produce beautiful songs! Guard

yourself from believing that the Italians may have followed it; they might

never have arrived at the reputation they have acquired. Twenty skillful

composers in Italy set the same words to music and with almost equal success.

Do they all raise the melody precisely the same degree on the same syllables?

No. Of the twenty, there is perhaps not one who might have co-ordinated

the intonation of his melody with the prosodic accent of the syllables.

Experiment with it and forever persuade yourself that everytime that the

form of melodic intonation is sought in the intonation of speech (ie. the

patterns of syllabic accent), an essential error is committed which engenders

a thousand others from it and becomes a source of rationalizations contrary

to the nature of the art.

The ingenious critic against whom I am defending myself (for he fulfills

the functions of.agressor) goes to the trouble of writing an entire expose
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against the defect of the letter R. He claims that all nations have a

horror of it; that the Greeks called it the letter of the_ dogs. Vossius

said that at the end of words this letter has a harsh articulation, ut

canium potius quam humanum,21 etc., but this does not prove that the

Greeks had the same opinion. On the contrary, in De Compositione

Verborm Dionysius of Halicarnassus speaks with praise about the Rho of

the Greeks; he calls it guennaiotaton. 22  This nation might have been

sorry if the letter R had had the misfortune of displeasing it; its entire

language was bristling with it. Often the letter Rho is found doubled

and in most instances a harshness even augments its roughness. I know

that among the Greeks the S, sigma, had declared enemies who wished to

banish it from the language. I know that Lasus, 23 musician-poet, wrote a

hymn to Ceres and an ode entitled The Centaures in which he stipulated not

using the letter S a single time. Pindar,2 4 we are told, did the same for

an ode. I am aware of all that and I do not esteem this letter any less.

Though I would not recognize its figurative use such as in this verse of

Racine: Pour qui sont ces serpens _quj sifflent sur vos tetes?25 (For who

are these serpents whistling around our heads?), I would say that this

21Isaac Vossius (1618-1688), De poematum cantu et viribus rhythmi
(1673).

22"The letter R has a rough quality, and is the noblest of its class"
(On Literary Composition, tr. by Rhys Roberts, Chapter XIV, p. 147).

23Lasus (fl. 548 B.C.); born at Hermione in Argolis; he wrote choralpoetry (hymns and dithyrambs - none extant) and is credited with the inven-tion of circular choruses and dances in Greek drama. See Burney's GeneralHistory, I, 347-349, for other musical discoveries attributed to Lasus andsee Athenaeus for an account of his use of the letter sigma and his ode,
The Centaurs.

24 Pindar (522-442 B.C.); greatest of the Greek lyric poets. The
technique wherein a poem is so constructed as to omit entirely a certainletter or is restricted to the use of but one vowel is called a "lipogram. "

25Andromaque, Act V, scene v, 1638.
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sound, when happily combined with others, contributes to the charm, to the

variety of language, The letter R does not seem to me to be any more

worthy of banishment. Its vigor and ruggedness impart a circumstantial

merit to it that M. Sherlock has brought to light by the examples he cites.

Perhaps it will be astonishing that in the Ode where she portrays her love

with so much passion, the sensitive Sappho may have inserted verses in

which the letter R dominates. 26 If she speaks of the fire which flows

through her veins and colors her skin, here are the words she uses (I am

writing them in French letters):

Chro pur upodedromachen. 27

Is she portraying the cold fury which bathes her face? Here are her

expressions:

Hidros psuchros Keitai, tromos pasan agrei.28

What will hardly be less astonishing is that the Italians, whom M. Sherlock

congratulates for soberly employing this letter, seem to go to the trouble

to seek it out and to attach to it the same endings that we do. Masters

of saying amore and cuore, very often they say amor or cuor. In our verses

.Sappho (ca. 610 B.C.); Greek poetess. Aristoxenus ascribes to herthe invention of the mixolydian mode. The Sapphic Ode cited by Chabanon
is the famous Fragment 31, variously called "The Ode to Anactoria" or "Toa Beloved Maiden." It was adapted by Catullus, alluded to by Plutarch, andquoted by Longinus (De Sublimitate, 10) as an example to illustrate theperfection of the sublime in poetry.

27~.." ... straightway a subtle flame has
stolen beneath my flesh, my eyes see nothing, myears are humming, . . ." (Translation taken from Denys Page, Sapphoand Al caeus , [London, 1955],5p. 47).

28"A cold sweat covers me, and a trembling seizes me all over,I am paler than grass, I seem to benot far from death. . .But all must be endured." (Ibid., p. 48).
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terminated by an R, for which we are bitterly reproached, one says aimer,

charmer like one would say aims, charms. This is not the same in Italian;

the R must sound in the infinitive amar, far, dir, morir, etc.

Let us summarize this discussion. Perhaps it is not an example of

perfect fairness to compare some Italian verses and the parodied French

translation that has been made of them. If all translation loses something

in comparison with the (original) text, so much the more does one which has

suffered the constraint of parody and that has been made by attaching the

syllables to notes. Nevertheless, though this be correctly pronounced in

Italian:

Che faro senza Euri di ce,
Dov' andr senza'l mio ben.

I will permit myself to doubt whether the flow of these words may have more

smoothness than these:

J'ai perdu mon Euridice;
J'ai perdu tout mon bonheur.29

It would be difficult for me to find sentsa eouri fie. senza Euri-] to be

euphonious, a concurrence of syllables offered by the Italian pronunciation.

I do not like dov'andro sentsa'l any better. In whatever language they are

found, these elisions, the means by which the words are mutilated and dis-

figured by devouring each other, seem to me like depravations of the

language to which usage alone might accustom one. In the pronunciation of

sentsa'l I find the vice of mute syllables fortified and exaggerated for

precisely the reason that it lacks a mute syllable. In fact, I suppose

that when read as sentsle mio ben, it is evident that the voice, stopping

29This comparison is originally found in Boys's 1'Expression musicale,
p. 14 . Also, see note 14, Chapter XIX, Part I for further discussion.
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on the syllable sa, would then smoothly glissando onto the mute le syllable

in order to recover at the consonant following mio. But the lack of a

mute e necessitates curtailing the pronunciation sal more sharply and

passing roughly from this consonant to the consonant m without intermediary

communciation.

M. Sherlock finishes by exhorting us to have an Italian opera that we

should substitute for our own. If this wish was executed with all possible

advantages we would unite the greatest composers and greatest singers that

Italy may have ever produced. In that case, we would make, just as have

the Italians and all other nations who have adopted their spectacle, we

would make, I maintain, a hall of games, visiting, and refreshments of our

theater hall, where the pleasures of the stage wouldlast a quarter-hour

or a half-hour at the most, and the rest of the time would be dedicated to

the languors of boredom or to the vapidity of the most dispassionate dis-

tractions. How can such an exchange be proposed to the French when their

opera hall has been seen full of foreigners and natives who, from the

overture to the final chorus, are following the pathetic development of an

interest-filled action; when these spectators, composed of all the nations

of Europe, have been seen to be moved, to cry, to weep, and to become

cheerful in response to the assorted nuances of a spectacle as great as it

is correct. After having seen and felt these gentle and varied emotions,

can one tell an enlightened people to cease this continuity of pleasure

and dramatic interest for the transitory flash of a beautiful Italian aria?

In addition, if M. Sherlock had made his appreciation for our nation less

apparent, by this counsel one would suspect him of a national apathy.a

aThe oddity of a few other judgments conveyed by M. Sherlock mightwarn us against his judgments on music. It is in his work (so estimable in



CHAPTER II

ON THE MUSICAL PROPERTIES OF PROSE, OF POETRY, OF POETRY

OF ONE GENRE OR ANOTHER, AND OF ONE OR ANOTHER METER OF VERSE.

After having studied what is musical in language, the natural order of

ideas requires that we do the same investigation for the different forms

of language: prose or poetry, verse of one or another meter. Before

considering these questions, one other appears which might serve as a

preliminary. Is melody born from the poetry or the poetry from the melody,

or do they have an origin independent of one another after all?

It is commonly thought that the poetry has given birth to the melody;

here is the proof. Song is only embellished speech. In polishing our

language, men have modulated and cadenced it; that which led them to song

ultimately resulted from the modulation and cadence fof speech]. This

reasoning, reduced to its clearest meaning, means that by dint of speak-

ing one necessarily learns to sing, which [in actuality] presents nothing

quite so evident. But what! Casaubon1 had well imagined that music was

born from the dance; after such a discovery it was less difficult to have

other respects) that one reads: that there is no one who might not prefer
to appear before posterity with only T61simaque than with the forty volumes
written by M. Voltaire. We also remember who the modern poet is that
M. Sherlock places above Horace. 30  Re-read the citations that N. Sherlock
quotes to give the reason for this preference and you will believe it
possible to sometimes doubt what he asserts.

30 Frederick the Great, king of Prussia was the poet Sherlock considered
superior to Horace. Fnelon (1651-1715) is author of the play T i naque (1699).

lsaac Causabon (1599-1614) was known mainly for his book, De satyricagraecorum poesi et romanorum satira (1605), and a translation of Theophrastus'
Characteres ethici (1592). Casaubon's belief that music is born from dance is
expressed in Book I of De .satyrica graecorum.

249
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poetry give rise to melody. However, if melody had been the final result

of the refinements of language, what centuries would have had to pass

before we might have sung! What countries where music is bound to be

forever unknown! The evident twisting of these two circumstances demon-

strates the twisting of the principle from whence they are drawn.

What is the meaning of this other principle, song is only embellished

speech? If this assertion might have the least bit of truth, then in all

circumstances where speech wishes to deploy its greatest advantages its

speech should have recourse to those of melody. Why, then, do Demosthenes

and Cicero not modulate their harangues and their writings into musical

languages? Why did not the one inveigh against Philippe, and the other

foil the plot of a seditious conspiracy to the noise of flutes and

citheras?2 Why do not the ministers and lawyers among us resound in

musical accents? You laugh! It suffices; you recognize that there is

something in song other than perfected speech.

Let us invert the order of generation established above. Man has sung

in all ages and from the moment that he knew the usage of a language, he

attached words to the sounds that he was modulating. These words, applied

to the melody, received the imprint of it. Where repose was found in the

melody, it was also found in the discourse; the syllables derived a metric

value from the value of the notes to which they had been associated. When

one might have afterwards wished to pronounce these melodically arranged

2The three Philippics of Demosthenes (351, 344, and 341 B.C.) wereorations in which he attempted to rouse the city of Athens against thethreat of attack by Philip of Macedon. Chabanon's second reference is toCicero's three Catilinam orations (63 B.C.), in which he exposed a conspiracyby the consul Catiline to seize the government of Rome.
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phrases, the mold and imprint of the melody was found in the words, in the

phrases, and in the syllables. There is the art of speaking in contrived

meter (ie. poetic meter); it is a thousand times more natural to have it

derived from the melody, which by its nature is measured, than assigning

speech, which itself is not uniformly measured, as the productive cause of

melody.

This origin of poetry has some probability but it lacks certainty.

Among the several reasons which might call it into question, we will cite

only the sterile monotony of the metric values, reduced to only two,

whereas melody admits of a larger and more differentiated number. I believe

that music and poetry are sisters and not daughters of each other. What-

ever they might be, they have points of affinity which relate them and

these are the means of propriety which it is a question of recognizing.

I have read treatises on lyric poetry in which music was not consider-

ed for a single instant, works rather similar to treatises on horsemanship

which would mention neither the horse nor his gait. Here we will relate

everything to music; we will institute it as the legislative sovereign of

the genre of poetry which derives from it its name, and here is what we

will authorize to it.

The most beautiful poetry might not be suitable for melody; it might

even clash with it. On the contrary, there is no melody, if it is pleasing,

which is not suitable for poetry. You ask me the reason for the difference?

It is simple. Poetry has the right to say everything; music does not have

the right of complete expression. When music affects your senses in a

sweet and pleasing manner would you want poetry, through a painful diversion,

to call your intellect toward abstract meditations? Would you allow this
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concurrence of operations which are created to neturalize each other?

Would you not suffer from feeling yourself drawn thus by your different
senses? "Those who have heard a symphony," said Seneca, "carry the melody

of a pleasing song in their ears which prevents them from thinking on
serious objects." 3 This reflection is from a philosopher whom music had
sometimes distracted from his meditations. By bringing that to light,

Seneca established in an incontestable manner a precept suitable to lyric
poetry. Do not ally with music those thoughts which are too profound or
too reflective, for this would be to connect opposites. All poetry which
tends only toward an effect of teaching and persuasion places the barren-
ness and apathy of reason between itself and music, which is an incompat-

ible medium.

However, will it be said that poetry sometimes develops abstract and
profound ideas that might be adorned with harmonious sounds? Why would
the sounds of music combine with abstract ideas with more difficulty? Let
us not compare that which is beyond all parity. The harmony of words does
not distract from their most concealed meanings. The charm of melody

would [either] distract from them or the too reflective thoughts would be
harmful to the vivacity of music's impressions.

For poetry and music to match one another it is necessary that the one
which has the most extensive resources restrict them and strengthen itself
in those resources which might be in common with the art to which it is
combined. Poetry should say to music; "What are the effects your art can
accomplish?" The latter responds; "I cheer, I soften the emotions, I

3Seneca, Epistulae XXXI. The following sentence refers to Seneca'sEpistulae LVI, "On Quiet and Study."
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animate, I impassion." "It is enough," replies the petry. "I see no more

in Man than a sensitive being; I will deal with his heart, with his passions,

and I will make him hear nothing 1but] that the magic of its sounds may

not make it descend deeper into his soul."

The words, move the emotions femouvoir], then, are the sole rallying

words for poetry and music. Yet, it will be asked, are you not going to

add the word portray lpeindre]? No; it would be displaced. A picture in

poetry is lyric only to the degree that it excites. Whatever Virgil and

his elegant translator might have made of the description of the plow, 4 a

tableau recommendable for the fidelity of the treatment and the beauty of

the coloration, the muse of sounds remains mute before this image. What

sensation would she match to these ideas which produce no sensation? But

every idea which makes itself master of the imagination or of the heart

invites the musician to strengthen the emotion that the idea has been able

to produce.

Did the Ancients know this principle so simple and so true? It is

possible to believe so and to doubt it at the same time. Among the Greeks

the laws were originally promulgated in music. They were sung.5 What a
use of melody! How much it diverted this art from its natural functions!

However, this oddity explains itself; the laws were set to music so that

it might be easier to proclaim them and to remember them. This sort of

4Publius Vergilius Maro (70 B.C. - 19 B.C.);was author of two sets ofpastoral poetry, the Eclogues and the Georgics. The description of theplow is found in the Georgics, I, 160-175. The standard French translationand the one which Chabanon was using was that of Jacques Delille (1738-1813),Les Geor iques de Vergile, traduction nouvelle en vers frangois, avec texteen regard (Paris, 1770).~

5See note 11, Preliminary Reflections.
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shapeless melody was to music what verse techniques were to poetry, used
for children to commit some arid and distasteful principle to memory.

The distinctive attributes of lyric poetry among the Ancients were
its enthusiasm and boldness. It is known that the Ode appropriated these
characteristics even more than the Epic, and the legislators of taste will
defer to this character of the Ode, even to the point of exalting its

disorders, its deviations, and its licenses into precepts. The spirit of

such legislation becomes readily apparent; music excites and troubles the
senses; it intoxicates the reason, so to speak. Therefore, the language
of a man who talks in singing must be that of a man drunk and bereft of
his senses. Do not doubt that the characters of lyric poetry were not

established on this foundation. While probability would not indicate it
to you, you will believe the testimony of Plato when he says that the
lyric poets are from the Corybantes who dance with a bewildered mind,6

and when he says that, stripped of its melody, the Ode resembles a

withered beauty, without grace and without youth.7

I forsee the objection that should be made to me: the Ode, daughter

of music and linked to its operations, should speak to the heart or to the
imagination. Whence comes this character of austerity that we find in it
among the Ancients, and where do these maxims and lessons of virtue orig-
inate that they have repeated? -- Ah! I would respond; what does it matter

Plato, Ion, 534; "And as the corybantian revellers when they danceare not in their right mind, so the lyric poets are not in their right mindwhen they are composing their beautiful strains; but when falling under thepower of music and meter they are inspired and possessed" (The Dialogues ofPlato, tr. by B. Jowett, New York, 1937, I, 214). Corybantes (or Curetes7were the priests of Cybele in Phrygia. They were of mythological parentageand were known for their knowledge of all the arts.

7Plato, The Republic, II, 394b.
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when these Ancients speak of virtue when they are speaking of it with
enthusiasm? If they touch the emotions, if they penetrate, their language
is lyrical. Moses, descending from the Tabor in the glimmer of lightning
flashes and still resplendent from the divine illumination, was able to
teach the Jews prostrated before him the laws that the Eternal had just
given him. Lyric poetry, far from accusing the impropriety of such a
subject, will reclaim for itself the sublime pathos of such a situation.
In addition, one observation essential to make is that of judging the Odes
of the Ancients by judging the music which they adopt. For want of more
certain monuments one can only speak of them following a reflective study,
a study of the lyrics, and a study of the treatises written on their art.
But, supported by these single notions, I believe that I can assert that
the vocal music of the Ancients was for a time only a sort of chanted rec-
itation rather similar to our church chants and even less melodic. With
such a music, try to realize how the poets were able to invent the melo -

dies of their poems themselves; that they were able, like Pindar, to give
an austere concision to their style and to sprinkle it with frequent maxims,
and that such melodies were allied with the magistral functions of the

tragic chorus.

Et.regat iratos et emet peccare timentes.8

Try to realize that the philosophers had to shield and defend the grave
simplicity of a music which would allow sententious words and which left
enough tranquillity to the mind to penetrate it with moral and instructive

meaning.

8"As the years come along they bring much that is fine; as they
disappear, they take many Ide things away" (Horace, Ars poetica, 197).
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I must appear reckless in reducing the Greeks, even at the time of

Alexander, 9 to a less melodic melody, to a formless sketch of what the

art should be when it is perfected. I know that in arguing their supe -

riority in the other arts I will be chastized for not supporting the same

for them in this one. Well! In the beautiful century of Louis XIV poetry,

painting, and eloquence diffused their most brilliant clarity and music

was emerging with difficulty from its initial obscurity. Is this example

too brief to justify the conjecture that I have just advanced? If you

read the Problems of Aristotle on music you will no longer doubt that, in

his time, the art was not still in infancy. I would attribute the slowness

of its progress to the obstacles that the oral and political philosophy of

the government was opposing to it if I was not seeing among the modern

nations the music in France and Italy also to be late in developing. This

progress is principally remarkable in that music, which perfects itself

only after the other arts, preceded all of them in i ts origin. Melody is

known in uncultivated and barbaric countries where the name of poetry was

not and perhaps will never be uttered. As these countries become civilized

(which always happens only through the power of the arts) eloquence and
poetry will be the first to move toward the perfection which they should

attain; music will arrive last. The first steps that it takes to depart

from the simple and popular melodies that instinct reveals to us seems to

divert it from its true path rather than move it forward. Do you not feel

that the melody of our old noels is related to true and pleasing melody,

even more than the cold sing-song with which you have pompously saddened

9Alexander III (356-323 B.C.), known as Alexander the Great, king
of Nacedon.
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your theaters and even your banquets for a hundred years? One would

say that music ([a] universal benefit accorded to all men to alleviate
the weight of existence) is compelled to become corrupt from the moment

it surrenders to the humble popularity of this use; similar to Man, it

becomes perverted while it rises.

Let us finish our study of what the Ode was among the Ancients.

Aristotle informs us sufficiently with regard to the melody:

"The melody of the stage," he says, "varies at every instant. Itchanges genre, mode, and movement, because, devoted to imitation,
it obeys the diverse passions of each interlocutor; but the melody
of the chorus imitates much less. Those who sing it, exempt frompassion, intervene as judges or witnesses to the events of the scene.Also, the melody of the choruses is subjected to the repeated couplets
of the strophe and antistrophe."10

In meditating on this passage, what astounding subjects! First: the Ode,

(reputed to be so bold that, just like Achilles, it denies that laws may

be made for it):

Jura neget sibi data.11

the Ode, as I was saying, was sung by persons free from passions; second:

the Ode, in which one would have to believe that the poetic aberrations

were bound to its melodic flights, revolved, so to speak, on itself, sub-

servient to the constant and uniform return of the same melodies. Let us

explain these curiosities:

1st. In comparing the situation of the tragic chorus to that of the
persons of the tragedy, who are stumbling at the greatest reversals and
tormented by the greatest passions, Aristotle was obliged to say that the
chorus was exempt from these elements; yet, without being oppressed by the

10Aristotle, Problems, XIX, 15.

.1 Iura neget sibi nata ("Let him claim that laws ar nn* fnr hm
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misfortune or disheartened by the sadness, they were moved by the

spectacle of events; thus their situation was not impassive.

2nd. It seems to you that the melody of the uniformly repeated

strophes ought to extinguish or contradict the enthusiasm of the words.

This error comes from judging the music from the poetry. If repeated,

the most beautiful thought is only presented with the look and wrinkles of

old age, but a melody rejuvenates itself by the repeated use made of it.

At the second or third time it is heard, it acquires a grace which it

cannot have at the first hearing. This melody, periodically recalled, is

similar to a wheel which overheats while turning; its heat is communicated

to the thoughts which come near it. Are you aware that improvisors begin

a melody in a moderate tempo, which they then accelerate while repeating

it, and that they finish breathlessly?

Let us resume. What establishes and justifies the audacity and licen-

ses of the Ode among the Ancients is that it was sung. The Dithyrambe made

use of an even greater disorder in that it added a bacchic delirium to the

delirium of the music and the verses. The Ode admits of a style of auster-

ity and of the most serious lessons because the austere and grave simplicity

of its melody supported or required this genre of poetry. The ancient

lyricists seem to have made use of noble and lofty subjects in preference

to other subjects; this is only by consequence of the august dignity lavish-

ed on their melodies. Therefore, the philosophers were right when they
became alarmed about the progress of music. They continued to see that in

raising itself, it was going to suffocate the poetry, its natural ally.

They persisted in seeing that with too expressive melodies, one could easily
dispense with words and that the music would encroach upon the attention,
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leaving hardly any for the verses. They persisted in seeing that the

names of virtue or of duty were rarely united with the soft inflections

of a suave and voluptuous melody. Events confirmed their predictions,

and by the time Greece considered its musicians worthy of provoking the

anger of its philosophers, it no longer counted the Pindars, Alcoeus',

and Stesichorus'12 among its poets.

The Moderns have borrowed everything from the Ancients, but in appro-

priating their usages, they have sometimes mutilated and disfigured them.

Without departing from this subject, we can discover the proof of this.

The poetry that is called "lyric" no longer has anything in common with

the lyre. In the Ode we have preserved the division into strophes and the

arrogant license of its style, but we have removed the melody from it,

which alone would justify these attributes. Do you doubt that in thus

altering the genre we have not labored to make it lose its honors? If

the reign of the Ode, briefer among us than that of other poetic forms,

has experienced a premature decay, perhaps this is because, as Plato has

said, without the melody the Ode is no more than an obsolete beauty. In

fact, with the style and formulas of the Ode proclaiming a kind of fury,

the reader who neither sees this nor feels the cause of it takes this con-

secrated del irium for a feigned madness and for a ridiculous falsehood.

How often this incongruity of style becomes more offensive when the entire

Ode is only a series of rationalizations! Well! In order to enunciate

these truths and develop their proofs, reason appropriates the use of ecstasy

and fury! It is a strange preliminary to lessons of wisdom to cry, "my

reason has lost its way!"

12Pindar (522-442 B.C.): Al canu (fi -1 _n n c n. . ,r
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Among us the Ode has reappeared in a truly lyric form because it was
determined by the music itself. Rousseau, 13 inventor of this genre, was
obliged to create even the very name for it so much had the name Ode,
diverted from its original meaning, become inaccurate for designating a

sung poetry. He entitled these new Odes cantatas. 14

By what peculiarity does Rousseau, who employed the formulas of

enthusiasm and delirium in his other Odes, in any way renounce them in this
new genre where the intoxication of the melody justifies them? In his Odes,
Rousseau imitated the formulas of delirium from the Ancients and perhaps

he believed that he needed their example to have them accepted by a nation
known for its circumspect and severe taste. In a genre that he was creating

fie. cantata], he was able to feel less daring. Besides, the music of his

time, as yet timid and reserved, was venturing little itself, far from

teaching him to venture all. Today the scope of the Ode would be confined
within less narrow limits. I do not even know what boundaries one would
dare prescribe to it that imperious music may not have the right to over-
throw. It is in enthusiastically stroking the strings of a harp or the

keys of a clavier that a musician-poet would revel in the total extent of

13 Jean-Baptiste Rousseau (1671-1741) ; his works include four books ofodes and twenty cantatas. See Oeuvres completes de J.B. Rosseau (Paris,
1820), 5 vols.

14 In the preface to his works, Rousseau acknowledges that Book I ofhis Odes sacrees (titled after those of Racan) are "paraphrase psalms"based on the Psalms of David, and that Books 2-4 were paraphrases of thoseof Horace, "in which I have attempted to form them as he himself had formedthem, on the ancient lyrics. This second book is based on another speciesof Odes which are not numerous among us, but of which it would be easy tofind examples in antiquity. The Italians call them Cantates because theyare particularly appropriate for melody. I have heard several of theseCantates and that gave me the desire to attempt, if it could possibly bedone, to reconcile the ode with melody in imitation of the Greeks"
(Oeuvres completes, I, xiv).
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his privileges without reproach. Ah! What reproach could be made to

him if the words were in all respects the just commentary of the music?

In his cantatas, Rousseau displayed the talent which was especially

unique to him, that of poetic language spoken with loftiness and harmony.

The flaws of these poems, if we may be permitted to raise them, relate to

a weak knowledge of the art that the poet was not practicing and of which

the nation had still only a very imperfect notion sixty years ago. 15 I

will not be afraid to say it; had Rousseau been more imbued, more pene-

trated by the true spirit of music, he might not have given the double

vision of allegory in his cantatas, this dispassionate contrivance of the

intellect whose result yields nothing to the imagination or to the senses.

He might have injected more movement and more pathetic scenes in his nar-

rations. Above all, he might have avoided giving for the motifs to his
airs, trivial, polite morals which are as irrelevant to the sentiment as

to the music. 16 It is so common to judge lyric verses on a mere reading

without considering their suitability with the music that the most esteemed

and well-known cantatas of Rousseau are not the most lyrical. It is in le

Triomphe de 1l'Amour17 that the poetry seems musical to me:

"Mais que vois-je, grands Dieux! quels magique efforts
Changent la face de ces bords!Quelles danses! quels jeux! quels concerts d'alegresse!

Les graces, les plasirs, les ris, et la jeunesse
Se rassemblent de toutes parts.

15See Henry A. Grubbs, "The Vogue of J.B. Rousseau," PMLA Notes, LV(1940), 139-166.

16 Actually, Rousseau used his poetry for satirical and politicalpurposes and was exiled to Switzerland in 1710 for the violence and
obscenity of his satires and epigrammes.

17Cantata #III.
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Quel songe me transporte au-dessus du tonnerre
Je ne reconnais point la terre

Au spectacle enchanteur qui frappe mes regards."

The poet who portrays himself in the ecstasy of this vision implies the
wonders that music has the power to accomplish. The cantata entitled

Bacchus1 8 breathes the fury of the dithyrambe and in the music manages to
produce the contrasts, the oppositions which are the secret of its art.

The cantata Circe, 19 somber and uniform in its tableaus, was inspired by
genius less friendly to music.

Among the Ancients the name Ode was commonly used for those poems of
some length such as we read in Pindar, and for those fleeting trifles which,
attached to two or three phrases of music, charm the idleness of a few
moments. Also, song among the Greeks participated in the most superb priv-
ileges of the Ode; it arrogated to itself the majesty of the same subjects
and the right to make lessons of virtue or of the praises of Gods and heros
which were heard in the midst of a banquet. To me this usage appears to be
related to republican customs. They teach by celebrating the benefits of

the state, and in the republic the pleasures of the citizenry include all
manner of religious and patriotic features.

Thus, during the ancient period, song, restored to subjects of less
grandeur, became the free child of joy and pleasure; but even then it was
exempt from the subtleties of keen intelligence and the insipidities of
gallantry, flaws which have too frequently spoiled its amiable simplicity
in modern times. The popularity of the old.customs seems to have been as

18Cantata #IX.

19Cantata #VII; LaHarpe, a particularly demanding critic, consideredCirce to be one of the "masterpieces of French poetry."
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favorable to eloquence and poetry as the ancient custom of vestments was

to the art of Phidias and Apelles.20  Crowned with myrtle in their feasts

and lying on flowers, the Romans and Greeks were not making a banquet into

a ceremony of etiquette and grandeur; for them a meal was a festival; they

introduced music there to liven the cheerfulness or to prevent excesses.

Anacreon2 1 himself, as well as Horace, feared that the gaiety of the feasts

only degenerated into tumultuous and bloody orgies. One senses how much

this personal licentious abandon would be incompatible to our vain and osten-

tatious manners, to the symmetric and composed deportment that they prescribe

for us. Song has been exiled from our meals along with drunkenness, enthus-

iasm, and gaiety, and when it appears there it is in keeping with our

manners and our language. When the sentiments of the soul remain silent,

what supplement can be allowed? The cool niceties of the intellect, un-

worthy of representing what they are supplanting.

Lyric poetry varies its characters in accordance with those to which

it is susceptible. In turn it becomes tender, lively, graceful, elevated,

and sublime. In these diverse modifications the alliance of these two arts

is never so perfect as when naive poetry is allied with a melody having

naivete. The slightness of expression in the words makes their meaning

clearer and more facile; the soul conceives it, so to speak, without the

intervention of the mind and opens itself without resistance to the words

and to the sounds that it effortlessly comprehends.

20Phidias (d. 432 B.C.); one of the greatest Greek sculptors, was
famous for his statue of Olympian Zeus at Elis, one of the seven wonders ofthe ancient world. Apelles (fl. 4th century B.C.); the most celebratedGreek painter of antiquity, was court painter to Philip and Alexander and
is now known only through descriptions of his works.

21Anacreon (fl. 521 B.C.); Greek lyric poet of drinking and love
songs.
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Up to this point we have considered the substance itself in lyric
poetry, the nature of the ideas which are unique to it. Let us see if

between the different poetic forms there is a particular form that lyric
poetry should especially adopt. Either these privileged forms do not
exist, or they are determined by those of melody. This latter form fie.

the one determined by melody] consists of the recitative and the air.

The recitative progresses free from all constraints. It does not

subserviate itself to the imperious commandment of a constant and ruled

meter, nor does it devote itself to a primitive style in which it may be
obligated to recall the melody after having paraded it through adjoining

modulations. Recitative is the free discourse of music; it is music's
prose, properly called. It could not give to poetry chains which it does
not itself wear. Free and vagabond, it grants the poetry a pace as unreg-

ulated as its own. When it combines with prose, which is even more

independent, their mutual liberty will cause no: damage to either one.
The air proceeds in a different manner from the recitative. Connected

to a constant and uniform cadence, it preserves the character given to it

by the first melodic phrase. It ultimately consists in the development of
this first musical thought which, having engendered some others, promenades
with this retinue of auxiliary ideas and returns them to the point from

which they departed.

To me these forms of air seem to come less from convention than from
natural institution. They are almost always encountered among people who
obey only the inspiration of Nature. The savages do not modulate22 and to me

22See Chapter XIII, Part I, in which Chabanon qualifies his observationon the melodies of the savages; "for the savages do not modulate, or at least,very little."
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this firm adherence to the same key almost] appears to be an indication

of returning there when the art, emboldened in its processes, is allowed

to deviate from the key through transient excursions.

With regard to these forms of air which submit to the unity of

character and of meter, a man of considerable intelligence, whom I read

with so much pleasure that I feel like praising him,a has put the principle

of unity into words. He asks that the idea might be one, just like the

form of the verse. Perhaps to this ingeniously established principle one

might oppose the law of contrasts, which is so necessary in music and

which alone brings it to life.

If the musical ideas engendered by and linked to the first one should

differ from it by the use of soft and loud, or by articulations which are

entirely contrary to it, how will a single poetic idea be able to ally

itself with these diverse musical ideas? How will one and the same form

of verse adapt itself to these differently divided rhythms? The first

couplet of the Stabat offers only one idea to the composer, only one sen-

timent to express. The music for it is less one than the words; there are

contrasts found there which do not indicate the sense of the words; the

strict rule of unity in the words of the air is, therefore, not as absolute

as one thinks.

aM. Le Marq. de Chas-tell ux. 23

23Frangois-Jean marquis de Chastellux (1734-1788), Essai sur l'union dela poesie et la musique (Paris, 1765). The principle of unity, as related byChastellux, is: "It is necessary that the poet come to an understanding withthe musician; one senses that in order to obtain a phrase, a musical period,it will be necessary to prepare a phrase, a poetic period: one concludes thatsince- the melody or the motive is always based on one simple idea, it is nec-essary that the words also contain only one idea. It is even acknowledged that,the musical period being symmetrical and proportional, it is necessary that themeter of the verses also be equal or symmetrical. ... My object is to render thepoets [into] musicians and the musicians into] poets." (pp. 19, 21).
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Great verse, it has been said a thousand times, is the enemy of
melody; it resists the melodic procedures. I sought the reason for a

similar assertion and could not find it. Well! Because of its length no

phrase of melody can correspond to a verse of a dozen syllables. Eh!

Since when was this true? Does not the repose of the hemistich24 in the

third foot offer the composer the means of interrupting his melody? In

my opinion this double use of Alexandrine verse, considered as a single
verse or by forming from it two of shorter measure, makes it the most

musical of all verses. 25

I fear that the principles of lyric poetry may not have been dictated

by ill-tempered musicians and adopted by poets ignorant in music. From

the moment a composer experiences some sterility, he prefers to accuse his

poet for it rather than himself and heaps all the abuse of his genius on

his poet's words.

For the musical punctuation of airs it is generally accepted that the
repose of the melody (above all in the first phrases) should be placed at
equal distances and that the number of measures comprising each phrase
should be an even number. I do not know what to think of this principle.
The ear has so much inclination to follow it that one would believe it to
be of natural institution, but it suffers from such delightful exceptions
that one would be tempted to not give it the force of law.

24A hemistiche is one of the halves of an Alexandrine.

25The Alexandrine, a pattern of twelve syllables with a discerniblepause after the sixth, is the most widely used meter in French poetry.The name is derived from its use in numerous narrative poems aboutAlexander the Great written around the turn of the thirteenth century.
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Without doubt the innate feeling of rhythm that we have is related

to that movement which within us is the principle of life, and which

operates according to rhythmic and regular articulations. The lung ex-

pands and contracts uniformly; the heart and arteries give equal pulsations;

thus, the up-beat (levy) and down-beat (frapp) of the measure, signs of

the movement, symbols of the life in the music, are found again in our

animal organization and, considered under this relation, Man is a musical

machine which moves and breathes in cadence. Perhaps the regularity of our

mechanical movements is the cause of this instinct which makes us feel the
measure, just as the symmetry of our organization is the secret source of

our appreciation for all order and all symmetrical arrangement. However,

(as we have already said) the rule for cutting off musical phrases accord-

ing to an even and equally balanced number of measures suffers frequent and

delightful exceptions. May one example suffice where a thousand could be

cited. The reprise of the air Je suis Lindor26 is fortunately free from

the rule of which we are speaking. Above all, let us observe that the

simplest means of subjecting the melody of this air to it would be to omit

the repetition of this measure

Were the rule of which I speak as absolute as it is worthless, guard
yourself from believing that it might be easy to extract a. principle of

lyric versification from it. The free and virtually infinite usage that

melody might make of the syllables renders their numeric relationship

26I have not yet been able to locate this particular aria. Apossibility may be the aria, "Je suis Lindor," in Paisiello's setting ofBeaumarchais' Barbier de Seville (1782) which does not conform in key toChabanon's example, or perhaps another setting of this work, now lost.
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incalculable with the [number of] measures. This verse, Stabat mater

dolorosa, corresponds to eight measures in the melody of Pergolesi. 27 If

I am not mistaken, it will correspond to a greater or to a lesser number

in a differently turned melody; that depends on the duration given to the

syllables.

Ils sont passes ces jours de fete,
Its sont passes, ils ne reviendront plus.28

The same melody is adapted to these two verses of unequal length. Do we

need an even more striking example?

Si jamais je prends un Epoux,
Je veux que l'Amour me le donne.b

From these two verses the composer has made three dissimilar ones, and,

whereas he broke up the regularity of the verses, he constructs regular,

equal, and numerically-even phrases of melody from them. Yet, even after

that, the symmetric rhythms of poetry are vaunted and a law fundamental to

the lyric genre is made of them!

In order to confound my opinions on this matter, people have sometimes

referred me to the testimony of composers. I have said that I believe their

works more than their discourse. If the author of Andromaque and of Sylvain30

bHere is how these verses are sung:

Si jamais je prends un Epoux,
Je veux que 1 'Amour,

Que l'Amour me le donne. 29

27Stabat Mater (1727) for Soprano, Alto, and Orchestra.
28This air is from Gretry's comic opera, Le Tableau Parlant

(20 September 1769).

29 From Gretry's Le Huron (20 August 1768); I, i.

Andre-Ernest-Modeste Grtrv (1741-11_)-A An Arnmmmio (170n1QA
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maintained (which I am not able to believe) the necessity of inserting few

words into an air and symmetrically dividing all the verses, I would quote

him the beautiful air of Blaise in Lucile;31 it contains sixty irregular

verses. Since the Italians pride themselves on the poetic arrangement of

Metastasio, I would mention his verses of different quantities. Now, if it

is permissible to alter the poetic rhythm once, why not violate it more

often? In addition, let us cast a glance at the words of the Italian

finales. 32  What verses they contain, and of every meter! But, are you

saying that the character of the music changes? This may be so; therefore,

no longer say that in order to write beautiful music it is necessary to

confine oneself to a single character.

There is an infallable way of being assured whether, by its nature,

the melody requires a particular division of verse, whether it should be

short or extended, symmetrical or irregular. Parody a number of pleasing

airs composed without words; parody them without bearing in mind any

principle of versification, thinking only of the agreement of words and

melody. If the different pieces produce different phrase divisions, if

in the same piece the reposes are not found to be symmetrically placed,

if, even when they are, you [can] conceive the possibility of distributing

them differently and of elongating one member of the phrase at the expense

of another without altering its melody, you will comprehend that the

principle of uniform verse is not drawn from the nature of melody.

3 1Gretry's Lucile (5 January 1769); "Ah ma femme! Qu'avez-vous
fait?" in scene vi.

32See E. J. Dent, "Ensembles and Finales in 18th Century ItalianOpera," Sammelbande der Internationalen fusikgesellschaft, XI (1909-1910),
543-69; XII 1910-11),112-38.
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Verifying that they are the words of the most beautiful airs, recognize

that [even] when melody has belabored and broken up their forms, they

contain more prose than regular (ie. metric) poetry.c

What word has just escaped from my pen? Well! Basically, lyric

verses would be only prose! Well! This ancient and solemn alliance of

melody and poetry that were believed to be founded on the generation of

each other might be only a pact of convention that taste and reason will

allow to dissolve! Yes, without doubt; and to add to the surprise that

arises from this assertion, we will advance that it was admitted by learn-

ed antiquity, by those nations whose metric poetry seemed to borrow its

principles and its methods from music even more than ours does.

The last chapter of De Compositione Verborm written by Dionysius of

Halicarnassus is devoted entirely to proving what I am maintaining. 34

cAn example is of more use than arguments. If in le Huron you read
the verses of the duo just as the author has arranged theii and afterwards
sing them, at the end you will find:

Non, non, ne croyez pas,
Non, non, ne croyez pas

Qu'on aime
Ne croyez pas

Qu'on aime
Du soir au lendemain
Du soir au lendemain. 33

Those are very irregular verses. What prevents them from being arranged
otherwise and being read as follows?:

Non, non
Ne croyez pas,

Non, non
Ne croyez pas qu'on aime.

Nothing is more arbitrary; the melody still remains the same.

33Le Huron, Act I, scene ii.

3The title of this chapter is "How Verse Can Resemble Prose."
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Cicero formally stated that when lyric verses are separated from melody

they are nothing more than prose: Cantu remoto, soluta esse videatur

oratio. Nisi cum tibicen accessit, orationi sunt solutae simillima. 35

What Cicero teaches us on this subject, Quintilian confirms. Plutarch

establishes the same doctrine. In speaking of Pindar, Horace tells us

that it [lyric verse] follows a rhythm free from all rule: Numerisque

fertur lege solutis. 36  Most Greek songs are written in prose. There is

where leads this marvelous theory of the musical system of the Ancients

which (we are told) indissolubly joined melody and poetry through the

conformity of rhythm and meter! One sees to what these ideas are reduced

when they are put to the test of the art or when extracts from them are

falsely known.

That which was formerly true is still true today. Prose is far from

being repugnant to the most symmetrically composed airs; by allowing melody

to act upon regular verses, it destroys their regularity and elongates or

shortens the members of the poetry according to its needs or its caprices.

What composer has ever complained that the Latin prose of the Psalms might

shackle his genius? Upon hearing a motet, what listener will consider re-

gretting its poetic form? This observation is by d'Alembert; we are

repeating it after him. 37

35Chabanon has put together this sentence from excerpts of two foundin the original. Translated it reads: ". . . although in certain meters,if the musical accompaniment be taken away, the words seem to lack rhythm..unless accompanied by the pipe, it is exactly like prose" (Orator, 184,4).

36Horace, Odes, Book IV, 2, 11.
37d'Alembert, "Refl6xions sur la poesie," Oeuvres completes deD' Alembert (Geneva, Slatkine Reprints, 1967), toiie IV, 296.
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Let us terminate this chapter by a general observation. Talking and

singing are two processes so different that the harmony of melody resembles

nothing in that of speech. In fact, what do they keep in common if the

melody substitutes its intonations for those of pronunciation, and if it

alters the value of the syllables and the duration of the words? In what

respect is the melody of the Stabat related to the pronunciation of the

words which comprise it? If, without reading them, you sing some verses

that you do not know, I dare defy you to feel that they have any harmony.

If you compose some verses by singing them without ever reciting them, you

can be assured that they will lack number and cadence.

The principle of subjecting lyric verses to a perfectly regular meter

is, therefore, not of strict necessity. We believe it to be based on imi-

tation of the Greeks and Latins who sang all the strophes of an Ode on the

same air. As for the rest, if our doctrine seems a relaxing of discipline,

if it displeases the poets, who convey so much more love of the yoke the

heavier it is, let them confine themselves to the greatest strictness of

their rules; usage authorizes them to do so; and in cases where music would

have difficulty accomodating itself to them, it will certainly know how to

escape.



CHAPTER III

ON THE SUNG TRAGEDY;

ON THE POEM IN COMPARISON TO THE MUSIC.

First Section

To unite melody to speech is an operation of instinct common to almost

all men. To unite melody to some serious, touching, terrible actions reveals

a man who reasons, deliberates, commands, grieves, suffers, and kills in

singing; it is to present to us a purely hypothetical, we might even say
inconceivable, order of things; it is in some way to convene beings who

are rational and proud of their reason to amuse them in spite of it.

I do not know what was thought of the opera when it existed only in the

mind of its inventor, but today, when its invention is justified by such long

success, it is still not possible to keep from regarding it as a marvel of

improbability.

As an amusing idea which gives rise to the ridiculous, a comic poet has

conceived the supposition of a country where nothing is done except in

singing.a Opera realizes this supposition and is nothing less than comical.

I am persuaded that under the name of M. Jourdain's dancing master,

Moliere has made known to us his opinion on opera. Here is how he expresses

himself:

"When one makes persons talk in music it is rather necessary that itbe done in a pastoral. It is hardly natural for Princes or the middle-
class to sing their passions in dialogue."2

aL'Isle Sonnante. 1

11'Isle Sonnante (1768) by Michel-Jean Sedaine (1719-1786).
2Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme (1670); Act I, scene ii.
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Is sung dialogue, then to be judged entirely improbable? Why is it less
so when it is shepherds who are singing? What privilege do they have to
speak differently from others?

"Nothing is so bizarre," Voltaire has said, "as the singing of ariettes

during the destruction of a city and dancing around a tomb. "b Everywhere

I see tragedy being sung, forbidden by severe reason; everywhere I see it

admitted by a just and delicate taste, a distinction whose examination we

will abandon to the philosophic spirit of those who shall read us.

In leaving its cradle, the tragedy in Greece conceded, which is to say,

chose melody for its natural language, and consequently this choice was not
dismissed as an error of the former age.

In modern Italy tragedy was first spoken and was sung at some later

time. The change was not determined by any circumstance; it happened by

itself. It might be regarded as a reform of taste, as an amelioration of

the art.

Among the French, Corneille and Racine had carried the tragedy, so to
speak, to its final period when music undertook to combine its modulated

sounds to it and to raise its theater beside the one which honored our

masterpieces. The century which admired Phedre and Les Horaces did not

protest against this innovation; it also believed it possible to become

impassioned over Armide. 4

bPreface to ediipe3

30edipe (1719); see particularly l'Oedipe de M. de Voltaire, Nouvelleedition, avec une preface dans laquelle on combat le sentiments de M. de LaMotte sur la poesie, (Paris, 1730). -
4
Phdre (1677), tragedy by Jean Racine (1639-1699); Les Horaces (1639),traed tby Pierre Corneille (1635-1688); Armide (1686), tragedy by PhillippeQui naul t. b
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With what disadvantage the lyric stage in this epoch appeared in

competition with the other! Though Quinault had been the equal of Racine,

which we are far from thinking, the first was creating his art, the other

was perfecting his, and melody, cooperator with poetry for the institution

of a lyric theater, assisted it only imperfectly. However, this theater

gained in reputation and the sung tragedy became a marvel added to all those

of the century of Louis XIV. It is true that Despre'aux, 5 an enemy of the

genre, discredited its effeminate softness, but is not reproving the dangers

in it to recognize the merit in it? A spectacle without charm and illusion

might have alarmed this severe stickler less.

However, while Boileau was feeling or feigning scorn for sung tragedy,

LaBruyere judged it somewhat differently. "The opera," he said, is the

rough draft of a great spectacle; it gives the idea of it." 6  Thus by a
presentiment of genius of which one would have believed the poet more sus-
ceptible than the moralist-prose writer, from the first attempts of opera

LaBruyere predicted its future perfection.

To the great amazement of our century, let us observe that Despreaux

and LaBruyere were maintaining that the reform which was necessary in opera
was limited to only the words; Upto now, there is not a poem; there are

5Nicolas Boileau-Despreaux (1636-1711); poet and critic, his mostfamous work was l'Art Poetique (1674). His attacks on opera are found inthe Satires (II, III, X); Chabanon's reference is doubtless to a passage inSatire X (1693):
"Soon you will take your beloved to the opera. How will she react tothe seductive strains of soft music, to the suggestive dances, to the heroes'sweet enchanting voices? To discourses that treat only of love, spoken in thesugary tones of sweet Rinaldo or sighed by some mad Roland?"

6 Jean LaBruyere (1645-1696), Les Caracteres (Paris, 1688); this state-ment is found in #47, entitled "Works of the Mind."
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only verses. 7 This judgment of LaBruyre authorizes the conclusion that

he was presuming more from the faculties of music than Quinault required

of them. He was not believing it [music] to be inferior to the majesty of

a poem, [verses] more worthy of this name than even those of our most

famous librettist.

What LaBruyere seemed to proclaim to us is accomplished: opera is

perfected. Ah How can this be doubted when the works of this century no

longer permit those of the last to return? Whatever might be said, never

has the good not disappeared before the bad and in any theater in the world

have the old masterpieces not been seen to be displaced by modern foolishness.

But the reform of the lyric theater has not happened as has been anticipated;

it is the music alone which has been perfected while Quinault, who, accord-

ing to LaBruyere, had only sketched the outline of a great spectacle, has

not seen any tableau eradicate his brilliant sketches. 8

From the same revolutions which led the sung tragedy to its perfection

there arose a quite extraordinary opinion, that this tragedy is absurd and

impossible to perform. This is no longer the "marvel of the golden tooth"

over which one would argue before verifying its existence. 9 It is a marvel

7Ibid.
8The significant number of late settings of Quinault's libretti would

seem to substantiate Chabanon's point:
Alceste; music by Philador (1776)
Thtste; music by Mondonville (1765), Gossec (1782).
Atys; music by Piccini (1780)
Prosperine; music by Paisiello (1803)
Persee; music by Philador (1780)
Amadis; music by J. C. Bach (1779)
Roland; music by Piccini (1778)
Armide; music by Gluck (1777)

9The story is told by Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle (1657-1757) of achild who was born with a golden tooth. Immediately all of the learned doctors
of Germany began writing exhaustive disquisitions on how it was possible to be
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which startles our senses and whose possibility can be contested. In the

ingenious banter of The Systemes,c one believes he understands Spinoza who,

in speaking to God, maintains to him that he doesn't even exist.

Do not accuse me of creating chimeras in order to battle them. The

opinion of which I am speaking is recorded in several writings and every day

one encounters its partisans who defend it.

If, to prove that it is possible to write good tragedies in music, I

allege that we have such a thing, some person will deny what I affirm. Let

us reason on what might be since we are not permitted to reason on what is.

I believe that I am giving myself an accurate and complete idea of the

tragedy when I think that its objective is to inspire terror and pity and

that the means it employs are discourse and action. In this objective,

within these means, what is incompatible with music? Would it be incompat-

ible to act and speak in singing? Nothing is so natural. Would it be

incompatible to excite, mollify, and impassion the emotions? This is the

same objective as that of music. On the one hand, then, it sympathizes

with the means by which tragedy functions; on the other it appears to be

itself a proper medium for leading the tragedy to the great effects that

should be expected from it.

Therefore, how is it that the alliance of melody and tragedy is reputed
to be so little natural when, in studying the nature of each, so many

c"Epistle" of Voltaire. 10

born with such a tooth. Someone finally thought to verify the fact only tofind out the tooth was not golden.

10Voltaire, Les Systemes et les cabales, avec des notes instructives(Paris, 1772), p. 42. Actually Les Systemes is classified as a satire andnot an epistle.
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relationships and compatibilities can be discovered between them? Before

responding to this question I will present a new observation to the reader;

I will heighten his surprise before seeking to destroy it.

The funerals of our relatives and the murderous shocks of war are ac-

companied by the sound of voices and instruments. These cases are no

longer vain representations; they are terrible tragedies whose frightful

and lugubrious reality is combined with the inflections of melody by a

suitability (too general to not be natural). After such examples, who will

believe that there exists some improbability in the sung tragedy?

Nevertheless, one exists in it; here it is. In war one neither kills

nor dies while singing. In our funeral ceremonies it is not the afflicted

persons who lend their voices to the songs that are heard. In the theater,

whether one cries, laughs, dies, or kills, he sings nonetheless. This is

the monstrous absurdity on which the marvels of the art needs to fascinate

the eye of reason and corrupt the integrity of its judgments.

A problem to be resolved over some of the arts of imagination would

be to fix the degrees of improbability which might be allowed them. None

is going to respond to any severe intellect. I am definitely apprehensive

that such a decision might not instead be a sentence of interdiction for

the arts and that it might not do away with the justly admired masterpieces.

Without speaking of the recitations where the marvelous occurs, the

pleasures of the stage subsist only through the assistance of a great many

improbabilities. The theater is the magic enclosure where time and space

are compressed. There a day lasts only two hours and a space forty feet in

circumference represents an entire village. Let us cut short this

enumeration.
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It is hardly more natural to die in verse than in music; however, it

is quite necessary that the mind conceive an extreme difference between

speaking poetically and singing since Voltaire judged verses to be essential

in the tragedy and admitted melody only as a whim.

Whatever these calculations of improbability may be, here are a few

principles that experience hardly permits to be rejected.

The great interest of the stage is difficultly combined with perfect

probabilities. Authors do well to direct all of their powers to this per-

fection; the public does even better to dispense with it. It really needs

to be reduced to an approximation when the exact point is so difficult to

encounter.

The abuse of improbabilities in the theater is principally evaluated

according to the little amount of effect they produce. When they leave the

heart and imagination cold it is of little use to know the reason why. The

masterpiece of regularity composed by Aubignac is of the same caliber as

tragedies as frigid and less regular than his own. 11 Their common offense

was to be boring; their destiny is the same, for boredom distributed with

more or less of a method has created only very little difference between

these two tragedies.

In the encumbrance of reconciling the interest [of the theater] with

absolute probability or of sacrificing a little of one to the other, it is

11l'Abb6 Francois Hedelin d'Aubignac (1604-1676); his most famouswork was the Practique du Th6atre (Paris, 1657). The anecdote runs as follows:"Some persons mocked the rules, like Monsieur le Prince, who, after beingtold that the Abbe Aubignac had written the only tragedy that conformed tothe rules of Aristotle, asserted that he was grateful to M. Aubignac forfollowing Aristotle's rules, but he could not pardon Aristotle's rules forhaving made M. Aubignac write such a wretched tragedy" (Francis X.J. Coleman,The Aesthetic Thought of the French Enlightenment, Pittsburgh, 1971, p. 72).
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the chief function of taste to determine from which side the sacrifice

should be made and which side should be extended, but a particular example

does not give a universal law and the dramatic poets will never have a list

of the licenses which are allowed them.

Tragedy in prose would be closer to the truth than that which is

written in verse. The latter obtains and merits preference over the other.

All improbability which produces a great effect carries with it not what I

would call its excuse, but its title of legitimacy and preeminence.

This is the way in which music appears in the theater, surrounded by

the marvels and the illusions that it brings about there. This imposing

retinue gives it the right of soereignty over the stage while reason, armed

with all the rigor of its rights, might dispute its very entrance.

Oh! Mighty Reasoner! Oh! Delicate appreciator of the arts, like the

one who asked one day (in that tone which does not question, but states) in

which instance of a declaimed tragedy we would be able to regret that it

was not set to music? In what instance!? I responded to him: every time

that the majesty of the spectacle engaging one of our senses requires the

power of sound to engage another; every time that the nature of the subject

admits the marvelous, for in that instance music is one more marvel which

gives probability to all the others; even every time that the scene, sur-

rendered to the silence of a character who is deliberating, falls into the

emptiness and languor which the energetic expressions of instruments would

prevent; even every time that it is a matter of throwing the spectator into

the excess of a violent and terrible passion, for it is doubtful that the

anger of Achilles would be able to produce the effect of delirium and pas-

sionate outburst in the French theater that it has produced on the lyric
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stage. Alexander, in an ecstasy inspired by music, furiously threw

himself on his weapons; no poet had made the same impression on him, not

even the divine Homer whom he always carried with him.

May the advantages of sung tragedy not be restricted to those that I

have just described. The way to introduce on the stage a chorus interested

in the event occuring there and to dispense with the idle interlocution of

the confidants is to admit melody as the dialect of the theater. In that

moment one hundred voices form only one and serve to interpret the passions

which an active multitude transmits to the multitude which listens. What

is the difference in hearing the people of Thebes, who invoke OEdipus and

the Gods to escape the ravages of the plague, lament and complain in music

or of hearing some words successively uttered by the unfortunates who,

dying at the time, at the same time dare not groan or gasp! What is the

difference in hearing one or two Romans in turn curse and bless the memory

of assasinated Caesar through a short exclamation, or of seeing a spirited

populace, agitated by the passions communicated to them, melodically change

their vows from hate to love and make everyone burst into cries of fury!

Genius of Voltaire! When you were treating such subjects did you not curse

the inofficious ministry of speech?12 Did you not desire a more rapid agent,

one more capable of animating the entire scene?

Shall I believe that Voltaire might have made the shade of Ninus groan

in the bottom of his tomb without having felt that it belonged to music to

render and ennoble these accents from the dead?1 3 Shall I believe that he
might have made Ninus depart from the monument and menacingly thunder his

12Voltaire published his Oedipe in 1719 and published a translation ofShakespeare's Julius Caesar in modified form in laMort de Cesar (1735).
13 From Voltaire's Semiramis (1748).
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shadow without realizing that the enchantment of notes would cast more

illusion and realism over this marvel? Ah! What other sentiment was

guiding the great poet in the choice of style with which he has colored his

Semiramis? Why does his voice get excited at the pretentious tone of the

lyre? Why does his poetry, more figurative and more harmonious, take its

rise from the illusions of music if this is not because a true feeling for

its properties related the poet to an art which became in some fashion

necessary to him and was making him seek a marvelous language for a subject

where marvels occur?

We have often spoken of the power which the arts have of making the

objects which they imitate lose their most appalling deformities. To what

art does this magic belong more than to music? It may be that in imitating

less perfectly it better diffuses the horror of the object imitated; it may

be that the charm of its impressions converts the terror of the images to

which it is combined into pleasures. That which in the Greek tragedies

justifies the cries of the wounded Hippolyta,14 those of Philoctetes15

rolling on the ground, and any other such boldness which seems only hor-

rible to us, is that the music performing these imitations was causing the
greatest [part of the] horror to disappear. Nothing was able to be too

realistic when the realism was everywhere embellished this enchanting art.

What would this do to the war where deadly combat was taking place in

silence? To hear only the cries of the dying around yourself and to increase

1 4Hippolyta, queen of the Amazons, from Euripides' tragedy, Hippolytus.
15Philocetes, a friend of Heracles, was regarded as the greatest archerin Greece. En route to Troy to join the Greek expedition against the Trojans,he was bitten by a snake and the wound did not heal. He was abandoned on theisland of Lemnos where he remained in torment until the ninth year of theTrojan war.
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in cold blood the number of those who are dying! This idea makes me shudder.
With its illusions music covers this scene of carnage, and military fanfares
pour the sprightliness of courage into the soul of the combattants. This
illusion of music, which extends even over death, enables us to judge the
effects that might be expected from it in the theater.

The tragedy in Greece did not have the advantages that it has
since acquired among us: those skillful developments, profound combinations,
and learned inquiries into the art. To make up for the deficiency of so
many merits, it had one - its extreme simplicity, which related it to Nature
in the same way that our more perfect system sometimes alienates us from it.
Without doubt it owed this merit to music; it was a natural attribute of the

sung tragedy.

Among all nations of the earth the first dramatic attempts have been

only an undigested mass of facts accumulated on one another. How were the
Greeks alone able to escape from this error of reason and taste? By the
privilege of their nature, superior to any other, Madame Dacier might have
responded without any hesitation.16 Thanks to the benefit of the times we
no longer reason the same. Greek tragedy, born fromthe first songs over
the vintage, was politically and religiously subjected to conserving both
the melody and the chorus. Once this lyric form was instituted there was
a necessity of keeping the tragedies simple in order to not make them too
long. The progress of the melody was solemn and part of the time was fur-

nished by the chorus; there remained only what was necessary for the short

16 Anne Lefevre Dacier (1654-1720), femme savane, was absolutist inher belief that Greek society represented the highest level of achievementknown to man. Her attitude is given full expression in her article, Descauses de la corruption degout (1715).
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development of a slightly intrigued action. As the action was simple,

tragedy conformed to it more easily. Thus, the Greek tragedy found in
music the source of all its perfections, and to it [tragedy] the improb-

ability of melody was worth all the probabilities that it appropriated.

When one considers the spacious expanse of the ancient theaters and

the distance at which the spectator was located from the stage, circum-

stances which necessitated elevating the actors in the play and making

for them an artificial height, figure, face, and voice, it was conceived

that it was necessary to add one more to so many artifices - a sustained

melodic language. Not only was this a means of projecting the voice, but

also served to complete the illusion of the spectacle. In the midst of

the illusions of the Greek stage, simple language might have been incom-

patible; it might have broken the general harmony. Among so many sanction-

ed falsehoods this verity would have had the air and the offence of a

deceit. In a theater where everything was represented visually, larger

than Nature, and where the gods of Olympus appear, it was quite necessary

to have recourse to the magic of a language to some degree supernatural,

such as music.

The Greek tragedy was scarcely more than a staged epic. This is what

caused Aristotle to say that tragic poems were emanations from the Iliad.17

According to him, Homer was the father of the tragedies just like the

venerable Oceanus was the father of all rivers.

17 "As in the serious style Homer is preminent among poets, for healone combined dramatic form with excellence of imitation, so he too firstlaid down the main lines of comedy, by dramatizing the ludicrous instead ofwriting personal satire. His Margites fnow lost] bears the same relationto comedy that the Iliad and Odessy do to tragedy" (Aristotle, Poetics, IV).
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Everywhere lyric tragedy was established it adopted simple, mytho-

logical subjects. The poets felt that with song an intricate plot would

become twisted and unraveled with difficulty. They felt that to vigorous-

ly apply the intellect was to obstruct the pleasures of the ear. Finally,

they felt that this poetic universe created by the imagination of the

Ancients, full of fictions and completely dazzling with delightful chimeras,

was like a region prepared for the enchantments of music. These truths of

instinct, so to speak, have been recognized from the first, and the initial
practices of lyric poetry have indicated their true characteristics.

The first Italian operas, Dafne and Euridice, 18 were conceived in

accordance with the principles that I have just expounded. Those of Zeno
and Metastasio were composed in a different spirit. These two poets trans-

ported the domain of lyric poetry from the fable to the history. They

admitted the most austere subjects and complicated their progress and plot;

even the virtue of Cato was sung.19

I am far from thinking that by adopting this system Metastasio might
have had the greatest interest of music in view. I believe that he only
intended to enrich himself from the delightful larcenies he was contriving

to produce in the foreign theaters. Without contesting the reputation that
the poems of Metastasio have acquired, we would not venture to give them as
models of lyric tragedy. They lack, it seems, the first of the duties im-
posed in all tragedy, that of involving the spectator in the action for the
duration of the spectacle.

Perhaps the Italians, trained by custom, do not seek this continuity
of pleasure, or even deny it to themselves, but it is the task of genius

81Dafne (1597) and Euridice (1600); both by Jacapo Per.
19 Apostolo Zeno (l668-175Q) and Metastasio (1698-1782) were the prin-cipa Italian librettists of the 18th century.
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to overcome the errors of the multitude and to do violence to its taste

in order to entertain it as well as instruct it. In Italy the custom of

not listening to operas might only have arisen because in listening to

them one experienced boredom. This boredom was the fault of the poets or

the composers, perhaps both. Metastasio was worthy of making his nation

blush from the imperfection of its amusements. Had he not done so, it is

a reproach that could be justly attached to his memory.

When Quinault wrote for the lyric theater he visualized the tragedy

from a point of view different from the way it had been considered up

until then. If I may be so bold to say so, he placed the tragedy in an

apprenticeship to the music. The author of Tiberinus and Astrated had

complicated the events; Quinault the librettist avoided all complication.

He sought the marvelous in his subjects and simplicity in the manner of

treating them, (which proceeded in a manner entirely similar to that of

the Greeks) and ultimately effected the greatest probability in often

improbable subjects.

I am bound to shock some of my readers by appearing to restrict opera

to the marvelous. I know that it can do without it and that the turmoil of

the passions favors music as much and more than does the illusion of marvels.

But marvels do not exclude the passions: the latter speak to the soul;

marvels speak to the eyes. Why separate these two enchantments instead of

uniting them and completing them by the addition of a third, that of music?

dQuinaul t. 20

20. ripa,ou le Faux Tiberinus (1661) and Astrate (1664) are among
Quinault sonly non-musical dramatic works.
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Spoken tragedy has its advantages; lyric tragedy can have its own.

In fabulous subjects the latter has perhaps as much superiority over the
other as the spoken tragedy has over it in subjects of politics and

reason.

In his first operas Quinault combined the buffoon with the tragic.

Was this to bring about contrasts in the, music? The principle was good
but the application was bad. Quinault became aware of it himself and no

longer employed these ridiculous disparities.

Quinault, it cannot be doubted, was made the slave of the art to

which he dedicated his lyric compositions. At this time limited to
scant resources, this art narrowed those of poetry and, by what opera

required of it, sometimes distorted the poetry without ameliorating it.

I need no other proofs of this than those madrigals which Lulli ordered

from Quinault. They spoil the tragic scenes in which they are placed

and have produced on the part of the music nothing but insipid chanson-

nettes of which today not even the partisans of Lulli would be the

defenders.

An oddity strikes me: by their right as inventors Lulli and Quinault
consecrated the madrigal to the point that for a long time it was regard-

ed as necessary to the lyric tragedy. Most certainly it is when this

principle was in force that one was authorized to maintain the absurdity
of sung tragedy; this principle alone demonstrated it. At the time no
one thought of suspecting it. The madrigals and lyric trifles took the
place of some things which are more of the tragic genre; it is from this
moment that the sung tragedy underwent prohibition and that it was rele-

gated to the order of impossible things.
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The operas of Voltaire,21 by their style at least worthy to be
spared censure, (if it was not common that in appraising a great man one
places that which is less superior below what it should be) I maintain
that the operas of Voltaire evidently have as their goal amusing the eyes
rather than interesting the heart. One is right to be amazed that the
genius who called Atys, Armide, and Thesee beautiful tragedies might not
have had the intention to compose similar ones.22  I say the intention,
for to contest his talent would be an absurd injustice. Doubtless,

Voltaire did not wish to conceive from the tragedy an idea less grand
than the one he himself had created, and in the state of nobility and
grandeur where he conceived it, he did not believe that it could be safely
entrusted to music. In order to reform his ideas on this point, perhaps
it might have been necessary that the author of Semiramis conferred over
this tragedy with the composer who has recently formulated the project of
setting it to music.e I sometimes amuse myself by conjecturing this con-
versation between two great men and imagining what might result from it.

eGl uck. 23

21The operas of Voltaire are four in number: Samson (1732); Pandore(1740); Le Temple de la Gloire (1745); and La Princesse de Navarre (1745)The reason for the small success enjoyed by~Voltaire's operas is that heincluded "beaucoup plus de pensees que du nots; et la penslee est difficile& rendre en musique" (Babault, Annales dramati ques, IX, 381 ).
22Atys (10 January 1676), Thesse (11 January 1675), and Armide (15February 1686) are all operas of Quinaulyt set to music c by Lully"In spiteof these flaws, I still think that our best tragedy-operas such as Atys,Armide, and Thesee can still supply us with some ideas of the Greek drama;"Voltaire, Preface to Semiramis (1748), Oeuvres completes de Voltaire (Paris,1876), I, 556.
23Gluck did not compose an opera to Voltaire's Semiramis, but he didcomposeaal b n the play (31 January 1765), which was choreograph-ed by Gasparo Angiolini (1723-1796); a synopsis of this ballet is found inMartin Cooper, Gluck (New York, 1935), pp. 88-95.
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The tragedy of Semiramis being too long to be sung, the role of
Azema might have been unfailingly included in the cuts because it is only
episodic and the action can proceed without it. What surprise at the
time and what rapture for Voltaire of seeing himself brought back by
music to that unity of interest of whose price he was well aware! Was
it not he who often said and wrote that "love is cold if it is only

secondary, so it is ridiculous to combine it with another plot"?24

Therefore, it is against his taste and principles, it is against his
poetic conscience that Voltaire introduces Love into a play where a son
is condemned to become his mother's assasin by order of the Gods. Well!
Music would free it from this necessity. It would add to the tragedy of
Semiramis one of the perfections that the author doubtless regretted not
having been able to give to it.

As the music might have required still other cuts, it would be
natural to bring them to bear on the reasoned and barely lyrical details
of Assur's politics, a sacrifice which would deprive the play of none of
its principal beauties. Music might have been careful to preserve every-
thing which is most interesting in Semiramis: the scene of the son and
the mother, the remorse of the latter, the trouble of Ninias, the imposing
ministry of Oroes, the groanings of the shade, his terrible apparition,
the final denoument; and among these beauties there are some that it might
have rendered more striking.

After having reflected on such an example, one would be obliged to
state less boldly that tragedy is repugnant to an alliance with music, and

241I faut, ou que l'amour domiine en tyran, ou qu'il ne paraisse pas;i nest point fait pour la deu xime place" (Quoted in Raymond Naves, LeGo~~~~t deVlaie Paris, 1955], p. 82).
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that music denies it the development of its passions, which is one of
the greatest secrets of that art: if a tragedy where this development

occurs is examined from a lyric viewpoint, it will be seen that we are
suppressing nothing which is related to the perfection of the art; we
are only] disengaging from it superfluities that the art itself reproves.

Let us avoid the principle that opera should only be a moving
illusion (optique mouvant), a magi c lantern (une lanterne magique) where
the objects succeed themselves with rapidity and, consequently, without
interest. How can this principle be made to emanate from the properties
of music? Music never procures as much effect as when it is combined with
interesting situations. The poet's art is that of preparing such delights
for the composer that an even mediocre music produces their effect. These
situations are found in the theater. The composer's art is to seize these
favorable moments and completely realize the illusion of them.

If the first condition of the lyric poem lie. libretto] is to touch
the emotions and to interest the intellect, I do not see why the poetic
of this genre should differ essentially from that of spoken tragedy. With
melody alone the interest should be created sooner, for everything that is
only exposition risks becoming boring. Hurry and get the passions on the
stage and distrust the preliminaries.

As it is short of exposition, tragedy is necessarily of simple con-
stitution. Thus, in the lyric genre everything returns to simplicity.
We are not alarmed at the austerity that this principle appears to have;
the opera itself is enlivened by melody, spectacle, and dance.

In being simple, be varied; that is almost the entire poetic of the

genre.
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All art requires contrasts, but perhaps none as much as music.

Spoken tragedy definitely prescribes establishing a fluctuation of

interest in the movements and variations of the action, which leads us

back and forth from fear to hope, from happiness to pain. But with some

care that such alternations occur, the closer the action approaches the

denoument, the more it plunges, so to speak, into the darkness of the

pathos and remains uniformly covered by it. This uniformity is unfavor-

able in music, and it is necessary to spare music from it as much as one

can. I know that the genius of M. Gluck has overcome this obstacle

several times, but what it cost him to surmount it informs us that he is

more certain to avoid it than to fight it.

It is in the disposition of the plan, in the arrangement of the

subject that the poet must seek the contrasts necessary to the composer,

May he direct the action from calm to sadness by winding detours; let

hope or happiness make tranquil those souls whom fear has tormented; let

festivities be the repose of the action and not be entirely omitted from

it. Let us apply here the precept given by Voltaire relative to spoken

tragedy: let spectacle make up part of the interest. 25  The precept is

realized every time that one of the principal actors is found situated

in the middle of dances.

The more I reflect on the constitution of a particular poem, on the

difficulties that it presents, and on the vast scope that it opens to the

imagination through the melange of epic, tragic, and lyric styles, the

more I am persuaded that such a work demands all the talents and the total

attention of a genius. I know that in opera one often succeeds at less

25Preface to Semiramis (1748).
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expense, but just because music has passed off mediocre librettos would

one conclude that it cannot admit of good ones? This would most certainly

be strange logic.

The success of sung tragedy alarms some partisans of sound and ele-

vated literature. They see in it a degradation of art, a corruption of

taste, as if the institution of opera were not raising the taste and fine

arts of this very century! Above all, they complain of the double employ-

ment of the same subjects, which are both sung and declaimed; they complain

that our most beautiful tragedies, butchered and mutilated-by the lyric

arrangement, may, in this degenerate state, be sacrificed to the triumph

of music.

There is a great prejudice in favor of this art (opera], of seeing

it transport into its theater with honor what one hundred years of success

has naturalized in another. If we might have begun by having beautiful

operas nicely set to music and today it was necessary to make declaimed

tragedies from them, I would not respond that this passing from song to

speech might succeed as well as that from declamation to song. Whatever

may be, comparison of the same tragedies sung and declaimed should either

raise the value of the latter, leave them all of their advantages, or,

finally, make them lose some of them. In the first two cases the partisans

of the French stage have no complaints; in the last, they have more right

to hate the music than to scorn it. In the battle of the two arts (song

and declamation) it would be too unjust to scorn the one which would

prevail over the ancient authority of the other and would make it descend

from the height of its glory.f

fVoltaire, in the preface that he has placed in the front of Toison
d'or of Corneille, in speaking of song mixed with declamation says: "If
the music is beautiful the spectator's ear returns with difficulty and
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Let us congratulate the order assigned among us to the revolution of

these arts. It is when tragedy, perfected and nearly exhausted in all its

combinations, has no more to do than decay that music strives to reproduce

it under a new form. This enterprise is at least one consolation in our

decadence. Doubtless, the glory of the French theater is indestructible,

for there is no prescription for truly beautiful things. The drama, the

sentimental comedy [comedie larmoyante]26 have made the comedy of Moliere

lose none of its superiority. Nothing any longer is able to destroy the

works of Corneille, of Racine, and Voltaire; they rest on two immovable

supports - their merit and their renown.

Let us not pretend to see the ruin of one theater in the evolution of

another. Let us enrich ourselves through a new art and consult this art

itself over the wise disposition of the riches it gives us.

Section II

The Relation of the Music to the Poem.

In all things consider the end; this counsel applies to everything.

There is such a tragic poet and such a composer who would perhaps be

astonished if someone asked them to what end they have united their arts.

Let this question be addressed to two artists endowed with senses and they

would have only one response to make: we work together to better deserve

each other. I understand; tragedy seeks to appropriate the effects of music
and music attempts to heighten these same effects by uniting them to tragic

situations.

distaste from this harmony to simple recitation." This judgment gives a
great superiority to song over speech.

26For a more complete discussion of the "comdie larmoyante," seeA. Lenient, La Satire en France, 2nd edition (Paris, 1877), pages 319, 325.
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Nothing is so simple, so true as this system of alliance. Who would

believe that it might be possible to contradict it? However, I have found

many spectators at the opera who would assure me that they had come only

for the music and not at all for the tragedy. Therefore, for whose benefit

are these costumes and decorations which are useless to what you desire?

The orator who has only to deliver a speech does not change his vestments

and costume. Madame Todi and Madame Mara27 do not carry a dagger and cloak

to produce a greater effect.

For those who go only to hear song, the concert is much.preferable to

the theater. In the concert there is no recitative; all is music, and the

pieces chosen from the better composers know how to spare the listener the

monotony of only one manner.

However, the concert is far from producing as much effect as the theater.

The latter surpasses it by the interest of the situations. Music, then, must

enter at the foundation of these situations and becomes incorporated and

identified with them, otherwise the alliance of these two arts is destructive

and monstrous.

How can the art of the tragic composer be reduced to a few simple and

universal principles? When something is set throughout to music which is

in all instances appropriate to the situation, such is the epitome of per-

fection when his art is invoked; but, in order to judge if he achieves it,

we have only our instinct of taste whose judgments cannot be reduced to

demonstrations. These judgments always include things that are indefinably

arbitrary. This arbitrary aspect gives birth to the obstinacy of musical

disputes and to the impossibility of giving a poetic to this art.

27Luiza Rosa d'Aguiar Todi (1753-1833) and Gertrude Elizabeth Mara
(1749-1833); two very famous 18th-century singers.
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Do two different musics exist, the one chamber music and the other

theatrical music? No, but there are different ways of employing the re-

sources of music appropriately to the effects that are expected from it.

This is unique to poetry as it is to music. Truth does not require

that in the theater the epic substitute the pomp and magnificence of its

elocution for the noble simplicity of the tragic style. Truth does not

permit that the situation which would demand the activity of a concise

dialogue would be immobilized and stagnated by pompous tirades. Every

poet who devotes himself to tragedy places his poetic talent in the service

of this sovereign and it is by making it succeed that he himself can hope

to succeed.

I do not think that a composer who writes for the stage has other

conditions to fulfill. His melodies, adapted to tragic scenes, should

preserve and reinforce their character; otherwise it is death that one

attaches to the living to deprive it of life.

These principles of musical poetics appear to me to admit of neither

doubt nor contradiction, but by what means is the music made tragic? Here

theory becomes more uncertain and advice almost impossible.

The lyric words having to be in all instances animated by passion,

the recitative should in all cases be touching and impassioned.

The secret suitability of the inflections of speech with the sentiment

which determines them and of which they are the expression is a mystery of

impenetrable metaphysics. Among the Ancients, who have analyzed, dissected,

and anatomized the art of persuading and delighting through speaking, I

have read nothing which might illuminate our ignorance on this point.

Quintilian thoroughly designates the gestures which match certain
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intellectual intentions or certain mutations of the soul, but he indicates

neither their style nor their accent. Doubtless, it was easier for the

eye to study the nature of bodily movements than for the ear to study the

nature of vocal inflections, and the theory of gestures could be recorded

in a book with more certainty than that of intonations.

Neither le Kain nor Mlle. Clairon28 might be able to teach us by what

movements of the voice one gives the expression of irony to a phrase, this

expression so singular in the means by which each word deceives itself and

means the opposite of what it says.29

When the inflections of speech are not commented upon by gesture and

the countenance of the one who speaks, they have such a slightly determined

meaning that if one hears several persons speaking forcefully from a dis-

tance, it is sometimes not known if they are angry or happy. If you hear

a language spoken that you do not understand and close your eyes to the

one who is speaking, you will be quite at a loss to guess whether he is

begging or commanding, scorning or admiring.

We are assured that among the different nations doubt, interrogation,

commandment, irony, etc., do not give the same movements to the voice, that

they even give it entirely different ones. If it was in Nature that the

question, which states uncertainty, was bound to make the sounds of the

voice rise and let them terminate up in the air without a definite repose

(which happens among us and which allows us to percieve a sort of analogy

between the meaning of the phrase and its intonation), the genius of the

28 Henri-Louis Cain (1728-1778) and Hyppolite-Claire de la Tude Clairon
(1723-1803); the leading French actor and actress of the century.

29See note 17, Chapter XIX, Part I.
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language would have nothing to oppose to this natural law of discourse; he

would have to yield to it. On the contrary, we learn that the principles

of intonation are not precisely commanded by the meaning of the phrase and,

consequently, are not of purely natural institution. It can no longer be

said that they are of convention; the cause is as unknown as that of the

different accents in the different countries.

There are elements in speech which are so indefinably vague, so dif-

ficult to adequately appreciate, that if Racine had fulfilled what he was

contemplating, notating the declamation of certain roles,30 I do not know

if we would conclude an accurate idea of his declamation from his notation.

It would have been possible to mark only the principal intervals; the inter-

mediate nuances would remain to be supplied. Now, how are we to judge the

beauty of a body when we see only its skeleton?

Had Racine transferred to paper even the slightest nuances of his de-

clamation, in dispassionately perusing all of these nuances, would you

believe Racine's declamation to have been represented to us? In the theater

it is not rare for a bad actor to servilely copy all of the intonations of

an excellent actor; the effects that they produce differ from disgust to

admiration.

The most perfect declamation has no charm by itself if it is separated

from the words of which it is the expression. The delivery of an actor only

pleases to the degree that what he says is understood. The intonations of

speech elicit all their approbation from their suitability with the meaning

of the discourse.

30For a most valuable discussion of this effort, see Romain Rolland,
"Le Recitative de Lully et la Declamation de Racine," in Musiciens d'Autrefois
(Paris, 1908), pp. 142-168.
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In melody there exists a charm prior to that of expression; it is the

one which results from the delightful assemblage of melodically combined

sounds. The ear already calculates two pleasures before it calculates

that of expression. Sung declamation has an advantage over that which is

merely spoken. Also, it loses less in being performed by mediocre actors.

They can deny this declamation the life which a soul and a sensitive organ

would give to it, but that life given to sounds by their melodic assortment

cannot be lost and extinguished, even in the lethal organ of the coldest

actor.

One of my astonishments is that the recitative might even have been

invented. Melody has everywhere first appeared to Man with strictly measur-

ed forms and subjected to that pendulum of cadence whose equal pulse

continues for the duration of the same air. It is in this way that the

peasant and savage sing, disciples of instinct, students of Nature. From

what motivation, from what point of view did one seek to deteriorate melody

and to deprive it of its natural attribute by denying it its rhythmic

precision?

Let us observe that the recitative is exclusively within the usage of

persons familiarized with the study of art; the recitative is one of the

products of the civilization of music. It has been formed at the expense

of one of its most natural faculties.

If the inventor of recitative conceived that the air, or that the

chanson (for originally airs were only short chansons) could not, by its

uniform progress and its desired repetitions, exhibit an action by hasten-

ing the action's development, by expressing its various mishaps, and by

making several characters speak among themselves, this inventor had an
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exquisite sense of proprieties; the genius of imitation inspired him to

impair the melody in order to make it theatrical and effective.

Measured articulations abate in the recitative. One feels that the

melody has taken a step toward unadorned speech and that it is to some

degree related to it. But, if the expression of strictly measured melody

itself still preserves an indeterminate amount of indistinctness and equiv-

ocation, how much more must be that of simple recitative! as we are inclined

to think that the expression of recitative depends principally on the actor

who sings and declaims it.

Here we will invite the reader to defy our opinion just as we have

elsewhere boldly beseeched his support. When the theory of sung declamation

has been sufficiently studied, at that time certain principles will be laid

down. Until then, only some sort of conjectures can be advanced.

We recognize without difficulty that even in the recitative the into-

nations sometimes have a delightful suitability with the words. Such, for

example, is the melody of Clitemnestre in Iphigenie en Aulide: Ah! je

succombe a ma douleur mortelle.31 A man of intelligence and taste has

noticed it before us.32 This phrase, sung appropriately to the meaning of

the words, makes the voice descend through the gentle and delicate strings

with a sort of mournful weakness. But, first, is it certain that if per-

formed with less languor, this same melody might repel, might reject words

which would convey a different and perhaps contrary meaning? Secondly,

would some accidental (and doubtless, rare) phrases endowed with a fixed

31Gluck's Iphigenie en Aulide (19 April 1774); Act III, #47.

32 l'Abb'e Francois Arnaud (1721-1784), in his "Lettre de M. l'Abb
Arnaud a Madame D ... ," Gazette de litt6rature (Avril, 1774), p. 97 (quoted
in G. M. LeBlond's Memoires pour servir a l'histoire de la revolution op6rfe
dans la musigue par M. le Chevalier Gluck, p. 37).
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and precise meaning suffice to establish that the recitative might have

over-all a clear and positive signification? What makes it doubtful in

this case is that a recitative, even a well-written one, in which the words

were not known would never cause them to be guessed.

The melodic figures of recitative seem infinitely limited; the same

are often repeated. There is no attentive audience which has not noticed

it nor sincere composer who may not have come to this distressing realiza-

tion. In every art that he cultivates, the genius sees beyond the limits

which circumscribe the art and imprison genius; this new Alexander finds

himself confined within the universe which he has conquered.

Perhaps the inflections of speech are not so much more varied than

those of sung declamation. In either case, what disguises the monotony of

the similarities to the ear is that when the same inflections are applied

to different words they borrow different color from them.

The meaning of the words reflects yet another meaning onto the sounds

and in this instance, as in many others, the intellect modifies the judg-

ment of the senses.

Whatever recitative is employed, every truly interesting scene will

engage the spectator if its performance is confined to skillful actors.

May I be pardoned this heresy whose commentary and corrective I am going

to provide at the same time.

In no libretto have I read any well-conceived and well-managed scene

whose theatrical effect might have lacked through the fault of the composer.

In the old Iphigenie en Tauride, the work of a less recommendable musician,33

the recognition scene of the brother and sister has obtained complete favor,

33Iphigenie en Tauride (6 May 1704); music by Campra and Desmaret,
text by Ducht and Danchet.
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and in spite of the immense progress that the art of the theater has made,

when extricated from the sluggishness of the rest of the work, this scene

still satisfies people of taste who hear it sung, or rather declaimed by

intelligent and sensitive actors, as the accent, gesture, and countenance

of the declaimer make up for so much of what is not written.

Firmly convinced of what I am asserting, I do not perceive any less

the marvelous art with which several of our modern scenes are treated. I

perceive this art of varying the language and expression of the orchestra

at every moment in order to accomodate it to the meaning of the words. I

perceive this art of diversifying, suspending, and interrupting the strictly

measured movements and those which are less rigorously measured. Above all,

I perceive this divine art of creating a melody which, gentle or terrible,

vehement or sensitive, always conveys to the ear the delightful combination

of musically-matched tones. It is in these details of music, even more than

in the intonations of recitative, that we must seek the cause of these great

effects that we have perceived. Its impression on me is so vivid that I

have often said (what I am ready to repeat again) that to me the tragedy

appears to lower its buskin and shorten all of its proportions when it

descends from the height of musical language to the unadorned style of

speech.

To adapt to verses and situations the relationships of sounds which

are more or less gentle or more or less firm and austere; to slow down or

speed up their movements; to notate their reposes, their long silences even

more expressive than speech; to strictly cadence the declamation or allow

it to run at the will of the actor, free from all chains; to intermingle

all the different forms; through the voice of the orchestra to say to the
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musician's ears everything that the situation should make them understand:

such are the delightful artifices which animate the lyric stage. Every

time that a sentiment can be developed there without impeding the situations

of the interlocutors and without placing the action in lethargy, that is

the moment the air, complete and rounded in its forms, succeeds the unequal

and broken pace of the recitative. This recitative is like a living spring

which, from the narrow channel where it was flowing, spreads out into a

basin where its water. becomes tranquil; but with difficulty it leaves this

place of repose and returns to the first bed where it resumes its impatient

activity and springs forth anew.

The art that I have just defined is obviously a second art added to

that of the so-called composer. An artist might be able to invent beautiful

melodies and ignore this method of employing them, much the same as Boileau,34

who wrote beautiful verses, perhaps might have been embarrassed to write

dialogues of feeling and passion for the stage.

However, let us say everything. Music being only a language of feeling,

the one who speaks to the heart by the character of his melodies at least

has great advantages for speaking to it even more forcefully through the

delightful employment of his melodies adapted to the stage. But, this

dramatic usage of musical riches requires a great sensitivity of imagination,

a refined touch of taste and intelligence.

An opera needs to be born twice. It only half lives when it leaves

the brain of the poet; it is when the composer's brain has conceived and

reproduced it anew that its conformation is achieved. Therefore it is

34Nicolas Boileau-Despreaux; see note 5.
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necessary that the musician be pregnant with his subject, that he carry it

a long time and nourish it of his substance; otherwise he gives birth to

only a roughly sketched body whose existence is imperfect.

Doubtless, it is rare that a composer embraces the dramatic ensemble

of a work and feels it move in its entirety within his head. The frequent-

ing and study of the theater, the commerce of men of letters, and reading

are the steps which will lead artists to this complement of the art. Above

all, the composer should learn from his poet how to reason and to declaim

the poem with which he is working.35 But, when I think of it, how ordinary

and bizarre is the association of those who collaborate on the same work!

Obliged to understand each other, they have neither the will nor the means.

Each of them speaks and understands only his own language; as a result,

there is little unity which reigns in lyric works. Born of poorly matched

talents, they are the fruits of discord and misunderstanding.

Before considering the different uses of his art, every artist must

begin by mastering the art itself. It is when one possesses it that

pleasing application can be made of it. One draws academical figures before

painting historical tableaus.

The so-called art of the composer is to invent beautiful melodies and

to write them well. It is advisable that he try his melodic faculties

through purely instrumental composition. Invent melodies which have enough

character to be self-sufficient without words, then when you have words to

express you will not be a composer without character.

I love, I confess it, I love to see an art strong in its own resources

deploy them with success, without the use of auxiliary resources. I love

35See note 22, Chapter VIII, Part I, for a description of such a
process.
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melodic tunes which, without the assistance of words, say everything that

the words would make them signify more clearly.

The union of melody and speech should be the artist's second appren-

ticeship, which is added to everything that his symphonic studies have

taught him and used in the orchestral movements with which the song is

accompanied.

Once these two steps are surmounted let the artist turn his glances

to the theater and begin the study of a new art to which his own becomes

the obedient minister.

An essential point would be not circumscribing his taste and talent

in the most modern musical style by affecting a knowing disdain for every-

thing which conveys some antiquated appearance. Would you believe it?

Twenty years, sometimes ten years complete the period when style and manner

become obsolete. What happens? One makes himself poor in the midst of his

treasures because there is a multitude of them that he neglects.

Artist professors! whose lessons prepare new generations of talent

for us, it falls to you to combat this abuse of which you are the first

victims. When your scornful omissions annihilate the existence of musical

productions which date from twenty years ago, you mark the coming termi-

nation when our productions will become nothing. What, then, are these

prompt and successive mortalities by means of which the art, destroyed by

parts, finally perishes completely? It is the same as lifting the privilege

of exemption given to all the arts which allows them to escape from time and

death.

In their lessons may the professors know to make their disciples

appreciate the beautiful melodies which were born in remote times in order
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that they may observe what the art has successively gained or lost. This

study, useless to the taste, enjoyable to the intellect, raises the art

above a mere mechanical labor; it will save us from the ridicule of scorn-

ing today what we admired the day before yesterday.

I suspect, as I have said elsewhere, that the theater can and should

admit several styles and several manners within the same work. I will not

be offended that a priest at the foot of the altars, or that a crowd

assembled in a temple gives the religious simplicity of the antique style

to their song. Outside of this situation, I prefer that polite or impas-

sioned declarations were embellished by the elegant charms of modern melodic

turns. Thus, the vast genius who is able to relate to the different ages

of music by a variety of styles would find in himself the appropriate means

for the stage, means ignored by musicians who have only the talent of the

day and of the moment.

Far from attempting to favor such a desirable extension of musical

genius, the proud and tyrranical prejudice which presides over our judgments

in music only tends to confine the art within the most narrow limits. It

is the same with our melodies as it is with our attire; the most recent

makes all others ridiculous. Will it never be perceived to what extent

these transitory and successive exclusions are repudiated by taste and

reason and what scorn they attract to an art in which only ephemeral marvels

are cited?

The composer who has brought his art under control and who knows how

to give birth to beautiful melodies and to write them, has to do no more

than transport himself in spirit to the theater to succeed at the grande

oeuvre of a dramatic ensemble. It is there that he must feel, think, live,
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and breathe. May he always have the spectacle and the action, before his

eyes, and when he is having one person sing may he look after the silence

of all the others. From the moment he has placed his foot on the boards

he makes himself the slave of the soil where he establishes himself, and

his hired muse owes the true appropriateness of all its effects in tribute

to the one who employs it.

Therefore, may the artist, full of feeling for his art, let beauties

blossom at the will of the situation which determines it and involves it.

May he hardly know if it is an air or a recitative that he writes; may he

feel only that he is writing a scene, and a passionate scene.

I would desire that the poet, on his part sensitive to the beauties

of music, might know beforehand to make some sacrifices to it. If he is

musically inclined he will recognize the pieces where a more extended motif

would produce new beauties; he should feel the need to develop a pleasing

idea that his verses had compressed too much. Where he has indicated only

an air, the character of the melody might make him desire a duo, a trio,

or a chorus; from that point on it is his duty to make his art subsidiary

to the music, to make it anticipate the needs that he discovers in it.

Such is the idea that I deduce from the knowledge of two arts summoned

for the cooperation of a great work. Like two lovers, they understand one

another and cement their union by voluntary sacrifices.



CHAPTER IV

ON THE COMEDY IN MUSIC AND THE OPERA-COMIQUE

I derive this advantage from the plan that I have followed, that

having begun by the dissection of the art of music, as soon as it is a

question of applying it to a new usage I examine it to see if its nature

and means conform to this usage. Thus, the anatomist who thoroughly knows

the structure -of the human body decides which movements are natural to it

and which are contrary to its conformation.

The goal of comdey is to make us laugh and to correct our mores by

portraying the ridiculous. Music should, as much as it is able, appropriate

its means to these effects. If it was possible, it would be obliged to

provoke laughter and portray the ridiculous. Nothing is as difficult to

discern as the causes of laughter; it escapes from us as an instinctive

movement and sometimes it is not possible to say what gives rise to it.

One of the most general causes that might be assigned to it is the relating

of disparate objects or ideas which are incompatible with each other.

A travesty makes us laugh, and the more so when it relates to one

another objects more contrary or more unmatched. Give the clothes of a

man to an ape and you have made an enjoyable and ridiculous object of it.

If this clothing may be that of a somber magistrate or the elegant attire

of a woman, the ridiculousness is heightened by reason of a greater inap-

propriateness and a more striking disparity.

In all periods parody was a recognized means of exciting laughter.

Parody is the travesty of noble things; it applies the discourse and actions

of heroes to common men. 307
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The seriousness of a funny man makes his humor more comical; he is

contrasting his countenance and his discourse. Thus, laughter is not

always communicative. You must abstain from it to make it come forth,

quite a different property from that of tears; to make them pour out one

must shed them himself.

"Almost always;' says Quintilian, "a comical word is in some aspect

false."a Indeed, if you present an idea in its simple and truthful rela-

tionships where would the enjoyment be?

This analysis of laughter disposes us to judge of the difficulties

that it might have with music. Sounds never precisely designate any

object; thus, they never establish incongruity and disparity between

objects. Perhaps this is the reason that the gaiest music does not make

one laugh; it places the body in a cheerful mood and the soul in a state

of ease and contentment. It seems that the lyric poet who seeks the unison

of this situation should express this sentiment of ease and well-being

rather than excite the passing convulsion of laughter. Twenty ridiculous

burlesques, twenty subtle epigrams do not invite Euterpe2 to sing or make

one string of her lyre vibrate. For being combined with the gaiety of

music, the most pleasing words of Moliere and R6gnard3 are not worth this

verse from le Devin duVillage: "Chantez, dansez, amusez-vous!" 4 Laughter

aDe risit.)

1"Quod ridiculum dictum plerumque falsum est (hoc semper humile)"
(Institutio Oratoria, Book IV, Chapter 3, 6).

2In Greek mythology, the muse of music and lyric poetry.

3Moliere, pseudonym for Jean-Baptiste Poquelin (1622-1673); Jean-
Frangois Regnard (1655-1709).

J. J. Rousseau, Le Devin du Village (1752), scene viii.
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is born directly from the intellect, from some surprise that is occasioned

to it. Music always has only an indirect relationship with the intellect.

Its first effect bears on the senses and the soul; the part that the intel-

lect takes comes from reflection. Now, as soon as one has had time to

reflect, the moment of laughter has passed.

This whole theory appears to me so much more certain as it is justified

by experience. A song stripped of its words does not make us laugh however

odd it might be, and whatever disparity you establish between a melody and

the words that are joined to it, you will not laugh at it more; you will

reject this poorly-matched union with disgust.

Was it by a series of these truths, confusedly glimpsed, that the two

different denominations of trag'die lyrique and op6ra-comique or bouffon

were established? One has not said comdie-lyrigue, as if he might not

have dared to call a comedie the work which, through deference for the melody,

condescends to the foremost function of the comic, that being to make us

laugh. But one calls tragedie the drama which, maintained and strengthened

by song even in all the prerogatives of the tragedy, speaks to the heart,

stirs the passions, and makes tears flow.

Whatever there may be in this meticulous observation, at least it seems

to us that comedie should not establish its rallying points with music

through refined allusions and pleasant cliches. An example will allow us

to judge this. These verses of Rignard which are so humourous:

Que feriez-vous, Monsieur, du nez d'un Marguilligr?
Deux ans encore apres j'accouchai d'un posthume.

will never provoke the genius of a composer to verve and gaiety. His art

can do nothing with them; such traits are foreign to it.

5Regnard's Les Menechmes (1705); Act III, scene xiii.
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Music counterfeits the intonation of laughter but it does not become

more cheerful as a result. To laugh in singing is to pass through the

degrees of a descending scale while substituting the bursts and jerks of

laughter for melodically formed sounds. This process does not give more

gaiety to the melody. In order to be convinced of it it is only necessary

to restrict its performance to single instruments; as they are not able to

alter their voices to be made imitative, they make only the melodic proper-

ties felt in melody in which one is laughing and this melody does not appear

to be any more- gay than any other.

We must observe this difference between laughter and tears: the most

cheerful melody does not excite laughter while a melody full of pathos makes

tears flow. Melody moves the emotions by its proper and natural efficacy;

it becomes allied with laughter only through the effort of imitation which,

combining with the melody, depraves it, for to laugh is not to sing and I

doubt that modulated laughter is very communicative. As it loses its natural-

ness and its realism it also loses the faculties it has to transmit itself.

Tragedy has, then, a simpler and truer analogy with music than does

comedy. Tragedy and music communicate directly with the soul and each have

their own means for affecting it. Comedy's most direct relationship is with

the intellect; it is the intellect which it satisfies; it is the intellect

which it entertains and which it cheers up, for sounds have no immediate

power over the intellect.

If you look at the properties of the art of sounds you will see its

sympathetic needs become manifest by themselves. The opra-comique was

barely established when the pathetic genre immediately came to be associated

with it. That which promised only an itinerant spectacle and street farces
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soon admitted decent and sensitive works where the music moved the emotions

and provoked tears. It is such a precious and natural function in this

amiable art to speak to the heart, to pour out its sweetest unction, and

to trouble our repose by the activity of the passions, by their interesting

delirium, and by their delicious ecstasy!

Taste and reason revolt at the very idea of setting Le Misanthrope6 to

music. Why? Because in this marvelous work everything speaks to the intel-

lect and to reason. Everything is of such precise and rigorous realism

that to combine it with an artificial language such as music is to make an

outrageous work. ---But, do the discourses of Agamemnon, of Clitemnestre,

and of Iphigenie have, then, less realism in Racine?7 ---No, without doubt;

but these are verities of sentiment and matters of the heart. If you

combine them with a language that the heart understands there is no longer

either discordance or deceit; everything is realistic and matched. The

detailed proofs of this truth will make it even more evident.

In Le Misanthrope the discourse conveys a character of either reason

or finesse, of either banter and irony or of caprice and humor. Well now,

if you pry into the workshops of music, if you try the implements with which

it serves itself and endeavor to use them with a true appropriateness to the

effects required by the play Le Misanthrope, you will find nothing in either

recitative or measured song which does not weaken the expression of reasoned

language and the expression of its finesse, irony, and humor. By this

reasoning, music would be incompatible to the dialogue of Le Misanthrope;

music, which is only written to serve as an embellishment, would disfigure

the work.

6Moliere's Le Misanthrope (1666). 7Racine's Iphignie (1674).
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What do we say of the incompatibility that would result from singing

the principles of a sound and customary morale, or the lessons of the

civilized life? Ah! It is to my reason that you are speaking; it is the

knowledge of men, it is the art of living that you wish to teach me, and

you modulate such precepts! Carry the refrain of your absurdly enunciated

morale elsewhere; either the false matching of tone and discourse will make

each of them insupportable to me, or else, if your melodies capture my

fancy they will deter me from the instruction you wish to give me. I

earlier condemned the project of making the stoic Cato sing, but Alceste,8

the present-day stoic, the Cato of society, is an even much less lyric person.

How are the long speeches which in Le Misanthrope, as in all the plays

of Moliere, serve for the development of the characters to be accomodated

to modulated sounds? How are the repetitions of these words, le pauvre

homme!9 or else, je_ ne dis pas celal0 (poor man! or else, I do not say that),

to be adorned by a true, pleasing, and varied recitative? How are we to give

the two fops of Le Misanthrope1 or to the honeyed style of Tartuffe an

accent which might be proper to them, one which distinguishes their declam-

ation from that of the other characters and makes them comical and piquant?12

The more I thrust myself into the details of this analysis the more I demon-

strate to myself how little analogy exists between the art of sounds and

8In this instance, Chabanon is referring to Alceste, the principal
character in Molibre's Le Misanthrope.

9Tartuffe (1664) 10Le Misanthrope, Act I, scene ii.

11Alcaste and Clitandre
120f particular interest on this point is Rousseau's analysis of

Moliere's Le Misanthrope found in his Lettre a M. d'Alembert sur le Thatre
(1758), inimodern edition by M. Fuchs (Geneva: Libraire Droz, 1948).
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that of high comedy and comedy of instruction and characterization. The

skillful and intelligent composer who would condemn himself to the painful

task of appropriating the play Le Gldrieux13 to his art would impose upon

himself the necessity of making the principle character sing nothing but

proud and majestic low tones [graves] in order to keep it within his

character. I do not think that such an enterpri se offers the allurement

of seduction to composers.

The arts have a sort of instinct, if I might venture to so express

myself, which directs them toward their suitable combinations. I have

already shown an example of this in the promptitude with which the opera-

comique sought out emotionally moving scenes and has made them a character-

istic. A second example is that the comico-lyric poets have never stolen

from the lofty productions of Moliere to enrich their theater. Corneille

and Racine have contributed to the pillage; the most beautiful plays of

Moliere are a reserved quarter where music takes no spoils; the riches that

it encloses would be of no use to music.

Below, Moliere himself tells us his secret on this subject. Charged

by Louis XIV to produce festivities for him where song and dance are incor-

porated into the comedy, look at the place in it that the genius insisted

on assigning to these subsidiary arts. It is in the interludes [intermedes]

that he admitted them; he never avails himself of them as a means which was

bound to favor the morality of the plays or to enhance their comic force.

In order to place itself on the level of music and better communicate

with it, comedy must descend from the height of its art and in some manner

13Le GlOrieux (1732); a religious "comedy of character" by Philippe
Nericault Destouches (1680-1754).
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renounce the double function of portraying men and instructing them.

Lowered again to functions less important and less noble, it will better

ally itself with music, whose only greatness is in the eloquence of its

passions.

To me, the Italians appear to have glimpsed this law of suitability.

Their opera buffas are only farces and (what mainly strikes me) they have

often inserted picturesque scenes or nocturnal rendezvous in them where the

characters speak softly, and where the unforeseen encounter of the characters

forms an entertaining imbroglio. It is in such situations that music re-

covers all of its rights. The eyes are occupied from the position of the

actors; the ear (intimate correspondent of the eye) experiences a sensation

analogous to that of this other sense: all is one; all is real.

If what I have just said is applied to the nocturnal scene of Georges-

Dandin,14 we will have the idea of a theatrical situation which is perfectly

advantageous for music. If, in the recesses of the theater, you imagine the

four lovers talking to each other with veiled sounds of mystery; if you

conceive Georges-Dandin in the front calling to Colin in a low voice and

giving her his orders; if you carry out the situation thusly, up to the

arrival of M. and Madame de Sotenville and render all the asides of this

scene with a gentle melody and if you terminate the events by the confusion

and noisy trouble where the father and mother must throw out all the char-

acters, you are tracing to the composer the plan of a pleasing finale.

There, then, is the Moliere of Tartuffe and Le Misanthrope; this

Moliere, so barely lyrical in his masterpieces, becomes in it one scene

14Chabanon is referring to the closing scene of Moliere's Georges-
Dandin (1668), which, incidentally, had been set in chorus by Lully.
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which forms a tableau. The ear, sovereign judge of music, has no more

immediate confidant than the eyes; sung comedy should be representative

and visual rather than an art of finesse and observation.

Make your plots less perplexing that the action may be everywhere

easy to follow; free the mind from all labor, from all application, since

the art with which you are supporting yourself must entertain the senses.

When we defined comedy we recognized three essential properties in

it- portraying the ridiculous, correcting men, and exciting laughter.

Singing is an ineffective means of transmitting laughter and instruction;

thus, music poorly assists comedy in any and all of these principal functions.

To portray the ridiculous is not an art which is any more natural to it.

Ah! By what musical artifice will you project the ridiculousness of

M. Jourdain and make it more evident? The words of genius that Moliere

makes him utter have little analogy with melody. The situation in Le

Bourgeois-Gentilhomme which is least incompatible with melody is the one

where the Mamamouchi Lie. M. Jourdain] is received;15 it is the moment in

the play where the comical is in tableau, where the laughter is introduced

through the eyes.

Let comedies be based on fairies or on the supernatural ; this genre

will have less verity. The poet will have portraying men and instructing

them as less of a goal and music will enter without difficulty into the

conventions of a purely hypothetical genre, especially if the poet makes

his fictions serve as true sentiment rather than the subtleties of a

sentimental metaphysic.

15Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme; Act IV, scene iii.
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As marvelous as it is, the subject of Amphitrion16 would be ruined

by being sung. To have the traits of intelligence and the comical would

be weaknesses in it.

There is a genre of comedy-opera which was attempted as early as the

last century and successfully revived at the present.7 The poet's art

consists in presenting plenty of spectacle and ceaselessly varying it:

some scenes of gaiety, some of sentiment, dances, tableaus; this is what

forms the ensemble of each work, though it can hardly be called by the

name of Comedy. This genre is almost always sure to succeed; it entertains

the eyes and the music is suited to the tableaus.

Among the Greeks the first use of comedy, that from the time of

Aristophanes, was sung. The presence and commentary of the chorus jus-
tified this use of music. Let us also observe that Aristophanes, who

indulged in so many jokes over the pompous grandeloquence of the dithyrambic

and even the tragic poets, has, in more than one place, elevated his style

to the height of those poets he was censuring, doubtless, a tribute that

he was paying to music by subserviating to it both the comedy and his

unique and natural talent.

The latin comedy has no lyric characteristics. Scholars will labor

for a long time before making sensible to us the use of flutes in the comic

genre and the charms that they were able to emit. 18

161n Greek legend, Alcmene, wife of Amphitrion, king of Thebes,became the mother of Hercules by Zeus, who seduced her by appearing in theform of her husband.

1 7Vaudevi le.

18Most sources suggest that the function of the flute player was togive pitches to the actors and for the purpose of keeping the chorus to-gether and on pitch. The description of such a practice is given in Plato,
Laws, Book III, 670c.
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Up to now a truly comic poet has not been seen to ally to his talent

that of the tragedy. Our greatest tragedicians, on the contrary, have

known how to plot, spin out, and write dialogue for comic scenes. Doubt-

less, it is easier to descend to the style of a familiar conversation

than to rise to the energy of great passions whose vague and disturbing

movements are not fathomed and the secret of whose passionate words is

not detected, words which the author himself cannot understand at the

moment they are uttered. It is easier to imitate that which is heard

every day than that which is never heard.

Music, not in itself having any means of exciting laughter and

portraying the ridiculous, lacks the characteristic properties which

would render it essentially comical. Also, the distinction of the two

genres is less obvious in music than in poetry; the interval which

separates them is less great.

If I asked who is the most humourous of all composers, I would be

assured of making more people laugh by my question than all composers do

with their songs. But if I ask who is the most pathetic composer, every-

one understands the question and each, according to his taste, is eager

to satisfy it.

When a talented composer might have more grace and delicacy than

profound sensitivity, vehemency, and energy, I will say to him: My friend,

God made you moderately tragic; turn in the direction of comedy. One

would not say as much to a poet; hardly born to write tragedy, he would be

as little able to write a soque19 comedy, but in music, to be suitable for

comedy it suffices to not have tragic qualities in an eminent degree.

'in'

' 'Socque comedy (English "sock" comedy, ie. nonsense); the term
originated in description of the light slipper worn by comic actors on theGreek and Roman stage.
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In the time music has been cultivated in whatever countries that it

might be, I do not think that a single artist has existed who may have

devoted himself in the theater exclusively to one of these two genres,

either tragic or comic, and who has felt the utter inaptitude of his talent

for one of the two. Nothing is as common in poetry as the adoption of

one genre to the exclusion of another. This occurs less in music because

its genre are less distinguished, though there are opra-comiques from

which one would extract the songs for Melpomene!20 I have never heard the

scene o Giorno, o notte,a that at the moment the following words were sung,

Nella grotta, fra l_'ombre oscure, I may not have believed myself to be in

the middle of a tragedy. It is with notorious bad faith, entirely worthy

of the party spirit which inspired it, that sometimes an air placed in a

tragedy has been derided under the pretext that it has been originally

conceived for an opera-comique. Yes, Melpomene and Thalie22 are musically

able to exercise such mutual borrowings; it is not as borrowings that they

can be blamed, but only when there is an incompatibility.

Perhaps the sung declamation of the tragedy and that of the comedy

should differ more between themselves than the so-called song of either,

because recitative is more related to speech than is song and since in

discourse the distinction between the comic and the tragic is very decided.

However, I am inclined to believe that the recitative of comedy and that

aM. Piccini. 21

20In Greek mythology, the muse of Tragedy.
21I have not yet been able to locate this scene from Piccini's opera.
22In Greek mythology, the muse of Comedy.
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of tragedy almost do not differ from each other. Both equally transverse

those degrees of intonation which form the essential pieces and, as it

were, the structure of the melody by leaving (as voids to be filled and

dedicated to the ornaments of melody) all the intervening spaces from

these principal points of support. May the reader deign to pay attention

for a moment as it seems to me that this makes the difference of recita-

tive to so-called song perfectly obvious. The first, attaching the

principal threads of the plot at some distance from each other, weaves, in

some manner, only a melodic canvas. The other (also constrained by its

nature to ceaselessly return to these principal threads, toward these

principal intonations) arrives there by winding obliquities, by more

delightful relationships, and in lieu of a simple canvas presents a fabric

linked in all of its parts and embroidered on its surface.b

It has not been demonstrated to me that, even in speaking, the de-

clamation of tragedy and comedy proceed by very different intonations.

Perhaps the more or less sustained character of the voice, or the more or

less slowness of the pronunciation constitute the principal differences

of the respective declamations. If this observation proved to be support-

ed by men of art accomplished in reflection, it would make more believable

what we have asserted on the recitative of comedy and that of tragedy. We

hope that at least the persons curious enough to dissect the Italian or

French recitative from either genre will not find our assertion severely at

fault. The reason for this similarity between the two recitatives is easy

to conceive. The recitative, whether comic or tragic, is, in either char-

acter, subservient to the principal steps of the melody which invariably

6Very few instances would be cited of recitative (in dialogue) where
there was chromatic usage.
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result from harmonic proportions. Within the two genres it is therefore

the character of the voice, facial mannerisms, gesture, and the deportment

of the actor which essentially differentiates sung declamation.

I have said that there is a multitude of riches (of delightful melo-

dies, to speak non-figuratively) that comedy and tragedy are able to possess

in common, that are able to be mutually transmitted, and which would not

harm the attire of one any more than the other. This assertion is founded

on facts that I am abstaining from stating in order to deprive the wicked

the pleasure- of abusing them. I know some airs which, transferred from the

comic to the tragic and the reverse, have not even made the connoisseurs

suspect their original destination.

Several characters of music, such as the tranquil, graceful, animated

character, adapt themselves indifferently to a tragic or comic framework.

You remember what we have observed on the indetermination of the fast and

noisy genre;2 3 it expects the words and the situation to impart to it one

meaning or else another.

Cum faber incertus scamnum faceretne Priapum, Maulit esse Deum.24

Music not being able to designate all nuances, it is indifferent

whether this might be the tracollo bouffon 2 5 or Blaise from la Colonie 2 6

who might be groaning over their fate, or that this might indeed be a more

23 See Chapter XVI, Part I, "On the Different Characters of Music."
24 "This wood is no good, so a carpenter racked his brains as towhether he ought to turn me into a stool or a god [Priapus]. He decidedthe god was better." (Horace, Sermones, Book I, 8, 2).
25 From Livietta e Tracollo (1 May 1753), an "intermede italien" by

Pergolesi.

2La Colonie (16 August 1775); music by Sacchini, tsxt by Framnery.
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exhalted character. The lovely air, "Povero tracollo,"27 the song from

La Colonie, "Pauvre Blaise,"28 are full of pathos and nobility; they could

be made into airs for a tragedy.

If I say that the opening of the Stabat, so noble, so touching, and

so religious, existed before the Stabat in the trios of Corelli 29 where

its august, pathetic, and divine character would not be suspected, I will

put the musicians on the track of the most profound reflections concerning

musical expression and the secrets of their art. I will indicate to them

the resources that they are able to extract from purely symphonic works.

I will astonish the sophisticates by saying to them: "What you here used

to listen to with indifference and perhaps with boredom, there you have

heard it with ecstasy." Finally, I will accustom the philosopher to reason

with more accuracy over the causes of his musical pleasure.

There are some melodic cliches which entirely lack nobility and that

can justly be called petty, paltry, trivial, and common. 0! What mind

would some day shed enough light on a mystery of metaphysics such as this

one and discern the causes by which we attribute ideas of elevation to some

melodies and baseness to certain others? I only assert myself trembling

in the darkness and without hope of vanquishing its obscurity. The fact

that I am recording is at least of absolute certainty; every day, on hear-

ing an entirely new composition for symphony, a hundred voices simultaneously

27 "Ecco il povero nacollo gi'a vicino a tracollar" from Livietta
e Tracollo.

28La Colonie; Act I, scene iv.
29 Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713); Italian composer and violinist,

developed the concerto grosso and trio sonata for violin.
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rise to impute to it a petty and ignoble character. This sudden cry from

so many persons who, without acting in concert, agree upon the same decision

verifies a much more certain truth, that, the music being purely instrumental,

the character of the words does not determine the character that is attrib-

uted to the melody. What, then, can serve to determine it? How is it that

the same idea arises at the same instant in these different minds?

Longinus,30 at a loss (as for the reason) to define the sublime, said

that this is what we call that which elevates the spirit and with which we

enrapture ourselves. Perhaps it would have been expressed in a more clear

and positive manner if he might have said that that which exceeds the ordi -

nary compass of our ideas imparts, in our eyes, a character of sublimity by

striking us with surprise and admiration. The spectacle of Nature, the star

which lights it and vivifies it, the immensity of the seas; what I am saying

is that a wide and rapid river makes an impression of grandeur and awe on our

senses and on our soul that no longer produces objects related to us and to

our natural proportions. A young and pleasant grove seems to the one who

wanders through it a reduction made for his convenience and proportioned to

himself. Everything in it is of his measure, everything pleases him, nothing

astonishes him. Pass from this grove into the depths of an aged forest and

there Man sees himself surrounded only by giants which accent his smallness.

His ideas rise in proportion as his pride is humbled. The idea of God im-

presses him; awe and admiration arise in him. He calls sublime that spec -
tacle of objects which destroys all proportion between themselves and him.

Longinus (2nd-3rd century A.D.); Greek critic and writer, his treatise,On the Sublime, is probably the work of Dionysius of Halicarnassus and canbe found in several modern editions. In the treatise, Longinus attempts toprescribe rules for the production of a certain kind of effect which he
designates as "sublime."
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The idea of nobility, neighbor to that of sublimity, is like the first

diminuitive of it and shares in the same definition: that which relates to

royal magnificence is noble to our eyes and is so much more than that to

which our eyes are accustomed, for habitually seeing the same objects

weakens and destroys their sublimity because it makes the disproportion and

awe disappear.

The idea of grandeur in the arts originates from a few relationships

with objects designated as great because they are above us and awe us. An

attitude is noble when it agrees with one which needs to be imposed on the

multitude. The style of discourse is noble when it is that of a man who

commands. But what application of these principles can be made to music?

Gravity of character is not even necessary to constitute a noble melody; it

is neither the character of the meter nor any particular subdivision of the

rhythm which produces the triviality of melodies; rather, it is the choice

of notes which succeed one another and which gives to the intonation of a

phrase or of a piece an indefinable elegance, triviality, or commonness.

Theory cannot specify which are the less noble intonations or the sounds

which, in succeeding each other, stigmatize the melody as being ignoble.

It is for the sensitive and practiced ear to discern that which imparts a

character of elevation or an opposing character. In accordance with that,

let us understand just what are these judgments of the intellect over which

the musical instinct has not presided; they are the judgments of a deaf man

on the affections of hearing, those of someone born blind over the pleasures

of the eyes.

Let us summarize this whole chapter.
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The comico-lyric poet should not be the painter of mores and characters.

Tartuffe and Le Misanthrope are not the models that he should preferably

follow.

His comedy should be more of situation, pantomime, and visual elements

than of refined and reasoned combination. It should speak to the eyes more

than to the intellect.

The naive gaiety of situations, of character, of imbroglio without

obscurity, pain, or fatigue, more simplicity than intellectual finesse in

the discourse;- such are the principles that we believe proper for this genre.

We will add that of comedies conceived and written with a view to music and

in order to develop all of its faculties, it will be difficult to conceive

first-rate works which serve as schools for taste, mores, and reason.

The musician who works in this genre finds fewer difficulties there

than in tragedy for precisely the reason that music has more means to be

tragic than cheerful. To excite, to move, to trouble, to impassion the

senses, to carry us away - such are the noble functions which are unique to

tragedy, but in order to realize them it needs the inspiration of a composer

intoxicated by its art. If his talent is not displayed at the easel [ie.

does not lie in portraying] and does not render the oracles of genius, he

is more suited for comedy. Comedy does not require a particular species of

talent but only a talent more tranquil and less tormented by its own energy.c

cIn accordance with the state in which I see sung comedy, I believe myassertion to be just; but in reflecting more profoundly on the art, I conceive
that it could happen that such men of genius who would more particularly ap-propriate the melody to the comedy and who would distinguish the comic and
tragic genres more than they are now distinguished would, by that, create a
new art. This idea has come to me while watching works reputed to be comedies
and buffoons in which the music is almost constantly serious and sad. I do
not think that the composer who would invent the new art of which I am speak-
ing might often have to battle the principles established above, but he would
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Trivial and common melody can find a place in comedy but it need not

dominate it; it would dishonor the work and talent of the author. We are

grateful to a comic poet for making low and ignoble characters speak com-

monly, but the composer who would give to similar characters only a melody

which is always inelegant and of trivial character would be giving too

much importance to imitation and too little to his art. That is what I

say about imitation! It is not true that ignoble tunes are for the use of

the lower classes. In our most appreciated works it is the most charming

airs which pass into the mouths of the lower class. It is our more ex-

quisite productions which smooth the touch of their taste, delicate in its

naive and inexperienced roughness.

instruct the actors to deliver and perform recitative in a way other than
it is commonly done. But the symphonic features with which he would ac-
company his recitative, as well as the airs that he would mix in it, would
have an original and pleasant character which would disclose one particular
intention in the composer. It is only with the assistance of an entirely
new genius, one with a keen feeling for proprieties, that the creation that
I imagine could be attempted. The artist who occupied himself with it would
have to mold the poet with whom he associated, the actors who would perform
it, and perhaps the public who would hear it, but this last education would
not be difficult. If this project ever succeeds, there will be among our
actors at the opera those for use in tragedies and others for comedy, and
subjects suitable for bouffon roles would sense their inaptitude for noble
and tragic use.



CHAPTER V

ON THE SO-CALLED OPERA-COMIQUE

In whatever genre and whatever work that this might be, when one has

been permitted one of those audacities with which taste and genius sometimes

astonish reason, one of these temerities (were it favorable) should be kept

in check in order to not risk several; otherwise, license degenerates into

abuse. Music is free from this timid wariness; the privilege of improb-

abilities belongs to it to the degree that everything it dresses with its

charm and illusion is allowed and enjoyed on the stage.

When it was insisted that the introduction of music into the theater

be based in reason, the human mind (which does not stop briefly on anything)

found that this would be done by virtue of a tacit and universal convention

whereby each spectator believed himself to be transplanted into a country

in which song is the natural language. It is as well to feast on vain

sounds as to admit such an explanation as valid. Which would be better, to

either allege this pretended convention which no one observes for himself

or to state the truth? "Improbability in the theater and in recitations

often pleases us and engages us."

For a moment I wish that the explanation received may be the truth and

that it gives us an accounting of the pleasure that we receive from an im-
probability. At least it is necessary to invent an entirely different

explanation for the opera-comique, in which song and speech alternate without

any reason which motivates and justifies this alternation. There is no secret

convention there nor hypothetical language. This spectacle, as completely

326
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inconsequential and completely bizarre as it is, perhaps pleases more

generally than all the others and creates less boredom. It is distinguish-

ed by the greatest of advantages, variety, an attraction much more powerful

than that of strict probability. It unites all the advantages of song and

speech; it allows the mind to be occupied and to feed on what is said in

speaking, and in the sung airs it imposes on it only the peaceful function

of judging the appropriateness of the melodies. Finally, through the repose

that it procures for the ear, it rejuvenates its taste and instinct for music.

I have sometimes doubted if the interlacing of song and speech would

be as suitable in tragedy as in comedy. I have decided on the negative.

For me there is already one reason to adopt it, that of seeing that there

has hardly been an attempt at a similar melange. I trust the instinct of

the arts, as those of animals, to discern what is proper for them. The

genius is a blind man who walks without hesitation into the middle of the

darkness where the intellect, with eyes open, walks only gropingly.

My partiality for declamation sung and supported by accompaniments

inclines me to believe that tragedy would decline, to a degree at the very

least, in substituting speech to that pompous and animated declamation of

instrumental performance.a

I have sometimes had occasion to train young people to declaim tragic
scenes, an art in which I myself was throughly trained from childhood. The
frequent rests which a well-expressed and reasoned declamation introduces,
the continual changes of visage without which one is only amannequin and not
an actor, and a thousand investigations of this genre have made me perceivehow much the orchestral characterizations, appropriately applied to the stage,
are bound to assist an actor who is sensitive and thinks through his roles.M. Mole directs the newly established school of declamation in the opera. If
an actor so profound in his own art (ie. M. Mole) likes music and understands
it in the least, after a few years experience in the new art he teaches, he
should give us a multitude of curious observations on sung declamation, It
falls to him to write a work whose first ideas we will here set forth.
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The difficulty of declaiming tragedy by speaking would make quite rare

the union of this talent with that of the melody with which it would be

necessary to combine it.

The violence of tragic declamation would poorly dispose the voice to

singing.

When a favorable attempt has been made in this genre, one which foils

my reasoning, I will rejoice to have reasoned poorly.1

The poetic of the opera-comique amounts to recommending the choice of

the moment where song takes the place of speech, and this choice is an op-

eration of taste hardly susceptible to being reasoned. In general, the

instant the character might pause for some time on a sentiment which domi-

nates the scene is more suitable to the development of an air. To suspend

by a complete piece of music a situation which demands hastening to its

conclusion is to substitute repose for movement at the wrong time; it is

to make the light-footed athlete who is dashing to the goal to seize the

palm turn himself around without objective and without design.

Despriaux, in speaking of LaBruyere's book which he esteemed, was

accustomed to saying, "LaBruyere has avoided that which is most difficult

in writing, the art of transitions."2 As much should be said for the composer

1 Frangois-Rene Molt (1734-1802); Mole's school at the opera was founded
in March, 1770, according to Grimm. He did not write the particular bookwhich Chabanon desired, but he does discuss aspects of dramatic declamationin his two principal books, Notes sur Preville (no date), a study of thefamous French actor, Pierre Louis Dubus (1721-1799), and his Memoires de
Mole (Paris, 1825).

2LaBruyere'sbook, Les Caracteres is written in sectional form, eachconsisting of brief observations on a specific topic, with little attempt atexpository prose. This attitude about transitions was not shared by Trublet:"Transitions are the most common source of stylistic languor; one wouldgreatly abridge many systematic works without losing anything essential tothe subject if one cut out everything that the author set down simply to join
together his ideas and to give a certain form to his work." (l'Abb6 N.C.J.Trublet, Essais sur divers su jets de litterature et de morale, Amsterdam,1755, p.8.d
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who writes for the opera-comique. He writes detached pieces less bound

between themselves than those of a sonata. The latter are dependent on one

another by their modes, their movements, their characters; in the opra-

comique there is no modulating to pass from a sad situation to a gay one.

All the parts of the intervening dialogue are not obligated to be related,

neither by the cement of the harmony and the sympathy of styles and char-

acteristics, nor by the continuous exactitude of expressions. If I am

asked what is least difficult to set to music I will answer, it is an opera-

comigue, because it consists entirely of odd pieces; there is no musical

ensemble; the expression is only partial and momentary; it is the expression

of four or five verses, or sometimes only a single one.

In speaking of a speech where song and speech succeed each other I am

not able to resist the desire to quote a passage from Plutarch, who attests

to a usage among the Ancients even more unusual than that of alternative

succession. Here is this very curious passage in my translation:

"It is claimed that the musical performance of Iambic verses, in which
some are only pronounced while the instruments play whereas others are sung,
is due to the same Archilochus and to the facg that the tragic poets have
since put it into use (Plutarch, de Musica)."

This passage is a glorious piece of commentary. It is not easy to make

musical people understand how speech is able to simultaneously exist with

the playing of instruments. It is even less understood how some charm

results from this association. I doubt that any explanations other than

vague conjectures can be given on this passage.

3Plutarch, De Musica, 1140-1141 (#28).



CHAPTER VI

ON THE ORATORIO OR SACRED DRAMA (HIERODRAMA)

To allow dialogued scenes in a concert which leads to tableaus or

situations and develop a complete action is to transfer to the concert, at

least in part, the interest of the stage and to augment the charm of the

music.

The sacred dramas have not long been in use among us. Before this

genre might have been attempted, I would have predicted its success to be

as well as assured. Experience has not deceived me up to a certain point.

I recognized that the multitude is entertained through its eyes; it listens

with distraction and hears with little interest that which it cannot see.

Reading the words [ie. a libretto] was able to take the place of represen-

tation of objects, to affix the mind to dialogued action, to in some manner

aid this stare of the imagination which supplants the visual stare and traces

in us the vivid images of that which our eye does not perceive. But our

spectators are too fickle, too inattentive to hear the paper in their hands

and their imagination strains over what is narrated to them; to buy it at

this price [ie. attention] would be for them to pay too much for their

pleasure. They would be happy to accept it if it is offered but not to

entice it to themselves, and that which needs to be meditated in order to be

felt is exclusively the pleasure of privileged beings.

I do not know if our nation warrants the reproach of inattentiveness

and fickleness any more than others. I notice that nowhere is any sacred
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drama consecrated by brilliant success more than in France. From this I

have concluded that this genre finds listeners everywhere weakly disposed

to becoming excited over the beauties of which it is capable. This incon-

venience notwithstanding, this genre is fine by itself; it is cultivated

and correctly so. Therefore, it is apropos to summarily indicate the

principles that we believe are proper to it.

The first of all is to let each poem be short. This law necessarily

results from the disadvantages of the genre and from the small amount of

appreciation that it inspires. Twenty-five or thirty minutes is the length

of time that should not be exceeded.

Refrain from the use of all characters too august and too respectable

such as the Son of God, his Mother, etc. Our groundlings embrace the

ridiculousness of these divine beings represented by a singer while sensible

minds see in them a profanation of sacred things.

Let the action be simple, clear, and without languor let this be a

lovely tableau presented in its developments rather than an intrigued

action. When the time is so short the intrigue does not have time to take

shape.

Strive to have the situation include some interest; such would be the

case of Jeptha obligated to sacrifice his daughter.1

Ceaselessly vary the situations and images. Music is an inconstant art

which pleases by the mobility of its characters.

Impress the mind with illusions; song is favorable to the marvelous.

. It is difficult to determine whether or not Chabanon knew Giacomo
Carissimi's Jephte (1650), which generally conforms to his criteria for a
"successful" sacred drama.
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Write your poem in beautiful verses, not that the public is bound to

pay much attention to it; little accustomed to appreciating such things in

concert, it is accustomed to not taking heed of those who would have a

right to give it pleasure. The public needs to be advised of the pleasures

that should be given to it. In each particular spectacle it appreciates

only the pleasure that it has come to seek. It has been demonstrated to

me that if the entr'actes of the French comedy were filled by a ravishing

music there would be few spectators who might suspect it and be inclined

to listen. The court spectacles sometimes furnish proof of this.

I have run the course which was open before me; I have treated my

subject in all of its parts. I will be happy if in reading us the philos-

opher has said; "He has unraveled some notions which were confusedly

existing in my head;" if the sophisticated person adds, "I had never re-

flected on these truths; their accuracy impresses and enlightens me;" and

finally the artist; "This person, having matured in the practice of my art,

was not unworthy to speak of it."

I have nothing more to discuss other than a few questions proper to

all the arts and that I will adapt more particularly to music.



CHAPTER VII

THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE PHILOSOPHIC MIND CAN BE

APPLIED TO THE ARTS AND PARTICULARLY TO MUSIC.

Among all the marvels with which Nature astonishes our reason and

confounds our intelligence, animal instinct is one of those which fixes my

attention most often. When I see the dog or the beast distinguish among a

thousand plants those which would be fatal or beneficial to them, I seek

whatever blind or reasoned impulse brings about this subtle discernment in

them. My surprise increases when I see that Man lacks this instinct of

preservation. None of us, neither in infancy nor in maturity, is able by

inspection alone to distinguish wholesome nourishment from that which might

be harmful to us. It is not that Man is devoid of instinct; this occult

sentiment even brings about the greatest things in him. It is to instinct

that are due the most beautiful, the most useful discoveries - the liberal

arts. Those who invent them. and practice them with success are inspired by

an internal sentiment of which they themselves have only a confused knowledge;

they are obeying the impulses of genius, of genius that can be called the

instinct of great things. One has never seen rules born before examples

nor reason dictate beforehand to genius what it must do. Genius proceeds

according to the sentiment which guides it; it creates laws and does not

recognize them. It is reason which, meditating after the event on the works

that genius has produced, reveals to it, so to speak, its own secret. From

these examples reason composes the rules of art. Thus a geographer, compass

in hand, draws the draft of unknown countries that a brave voyager has just
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discovered; thus, the muse of history walks behind the conquerors to trace

their path and to keep a record of their successes.a

From what we have just said it is easy to judge that the philosophic

mind, applied to the fine arts, can play only a secondary role. The primary

role belongs to this creative instinct of which the intellect is only a weak

disciple, condemned to know only what it learns from its master. Also,

everytime that one insists on substituting solely the views of the intellect

for the proper sentiment of an art, he has spoken wrongly. LaMotte2 and

Fontenelle3 have written Poetics which have not placed their verses more in

recommendation as they have not discredited those of Homer and Virgil. What

might seem astonishing is that these false legislators of taste, summoned to

the tribunal of reason, have won the day before it. Their principles appear

to be true, their theories sound and illuminating. If we compare them to

the procedures of the great masters in their art, they will reveal all the

defects of this deceptive theory. "The passions," one has said, "have their

logic."4 Nothing could be more true. Let us add: "This logic differs so

aAnte enim carmen ortum est, guam observatio carminis. (Quint. 1.9)
Nequ enim versus ratione est cognitus, sed natura atque sensu. (Cicero in
Ora.

1"For poetry originated before the laws which govern it" (Quintilian,
Institutio Oratoria, Book IX, 4, 115); "Verse itself, as a matter of fact,
is not recognized by abstract reason, but by our natural feeling" (Cicero,
Orator, 183, 4).

2Antoine Houdart de LaMotte (1672-1731); dramatist, librettist, author
of nine operas, wrote his Discours sur le poesie (1707) and a later poetic,
Rfl xions sur la critique (no dateTTn~Tesponse to Madame Dacier's attacks
on his edition of Homer's Iliad (1714).

3Bernard de Bouvier de Fontenelle (1657-1757); his major works are the
Reflexions sur la poetique (1716), written in support of LaMotte, Digression
sur les Anciens et les Modernes (1687), and popular science writings which
predicted man's flight to the moon as early as 1702.

4R6fl6xions sur la postique, XI.
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much from that of a calm and tranquil mind that the latter cannot even help

make us guess the other;" and what we are saying of the passions will be no

less true of the fine arts.

The one of all the arts on which it appears that everyone may have

more right to pass judgment is painting. Its object is to retrace with

verity that which is visible to the eyes. It would become sufficient, then,

to be endowed with a sense of sight to appraise the merit of paintings, for

whoever knows the model is bound to judge whether the copy resembles it.

Certainly in this art, as well as in all others, the number of connoisseurs

is not large, and all those who have acquired the talent to judge owe it

only to long practice. Let us believe the Roman orator when he wrote to one

of his friends: "There is not a single art that literature teaches us; one

only instructs himself in the arts by practicing them." Cogitare debebis

nullam Artem literis, sine aligua exercitatione percipi posse.b "Nothing

is worse," says even Quintilian, "than the judg ment of those who, having

taken one step beyond the first elements, conceive a false and reckless

opinion from their knowledge."c Let us surrender to these authorities and

b
h icero, Epi, famil. Aristotle, Liv. 8 of the Politics, says the same

thing.

cQuintilian, Lib. 1, cap. 2.6

5"
"...you should reflect that no art can be mastered by mere reading and

without someone to explain, or without a good deal of practice" (Cicero,
Epistulae ad Familiares, VII, 19, 7); "It is not difficult to see that it
makes a great difference in the process of acquiring a certain quality whether
one takes part in the actions that impart it to one self; for it is a thing
that is impossible, or difficult, to become a good judge of performances if
one has not taken part in them" (Aristotle, Politics, VIII, 6, 1340a).

6This reference should actually read, Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria,
Book I, chapter 3, 5.
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above all to that of reason. It is painful to the intellect to recognize

that the practiced instinct is sole judge of the arts. May the men of

letters not be offended at this assertion; not conceding to painters and

professional musicians a preponderate authority in literature, by what

right should they assume a similar authority in painting and music?

A truth is never so perceptible as when it is presented in its extremes.

Let us cite the example of Pere Castel.? He had attempted a colored clave-

sin, so to speak, which was to have produced chords of color to the eyes at

the same time that it was producing harmony from the sounds. Here is, I do

not doubt it, the rationale by which Pre Castel justified the novelty of

his enterprise:

"There are seven primitive colors just as there are seven tones in
music. These tones and these colors are susceptible to nuance and
gradations. The simple and natural blending of certain colors is
more obvious to the eye, perhaps, than the sympathy of sounds is to
the ear; sight, then, recognizes consonances and dissonances the
same as does hearing. With so much rapport between sound and color,
who could be opposed to the construction of an instrument which would
speak to the eyes and the ears at the same time?"

To have reasoned in this manner, Pere Castel must not have had any

feeling for music. The most feeble instinct for this art would have made

him recognize that the ear perceives a relationship between sounds which

7Louis Bertrand Castel (1688-1757), jesuit father and mathematician;
Castel was led to the idea of similarity in the quantitative relationship
between the colors of the spectrum and tones of the scale by a passage in
Newton's Optics. He thus suggested the construction of an instrument which
would offer to the eyes what a musical instrument offers to the ears, later
extending the idea to suggest a combination instrument for all the senses
which would have, in addition to other features, a set of perfumes which
could be "composed" and "played" ad libitum. Castel's main ideas on the
clave in oculaire, developed in writings in the Mercure de France in 1725
and in the Memoires de Trevoux (August, 1735), are expressed in his book,
Esprit, saillies et singularities (Amsterdam and Paris, 1763), particular-
ly the chapter, "Ciavecin pour les yeux" (pp. 278-348).
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succeed each other; that this relationship constitutes the sole sense and

charm of melody; that sight experiences nothing similar; that melody from

notes has existed in all ages, and that one of colors will never exist.

It is therefore quite evident that Pere Castel was judging of music only

through reason, judging it almost like a person deaf from birth to whom

one was trying to give an idea of this art. It is even evident that had

the inventor of the color claverin had less mathematics and reason in his

head and with truer and more musical feelings than those of his, he might

not have been the dupe of a ridiculous invention and an absurd chimera.

I heard it said to one of the greatest geometriciens in Europe, author

of excellent works on music,d that if he had practiced this art he probably

would have introduced into harmony chords which are not recognized in it.

I am not aware if these are mathematical combinations which have given birth

to such a conjecture in the mind of this scholar, but if he had composed in

music he would have relied more on the testimony of his senses than that of

his intellect and knowledge. He would have done what all musicians of

Europe do. Seduced by speculation, if he had dared to pass beyond the

limit that usage has delineated and that the opinion of the ear has made

known, he would have heard the voice of Nature which would have cried to

him: Stop! He would have taken a step backward.

dd'Alembert.8

8Jean le Rond d'Alembert (1717-1783); In addition to d'Alembert's
widely read Elements de musique theorique et practigue suivant les principes
de M. Rameau (1752), he published Fragments sur 1'lpsra (1752),~the articles
WFondamental" and "Gamme" in the Encyclopedia, De Ta iberte de la Musigue
(1760), Fragments sur la musigue en general et'sur la ntre en particulier
(1773), R6Flexions sur la Thgorie de la Musi u T1777), and a letter, Reponse
de M. d'Alembert a M. Rameau" (176aa.,
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It has been asked several times how far one must have carried his

knowledge in music to have the right to speak of it in a manner even so

little decisive. No one has yet responded to such an easily resolved

question. Whether in listening to music or in performing it, whoever

cannot accurately grasp the true character of each passage and of each

piece is lacking in the first qualities which constitute a judge certain

of his opinion. Ah! What importance should be granted to the judgment

of a man who thinks it proper to play softly (doux) what ought to be loud

(fort) and fast (vif) that which ought to be slow(lent), without protesting

against equal misinterpretation of his taste? Perhaps it is thought that

listeners of such depraved senses are rare. I do not hesitate to affirm

that, with the exception of those who have performed music all of their

lives, there are few men in the position to submit to the test that we are

proposing. How would it be difficult to find the ear and the taste of

spectators at fault over the character of the songs that they hear if they

habitually mistake the meaning of the words that are uttered to them? How
many times have we applauded actors who will give a strong and impassioned

expression to calm and gentle sentiments? The language of music in less

detailed works is less within the comprehension of the commoners than the
language which serves to enunciate their basic needs.

May one not think that by these observations we have intended to close
the sanctuary of the arts to philosophy, to prohibit it from taking a look
and explaining the mysterious procedures there. It suffices us to admonish
the philosopher that he may have to be distrustful of his own intelligence
and that he may have to be so bold as to subordinate it to the instinctive
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feeling for the art which he wants to treat. We will not cry to these sages,

begone, profaner! in order to exclude them from our mysteries. We will say

to them:

Sumite materiam vestris quiscribitis aquam viribus, 9

inviting them to take for the object of their reasoned speculation an art in

which they may have long practice and impressive knowledge. Provided with

this preliminary instruction and freed from exclusive prejudices, as the

philosopher speaks and as he writes, only benefits will result from it. In

the case where the artists, spoiled by a false education, would grow old in

the dotage of prejudices and would perpetuate artistic prejudice, the philos-

opher will illuminate their ignorance and revive their inertia; but should

he fail in this important goal, another remains to be fulfilled by him; it

is to instruct gentlemen of taste about the different causes of their

pleasures. The theory of the arts, considered from this point of view, be-

comes the theory of our most delicate sensations and our most refined tastes.

The philosopher who occupies himself with it questions each fiber of the

heart and examines the relationship which they all have with our different

organs. He contemplates our soul corresponding with our senses which, as

ministers of its affections, furnish the soul with pleasure and sadness. He
reflects on each of these senses which, separated from the others, isolated
in its place and having no apparent means of communicating with them, com-

municates nonetheless through the meditation of the soul; it soul] informs
each of them in particular what the other senses are experiencing. It is

as (will I be pardoned a less elevated comparison?), it is the same as the
spider, located in the center of his web, corresponds with all the strands,

9"You, who write, select a subject suited to your ability" (Horace,
Ars Poetica, 38).



and, to some degree, living in each of them, would be able (if, like our

senses, theirs were animated) to transmit to one the perception that another

would have given him.

CHAPTER VIII

ON THE OPINION THAT THERE IS MUCH THAT IS ARBITRARY

IN MUSIC

The more an art is controlled by reason, the easier it is (in defining

its principles, its nature, its effects, and its means) to distinguish what

it contains that is arbitrary from what that is true. It does not suffice

to generally state that the arts are the imitation of Nature. As we said

at the beginning of this work,1 these words have a clearer or less clear

meaning according to the art to which they are applied.

I am completely ignorant about architecture. I would like to know if

any particular order of columns is preferable to any other, or if the orna-

ments of these have a truer beauty than the simplicity and nudity of those.

In order to assure myself, I resort to the principle that you have given me,

the imitation of Nature. I consult it; I interrogate it: deaf to my voice,

it leaves me my doubt and ignorance.

1See Appendix A: Variants, p. 377.
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Let us apply this to music. What is the true beauty in this art?

--That which is in conformity with Nature I am told, but this tells me

nothing. What is the Nature in music? Is this particular melody in Nature?

Is it not? If you respond in a positive manner and your response is deter-

mined only by the impression of pleasure that you receive, a thousand witnes-

ses contrary to yours will rise to destroy it or to balance it. Each will

have felt differently; beauty will be everywhere, or at least each will

insist on designating it in his own way.

In its imitative genres such as tragedy and comedy, poetry has some

objects of imitation by which it can be appreciated. Each passion, each

character has its own language. Has the poet grasped it? Nothing is easier

to verify. The portion of the arts which is immediately related to imitation

can be judged in a certain and invariable manner. Music, even imitative

music, is not susceptible to such certain judgment. How are we to be

assured that, in deploring the fate of his daughter, Agamemnon sings on the

tone of Nature? Is there a father who might have sung in this situation?

Will I seek the melody that I would utilize when angry to judge the furies

of Roland and Achilles? This sentiment never sings. One cannot, then,

precisely define what is Nature in music. The beauties of this art are more

felt than reasoned. A particular air (that one's sentiment would accuse of

being ugly) might be demonstrated as beautiful. For reason, it would be

sufficient that this air was imitative and have a slightly pleasing melody.

As imitative, reason would approve of it; as barely melodious, it would be

condemned by the ear. Ah! What good is a melody that the ear doesn't enjoy?

I do not think that this art might be the only one whose beauties escape

demonstration. There are some poetic beauties that are so difficult to define
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a

that they could be regarded as arbitrary. What is it which distinguishes

a prosaic verse from one which is not? One is the style of Nature as it

actually is; the other is the style of Nature embellished.2  This is the

way an ingenious writer has defined them, but what of verses in comedy,

epistles, or in satire? Which is to say that in the tragedy and the epic

they are exactly as we would say them in conversation, yet they are not

considered to be prosaic. The orator, the same as the poet, seeks the style

of embellished Nature and both do not have the same style. There are certain

parts of the arts which seem to belong entirely to our senses; they are the

judges of them without the meditation of the intellect. These parts are

the ones which relate to sensation; the instinct of taste produces them and

the instinct of taste judges them and appreciates them.

Should this judgment of the senses and taste, as utterly indefinite,

as totally variable as it is, be considered as purely arbitrary? This

question needs to be discussed with so much more care as it is susceptible

of being generalized. In order to envision it in its most comprehensible

sense, is the idea of beauty artificial and conventional or does it necessar-

ily result from our organization?

All nations do not have the same idea of beauty. It could be that the

negro or the chinese, secluded in climates where the human body is less

attractively clothed, conclude ideas of beauty relative to their conformation.

If the men of these countries, transported into our Europe, recognize the

superiority of our features and of our figures over theirs, this exotic

hommage rendered to beauty will prove that it is universal. However, who

2Charles Batteux, Les Beaux-Arts Rduits a un Meme Principe (Paris,
1746), p. 25. Also, see note 3, Chapter XVII, Part I.
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could assure us that in passing from their opinion to ours the negroes or

chinese have done anything other than change prejudices?

Certainly we cannot give the reason for what constitutes beauty; one

cannot say why large eyes are preferable to small ones, nor why small mouths

are preferable to large ones. This would be to want to explain why pink is

more pleasing than black. We would rather be made to feel it than to state

the reason for it. But, just because a sensation cannot be reasoned it

does not follow that it might be arbitrary and conventional. The unanimity

of votes accorded for so many centuries to this conformation of traits that

we call pretty even today, verifies and fixes the idea of beauty. In all

periods the rose has pleased the eye; in all periods honey has seemed sweet.

These universal sensations, which are found to be contradicted by only a

small number of particular exceptions, constitute a true and certain idea

of good and of beauty.

For a long time the arts wandered from error to error. The periods

which precede and those which follow their most brilliant states hatch only

irregular, monstrous works, and the public often adopts them with as much

passion as the most admirable masterpieces. However, there is a distinction

to be made between the works born before the perfection of the art and those

created afterward. The first are sincerely admired and regarded as perhaps

the models of perfection; the others are followed by a taste of fashion,

caprice, and inconstancy, independent of esteem and admiration. When one

has seen the beautiful, when one has felt it, he is no longer unfaithful to

it except by circumstance. Esteem invariably remains attached to the master-

pieces that caprice causes to be neglected. The idea of beauty in the arts

should therefore be regarded as immutable; the immortality of beautiful works
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is the ever living proof of this idea. It is impossible that everything

might be arbitrary in music, in this language of all ages, of all places,

and of all beings. The melody, the air which will succeed in Moscow, Naples,

London, and Paris, the one which will make the laborer and the noble, the

negro and the peasant from our countryside smile and leap joyously, cannot

have an arbitrary charm; certainly its effectiveness is completely natural.

Therefore, what is it which causes the merit of music to be judged as

arbitrary?

It is that it cannot be defined. The effect is a sensation; some are

more exercised in this, others are less. Some sincerely state what they

feel, others conceal it. Some innocently yield to their affections, others,

by false or true principles, hinder them, combat them, and destroy them.

That which, above all, causes music to be judged as arbitrary is the

rapidity of the revolutions that it experiences and which seem, one after

the other, to entirely renovate the art. Even in Italy, a man who reappears

after thirty years absence finds himself to have changed his fatherland with

regard to music. If in the theater or in the concert he requests the master-

pieces that were most in vogue when he left, they will hardly be known; they

are no longer in use; their reign has perished: I have passed; and am no

more. This inconstancy of the Italians results from several causes. First,

up to the present the art among them has only been made to grow and become

perfected. The Piccinis, the Saccinis, etc. (at least I think so), have been

further than Pergolese. Secondly, the Italians have never attached their

musical beauties to the whole of things, to an ensemble recommendable by its

inevitable perfection. None of them have been able to say: monumentum exegi
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aere perennius.3 Their beautiful pieces are sparse and fleeting like the

leaves of the Sybille.4

I cannot persuade myself that the beautiful dramatic works composed in
France in the last fifteen years are succumbing to the transitory course of

fashion; we will ceaselessly return to them. The ensemble of the music, the

words, and the action in these works constitutes a mass which resists the

ebb and flow of caprice. In these immortal productions music rests on an

immovable base.

With regard to concert music, we can only invite the true amateurs to

not blindly and with exclusion defer to the taste consecrated by the latest

fashion. Let us not impoverish or extenuate the art by reducing it to its

most modern productions. Let us walk into the midst of the riches that the

genius of different centuries has brought to bloom.

In this manner we will follow the progressive march of the art and shall

have the history of the art told by the monuments themselves.

Whether the beginning of the Stabat, whether several airs of Galuppi,5

of Jomelli,6 etc., might yet be performed or consigned to oblivion, they

have no less actual beauty and were written to never perish.

3"Ikhave completed a monument more enduring than bronze" (Horace, Odes,Book III, xxx, 1).

4Sibyl (Sibylla); a prophetess in Greek legend and literature appearingfirst in the writings of Heraclitus (540-480 B.C.). Typical legends represent
her as a woman of prodigious age, uttering prophesies in estatic frenzy, which,given in Greek hexameters, are always handed down in writing (whence the "leaves").

5Baldessaro Galuppi, called "Buranello" (1703-1785); primarily known asan opera composer.

6Nicolo Jomelli (1714-1774); opera composer who was regarded as the lead-ing Italian composer of his day; called the "Gluck of Italy."
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I beg the musician's pardon for what I am going to advance, but the

pretty nothings, the naive brunettes, harmonious barcarolles,8 simple

minuets and allemandes, all of these frivilous productions of the art are

of real beauty and are so much more genuine that their effect is more

universal. It is with such melodies that you will tour the world without

removing music from its natural sphere. Thus, in this art there is a true

beauty, a beauty which results from natural and commonly experienced sen-

sations; a beauty which, consequently, is not arbitrary. The Noels themselves,

the 0 filii et filae9 furnish us the proof of it; these melodies are not

obsolete; the most accomplished musicians are happy to perform them and to

hear them. However, they would be ignored by everyone, and perhaps the

Stabat as well, if they were not related to a solemnity which revives their

usage.

Let us define the beautiful in music as a simple, natural, novel, and

piquant melody. Every composer who conceives such melodies has the genius

of his art. The one who applies these melodies to works writes at the base

of the tableau what its subject is; the one who adapts them to theatrical

situations makes the effect of the music more general and more striking.

The one who, at a glance, measures and embraces the complete ensemble of a

great action, who binds and cements all of its parts and insists that there

7A brunette was a French popular song (17th and 18th century) with or
without accompaniment and with a pastorale, idyllic, or amourous topic as
its subject.

A barcarolle is a boat song of Venetian gondoliers or an imitation oftheir songs. Barcarolles are always in moderate 6/8 or 12/8 time with a monot-onous accompaniment suggestive of the rocking of a boat or of waves.
90 filii et filae is a 15th-century hymn by Jean Tisserand (d. 1494).It is reproduced in Hymns Ancient and Modern, ed. by W. H. Frere (London,1909), #146. A brief biography of Tisserand is given on page 828.



might not be an idle or superfluous one, the one who sets this great body
into motion and says to it, "move, walk, speak, and act," that one realizes,
in all of its perfection, the immortal work of genius.

Mens agitat molem, et magno se corpore mis cet.10

CHAPTER IX

THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE ARTS ARE CREATED FOR THE MULTITUDE; THE

DEGREE TO WHICH IT CAN SOUNDLY JUDGE THEM.

L'Abbe Dubos has discussed the question which we are treating and has
decided in favor of the ignorant,a of the multitude. He empowers it as
competent judge and sovereign of the fine arts. We are not entirely of his
opinion, and furthermore, by the word public, l'Abbe Dubos says that he means
only those persons whose minds and taste are cultivated. 2 But if the

aRefl~ctions sur la Peinture et la Posie.

10..and mind, pervading its members, sways the whole mas n igewith its mighty frame" (Vergil, The Aeneid, VI, 727)ass and mingles
1 l'Abb Jean-Baptiste DuBos (1670-1742); the complete title of DuBos'book is Reflexions Critiques sur la Poesie, la Peintureet la MusioueD(Paris,1719) . This was one of the most widely read and admired books of t e centuryVoltaire calling it "the most useful book that has ever been written on thesesubjects in all the nations of Europe" (Siecle sdeLou is XIV, Paris, 1751, p.417).
2rnonindo not include the low people among the public who are capable ofpronouncing on paintings and poems, or to decide what degree of excellence theypossess. The word multitude includes here only those persons who have acquireda certain illumination, either by reading or by commerce with the world"

(Refexins Citi ,inc r1 I
q , , 3I).
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cultivation of one's taste is necessary for the comprehension of the arts,

why is not the cultivation of a particular art necessary to produce sound

judgment of it? Does one learn to judge pictures by examining books? Can
philosophical studies convey the sentiment of poetry? By the natural con-

sequences of the principle that he is asserting, l'Abbe Dubos is obliged

to attribute to the connoisseurs alone, or at least to those of preference,

the right to pass judgment on the arts.

I do not know if 1 'Abbe Dubos considered the question from the different

points of view of which it is susceptible. He examines whether it is better
to judge the arts by discussion than by sentiment; this was not the only point
that needed -to be clarified. It was necessary to determine whether men ac-
complished in an art have a more prompt and accurate feeling for it than

those who are not. Now, in order to deal with this question, here are the
facts with which one might support himself.

The exercise of our senses is so necessary to perfect their usage that
we see imperfectly those objects that we rarely see. None of us distinguishes

by their physiological traits a partridge from a partridge or a hare from a
hare. People who have seen few negroes find that they all resemble one

another; habitually seeing them teaches us to distinguish them at first glance;
thus, the eye learns to see, the ear to listen.

Everyone assures, and the Abbe Dubos confirms it, that the young artists
sent from France to Rome to study painting at first view the paintings of

Raphael3 without emotion. It is by regular examination that they discover the
beauties in them. Well! Men called by their taste and by their talent to

3Raffaello Santi (1483-1520), known as "Raphael."
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practice an art need an apprenticeship to perceive the marvels of this same
art and, yet, we wish that the public might be the most enlightened judge

of it!

Let us pass from painting to music. We shall see the public receiving
slow instruction from experience, crawling along in some manner behind the
art, following its progress from afar and arriving at one of its epochs just
as another begins. The public is therefore rarely in a position to immed-
iately appreciate the innovations that the art attempts. It is necessary
that it try out its taste and knowledge on the new productions which are
presented to it. At first the public makes itself the pupil of the genius
who astonishes it (a pupil who insults his master) and when it has thoroughly
studied his doctrine, it judges it. The public, subject to being mistaken
in its first impressions, only receives the most truthful impressions in the
long run, because over a period of time the advice of the connoisseurs in-
fluences its opinions. A truth of taste (according to me) is established like
a philosophical truth, through the testimony of enlightened men.

While we would abstain from forbidding the sentiment of the uninformed

in matters of taste, it will at least be necessary to acknowledge that at
every instant they can be the dupes of common, hackneyed, trite ideas. Like
authors who write their books with the intelligence of others! Like verses
which are only a pile of poetic remains stolen here and there! Like the
songs heard everywhere! The ignorant applaud these insipid larcenies; in
their eyes the plagiarist has the merit of the inventor.

One thing even contributes to making the judgment of the ignorant
vicious; it is that they are rarely content to judge according to their
instinct. Those who,-above all, cannot keep their opinions to themselves
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work at making something of them. They were surprised by a few words spoken

by the professors and they are mistaken in the application that they make of

them. I have seen these off-key parrots praise the richness of the harmony

in some music when the poor, sterile harmony dwelt or stagnated on the same

chords. I have seen those who exclaim in admiration about the charm of the

modulations before the air had left the principal key. Those who are not

initiated in an art cannot refrain too much from speaking of it with some

kind of scientific air. The usage which they make of the nomenclature alone

reveals their profound ignorance. To be ignorant is nothing, only decide of

what you are ignorant!

I am expecting an objection. Music is, according to me, a natural

language for which we have an innate feeling. Why does it need to be

practiced to perceive its beauties? I respond: to see, to hear, to think,

and to reflect are also operations natural to man; why does he need to

exercise them to perfect their usage?

In music, as in discourse, there are some simple ideas which are within

the comprehension of everyone. There are others more involved that work and

reflection will suggest; the habit of listening to them instructs one in

appreciating them. If you read L'Art postique4 to your gardener he will not
understand you. A minuet, a tambourin, is enjoyed by everyone. If art com-

plicates its operations, if music elevates its language, it will no longer

speak except to the initiates. The difference between discourse and song is

that the man who speaks to make himself understood by the peasants says only

platitudes and trivialities, and the cheerful songs, worthy of being adopted

by the populace, are some beauties of genuine art. It is this fact which

makes us think that, of all the arts, music is the most popular.

4L'Art Poetique (1674) by Nicolas Boileau-Desprieaux.
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Persons who have grown old habitually listening to old music say that

they cannot enjoy any other. I have no difficulty believing it. The power

of habit can substitute artificial tastes for our most natural ones. This

is one of the reasons for the diversity of our opinions in music. These

reasons become multiplied when it is a question of judging a complete opera.

In this vast ensemble composed of action, verse, song, symphony, dance, and

spectacle, each person has an interest in one of these parts, in the one

which is the most agreeable and familiar to him. The judgment which he

expresses falls on the entire work. In this confluence of talents we consider

them to be totally interdependent; the faults and perfections of one become

the detriment and merit of all. Through this reasoning, a man who likes only

the poems of Quinault is believed to be a partisan of Lully.

The philosopher, the lover of truth who seeks it in music, would like to

find a general opinion on which he might fix and lay his own. Here is that

opinion:

"The fine Italian music and the fine German music are enjoyed by all
of Europe. That which France has produced of value in the last twenty
years differs from neither the Italian nor the German taste and Europe
also approves of it."

Is it, then, a question of the philosopher having a certain opinion on the

new works which appear? If he examines the case made for it by the majority

of men in the arts and enters his opinion behind theirs, he will have only
anticipated the public, who sooner or later rally to this standard.



CHAPTER X

WHICH ARE THE ARTS WHICH ARE MORE PLEASING TO THE MULTITUDE? WHAT

ARE THE JUDGMENTS WHICH IT EXPRESSES ABOUT THEM?

All the arts are not equally within the grasp of the multitude. All do
not have the same attraction for them. That which most excites the curiosity
and most strongly arouses the passions is preferred by all men. It is for
this reason that the spectacles of the arena have been enthusiastically fol-

lowed and that the public gathers around the scaffolds where the criminals
die. Dramatic productions have the double merit of interesting the curious
men and moving the emotions of the sensitive man. Also, in all centuries,

in all climates, the people have displayed an eagerness for it.

One would be inclined to believe that tragedy, morethan comedy, should
interest the lower classes because it is more closely related to those bloody
executions which instill in them the pleasure of terror and pity, but what I
have observed at the gratis performances given by the comedians persuades me
to the contrary. At those productions I have seen spectators have dry eyes
at the most touching passages and to sometimes laugh at the most passionate
moments. The proof of this can be seen in the country when a tragic action
is performed before the peasants; the children of Ines falling at the feet of
Alphonse, a murderer who executes them, excites a general laughter.1 Without
doubt, the souls of these good folk do not know to be impressed with terror
and pity for simple fictions. In the theater they see knife stabs or blows
with a cudgel from the same view; in either one they see only simulated action
and they laugh at the falsehood.

1Houdart LaMotte's Ines de Castro (1723).
352
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How does one laugh in the theater of Paris when Orgon, betrayed by the

Tartuffe, is seen ready to be led to prison and weeps in the midst of his

family?2 This situation is touching on the one hand and terrible on the

other by the presence of the criminal who threatens his benefactor and revels

in his misfortune. L'Abbe Dubos assures us that the audience laughed for a

long time and almost at a roar at the beautiful scene between Pyrrhus and

Phoenix:

"Crois-tu si je 1'epouse, qu'Andromaque en son coeur n'en sera point
Jalouse."
("If I marry t im do you believe that in his heart Andromaque will not
be jealous.")

Such is the public whose judgment we are told is so solid.

If this first rapture of pleasure and admiration which seizes an entire

audience was the demonstrable evidence of a superior beauty, the first judg-

ments of the public would be infalliable and permanent; it is completely the

opposite. They are commonly faulty and subject to retraction. The public,

it is said, corrects and perfects its judgments. In my opinion, these words

simply mean that the public, instructed in detail by gentlemen of taste,

returns to the spectacle advised of its error and warned against the instinct

which had initially misled it. We know today that the public which scorned

Le Misanthrope, which coldly received Britannicus, 4 and which became inflamed

over Timocrate, 5 was mistaken. Let us leave the calculating of our errors to

the care of another generation.

Without attempting to slander the present taste of the public, it can be

maintained that in the theater its taste for exaggeration misleads it. The

2Moliere's Tartuffe (1664) ; Act V, scene iii.

3Racine's Andromague (1667) ; Act II, scene .N, 670-671.
4Raci one'ss Britannicus (1669). 5Thomas Corneille's Timocrate, (1658).
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convulsive furies of the actors have an almost certain claim to its applause.

This violence required in the actors' performance is almost inevitably in

the works which they produce. Consequently, all of the delicate nuances

disappear by which the poet's art should be successively transmitted to us.

The verisimilitude, the propriety, everything is sacrificed to a vehemence

often irrelevant and whose continuity is exhausting. The public seems to

say to those who work for its pleasure what Phedre in his delirium says to

his confidant:

"Serve my fury, cEnone, not my reason." 6

This need to be strongly moved, which makes the multitude so fond of

the spectacles, enables them to appreciate statues and paintings with only

a cold and tranquil pleasure. These mute images, completely animated,

utterly alive in the eyes of the connoisseurs, are not lively enough for the

multitude impoverished of intelligence and who have only their senses. If

you watch the people at the salon of the Louvre, in the rooms for painting

and sculpture, you will find hardly any sense of beauty in them. A sort of
stupid curiosity dispassionately casts its glances from one object to
another and sometimes fixes them on the object least worthy of being admired.
For example, to the ignorant a beautiful statue, Antin'us, 7 is only a well-
proportioned figure from which they cannot receive a vivid, striking sensation.
It is to the person who is conscious of the difficulties of the art and the
merit of the work that this statue is a masterpiece; it is he alone who has
the right to become excited by viewing it.

6Raci ne' s Phadre (1677); Act III, scene i , 792.
7Antin us (d. 130 A.D.); a youth of Claudiopolis in Bithynia. His bustrepresents the ideal type of youthful beauty. p na.Hsbt
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Separated from the interest of a performed or narrated action, verses
interest only a few persons initiated in the mysteries of poetry. The others
see in what is called poetic coloration fcoloris poetique] only a choice of
terms and expressions less simple than they would have desired. Little
steeped in the conventions of this art and little touched by the harmony

that results from it, they all but condem its careful elegance, objecting
to the style of declamation that it prescribes. Divine Men! who are consumed
by the fire of poetry, you cannot ignore it; your writings are appreciated
only by those who delve into your art and cultivate it!

Music gives a more popular merit to its compositions. We have already
observed that when the most beautiful airs from opra-comique or serious
opera are delivered to the people they adopt them with pleasure. A beauti-
ful song is written for all ears; it is a universal truth which becomes a
proverb.

Notice that all of the pieces of music which have this popularity are
gay or graceful. The adagio and the presto are hardly ever sung by the
people. When a slow romance is sung in the streets its character is altered;
one animates it. A slow rhythm saddens or touches our emotions - a hurried
rhythm agitates and exhausts. Either one annoys the common folk who wish
to find in song only a gentle distraction from their occupations.

Dance united to music by the most intimate relations and by the most
marked dependence participates in the destiny of this art without which it
cannot exist. The gay dance and the graceful dance are those which are most
widely enjoyed. The danced adagio produces, so to speak, only attractive
developments or pretty attitudes whose effect (similar to that of a beautiful
statue considered from different vantage points) inspires only a dispassionate
and tranquil admiration.
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Whatever might be the greater or lesser affinity that the arts have
with the multitude, they have one which is very prominent. It is the need
to please the greatest number, a necessity which I maintain is more the
artist's than the art's, but one which in directing him in his procedures,
influences the destiny of the other.

Have the arts lost or gained by becoming popular? It is an interesting
question that can only be resolved by a detailed analysis; we are going to
attempt it.

If we can believe Quintilian, the orator was not to speak to the senate
in the same style with which he spoke to the assembled commoners. The genre
of eloquence, reserved for the pleasure of the solemn magistrates, was
hardly proper "for currying popular favor." Quis vero nesciat, quin aluid
discendi genus poscat gravitas Sentoria; aluid aura popularis.8 Let us see
if this principle is applied to all of the arts.

Should a poet who had to write a tragedy for an assembly of philosophers
and Men of Letters compose it in a way other than those of our great masters?
I do not think so and here is the reason. Men who are least alike in intel-
ligence are still similar in their passions: they have both the faculty and
the need to experience the same things. To cry and become excited in the
theater is the pleasure of the fool as well as the genius, and for the former
it is even a superior pleasure to all the intellectual pleasures which do not
interest his sensibility. Thus, the tragic poet finds the soul of the igno-
rant opened in the same ways as that of the educated man. He should attack it

8"Again, who does not know that different styles of eloquence are re-quired when speaking before thegrave assembly of the Senate and5before thefickle populace" (Quinti li an, Ifstj tutjo Oratori a, Book XI, 1, 45).
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through its weak spots, directing all the powers of his art toward the

emotions, and in this view, everything that he has written for the multi-

tude will be enjoyed by the knowledgable man.a

There are a few scenes from our tragedies which seem to be written less

for the simple intelligence of the commoners than for intellects of a supe-

rior temper. Such is the one where the confidants of Augustus discuss the

pre-eminence of monarchial and republican governments.9 This scene is

basically a chapter from the Spirit of the Laws, 10 but it cloaks an emotion-

al aspect. What results from it is knowing if Augustus will retain the

empire, and that if he retains it he will be assassinated.

Perhaps Corneille might not have dared to prolong this admirable dis-

cussion for more than one scene; perhaps an act which revolved entirely

around questions of politics would bore even the most ardent politicians.

In a dialogue of Plato, Socrates, ready to drink the hemlock, can

thoroughly discuss the immorality of the soul, 11 but if staged, this dis-

cussion would paralyze the spectators with boredom.

For someone to be able to insert the dialogue of Scylla and Eucrate

into a tragedy just as Montesquieu composed it,12 I think it would be

aBy multitude we do not mean the lower classes, but that portion of
the public who regularly attend the spectacles.

9Pierre Corneille's Cinna (1640); Act II, scene i.
10Charles de Secondat, baron de la Brede et de Montesquieu (1698-1755),._Esprit des Lois (Paris, 1748), a study of comparative government.
1 Plato, Phaedo, 118.
12Dialogue de Sylla et d'Eucrate (1722, published in 1748), fromMontesquieu s Dis cours Academiques. The Dialogue was written as an expres-sion of the political activism of the Club de 1 'Entresol, of which Montesquieuwas a member.
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necessary that he attach it by some thread to concerns of the heart and by

this relation it might be more suitable to tragedy. This is what the author

of Le Fanatisme13 knew to arrange in the sublime scene of Mahomet with

Zopire.4 There the prophet dares attempt to demonstrate to virtuous men

the necessity of a cult based on error. What a question! It is handled

with such art! Here is the point to which the scene leads:

"Quel serait le ciment, reponds-moi, si tu 1'oses,
De l'horrible amitie qu'ici tu me proposes?
Est-ce le sang des miens que ta main rspandit?"

Mahomet

"Oui, ce sont tes fils mgmes, etc."15

At these words the tragedy re-enters its own, again becoming everything

that it should be: the complication of the most touching and most terrible

interests.

Tragedy seems to neither gain nor lose in becoming public and popular.

That which makes the philosopher tremble and weep equally makes the multitude

tremble and weep. The multitude, doubtless less difficult to please because

it is less enlightened, sometimes accepts the character of the actor for

that of the action and the spectacle for that of the plot. Seduced by these

illusions, it can accord the honor of a transitory success to mediocre works.

But when one restores it to the truth and speaks to its heart, the multitude

applauds; it does more; it esteems. Thus, the ambition of obtaining its

support does not lead to the depravation of art.

1 3 Vol taire, Le Fanatisme, ou Mahomet le Prophete (1741).
14Ibid,; Act II, scene v.

15"Tell me, if you dare, what would be the bond
Of the awful friendship that you are proposing to me?
Has your hand shed my blood?"

Mahomet
"Yes, they are your own sons, etc."
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High comedy, the one which depicts mores or characters, is less the

province of the multitude than tragedy. The people, (here this word in-

cludes a very broad class of men) the people, I say, have less intellect

and reason than passions. Now, a comedy such as Le Misanthrope speaks less

to the passions than to the intellect. Let us not forget that farces were

necessary in Moliere in order to bring off masterpieces. This fact indicts

the taste of the public who was judging this great man. I do not doubt

that today we may not be considered to have a much more certain taste, but

at least we have not tried it on works such as Le Misanthrope in a long

while.

Let us observe another difference relative to tragedy and comedy. It

is that the heart is less deceived in its judgments than the intellect.

A phrase over which everyone weeps is, without any doubt whatever, a touch-

ing phrase; a brilliant phrase which succeeds is not always a happy phrase.

In this genre fie. comic] false and true often achieve the same result.

For a rather long time comedy in France seemed to be the slave of wit

and cleverness, two imperious masters who corrupt it by prohibiting natural-

ness and simplicity.

Formerly we joked about the foolishness of a respectable middle-class;
we loved to follow it in the most obscure details ofhousekeeping. Today the

comedy disparages of such characters and events; it fears falling into

banality. All of its characters, conceived on a more elevated order to
serve the delicate conventions of a choice society, are without character

and physiognomy. Externally, they are just like the sophisticates; polished

men and nothing more. In order to animate their dialogue, the poet's only
recourse is his quick wit, which he overdoes. Instead of turning himself
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into his characters, he turns them into himself. From the fop to the

soubrette, all have the same jargon, to the extent that the entire play is,

so to speak, a long monologue where, under different names, the poet always

speaks.

To whom do we impute these faults of our comedy? To the authors or the

public? Perhaps everyone might be guilty; the writers of falling into false-

hood, the public of applauding bad taste. If Moliere could re-appear even

he would have to do what he did in his own day, battle against the multitude

and entreat the judgment of the connoisseurs against it.

Let us speak of non-dramatic poetry. The verses which are most enjoyed

by all are those which seize the imagination and the heart. To portray and

to feel are the poet's gifts which give the most universality to his success.

These gifts are related to the nature of his art and contributes to its un-

alloyed perfection. Therefore, it is to the poet's advantage to seek the

support of the greatest number.

What the multitude most enjoys in music is the charm of the melody.

Therefore, in accordance with all that we have said, it is demonstrated that

this art can only benefit in being made popular. It is not that, in compos-

ing, the genius should not have the support of the connoisseurs in view more

than that of the multitude, but that one responds to him from the other. The

work which gives pleasure to the musicians will sooner or later please the

public if any cause foreign to the music is not opposed to it.



CHAPTER XI AND LAST.

ON EFFECT IN THE ARTS

That which is called effect in the arts is the sudden and general im-

pression of pleasure that they produce. That which initially seizes us is

a piece with effect. To what do we owe this impression as prompt, as com-

municative as electric shock? Most often it is difficult to describe;

quarter notes, two words, a stroke of the brush can form the illusion.

From that has come this phrase so common among artists: that is done with

nothing.

Effect, in all of the arts, is the most arbitrary and most concealed

feature; it is the enigma and the hieroglyph of art. The genius seeks,

scents, and encounters effect by a sort of instinct rather similar to that

which enables a dog to find his prey. To try to reduce effect to principles

and methods would be to try to give the theory of instinct. This would be,

to continue the figure of speech of which we are just now availing ourselves,

to recommend walking on four paws like a dog and, like him, smelling the

trace. What would come to the one who had a dull sense of smell? Without

the instinct of genius, to copy the processes of effect is not to imitate,

it is to counterfeit.

Effect is so much the fortuitous meeting of genius and talent that,

endowed with those wonderful gifts, effect is often missing where it has

been sought most; formerly it was found without suspecting it. I think that

no writer, no artist will disavow what I a saying. The place which was full

361
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of promise often produces nothing; the one for which no success would be

foreseen obtains a large effect. What writer has not, like M. Jourdain,

made prose without knowing it?1 If one was able to make himself impartial

over the interests of his own vanity, in humbling oneself there would be a
great effect produced without having foreseen it, like the one that is

lacking after having thought about it. In either mistake, I see the human
machine f1'homme machine], incapable of appreciating what he conceives or

what he invents.

The direct objective of all the arts is to please. They are no longer

suited to any function from the moment that this one is not realized.

Therefore, before all else, every artist should strive for effect. But

what produces the most effect is not always what most satisfies the reason.

It is in the destiny of man to sometimes enjoy that which is hardly of

value. In the arts the proof and example of this are rather frequent. Con-
sequently, what becomes the principle of striving for effect, and for the
largest effect? This precept carefully conveys the injunction of, by pre-
ference, not seeking that which reason should most approve, which is to say,
that to excite our most sensitive faculties is in contempt of the one which

is the least sensitive fie. reason].

The dramatic system of the English yields completely to effect. The
reclamations of sound reasoning against that which occurs in their theater
are not heard among them; effect sweeps them away. This preference is above
all remarkable when it is given by a philosophic nation among whom reason is

carefully cultivated.

1Moliere's Bourgeois Gentilhomme: Act II, scene iv.
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I do not think that as much.theatrical effect can be recognized in the

plays of Racine as in those of Voltaire. 2 A more perfect regularity, it is

said makes the balance incline in favor of the first. The consequence of

this judgment is that less imperfection is preferable to more beauty. Let

us apply this principle to Corneille. What would become of his works?

Should he lose the sublime effect of the fifth act of Rodgune3 by not risking

the proposition of paracide made to the two brothers by the princess? I am

leaving this problem to be resolved; the decision given, I will willingly

take it upon myself to make its application to works other than those of

Corneille.

This father of the French theater has perhaps not one tragedy from which

one cannot extract a problem such as the one which has just been established.

Ah! What shall we say of Moliere? The more one has studied his works, the

more it is revealed that in the plot, as in the details, he was before all

else occupied with effect and, with the exception of the plays Le Misanthrope

and Tartuffe, in crossing so many irregularities and improbabilities, he

arrives at this effect which he had made the principal end of his art!

The rules prescribed in the fine arts are perhaps less the means by

which they are able to please than theneans of rendering their effects agree-
able to reason itself. There is, in some manner, a treaty of union between

the reason, the organs of the senses, and the imagination. Shall I say it
then? The rules circumscribe and diminish the effects of the arts by making

2Voltaire's own evaluation of Racine was that he was "celui des nospoetes qui approche le plus de la perfection" (P. Castex et P, Surer, EtudesLitteraires Fran aises LParis, 1949], Tome IV "XVIIIe Sicle," p. 71).
3Pierre Corneille's Rodogune (1644).
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them more able to be reasoned, just as order and decency moderate the joy

of a festivity and make it more fitting.

But how are men pleased by having their reason shocked? Ask that to

the public of all times and of all places; they know more about this point

than you and I.

To me it would appear difficult for there to be a poetic of the theater

for the English. Move us, stir us, whatever may be the price; there is

their entire poetic.

That which causes effect in poetry cannot be defined. If you unite

accuracy of thought to that of images and to the harmony of the sounds,

perhaps you would still be only a common-place versifier and would lack the

true effect of your art. The poems of la Religion and la Grace are proof

of what I am asserting. 4 They are seldom read because they lack effect.

Effect is an indefinable charm.

Effect is especially indefinable in music. There is no reason to be

given for what pleases in one song and displeases in another: the ear

perceives, instinct judges, reason keeps silent. This incontestable as-

sertion was the first of our doctrine; it is the final result. This truth,

promenaded, so to speak, across all of the observations that we have made on

music, will be their termination and conclusion.

The End

4Louis Racine (1692-1763); La Griace (1720), poem in 4 cantos, showedJansenist leanings and effectively prohibited Racine's bid to become a memberof the Academie Frangaise in 1721. La Religion (1724) is a poem in 6 cantos.Racine again presented his candidacy to the Acadmie in 1750 but was defeateddue to the opposition of the Encyclopedists.



OBSERVATIONS

ON THE SONGS OF THE SAVAGES

I have notated these chansons in accordance with M. Marin, a French

officer whom M. de Bougainvillel had introduced to me. M. Marin has lived
for a long time among the savages of America. Made prisoner by them and
led to the place where he was to be put to death, he sang one of their own

songs to the savages and the words that he added to it testifies to the

contempt he had for death. This noble courage gained him his pardon.

M. Marin having no notion of music, it was difficult to be assured

from his intonation if I had accurately notated what he was singing, but I

played for him several times on the violin the airs that he had sung and I
played them with the character that he was giving to them. When he recog-

nized in the melody of my violin the one he had made me hear, I was certain

of not being mistaken.

The savages (M. Marin tells me) fall into two files and accompany the
one who is singing between them by marking the time of the sung measure with

sounds enclosed in their chests and produced in shocks. These shocks become
stronger in proportion as the song becomes more animated, sometimes a drum

also marks the time of the air.

lLouis Antoine de Bouganville (1729-1811); author of two books relatedto this topic: "Notice Historique Sur les Sauvages de l t Amrique Septentrion-ale, par le citoyen Bouganville," NMmoires de l'Institut Nationale des Scienceset Arts, III (1801), pp. 322-346, and Voyag eautour de monde, par les frigatedu roi . . . en 1766, 1767 et 1769 (Paris, 1781).
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The melody of the first songs seems pleasant to me and worthy of

having been conceived among a civilized people. I do not know if I am

mistaken but to me it appears to approach the manner of Tartini, an opinion

that I willingly submit to the decision of the illustrious M. Pagin.2
In all of the adjoining songs the measure is strict and frequent. The

down-beat (frapper) and up-beat (lever) follow one another closely. To

frequently mark the articulations of the rhythm is ole of the most obvious

necessities of all less educated ears. Notice how many musicians, even

skillful ones, need to pay attention in order to observe all the values in
a broad and slow measure whose pulses must be anticipated and are barely
felt. There is no pupil who does not falter in such measures.

Almost all of the songs of the savages modulate, but they only pass
from the principal key to the key of the dominant. This progression of
modulation is common with us; it has become a rule of the art and seems to
be related to its essence.

None of these songs has a fixed and finished direction. Therefore,

compelling each air to end in the key in which it began has been one of the

products of study and reflection.

The character and spirit of the savage songs consists in the articulation
of the rhythm; I have attempted to make it felt by my manner of notating.

It could be said that the savages feel the rhythm more than' the charm of the

intonation.

The minor mode is not heard in these melodies. This is truly astonishing
to me; I would have been inclined to believe this mode to be more natural to

2Andre Noel Pagin (1721-1785); celebrated French violinist. See note 1,Chapter D., Part I.
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Man than the major. It must definitely be that this is not so. If I am

not mistaken in my conjecture on the music of the Greeks, by joining the

proslambanomenos,a la, to their double tetrachord descending, la, sol, fa,

mi-mi, re, ut, si, the minor scale of la (A) has been notated.3  The Greeks

had only a confused feeling of the principal key because they were not

judging the entire scale, but the separate tetrachords.

Doubtless everyone will feel that the melody of the second savage song

is absolutely the same as one of our church chants. Our church chants date

back to a very distant antiquity. We are authorized in accepting them as

Greek chants or, at the very least, Roman, and from the first centuries of

our era. This justifies what I have said of the universality of the same

melodies for all countries and for all ages. Also, it will be noticed that

this melody of the second song is a song of war among the savages; among us

it is adapted to the words of the psalms which have a spirit of peace and

vary from one verset to another.

I invite musicians and intellectuals to make other observations on the

chansons of the savages; they contain the first germ of art, a germ unculti-

vated, undeveloped; it is there that one might catch the secret of Nature.

aName of one of the musical notes among the Greeks.

3Chabanon's discussion is basically accurate. The proslambanomenos,
or "added tone," when inserted below the Meson ("middle") hexachord at the
diazeuxis or "point of disjunction," creates an octave by the union of the
Meson and Hypaton hexachords which produces an A minor scale. For further
discussion, see Reese, Music in the Middle Ages, p. 22.
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APPENDIX A: VARIANTS

Of the fifty-eight (58) separately-titled divisions of material in the

two books, Observations sur la musique, 1779,(Preface and 23 chapters) and

Musique consideree en elle-meme, 1785, (Preliminary Reflections, 32 chapters,

and an appendix, "Observations sur les chansons des sauvages"), there are

actually only thirty-five (35) distinct and independent parts. The whole

of the Observations sur la musigue was taken over into Musique considers

with only slight variation in the order of its chapters or in the substantive

material within them. The material was divided into two parts, to which was

added nine (9) new chapters (two in Part I and seven in Part II), with all

redistributed in the following manner:

Observations sur la musigue (1779) Musique considree en elle-meme1 (1785)
Part IPreface Preliminary Reflections

Chapter: Chapter 1: ANALYSIS AND DEFINITION
OF THE ART2

2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7

8: IMPORTANT COROLLARY TO THE
PRECEDING CHAPTER38 9

9 10
10 11
11 12
12 13
13 14
14 15
15 16
16 17
17 18
18 19
19 20
23 21

1A complete listing of chapter titles is found on the title page. Only
newly-added titles are given here.
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Observations sur la musique (1779)

Chapter:

Musigue consideree en elle-mnme (1785)
Part II

Chapter 1: THE MUSICAL PROPERTIES OF
LANGUAGE

2: ON THE MUSICAL PROPERTIES
OF PROSE, OF POETRY, OF
POETRY OF ONE GENRE OR
ANOTHER, AND OF ONE OR
ANOTHER METER OF VERSE.

3: ON THE SUNG TRAGEDY; ON THE
POEM THROUGH ITS RELATION-
SHIP TO THE MUSIC.SECTION II:

ON THE RELATION OF THE MUSIC
TO THE POEM

4: ON THE COMEDY IN MUSIC AND
THE OPERA-COMIQUE

5: ON THE SO-CALLED OPERA-COMIQU
6: ON THE ORATORIO OR SACRED

DRAMA1 74
20 8
21 9
22 10

11: ON EFFECT IN THE ARTS
Appendix: OBSERVATIONS ON THE SONGS OF

THE SAVAGES

The initial impression upon comparing these two editions is that it was

Chabanon's intention substantially to re-write the book for the second expand-

ed edition. This ambitious attempt was not fulfilled, however, and by far the

greatest number of alternations is found in the opening chapters of the second

edition, and almost always serve to compress the material with little or no

change from the original except for the occasional deletion of a word or phrase.

Following the opening chapters the alterations become less frequent, leaving

one with the impression that Chabanon had tired or had become bored with his
task and simply began transplanting the chapters bodily and without alteration;

2The first chapter is a modified version of the Preface from 1779. Alsosee note 19 of the Preliminary Reflections.

This chapter was interpolated with the accompanying note, "This chapterwas not in the first edition." (Musique consideree, p. 79).
4The title of this chapter, 'The degree to which the philosophic mind canbe applied to the arts," appears in Musique consideree with the addition, "and

principally to music."

JE
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there are, however, notable exceptions to this observation. Doubtless

some deletions were made because in the intervening six years from the

first to the second edition, Chabanon had come to feel that certain state-

ments were no longer philosophically defensible. Perhaps he sincerely

wished to minimize his contribution to the highly emotional climate which

had characterized the musical-philosophical disputes of the preceding

decades, an opinion supported by his own statement:

"When the first part of this book appeared, the intellectuals were
warmed by the flames of dispute. However, it seemed to me that I
had not disposed those whose opinion (by the exaggeration they placed
on it) became foreign to me. In the part of this book that we are
publishing for the first time, we will be found to be even more moderate
than in the first part, though it might have been even more susceptible
to judgments and assertions on the different modern works."

Musigue consid ree, p. 12

Chabanon's "moderation" could almost be regarded as a weakness in that it

deprives his writing of some of the vitality, wit, and energy (though some-

times ill-managed) of more opinionated aestheticians such as Rousseau. One

can still admire Chabanon's appreciation and support of the progressive

elements of dramatic music, though such an inclination is not particularly

surprising in an instrumental musician, while wishing he had been more

forceful in his manner of defense. In the six years between the Observations

and Musique consideree, the subtle shift in taste toward dramatic music that

had begun in the 1760's was validating his philosophic position, one already

considerably strengthened by the mere assimilation of his practical exper-

iences as a performing and composing musician, a perspective denied to

virtually all other musical philosophers of his day.

Variants in Part I of Musique considered

The Preliminary Reflections of Musique considree provides the context in
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the material found in the Preface to Observations surla musigue. As

Chapter I of the Observations was incorporated into Musique considree as

Chapter VII, part II, any actual comparison should begin with the second

chapters of the two books, "Is Music an Art of Imitation? Is Its Principal

Object to Imitate?"

Chapter II contains more revision than any other chapter carried over

into Musique consideree, and the greatest amount of revision occurs in its

opening pages. The first five pages of this chapter (Observations, pp. 13-

17) have been reduced to only two in Musique considre (pp. 38-40). The

deletions included some interesting, if not overwhelmingly significant

passages, particularly this wry observation which he offers to those who

find Rameau's music too complicated.

"Lully, whom we judge to be so simple and so natural, appeared excessive
in his time. It was said that he corrupted the taste of the dance, that
he was making it degenerate into nonsense because he accelerated the
movement of the music. Thus, Lully received the same reproaches which
he himself had valued in his successors." Observations, p.15.

An interesting deletion occurs in Chapter III in which Chabanon omits

a prefatory sentence to his quote from Morellet5 on the nature of imitation:

"The imitation of music has no need of being complete, exact, or strict; it

should even be imperfect and different from Nature in some respects;"

(Observations, p. 25) after which the quotation is reproduced in its entir-

ity (Musique consideree, p. 48). It is doubtful whether this is to be inter-

preted as a shift in Chabanon's persuasions on the subject of imitation, as

he in no other instance departs from hisunwillingness to follow the classic

French precept that absolute fidelity in the imitation of Nature is the basis

of expression in the arts. His unwillingness is, perhaps, better illustrated

5Morellet, Andre. De 1 'Expression en Musique, Lyon, 1759. Also, see
Preliminary Reflections, Note 5.
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by examining the more extensive responses found in Musigue considre (p.

49-50) which Chabanon addresses to the question of imitation as compared

to those in the Observations (p. 27-28). Similar treatment can be seen in

his expanded commentary on Aristotle's principles of imitation found in

Chapter IV (Observations, p. 32 and Musigue considree, p. 54-55).

Another example of Chabanon's re-writing for the sake of emphasis is

the one alteration of any significance found in Chapter V. In his original

edition, Chabanon expressed his reservations about music's capabilities to

portray detailed effects:

"Yet, music is ineffective at portraying such effects, above all if
the composer is interested in portraying them in detail. If he wishes
that a volley of ascending or descending notes here conveys a flash of
lightning, or the forces of the wind, or a clap of thunder, the choice
is his. He can give one designation or another to this picturesque
feature and, on this point, there is no established proof to contradict
it. In lieu of these fruitless efforts to accurately portray what he
cannot express, may the artist imitate the fracas of the tempest in a
more vague fashion and by the use of noise. Let drums and tympani
reinforce the symphony and thereby augment the tumult; and, above all,
may the melody be such that it will not allow those who hear it to say:
all of this is only noise" (Observations, p. 39).

Musique consideree expresses the same reservation with even more emphasis:

"Yet, music is ineffective at portraying such effects, above all if the
composer adheres to details and presumes to create a similar descrip-
tion! Here an ascending or descending volley of notes will express a
flash of lightning, the force of the wind, or a clap of thunder, for
he has his choice among all these effects; the same picturesque trait
belongs to all of them and is equally suitable to them. Eh! Abolish
all these detailed tableaus which portray nothing - portray broad
effects [Peignez en masse]. Let the fracas, the tumult, and the dis-
order of the symphony depict the confusion and noise of the tempest;
and above all, let the melody be such that it might not be said: all
of this is only noise without expression, without character" (p. 58-59).

Chapter VII is identical to its original form but for the deletion of a

mysterious footnote occuring on page 57 of the Observations. In reference to

his statement that, "I know that Dionysiusof Halicarnassus fixed the intonation
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of the Greeks at the interval of a fifth. We will attempt to explain this

passage elsewhere," Chabanon appends the note, "In the second part of this

work." The reader is then obliged to wait six years for its appearance in

Part II of the 1785 edition, only to find that the long-awaited second part

makes no reference to the matter. Ironically, the identical statement is

included in the second edition (Musigue consideree, p. 74), complete with

its promise of elucidation, its meaning made no less obscure by mere repeti-

tion, only now the footnote has completely disappeared and we are left to

ponder the matter without even the promise of future assistance from Chabanon,

however helpful. The following passage with its accompanying notes is taken

from Chabanon's Considerations surles Langues, included as a separate pub-

lication at the end of the second edition (pp. 398-459). This is doubtless

the passage to which reference is made in the vanished footnote with its

promised elaboration on the statement of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, and it

is indeed found in the second part of the work:

"Dionysius of Halicarnassus positively says that the melody of speech
in Greek proceeds by a single interval, that of a fifth. It cannot befrom the inflection of the voice in ordinary conversation that the Greeksrecognized this interval of a fifth which the accent determines, for,
by the admission of all the Greek musicians, ordinary and simple pro-
nunciation did not range over appreciable intervals. It is the foremostdistinction that they all make between melody and speech: the one isintervallic,a the other is continuous, which is to say that the firstalways rests on measured, recognizable degrees, whereas the other rambles

aDiastematic. 6  The organ of speech is not the same as that of song.A man whom we would not fail to recognize from the sound of his voice were hespeaking, would not be recognized upon hearing him sing if we were not accustom-ed to his singing voice. Some persons have a harsh speaking voice and anagreeable singing voice. Others stammer while speaking and not when they sing.

6"Diastematic implies, according to the sense of the ancients, a simpleinterval, in opposition to a compound one, by them called a system." OliverStruck, Source Readings in Music History_ (New York, 1965), IV ("The ClassicEra"), p. 92, note b.
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indeterminately within a certain latitude without one being able to
discern the degrees on which it stops. The intonation of [speech]
accents, fixed among the Greeks at the exact interval of a fifth, is,
therefore, the product of the reflection and workmanship of Art cor-
recting simple and natural pronunciation."b

In Chapter VIII, one of two chapters in Part I not appearing in the

original edition, Chabanon suggests a slight variation in his attitude with

the addition of a qualifying footnote which says, "Music is here considered

as a perfected art, which was not done in Chapter V of the first part."

From Chapter IX through the remaining thirteen chapters of Part I,

Chabanon's editorial policy was one of deletion, and this practiced sparing-

ly. Of the thirteen chapters, four (X, XI, XV, XVII) were transferred intact

into the second edition; three chapters (XIII, XIV, XX) omitted only a single

word; two omitted single sentences (XVI, XIX); three omitted a paragraph or

part of a paragraph (IX, XVIII, XXI) ; and the addition of a single footnote

is found in Chapter XII. 8 Of these numerous and minor alterations, none

could be said to alter in any significant way the passages in which they are

found with the possible exception of this deleted paragraph from the closing

chapter of Part I, XXI, "On Harmony Joined to Melody" (Observations, p. 205):

bM. L'Abbe Arnaud, in his ingenious and scholarly dissertation on
Greek accents, 7 has attempted to give a different explication of the same
passage from Dionysius of Halicarnassus concerning the intonation of the
accent reduced to the interval of a fifth. But, if I am not mistaken, the
text resists the interpretation of the learned academician. "The melody of
speech," says the Greek Gramarian, "proceeds by one interval, that of a
fifth. But, in a musical melody, one proceeds by the interval of a fourth,
a step, a half-step, even by a quarter-tone." It seems to me that that means
that speech has only one interval, that of a fifth, and that melody uses
many others.

7Antoine Arnaud (1612-1694). Granaire ginrale et raisonne concernantles fondemens de 1'art de parler et des remarques sur la nq ue fran aise,(Paris, 1660).

8See Chapter XII, Part I, note 3.
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"It is impossible to conceive a melody which does not admit of a bass
and harmonic parts. Likewise, it is impossible to conceive a series
of chords which are pleasing to the ear from which one cannot draw
melodious tunes. Thus, harmony exists implicitly in the melody,
melody exists implicitly in the harmony. One cannot say which of the
two engenders the other; they are reciprocally engendered, and in the
implicit sense, they cannot subsist without each other."

Chabanon's omission of this generality does represent a subtle shift in his

conception of the reciprocal relationship of melody to harmony, a position

clarified more exactly in the later edition;

"Melody exists implicitly in the harmony; the latter exists implicitly
in the melody, but there is an essential difference between them. Any
melody whatsoever permits hardly more than a single harmony; the same
series of chords, on the contrary, contains an infinity of different
melodies that the eye of genius might discover in it and that his in-
spiration might cause to blossom " (Musique considree, p. 29).

and one less in conformity with the theories of Rameau, whose frequently

inconsistent ideas about the relation of the two are discussed in Girdlestone's

Rameau (pp. 535-538).9

Variants in Part II

The first two pages of this appendix graphically illustrate the manner

in which the materials from the two editions have been coalesced to form the

second half of Musique consideree. There are few alterations in the material

of the four chapters of the Observations utilized in the second part, and

these alterations are almost exclusively limited to such mechanics as itali-

cizing or unimportant adjustments in the punctuation. One slight elaboration

occurring in Musique consideree (p. 345-346) over the original form of the

passage (Observations, p. 1-2) is an exception, after which the chapters

proceed with identical wording.

A final exclusion is seen in the chapter, "On the Opinion That the

Philosophic Nind Enters Quite Arbitrarily Into Music," reproduced identically

9See analysis, p. 40.
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from its original with the exception of a paragraph deleted in the second

edition. In response to the maxim that All the arts are the imitation of

Nature, Chabanon's premise, that, "These words have a meaning more or less

clear depending on the art to which they are applied," was originally fol-

lowed by extensive qualification:

"Relative to any particular art, perhaps they do not have any meaning.
If you say that the art of painting and of sculpture is the imitation
of Nature, I understand you. Everything that Nature has formed that
is perceptible to our eyes, my eye should recognize on the canvas and
in the stone; Nature is an incorruptible witness for art, who gives
evidence against it or in its favor. But what has Nature furnished
us by which to judge a work of architecture? Where has it placed the
model that I must compare with the work of art? Are you saying that
this model exists within us, that the ideal type of beauty is in our
heads? This totally Platonic idea appears hollow and empty to me.
What I see there most clearly is what is returned to my feeling of
taste and sentiment: a variable and deceptive rule. It threw into
error our ancestors who were sincerely entranced before the ornaments
of barbarism. Who will assure us that we are not in error as were
they? (Observations, pp. 166-167).

In the place of this rather eloquent attempt to more precisely define the

relationship between Art and Nature, Chabanon dispenses with his thorough

exposition on the many aspects of Aristotle's maxim, instead referring the

reader to his earlier discussion with the simple statement: "We said this

at the beginning of this work" (Musigue consideree, p. 356).
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APPENDIX B

CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE PRINCIPAL WORKS OF CHABANON

"Discours sur Pindar et sur la poesie lyrique," Mnmoires de 1'Acadermie desInscriptions , XXXII (1761-63) ; XXXV (1764-66) ; XXXVII (1767-69.

Eponine (Paris, 1762), tragedy; This work was revised into an opera and
performed in 1773 under the title Sabinus.

Eloge de Rameau (Paris, 1764).

Sur le Sort de 1a Poesie en ce Siecle Philosophe (Paris, 1764); contains the
Dissertation sur Horace, considsree come pote tragique."

Eudoxie (Paris, 1769) , tragedy.

"Conjectures sur V'introduction des accords dans la musique des anciens,"
Memoites de 1' Acad6mie des Inscriptions, XXXV (1770) , 360-363.
Odes pythigues de Pindar, traduits avec des remarques (Paris, 1772).

"Sur la musique a l'occasion de Castor," Mercure de France, Avril, 1772,
pp. 159-179.

"Lettre de M. de Chabanon sur les proprietes musicales de la langue
frangaise," Mercure de France, Janvier, 1773, pp. 171-191.

Vie du Dante, avec une notice dtaillee de ses ouvrages (Amsterdam, 1773).

Sabinus (Paris, 1774), tragedie lyrique en quatre actes.

Epitre sur la manie des jardins anglois (Paris, 1775).

Opuscles en vers (Paris, 1775 and 1779).

Id lles de Theocrite, precedees d'un essai sur les poetes bucoliques
(Paris, 1777).

Vers sur Voltaire et son apothese au Parnasse (Paris, 1778).

Observations sur la musique et prinialement sur la m taphysique de 1'art
(Paris, 1779).

Discours prononc dans 1'Academie Frangaise le jeudi 20 janvier 1780, a lareception de M. de Chabanon (Paris, 1780).

Eloge de N. de Foncemagne (Paris, 1780).

"Memoires sur les Problemesd'Aristote concernant la musique," Msmoires de
1'Academie des Inscriptions, XLVI (1780-1783), 285-355.
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De la musique considiree en elle-mgme, et dans ses rapports avec la parole,
les langues, lapose eet le thatre (Paris, 1785).

Oeuvres de theatre et autres posies (Paris, 1788); contains two comedies
in five acts: 1'Espritde Parti, ou lesQuerelles a la mode and Faux Noble;
an opera libretto, La Toison d'Or; and several moral epistles modelled after
Fontaines. Reviews of many of these works are found in Grimm, Correspondence
litteraire, vol. XV, 238-240.

Essai sur la Tragedie Lyrigue [Lettre de Chabanon a M. le Vaillant, 1 February
1790 Ts~~1.s.d.)

Plan de constitution pour la colonie de Saint-Domingue, suivi d'une Dissertation
sur le commerce des colonies relative a ce plar (Paris, 1790). This document
is attributed to Michel Pual Gui de Chabanon in many bibliographies but is
almost certainly by Charles de Chabanon, deputy of Santo Domingo, and exists
in printed form from him to the French national assembly (Paris: J.-B.-N.
Crapart, 1791, 141 pages).

Observations sur la lettre desprinces au roi (Paris, 1791).

Adresse a l'Assembl e national au sujetdes Academies (Paris: Impr. nationale,
1791).

Elpge historique de Louis-Joseph-Stanislas Leferon, premiere commandant de la
garde nationale de Compiegne (Paris, 1791).

Tableau de guelgue circonstances de ma vie et prcis de ma liaison avec mon
frere Maugri s ; Ouvrages posthumes de Chabanon, publish par Saint-Ange-, Paris:
A.C. Forget, 1795.

UNPUBLISHED LITERARY WORKS

Virginie (ca. 1766); tragedy given in incomplete form at Ferney.

The article "Violin" in Framerey's Methodological Encyclopedia (unpublished).

Two unpublished plays, Octave (1767) and Les Triumvirs (1765) are often
attributed to Chabanon.

LIBRETTI

Sabinus; five act opera after his own tragedy, Epoine; music by Gossec;
performed 4 December 1773; shortened to four acts and performed 22 February 1774.
La Toison d'Or (1785); not set to music; published as part of Oeuvres de
theatre et autre possies (1788).

La Nativity (1775); oratorio; music by Gossec.
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MUSICAL WORKS

Pieces de Clavein, hare oupfte., avec accompanement de violon ad libitum
(Paris: Rigel, 1775).

Trois sonates pour le clave in avec accompagnement de violon (Paris: Sieber,

Sonate avec accompagnement de violon; #17 in Journal de pieces de clave irn
par different auteurs (Paris: Boyer, 1785). This is Chabanon's onlysurviving piece.

Divertissement lyrique for vocalists and orchestra; performed 22 November
1769 for the benefit concert of l'Ecole gratuite de Dessin.

Semele; unpublished and unperformed opera; text and music by Chabanon.
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